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PREFACE 
The authors acknowledge the significant contributions of Daniel D. 
Richard (Office of User Affairs), James V. Zimmerman (Office of 
International Affairs), and Barbara E. Williams (on temporary assign­
ment to the Office of User Affairs from IBM through the Presidential 
Interchange Executive Program). 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
During the past twelve months, NASA conducted a comprehensive analysis of 
the potential applications and need for a Landsat-D mission. All sectors of 
the user community, including federal agencies, state, regional and local 
governments, and private industry, participated in evaluating the needs for 
and benefits to be derived from a continuing Landsat program. In addition, 
the commercial suppliers of Landsat-related equipment and services were 
asked to address the questions of present and future markets and the possible 
effects on projected sales assuming various decisions related to a continuing 
program. 
NASA's efforts to obtain the views of the public and private sectors were 
extensive, and included: (1) contracted surveys and studies of user needs and 
evaluations of possible Landsat system characteristics; (2) personal contacts 
with users including phone calls, visits, and briefings; (3) confidential Landsat 
data and equipment suppliers market survey; (4) presentations at various 
symposia; (5) an open briefing concerning Landsat-D possibilities to industrial 
suppliers; and (6) the establishment of a Federal Interagency Decision Team 
composed of Assistant Secretaries/Administrators of U.S. Departments of the 
Interior (USDI), Agriculture (USDA), Commerce (USDC), Army Corps of 
Engineers (COE), Agency for International Development (AID), and NASA. 
These efforts resulted in formal documentation in the form of reports, 
letters, interview notes, and minutes of meetings, which constitute the users' 
views of Landsat technology and the value of a continuing program such as 
would be provided by the proposed Landsat-D system. 
It was the consensus of all users that the Federal Government has developed a 
technology that has the potential to provide widespread societal and eco­
nomic benefits at a time when resource scarcities and management practices 
are paramount on the list of growing national concerns. There was also 
consensus that the Federal Government should guarantee a Landsat data 
source in the future and that the overall benefits to the nation exceed the 
cost. 
State, regional, and local governments generally stated that the data should 
be considered in the same context as census, cartographic, and meteorologi­
cal data which are provided to the public as a service by the Federal 
Government. Both the National Governors Conference and the National 
Conference of State Legislatures resolved that NASA should develop the 
Landsat-D system as proposed. The system as proposed by NASA was 
considered responsive to state needs. The improved capabilities of the 
Thematic Mapper was of utmost importance to land inventory applications, 
particularly in the urban setting, enabling the extraction of increasingly 
detailed information concerning a greater number of land categories. In 
addition, the state users stated that the Federal Government should make a 
firm commitment to insure the operational status of the Landsat system and 
to develop a systematic and effective technology transfer process to include 
user assistance and training. It is significant that the states felt it was also 
their responsibility to share in the overall costs of developing the technology 
transfer process and adopting Landsat as an operational data source. 
The private industrial suppliers of Landsat-related equipment and services 
projected a $lB-$4B market over the next 10 years for products and services 
directly associated with Landsat data reception and analysis, excluding satel­
lite hardware. It was pointed out that the corporate taxes alone on the 
profits generated through these sales may help to repay a portion of the 
government's cost for Landsat-D. Some of the larger companies have already 
invested a few million dollars in market development. All of the companies 
are reluctant to more aggressively pursue the market because of the risk 
caused by the uncertainty of a continuous data source. This "uncertainty" has 
contributed to fragmenting the marketplace. Users need assurance of a 
continuous data source before they will make financial commitments; 
industry wants to reduce its risk and to have a growth market before it will 
make front-end investments. The industrial suppliers further stated that a 
decision now by the Federal Government to provide a data source only 
through 1983 would moderately reduce their projected market, and that a 
three year disruption in the source of data (1980-1983) would reduce their 
sales by 70-90%. 
The private users in the mineral and petroleum industries unanimously agreed 
that Landsat-D would greatly increase their efficiency in locating valuable 
new deposits and would significantly reduce their costs for geological and 
geophysical exploration. It was further concluded that the benefits to the 
petroleum and mineral industries most probably will be in the multi-millions 
of dollars per year. It is apparent, however, that these benefits will be more 
quantitatively determined as their research continues through the Landsat-C 
time period. The timber industry identified some potential benefits in forest 
inventory and overall resource management, but generally felt that more 
research and development was needed before they would commit to the 
operational use of Landsat data. The greater resolution provided by the 
Thematic Mapper is a must for both the timber industry and the mineral and 
petroleum industries. The increased spectral sensitivity and coverage of the 
Thematic Mapper was also considered critical in order to accurately 
discriminate timber species, some rock types, and surface artifacts. A re­
petitive and systematic information data base was a major requirement. 
The federal user community's views were expressed through the Interagency 
Decision Team (IDT). The EDT strongly supported Landsat-D to provide 
sufficient time to conduct a test to determine its operational utility and 
system effectiveness. Federal agencies are already expending considerable 
effort to experiment with the use of Landsat data to better conduct their 
missions, and some have entered into demonstration and transfer projects to 
develop sufficient information to warrant a go/no go decision to adopt 
Landsat remote sensing technology operationally. The IDT recommended in a 
signed statement that NASA be given approval in its FY 1978 budget to 
develop the Landsat-D system as proposed. 
In summary, the user communities identified in this report strongly support a 
Landsat-D system. They conclude that the Federal Government has already 
demonstrated the potential benefits to both public and private sectors from 
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the use of Landsat data and has stimulated enthusiasm throughout the world 
for what Landsat can provide in the future. Even U.S. foreign relations have 
benefited from Landsat as is evidenced by AID's active involvement in 
Landsat technology. International lending institutions use Landsat routinely 
to assist base mapping, resource development, and construction efforts. With 
this background and the strong support for Landsat-D as evidenced by letters 
and reports from all sectors of the user community, it is NASA's conclusion 
that overwhelming user support exists for the Landsat-D program in the FY 
1978 budget.


The remainder of this summary report provides a synopsis of the opinions of 
the major user communities: (a) federal, (b) state, regional and local, and 
(c) private industry, relative to the need for, and value of an'improved 
Landsat-D system. Each of these user groups is summarized by sector in 
terms of its demand for Landsat data, present and potential applications, 
need for and impact of an improved satellite capability represented by 
Landsat-D, and a general evaluation of the benefits accrued to each group as 
a result of Landsat use. The interests of these three user sectors is also 
presented on a multisector/application basis in a brief summary of the studies 
performed by the Application Survey Groups (ASG's) and the survey 
completed by the Battelle Columbus Laboratories. In addition, a brief 
discussion concerning the rapidly growing interest and use of Landsat in 
foreign nations is provided. 
The summary report is followed by a detailed Reference Section of Landsat 
Users. This section contains the various letters, resolutions and other 
statements made by user organizations in expression of their opinion 
concerning the Landsat program. References in the summary report, e.g., 
Letter I1-C (9-1), refer to individual user statements contained in the 
reference document. To avoid confusion, it is also important to emphasize 
that any underlining of quoted statements is that of the individual quoted and 
not the author of this document. 
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2.0 	 FEDERAL USERS 
One of the most important user elements in the Landsat earth resources 
satellite program is the federal sector. Aside from the acquisition of satel­
lite data, which has been the responsibility of NASA and the U.S. Geological 
Survey, up to this point, executive agencies are extremely interested in 
Landsat data to serve their own information needs and to provide data to 
their 	constituencies. 
In orddr to cooperatively identify and resolve issues relating to the develop­
ment of future earth resources satellites, an Interagency Decision Team (IDT) 
was established consisting of NASA, the Departments of Agriculture, 
Commerce and the Interior, the Corps of Engineers and the Agency for Inter­
national Development. Each agency was represented at the Administrator or 
Assistant Secretary level. To support the IDT, a technical level Working 
Group was also formed. The IDT served on this basis to obtain and formally 
reference federal requirements for Landsat-D and to evaluate Landsat-D 
characteristics. 
The main purpose of the-IDT was to consider the evolutionary direction of the 
earth resources satellite program and to recommend the next step to be 
taken. The IDT felt that by the end of the useful life of Landsat-C (about 
1980), sufficient demonstration and verification of Landsat-derived benefits 
would have accrued to warrant a test of an operational system. While none of 
the agencies are currently ready to commit to operational use of Landsat 
data, there was consensus that the government should conduct a three-to-six 
year validation test of a system which would have the major elements 
anticipated for any fully operational capability of the future. 
The IDT addressed three major issues in considering its recommendations for 
the earth resources satellite program after Landsat-C: 
(1) 	 Federal User Agency Requirements for Landsat Data - Each agency was 
asked to-identify its current and future needs for satellite data. 
(2) 	 Technical Characteristics - The IDT Working Group and the IDT re­
viewed alternative proposals for satellites, sensors, and ground systems 
which would best meet those needs identified. 
(3) 	 Policy Considerations - Most of the IDT's work addressed the roles and 
responsibilities of the respective agencies in the program and other 
policy questions such as the pricing structure for the data and 
opportunities for commercial involvement in the data processing sys­
tem. 
The positions of the IDT-member agencies are summarized below. This 
material summarizes the discussion and documentation which was incor­
porated in the minutes of the IDT and IDT Working Group meetings. 
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2.1 	 Agency for International Development - AID carries out the U.S. 
foreign aid program and, in recent years, has placed heavy emphasis on 
providing scientific and technical assistance to its client countries. Be­
cause of the growing international interest in the Landsat program, AID 
strongly supports its continuation and expansion. AID's main concern, 
as expressed in the IDT, is that any future Landsat systems be com­
patible with the current one so that those foreign nations who are 
building or operating ground stations will not be forced to invest a 
major amount of additional funds. Accordingly, AID supported the 
continued use of a Landsat-C-type Multispectral Scanner and an as­
sociated telemetry and data handling system. AID is also concerned 
that there is continuity of these data so that foreign ground stations 
continue to receive revenues. The Administrator of AID urged that an 
early decision be made on the commitment to an operational program so 
that foreign nations can rely on long term availability of Landsat data. 
AID does desire the higher resolution Thematic Mapper data to evaluate 
its utility for mapping agricultural assessments and other uses. 
2.2 	 Department of Agriculture The USDA is potentially the most important 
federal user of Landsat data because of the possible economic benefits 
to the nation from improved information on global agriculture. The 
results of the Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE) have 
indicated that crop forecasting based on satellite data could be a 
cost/effective method for obtaining worldwide agricultural information. 
USDA reported to the IDT that it had identified approximately 250 
departmental information' requirements for Landsat data for both the 
current and proposed sensors. While existing Landsat data is adequate
for wheat inventories in North America and the USSR, improved
resolution is needed for fields in India, China, and other countries and to 
measure other major crops. In addition to crop forecasting, the Forest 
Service, Agricultural Research Service (Letter IA), Statistical 
Reporting Service and Soil Conservation Service are all using Landsat 
data and want to experiment with the Thematic Mapper. 
For many applications, USDA would find useful to have a nine day 
coverage capability (2 satellites in orbit) to increase the likelihood of 
obtaining cloud free data. However, this was not identified as a critical 
requirement particularly if the 18-day coverage requirement is met. 
USDA is very concerned about continuity of Landsat data. It is possible
that a satellite-based global wheat inventory system could be operating
by 1980. Investment in such a system would only be approved if there 
was reasonable certainty of continuous data availability. 
USDA also specified a need for improvements in the ground data hand­
ling facilities so that digital or photographic products. are provided
within five days of acquisition. USDA's own data distribution facility at 
Salt Lake City would continue to provide Landsat data products to the 
public. 
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2.3 	 Department of Commerce - The National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) will continue to use Landsat data primarily as a 
research tool. NOAA is interested in using Landsat for studies of 
coastal processes and shoreline measurements, flood assessments, 
environmental effects of petroleum and mineral exploration in the outer 
continental shelf and for snow cover estimations. In addition, the 
Census Bureau is very interested in using satellite imagery to delineate 
urban boundaries as an aid to its census surveys. The Census Bureau 
believes that the 30-meter resolution Thematic Mapper data will 
greatly contribute to this capability. 
2.4 	 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - The Corps plans to continue its ex­
tensive use of Landsat data and feels that the increased spatial and 
spectral resolution of the Thematic Mapper will better serve its needs 
than the current Multispectral Scanner. The Corps is considering the 
possibility of having its own digital processing system to take Landsat 
data directly from the acquisition facility and process it into useful 
products. 
The Corps 	 plans to use Landsat data increasingly as a decision making 
tool; 	 it will establish regional service bureaus to assist local districts. 
Among the 	 applications cited by the Corps are: 
o 	 Hydrology 
Surface water and snowmelt/runoff estimation 
Environmental Assessments 
Flood plain and inundation assessment 
o 	 Construction 
Geological studies 
Cultural features 
Soil Surveys


o 	 Coastal Studies 
Bottom features near harbors and inlets 
Sediment transport 
" Regulatory function 
Wetlands monitoring 
2.5 	 Department of the Interior - The Department of the Interior has a 
major interest in Landsat because of its vast resource management 
responsibilities. Interior has been evaluating Landsat's utility for strip 
mine monitoring, wildlife habitat monitoring (Letter IB), rangeland 
assessments, land use planning and for environmental baseline assess­
ments for energy development. Interior strongly favors continued use 
of the Multispectral Scanner for most of these studies at least until the 
Thematic Mapper is completely proven. 
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The Department of the Interior has been especially concerned about its 
continued responsibility for data dissemination to the public; this 
includes reproduction, archiving, and distribution of the data, along with 
trailing and assistance for the users. The IDT worked out solutions to a 
number of problems associated with the increased data load from the 
Thematic Mapper on Interior's Sioux Falls facility. 
Interior supports the view, adopted by the IDT, that long term operating 
costs of the Landsat program must be offset by revenues from data 
sales. This will necessitate a substantial increase in data prices. The 
IDT also agreed that opportunities for commercialization of the data 
distribution function should be explored so that, if appropriate, 
government could move out of this area and let private industry develop 
it. 
Aside from the IDT-member organizations, several federal agencies 
have used or plan to use Landsat data for a variety of purposes. The 
Defense Mapping Agency has already used Landsat imagery to update 
hydrographic charts and is extremely interested in the additional spec­
tral bands of the Thematic Mapper which will aid in shallow water 
bathymetry. The Environmental Protection Agency has experimented 
with remote sensing for various environmental monitoring tasks. Ac­
cording to an EPA news release (76-24), "multispectral scanning is now 
regarded as a technique offering great potential for lake nutrient 
surveillance." EPA also wants to experiment with Thematic Mapper 
data for monitoring ocean dumping and other sources of pollution. 
Other agencies who may use Landsat are the Federal Highway Ad­
ministration, for engineering geology; the Energy Research and De­
velopment Administration, for geologic studies, mineral exploration and 
thermal effluent monitoring; the Department of Justice, for sur­
veillance of illegally grown drugs; and the Tennessee Valley Authority, 
for general land use and hydrologic studies. 
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3.0 	 STATE, REGIONAL AND LOCAL USERS 
3.1 Approach 
There were three major activities directed toward identifying and 
evaluating the present and potential applications and benefits, as well 
as the need for an improved Landsat-D program in the state, regional 
and local user community. They consisted of the following: 
o 	 Evaluation by the National Conference of State Legislatures 
(NCSL) of the value of an improved Landsat program in satisfying 
the legislative and programmatic information requirements of 
state government. 
o 	 Evaluation of the perceived value of the present and proposed
Landsat program to state needs through personal contact with 
resource mangers in numerous user organizations including multi­
state regional groups, individual states and substate entities such 
as regional, county and city governments. 
o 	 Evaluation by Washington University of the required capabilities 
of Landsat-D to meet state data needs which could possibly not be 
met by the Landsat I and II capabilities. 
These activities were designed to obtain a factual assessment from the users' 
perspective. This section summarizes the results of this assessment on the 
basis of the following: (a) states' data demand; (b) key Landsat experience 
and applications; (c),need for and impact of improved capabilities; and 
(d) benefits derived from the use of Landsat data by the states. 
3.2 Data Demand 
In recent years, both state and federal legislation have increased the 
authority and responsibility of state governments for management of 
natural resources and land use. In many areas, states are taking the 
initiative in developing an active role by the creation of policy and 
programs for land, environmental and resource management. The 
aggregate results of the legislative trends is significant in that it places 
the prime responsibility for decision-making relative to the nation's 
environment, natural resources and land planning squarely on the states 
(see for example the list of current and pending legislation in Tables 3-1 
and 3-2). 
To successfully execute these responsibilities, states require 
increasingly large and diversified quantities of data on a recurring basis. 
Presently available information does not satisfy these growing needs 
and conventional data collection techniques are often too costly (see 
Letters I-C (17-2) and II-B (1)). 
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ASSISTANCE FUND FOR COASTAL IMPACT OF OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT IN OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF - 1976 
" NATIONAL DAM INSPECTION PROGRAM - 1972

" SOLID WASTE 	 UTILIZATION AND MANAGEMENT ACT - 1976

" CLEAN AIR ACT - 1970

" RURAL DEVELOPMENT ACT - 1972

" WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT ACT - 1974

STATE LEGISLATION/PROGRAMS


a LAND USE AND ENVIRONMENT RELATED


- COMPREHENSIVE LAND USE PLANNING (21 STATES--e.g, OREGON LAND CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT ACT)


COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT (15 STATES--e.g., CALIFORNIA COASTAL ZONE CONSERVATION ACT)


- SURFACE MINING (32 STATES--e.g., NEW YORK STATE MINED LAND RECLAMATION ACT)


- CRITICAL AREAS DESIGNATION (10 STATES--e.g., MINNESOTA CRITICAL AREAS ACT)
 

- POWER PLANT SITING (29 STATES--e.g., MARYLAND POWER PLANT SITING ACT) 
* 	 RESOURCE MANAGEMENT


- FORESTRY


WATER RESOURCES LONG STANDING STATE LEGISLATION


- AGRICULTURE


- FISH AND WILDLIFE 
C 0­
c 
~-	

TABLE 3-1 
LEGISLATIVE AND PROGRAMMATIC IMPETUS


FEDERAL LEGISLATION/PROGRAMS 
SHUND 701 COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM - 1968 --------------------­
" EPA 203 AREAWIDE PLANNING AND WASTE TREATMENT - 1972 ------------------------­
o COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT (CZM) ACT - 1972 -------------------------------------­
" LAND AND WATER CONSERVATION ACT - 1965 --------------------------------------­
" PUBLIC WORKS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ACT - 1965 ----------------------------­
" APPALACHIAN REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT ACT - 1965 ---------------------------------­
" WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ACT - 1972 ------------------------------------------­
* 	 WATER RESOURCES PLANNING ACT (ESTABLISHMENT OF RIVER BASIN COMMISSION) - 1965 
• 	NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT (NEPA) - 1969 
* 	 HUD FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM - 1968 
* 	 FOREST AND RANGELAND RENEWABLE RESOURCES PLANNING ACT - 1974 
" 

(FUNDING $ MILLIONS) 
175 (FY 75 & 76) 

203 ( " ) 
38 ( T "I176 (FY 76) 
120 ( 
200 ( 
65 ( ) 
TABLE 3-2 
PENDING FEDERAL LEGISLATION 
* 	 ENERGY FACILITIES PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT ACT 
* 	 LAND RESOURCES PLANNING ASSISTANT ACT 
* 	 LAND USE AND RESOURCE CONSERVATION ACT 
* 	 STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT FISCAL ASSISTANCE RENEWAL 
* 	 NATIONAL FOREST MANAGEMENT ACT 
" FEDERAL COAL LEASING AMENDMENTS ACT 
S CLEAN AIR ACT AMENDMENTS 
* 	 AMENDMENT OF COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT ACT TO STUDY IMPACT OF ENERGY 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
* 	 SURFACE MINING CONTROL AND RECLAMATION 
* 	 OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF LAND ACT AMENDMENTS AND MANAGEMENT ACT 
* 	 SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL ACT AMENDMENTS 
* 	 SOLID WASTE ENERGY AND RESOURCE RECOVERY ACT 
* 	 WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ACT AMENDMENTS 
It is the judgement of state resource managers that Landsat is an im­
portant tool in satisfying this new and heavy data demand, and in many 
cases, is uniquely capable to obtain the data coverage required to carry 
out the intent of the legislation. This judgement is reflected in the 
following statement in the NCSL Final Report, identifying a prime 
legislative use of remote sensing (Landsat) as: 
- - - a means of collecting data for programs whose data 
requirements have gone unmet due to accessibility, cost or time 
constraints." 
This capability of Landsat in meeting current user needs is also 
emphasized in the following statement made by Mr. Ted Haines from 
the Southwestern Illinois Regional Planning Commission during the 
NCSL Task Force Hearings on Landsat: 
"Landsat is the only method which is timely, inexpensive and 
fulfills the federal requirements which now confront (the regional 
planning commissions)" 
3.3 Key Landsat Experience 
The public sector considers Landsat as an important new technology 
that is presently, and will continue to make significant contributions to 
the information base required to satisfy legislation and improved 
resource management goals. This consensus is based on nearly four 
years of involvement by a variety of state, regional and local 
government agencies in the research and development, and application 
of Landsat derived information to their program requirements. As a 
result of this experience, these users believe that Landsat provides a 
necessary tool to address present and future problems in a cost 
effective, comprehensive, timelyand accurate manner- see Letters II-C 
(12-1), II-C (17-2) and Il-B (1). 
The most important and widespread Landsat application was found to be 
the generation of land cover inventory data which are integrated and 
combined with supplemental information such as economic, 
demographic and ownership data to develop a geobased resource 
information system. The use of Landsat data as a compatible and easily 
updated component of an information system and as an input to 
computer modeling was found to be a rapidly developing tool for 
resources management and land use planning. Most of these developing 
uses are based upon the increasing information needs of legislation, the 
lack of existing data and the high costs and limitations of conventional 
techniques. As an example, North Dakota is developing the Regional 
Environmental Assessment Program (REAP) in response to a legislative 
mandate to provide an environmental baseline against which to measure 
the impact of increased coal mining in the state. The following 
statements by Dr. A. William Johnson, Director of REAP typifies much 
of the present and future directions and activities in state resource 
management (Letter I-C (14-1)). 
if 
"Within the last two months the North Dakota Regional Environ­
mental Assessment Program has made a major financial and 
programmatic commitment for the long-term utilization of 
LANDSAT information as a cornerstone of our geobased statewide 
environmental assessment system. " 
"Specifically, we now have in force $1.2 million worth of 
contracts with a variety of organizations for the acquisition and 
gathering together of baseline data in the general subject areas of 
air quality-meteorology, animals, geology, historic-archaeologic­
paleontologic sites, land cover analysis, social impact, socio­
economic impact, soils, vegetation, and water. One of these 
contracts, totaling approximately $140,000 is for a complete land 
cover analysis of the State of North Dakota using 1974 and 1975 
LANDSAT imagery." 
The states of Texas, South Dakota, Georgia and Ohio are several 
additional examples of states which are using Landsat as a key source 
for information system development. 
Nearly all the state users define the basic value of Landsat as its capa­
bility to view and inventory surface cover on a recurring basis. This 
land 	 cover information is being utilized in nine basic program areas. 
These nine program areas are delineated below along with examples of 
Landsat applications and some using organizations as references. 
(1) 	 Land Use Planning, Management and Development 
o 	 Inventory of statewide and regional land cover and 
monitoring of change 
- North Dakota Regional Environmental Assessment 
Program (REAP) - Letter II-C (14-1) 
- South Dakota Planning Bureau - Letter Il-C (17-2) -
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency and Depart­
ment of Natural Resources - Letter II-C (15-2) and 
(15-3) 
o 	 Site and route selection 
- Tennessee Valley Authority - Letter II-B (3) 
- North Dakota REAP (in concert with Basin Electric 
Power cooperative) - Letter II-C (14-1) 
o Monitoring of urban land use and of urban fringe growth 
- Los Angeles County Department of Regional Planning 
- Letter II-D (4-1) 
- Ada County Government, Idaho (emphasis on vacant 
lands) - Letter II-B (2) 
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o 	 Development of multidisciplinary data base for land 
capability/suitability analysis 
- Hawaii Department of Planning and Economic Devel­
opment - Letter 1I-C (8-2) - Tennessee Valley 
Authority - Letter II-B (3) 
(2) 	 Critical Areas Management 
o 	 Delimitation of saltwater and freshwater species of plant 
life for wetlands identification 
- Georgia Bureau of Planning and Budget, and Depart­
ment of Natural Resources - Letter 1I-C (7-1) 
-. 	 Louisiana Department of Highways - Letter II-C (11-2) 
from Louisiana Executive Department 
o 	 Coastal zone management to include inventory of coastal 
resources, potential land uses, change monitoring and 
identification of endangered environments 
- Texas General Land Office - presentation at NCSL 
hearing on Landsat 
- Georgia Department of Natural Resources - Letter 1i-
C (7-2) 
o 	 Detection of erosion of coastal areas, littoral current flows, 
saltwater intrusion 
- Louisiana Water Resources Research Institute - Letter 
II-C (11-7) 
-	 Alabama Geological Survey - Report II-C (1-3) 
(3) 	 Environmental Monitoring 
o 	 Delimitation of land cover and identification of non-point 
sources of potential pollution for the Environmental 
Protection Agency Section 208-Areawide Waste Treatment 
Program 
- Ohio Department of Environmental Protection - Letter 
II-C (15-2) 
- Georgia Water Protection Division, Department of 
Natural Resources - Letter II-C (7-2) 
- Ohio-Kentucky-Idaho (OKI) Regional Council of 
Governments (see page 53 - Final NCSL Report on 
State Use of Satellite Remote Sensing, August 25, 
1976. 
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o 	 Monitoring of environmental impacts of development, e.g., 
increased water sediment load 
-	 Georgia Department of Natural Resources - Letter 11-
C (7-2) 
o. 	 Evidence in legal suit to protect natural environment and 
water supply 
-	 Florida Office of the Attorney General - Letter I-C 
(6-4) 
o Selection of sanitory landfill sites for solid waste disposal 
-	 Georgia Land Protection Division, Department of 
Natural Resources - Letter II-C (7-2) 
o 	 Land reclamation from various disruptive uses 
-	 Maryland Geological Survey, Department of Natural 
Resources - Letter 1I-C (12-2) 
o 	 Monitoring of construction and operation of deepwater port 
and related onshore facilities to determine impact of 
pipeline construction and operation, e.g., saltwater 
intrusion, sheet flow interruption, subsidence and turbidity 
-	 Louisiana Offshore Terminal Authority - Letter I-C 
(11-4) 
(4) 	 Energy Related Programs 
o 	 Inventory of strip mined lands 
-	 Maryland Geological Survey, Department of Natural 
Resources - Letter II-C (12-2) 
- Missouri Geological Survey, Department of Natural 
Resources - Letter I-C (13-1) 
o 	 Geologic mapping to include tectonic boundaries, lithologic 
contacts, foliation trends, topographic lineaments and faults 
- Alabama Geological Survey - Letter II-C (1-3) 
- Georgia Department of Natural Resources - Letter II-
C (7-2) 
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o 	 Broaden effectiveness of mineral exploration 
-	 Missouri Department of Natural Resources - Letter II-
C (13-1) 
(5) 	 Water Resources Management 
o 	 Detection and mapping of surface water and impoundments 
- Texas Water Rights Commission - Letter II-C (19-1) 
- Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources - Letter 
II-C (23-1) 
o 	 Flood plain mapping and flooded area assessment 
-	 North Dakota Water Commission (visit with Mr. LeRoy 
Klaphrocht, Water Commission) 
- Louisiana State Planning Office - Letter II-C (11-3) 
o 	 Monitoring of irrigated lands and assessment of water needs 
- Idaho Department of Water Resources - Letter II-C (9­
1) 
- Oregon Department of Water Resources - Letter II-C 
(16-1) 
o 	 Interpretation of groundwater hydrology 
- Alabama Geological Survey - Letter II-C (1-5) 
- Georgia Department of Natural Resources - Letter II-
C (7-2) 
o 	 Mapping of vegetation habitats for purposes of watershed 
protection and flood prevention 
- Georgia Department of Natural Resources - Letter II-
C (7-2) 
o 	 River and drainage basin inventories 
-	 Missouri Department of Conservation - Letter Il-C 
(13-I) 
- North Dakota Water Commission (visit with LeRoy 
Klaphrocht Water Commission) 
o 	 Analysis of lake eutrophication trends 
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources - Letter 
II-C (23-1) 
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(6) 	 Forestry Management 
o 	 Inventory of forest reserves, estimate of timber production, 
detection of diseased stands, and monitoring of forest 
practices 
-	 Washington, State Department of Natural Resources -
Letter II-B (2) 
- Alabama Development Office - Letter II-C (1-3) 
(7) 	 Fish and Wildlife 
o 	 Determination of suitable lands for wildlife habitat 
assessment 
-	 Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife - Letter II-B 
(2) 
-	 Texas Parks and Wildlife (visit with Sam McCullough, 
Texas Natural Resources Information System) 
(8) 	 Agricultural Monitoring 
o 	 Monitoring location and spread of infestation 
-	 Oregon Department of Agriculture - Letter II-B (2) 
o Generalized soil association mapping, salinity detection 
-	 Missouri Department of Natural Resources - Letter II-
C (13-1) 
- Kern County Water Agency, California - Letter II-0 
(3-i) 
o 	 Soils/land capability mapping for tax assessment 
-	 South Dakota State Planning Bureau with Remote 
Sensing Institute of South Dakota (visit with 
Paul Tessar, South Dakota State Planning Bureau) 
(9) 	 Transportation Facilities Planning 
0 	 Delineation of lineaments and faults for geologic 
substructure evaluation and sinkhole detection 
Florida Department of Transportation - Letter II-C (6­
13) 
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o 	 Evaluation of water blockage resulting from highway
construction leading to removal of impediments to free 
water exchange 
-	 Louisiana Department of Highways - Letter II-C (11-5) 
-	 Florida Department of Transportation - Letter I1-C 
(6-13) 
o 	 Provision of up-to-date indicators of land use changes 
- Florida Department of Transportation - Letter II-C (6­
13) 
3.4 Need For and Impact Of Improved Capability 
In assessing the need for improved capabilities such as those represented by 
Landsat-D, the state user community evaluated three different aspects of the 
Landsat program: (1) data distribution system; (2) technology transfer 
activities; and (3) the technical system performance characteristics of the 
Landsat system. In performing this analysis, the users emphasized that from 
a "real world" users' point of view the Landsat program must be evaluated in 
its effectiveness as a total system from data acquisition to the development 
of a useful product. 
3.4.1 	 Data Distribution and Project Development System 
There were three basic improvement areas identified relating to data 
distribution and product development. The first and the one most often 
identified was the need for a commitment by the Federal Government 
to insure Landsat data continuity. The using state agencies have 
strictly operational characteristics and feel that they must be assured 
of the availability of data if they are to make significant investments 
and program adjustments to rely on Landsat as a continuing data source. 
This need is reflected by the following statement from the Southern 
Growth Policies Board - Letter II-B(1): 
"A commitment to data continuity represented by the Landsat 
Follow-on program would encourage resource managers and user 
agencies in the member states of the SGPB to have confidence in 
the duration of the Landsat program and result in an increased 
conversion to and use of Landsat data to meet their legislative 
and programmatic needs." 
The need for data continuity was also one of the prime conclusions of 
the Landsat program evaluation by the National Conference of State 
Legislatures (NCSL) as stated in the following recommendation from 
the NCSL Final Report: 
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"Congress should make a firm commitment to insure the 
operational status of the satellite-based data system. This 
commitment is necessary for states to be able to invest in the 
technology transfer steps necessary for statewide 'operational use' 
of this system. It would also assure the building of a continuous 
"
data base for monitoring and change detection purposes. 
"The states should take the responsibility of providing some form 
of support for this system." 
It was continually emphasized by all the users contacted that the states 
will not make a significant investment in equipment and services unless 
they are assured that a continuous data source will be available. 
The second improvement area was the need for increased data time­
liness and ease of access and availability. There needs to be more 
emphasis on improved and systematic communication to state users 
describing the quality as well as format of available Landsat data and 
the procedures necessary to obtain it. For example, a critical piece of 
information (presently unavailable) for the user purchasing Landsat data 
is the location of cloud cover within a Landsat scene in addition to the 
percent of the total frame it covers. The user needs to know whether 
or not his area of interest is cloud-free before he makes a decision to 
purchase Landsat data. 
The users also felt that the present time duration from data acquisition 
to receipt of data is excessive and intolerable for many applications, 
especially disaster monitoring. If a using organization is dependent on 
Landsat data for a regulatory monitoring function, it requires the most 
timely transmittal of information possible to implement corrective 
action. 
The third area of improvement identified is the need for development of I 
low cost techniques, equipments and standardized final products for 
state use. If additional emphasis was placed on low-cost development, 
an increased breadth of users would be able to utilize Landsat. It is the 
users' opinion that the aggregation of the benefits resulting from the 
additional use of Landsat by these "low budget" organizations would be 
significant. The NCSL Final Report emphasized the need for further 
development of the low-cost approach in its final recommendations as 
follows: 
"Both the private sector and universities should be encouraged to 
attempt development of effective inexpensive data products for 
state use. However, (federal) funding for the research and 
development of such products should be funneled through the 
states to insure the development of products most useful to state 
needs. 
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3.4.2 Technology Transfer. 
There is a unanimous feeling among state users that a strong federal 
commitment to a systematic and on-going technology transfer process 
is crucial to enhance market development and to increase the use of 
Landsat data among the states. Presently, it is felt that the federal 
efforts to assist states to use Landsat data and to train them in the 
operational applications are too meager. States also voiced their 
concern about the credibility of private industry to provide user 
assistance. It was felt that presently the majority of states lack the 
technical expertise needed to evaluate the capabilities of private 
industry and effectively monitor a contracted effort. The state users 
identified the creation of -regional user assistance programs, 
comprehensive training activities and widely distributed documentation 
concerning Landsat applications, available equipment, software and 
developed procedures as the key elements of the needed technology 
transfer effort. 
It was pointed out by many users that an increased emphasis on tech­
nology transfer will result in a more knowledgeable community of users 
who, in turn, would have much greater probability of effectively
demonstrating to state policy makers the value and benefits of 
incorporating Landsat into operational state programs. Without the 
development of a systematic technology transfer process, the 
intermediate step between research and development and operational 
use would still continue to be largely missing. From state users' 
perspective, the development of a systematic technology transfer effort 
would complete the full development cycle of the Landsat program and, 
in fact, make it a complete and more productive system. The require­
ment for technology transfer is emphasized in the following recom­
mendations from the NCSL Final Report: 
"For an effective technology transfer process, NASA, in its 
research and development role, should establish an organization of 
an operational, as opposed to developmental, nature to carry out 
this process. The transfer of technology, in this case, also 
requires the organized cooperation of an array of various 
institutions". 
"Regional user assistance centers should be established. These 
centers are not to exclude the development of state data centers 
which could perform a coordinate role with the regional centers 
"
for a 'funneling' effect. 
3.4.3 Technical System Performance Characteristics 
The presently proposed technical capabilities of Landsat-D are the 
results of a series of requirements evaluations by various user groups 
during the last several years including the recent study by the 
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Committee on Remote Sensing Program for Earth Resources Survey of 
the National Research Council. As a result, this evaluation did not 
address the technical performance requirements in terms of the overall 
user requirements. Instead, it was directed towards determining the 
incremental value of the specific improvements in Landsat-D over the 
existing Landsat I and II systems to state programs. 
Numerous specific applications have been projected to uniquely benefit 
from the improved spectral and spatial capabilities of Landsat-D over 
Landsats I and II. These applications and referenced organizations are 
listed in Table 3-3. 
An evaluation of the user needs of over forty state agencies in the five 
state area consisting of Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri and 
Wisconsin was performed by Washington University to determine the 
additional specific data items that the improved Landsat-D is capable 
of providing over the present Landsats I and II in selected application 
areas. A total of 54 data items was identified in the 13 selected ap­
plication areas which require the improved capabilities of Landsat-D. 
Table 3-4 on the following page identifies the data items and corres­
ponding applications. 
3.5 Benefits 
Landsat data normally benefit user organizations in two ways: (a) as a source 
of totally new and incremental information which existing sources are in­
capable of providing, and/or (b) as a source of information which is a capable 
substitute for existing data sources resulting in a cost savings. 
3.5.1 Incremental Capabilities (New Benefits) 
The majority of organizations use Landsat because it enables them to 
"do new or additional" functions which otherwise would not be at­
tempted with conventional techniques. It provides a new perspective 
and results in additional information which has a positive impact on the 
effectiveness of various organizations. Typically, the benefits resulting 
from the incremental capabilities of Landsat are not easily quantified. 
These capabilities and the associated benefits are described in the 
ensuing paragraphs. To provide a user's perspective of each Landsat 
capability, a user statement relating to the capability is also provided in 
selected cases.


(a) In many applications, the availability of Landsat data with rea­
sonable costs to the user provides state resource managers with 
the only feasible means to accomplish a required resource 
inventory. Without Landsat, the cost, time and manpower 
involved in the use of conventional techniques would be too 
prohibitive to permit implementation. 
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TABLE 3-3 
APPLICATIONS ENHANCED BY LANDSAT-D 
o 	 Increased accuracy in boundary delineation, land category identification and 
discrimination in broad land use determination - Southern Growth Policies 
Board - Letter 1I-B (1) 
o 	 Improved pinpointing development problems in settings where ownerships and 
land uses have a high degree of diversity - Tennessee Valley Authority -
Letter Il-B (3) 
o 	 Further breakdown of forest types by species rather than broad categories -
Tennessee Valley Authority - Letter II-B (3) 
o 	 Extraction of nearly all Level II land use categories (NCSL Final Report­
p. 43) 
o 	 Detection of smaller and narrower water bodies, as well as smaller areas of 
irrigated land (NCSL Final Report - p. 52) 
o 	 Improved urban applications - Atlanta Department of Budget and Planning -
Letter II-D (1-1) 
o 	 Detection of thermal effluents and increased water quality analysis -
Tennessee Valley Authority - Letter II-B (3) 
o 	 Improved geologic mapping, ground water hydrology and materials compo­
sition 	 analysis - (NCSL Hearings on Landsat) 
o 	 Improved wetlands mapping (NCSL Final Report - p. 48) 
o 	 Increased water penetration capability in coastal zone management and 
inland water quality evaluation (NCSL Final Report - p. 49) 
o 	 Improved accuracy in the recurring need to monitor shoreline erosion (NCSL 
Final Report - p. 50) 
o 	 Improved route and site location in transportation facilities planning (NCSL 
Final Report - p. 50) 
o 	 Increased effectiveness of forest and crop disease detection, e.g., Southern 
Pine Beetle infestation (NCSL Final Report - p. 51) 
o 	 Improve strip mining and reclamation responses - NCSL Final Report p. 53; -
Maryland Department of Natural Resources - Letter Il-C (12-2) 
o 	 Improved evaluation of lake eutrophication condition through increased 
vegetative response and capability to penetrate water (NCSL Final Report ­
p. 54) 
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POO)R QUALITY 
"An inventory of four million acres of irrigated lands along 
the Snake River would be extremely useful to many
organizations and agencies. Existing data is outdated and 
virtually unusable for current requirements. It would appear 
that the cost and time involved in a conventional survey 
would rule out a complete update. However, the staff of the 
Department of Water Resources believe that a survey based 
on Landsat data could be performed in a timely and cost 
effective manner. At least, those are the indications 
demonstrated through the project to date." (Governor 
Andrus, Idaho - Letter II - C (9-1)) 
(b) Because Landsat provides comprehensive coverage with relative 
economy, inherent flexibility, ease of use and availability, it often 
acts as a catalyst for states to develop comprehensive land 
inventory and management programs. It is extremely important
that Landsat provides data coverage to work with in areas where 
none was previously available. 
"The detailed, synoptic information produced has proven 
useful on a wide variety of land use and natural resources 
planning and management tasks. It would not have been 
possible for us to complete either of these inventories if 
Landsat data had not been available." (Commissioner Bucks, 
South Dakota State Planning Bureau - Letter II - C (17-12)) 
(c) The repetitive coverage frequency of Landsat is a new and power­
ful capability providing state users with a source of timely and 
current data which permits them to periodically and frequently
monitor the changes occurring over time in a large geographical 
area. 
"Because our region is a part of the St. Louis Metropolitan 
Area, our need for more frequent monitoring is increasing
beyond the frequency that other federal agencies (i.e., 
U.S.G.S., U.S.D.A.) can provide. Therefore, without con­
tinuing the earth observations from Landsat we expect to 
incur increased costs with less efficient and timely data." 
(Mr. Theodore H. Mikesell, Executive Director, South­
western Illinois Planning Commission - Letter II-D (8-11)) 
(d) In comparison to ground surveys and conventional aircraft cover­
age, Landsat data provide a basis for relative standardization over 
extensive geographic areas. The data provide more consistent and 
standardized information for a common time period and with a 
common set of technical parameters. 
"I believe that perhaps the most important aspect of 
utilizing Landsat data is that information is obtained from a 
single source using the same criteria over the entire state 
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within a narrow span of time. This, as opposed to a myriad 
of sources working independently over long periods of time 
as in previous statewide inventories, has obvious advan­
tages." (Mr. Robert W. Teater, Director, Ohio Department 
of Natural Resources - Letter II-C (15-3)) 
(e) 	 The synoptic and repetitive Landsat data are uniquely suited to 
provide a frequent update of surface conditions and identify or 
pinpoint areas of rapid change or negative stress requiring 
additional analysis using more detailed survey techniques. 
"I believe that one excellent potential of these data is that 
changes in land use can be detected through updating of the 
information, various statistical information can be 
generated, and supplemental inputs can then be utilized for 
more detailed analysis of specific areas." (Mr. Robert W. 
Teater, Director, Ohio Department of Natural Resources -
Letter II-C (15-3)) 
(f) 	 The aggregation of new capabilities and information character­
istics inherent in Landsat, e.g., its synoptic view and spectral 
manifestation of the environment, enable Landsat to extract new 
information which would have been impossible to acquire with 
conventional techniques or would have taken years to develop. 
"The Geological Survey of Alabama determined that a 
relationship existed between the location of the lineaments 
and the location of high yield springs and wells. This pro­
vided a link between the data acquired by satellite and the 
conventionally derived information on water yields. This 
type 	of application is extremely important to the overall 
development of the State. It is impossible to place a dollar 
figure on this type of use. It identified the occurrence of 
geologic conditions that we did not know about before the 
satellite and it would most likely have been years, if ever, 
before this condition was discovered." (Mr. Walter 
Stevenson, Alabama Development Office - Letter II-C (1-3)) 
(g) 	 The grid (pixel) based digital form of Landsat data enables a high
degree of compatibility with computer implemented processing
and geobased information systems. This capability permits 
Landsat to be easily integrated and analyzed in concert with other 
data for comprehensive natural resources planning and land 
capability/suitability evaluation. 
"The Tennessee Valley Authority has made a commitment to 
implement an operational earth resources information 
system which will enable TVA to efficiently utilize spatial 
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data for regional planning, siting, and assessment activities 
during the 1980's. An integral part of this system will be 
information derived from Landsat data." (Mr. John S. 
Barron, Assistant to General Manager TVA - Letter II-B (3)) 
3.5.2 Substitution Capabilities (Cost Savings) 
In addition to being a source of incremental information, state users 
identified Landsat data as a potential substitute for conventional tech­
niques in applications where it provides a more economical and 
effective means. The estimates of cost savings involved in the use of 
Landsat as a substitute data source are presented in this section as 
results -of the the following: (a) state Landsat expenditure and cost­
effectiveness analyses; and (b) examples of cost-savings information 
presented as case profiles. 
3.5.2.1 State Expenditure and Cost-Effectiveness Analysis (Point Sample)' 
A study was performed of the data collection activities and the use of 
Landsat data as part of these activities in three states. The objective
of the study was to estimate: (a) the approximate dollar amount of the 
future state expenditures (FY 81) for Landsat data and related activities 
in a sample of states; and (b) the annual dollar benefit accrued to the 
states (beginning in FY 81) as a result of the increased efficiency/cost
effectiveness associated with the use of Landsat'data. The states of 
Georgia, South Dakota, and Texas were selected because they are a 
representative sample of the different levels in the progression toward 
adoption of Landsat by states as an operational and routine data source 
in their programs. The three states also represent diversity in 
geography, population, physical features, land use patterns and regional 
concerns, e.g., strip mining and coastal zone management. The results 
of the survey are presented in Table 3-5. The table shows the amount 
of funds expended on natural resources data collection activities and 
the funds spent on Landsat as one tool to accomplish some of this data 
collection in each of the three states. The funds expended on data 
collection and Landsat related activities in FY 76 was used as the 
baseline by the state resource managers to project their data collection 
expenditures for FY 81 (timeframe of launch of Landsat-D). 
As shown in Table 3-5, the states projected that the FY 76 expenditure 
of $54,765,000 being spent for data collection in the three states would 
increase to $75,932,000 (increase of 39 percent over FY 76) and that the 
1976 Landsat related expenditure of $436,000 would increase to 
$2,345,000 (increase of 438 percent over FY 76) by FY 81. 
The users in the three sampled states also generally agreed that if they 
were to acquire the identical information with conventional techniques 
in the FY 81 time frame that they are presently planning to obtain with 
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TABLE 3-5 
MARKET ANALYSIS 
(SMPLE SURVEY) 
FY 76 EXPENDITURES ($) Fy 81 PROJECTIONS () 
DATA* LANDSAT DATA LANDSAT** 
COLLECTION RELATED COLLECTION RELATED 
I GEORGIA 11,060,000 W,000 15,725,000 1,055,000 
0 S. DAKOTA 3,80,300 178,01 5,420,000 415,0 
* TEXAS 39.8 ,w0 198,03 54,787,000 875,000 
TOTALS $54, 705,000 $4'3,000 $75,932,000 $2,345,000*** 
*NATURAL RESOURCES DATA COLLECTION EXPENDITURES 
**INCLUDES EXPENDITURES FOR PANPOWER, DATA ACQUISITION, COMPUTER COSTS, TRAINING AND EQUIPMENT 
***TOTAL LPNDSAT RELATED MARKET FOR THE 3 STATES PROJECTED IN FY 81 
Landsat, it would require a five fold increase in costs (over the cost of 
using Landsat), This would result in a 16 percent increase in the total 
.estimated data collection costs for FY 81 or annual dollar benefit to the 
three states alone of about $9M. The $9M represents the approximate 
savings to the three states in efficiency resulting from the use of 
Landsat. 
3.5.2.2 Cost Savings Case Profiles 
Many users have compared the costs involved in using Landsat 
data with conventional techniques to accomplish their program 
functions. These comparisons are presented in the following case 
profiles as another indicator of the cost-effective use of Landsat: 
Case 1: NCSL Final Report on State Use of Remote 
Sensing, p. 47. 
To acquire land use/land cover data at Level I detail, the 
following cost comparison between the use of aircraft and 
Landsat data were obtained from 5 sources: 
COST/SQUARE MILE 
A B C D E 
Aircraft---$3.59 $.48 $4.94 --­ $4.88-$5.11 
Landsat----$1.52 $.13 $.79-.$.23 $.91 $.35-$.42 
Case 2: Provided by Governor Straub, State of Washington, 
State Cochairman and Mr. Jack 0. Padrick, Federal 
Cochairman, Pacific Northwest Regional Commission -
Letter II-B (2). 
"For example, the Washington State Department of Natural 
Resources is utilizing Landsat data for a Western 
Washington Forest Inventory (10 million acres). While this 
inventory could have been accomplished by standard 
methods within two years at an estimated cost of $2.0 
million, the current estimates indicate that using Landsat 
data will allow a comparable inventory to be completed in 
one year at a cost of approximately $200,000." 
"A recent survey to update available data on the location 
and extent of vacant lands in the City of Boise involved 
$70,000 using current methods. The same survey was ac­
complished using Landsat data in one man-month as com­
pared to 15 man-years using current methods. Comparison 
of results from the two approaches was within 98% 
accuracy." 
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Case 3: Provided by Commissioner Dan R. Bucks, South 
Dakota State Planning Bureau - Letter I-C (17-2). 
"As a point of reference, our Level I analysis, completed in 
less than 6 months, cost less than $5000, excluding only 
postage costs for the distribution of over 3,000 copies. 
Using the highest altitude aircraft available commercially 
and the smallest scale imagery obtainable, data acquisition 
costs alone would have been well over $200,000." 
Case 4: Provided by Mr. James A. Duerk, Director, Ohio 
Department of Economic and Community Development -
Letter - Il-C (15-4). 
"A 1965 land use inventory cost $191,000, or roughly $310,000 
in 1975 dollars, and took two years to produce from data 
ranging seven years apart. The present inventory is ex­
pected to cost approximately $115,000 and take one year to 
prepare"
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4.0 PRIVATE SECTOR 
4.1 Landsat-D Industrial Users Perspective 
The user sector that has progressed the most in terms of routine use of 
Landsat is the mineral and petroleum industry. However, the range of 
industrial users extends from individual entrepreneurs to major 
construction corporations. All have one thing 'in common: their 
ultimate commitment to Landsat will depend on its profitability. 
a. Mineral and Petroleum 
In order to fully understand the current and potential value of 
Landsat data, extensive discussions were held with majbr firms in 
this field. The following contacts were made: 
On-Site Visits 
o Burham Oil (Aminoil) 
o Chevron 
o Cities Services 
o Continental Oil 
o Exxon Research 
o Gulf Research 
o Halbouty Alaska Oil 
o NL Industries 
o Santa Fe International 
o Superior Oil 
o Trollinger Geo. Assoc. 
Telephone Discussions 
o Mobil 
o Shell 
o Texaco 
o Geosat Committee 
Contacts were made at highest possible management levels, but in 
all cases involved someone who had knowledge of the company's 
total use of satellite data and its relative value. Each company 
was apprised of NASA's concept of a Landsat-D mission. Each 
company was asked to submit, in whatever degree of detail it was 
willing to supply, a description of how the current Landsat system 
was being used, the limitations experienced, and the value 
derived. In addition, each was asked to submit the company's 
evaluation of all desired parameters for the Landsat-D program. 
To varying degrees, each contact did contribute position papers or 
verbal input. 
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The major use of current Landsat data in the petroleum and 
mineral industry is for reconnaissance mapping. Because of its 
synoptic view of earth, Landsat data is being used as the base onto 
which more detailed information is imposed. As a result, Landsat 
data is apparently making a positive contribution throughout the 
exploration process, and not just in general geological mapping 
where it represents a major tool. 
Usage of Landsat data is industry-wide. This includes operational 
usage (best represented by Superior Oil, but also Gulf, Chevron, 
NL Industries, Halbouty, Trollinger, Santa Fe International, Mobil, 
and Shell), as well as research usage. Within the industry the 
distinction between operational and research is not always a clear 
one. For instance, in the case of Exxon, the Research Division 
processes all Landsat data including that used by the Operating
units. Other companies making "research" usage of Landsat data 
include Continental, Aminoil, and Cities Services. 
One strong point made by the users within the mineral and petro­
leum industry is the importance of a continuum of data over a 
period long enough to obtain global coverage under seasonal and 
climatic variations. The assertion that a single cloud-free scene 
of an area is sufficient to meet this industry's requirements is 
rapidly fading as the wealth of geological and geobotanical 
information contained in Landsat data is increasingly understood. 
This question is addressed in the technical documents provided as 
references. While the industry is currently building worldwide 
mosaics from the present Landsat data, the process would be 
repeated to obtain the new and additional data contained from 
Landsat-C and Landsat-D. As an example, Paul G. Harrison of 
Cities Service Oil Company (Letter III-3) states the following: 
"We know that multi-season coverage may offer more infor­
mation than a single look by detection of such changes as 
vegetation cover, soil moisture and sun angle. Many clues of 
geological significance are transient in nature because of 
these factors, yet the previously cited costs for an airphoto 
survey make it unlikely that the clues will be sought after 
with this tool." 
Although the industry is currently building worldwide mosaics 
from the present Landsat data, the process would be repeated to 
obtain the new and additional data contained from Landsat-C and 
Landsat-D. 
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The performance enhancements of the Thematic Mapper would 
definitely upgrade the value of Landsat data as an industry tool. 
However, for the realization of the full potential of satellite 
remote sensing data, this industry is requesting a program that has 
built 	 within it the inherent flexibility that will permit modi­
fication of the Thematic Mapper to include a seventh band cen­
tered at 2.2 micrometers (Thermal IR) and a specialized stereo 
satellite (for three diminensional coverage) to be flown once every
three-to-five years. The mineral and petroleum industry desires a 
program that has the flexibility to change based on the dictates of 
the experience and varying requirements of its users. 
According to industry representatives, the application of data 
have already improved the nation's domestic mineral resources 
information base and will continue to do so on a much larger scale 
provided the entire program is continued and implemented with 
new stages of properly equipped satellites to produce vital new 
earth science data. 
b. 	 Forestry 
The forestry industry as a whole is best characterized as being in 
the investigatory stage in its use of Landsat data. This includes 
the major forest products companies such as Weyerhaeuser, St. 
Regis Paper and International paper, as well as smaller ones. 
Weyerhaeuser has thus far established that the current Landsat is 
unable to meet two pressing operational needs: species iden­
tification within its holdings and monitoring of very young seed­
lings 	 in reforestation projects. Investigation for application to 
other needs has been turned over to the Research and Develop­
ment Department. A 60,000 acre area in North Carolina was 
recently classified into a number of categories at an accuracy of 
90%. 
St. Regis Paper is using Landsat data as input to their long range 
planning model for their information management system. The 
essential elements they look to from Landsat-D are: 
o 	 A 8.5 million acre synoptic view of earth per scene 
o 	 A continuous data source 
o 	 30-meter resolution (enabling one less level of under­
flight data) 
o 	 256 grey scale for enhanced classification capabilities. 
Mr. Kenneth F. Bailey, Divisional General Manager, Southern 
Timberland Division, said "We feel such a system is mandatory if 
proper decisions are to be made as to the management of our 
natural resources in general, and forest resources in particular." 
(Letter III-A) 
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c. Construction 
Bechtel utilizes Landsat data in such wide ranging construction 
projects as location of nuclear and fossil power plants, dams and 
hydroelectric projects, highway and pipeline routes, industrial 
complexes, airports, telecommunication projects, mining facilities 
and more. A document describing Bechtel Geology Group's use of 
Landsat data, its on-going requirements, and suggested 
improvements is included as Reference IV-C. 
4.2 Current Applications of Landsat 
Industry is the largest group purchasing Landsat data. An overview of 
the value of Landsat data to this industry is given by 
William V. Trollinger of Trollinger Geologic Associates - Letter Ill-I 
(2)): "Generally speaking, the Landsat imagery provides the overall 
synopticview for regional geologic (primarily structural) interpretation 
which puts the detailed information into its regional context." 
However, the use of Landsat data is not limited to its structural 
information. The temporal aspect of Landsat data acquisition is also 
important. Paul G. Mathiew, Manager, Exploration Department, Gulf 
Research and Development says that (discussion with Mr. Mathiew): 
"Seasonal variations in moisture and snow cover have contributed to our 
interpretations." 
Eugene L. Jones, Manager of Exploration Research at Mobil, says, 
(Letter III-E): 
"Our principal use of the data has been for regional geological 
studies, particularly tectonic analyses. These studies have been in 
support of Mobil's worldwide exploration for both petroleum and 
other mineral deposits. 
The applications have been fairly well balanced between North 
America and foreign areas, including Africa, the Middle East, and 
Far East. 
We have examined shallow-water offshore areas for geological 
features.


In one instance, offshore Egypt, we did use Landsat imagery to 
determine shallow-water areas potentially hazardous to marine 
seismic surveys. In this case, bathymetric charts were pre-1930 
vintage and of questionable reliability." 
The scientific and technical reports documenting the use of Landsat 
data usage in mineral and petroleum exploration alone fills volumes. 
Two examples are: "a description of exploration in Guatamala" by 
Trollinger (Letter 11-I (I)), and Landsat Data Contributions to 
Hydrocarbon Exploration in Foreign Countries by F. P. Bentz and S. I. 
Gutman (Letter III-F). 
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The general use of Landsat data throughout the industry is probably best 
summarized by Michel T. Halbouty in an article entitled, "Application 
of Landsat Imagery to Petroleum and Mineral Exploration," American 
Association of Petroleum Geologists Bulletin, Volume 50, No. 5, dated 
May 1976. The first six points of the abstract provide an excellent 
synopsis of Landsat's mineral and petroleum applications. 
4.3 Need for Improved Capability 
Because the mineral and petroleum industry is advanced in its use of 
current Landsat data, the need for the proposed improved capabilities 
of the Landsat-D mission are essential, but represent a minimum 
upgrade. To quote Chevron (Letter III-B): 
"We anticipate that Landsat 1, 2 and 3 will satisfy our needs for 
imagery acquired with the present MSS configuration. Once 
Chevron has obtained cloud-free coverage of the land areas, we 
will greatly curtail our ordering of MSS images. The proposed 
Landsat follow-on with improved spatial resolution and spectral 
bands will initiate a new cycle of image acquisition and inter­
pretation.


"Specifically, the new mid-IR (1.55 to 1.7rm) of the Thematic 
Mapper should greatly aid in recognizing hydrothermally altered 
rocks in the vicinity of potential mineral deposits. The improved 
spatial resolution will improve the ability to resolve specific 
targets while retaining the broad image coverage that has been so 
useful. The proposed thermal IR band (10.4 to 12.5/m) will 
provide sea ice monitoring capability during periods of arctic 
darkness. For geologic interpretation, our experience and that of 
other investigators indicates that thermal IR imagery must be 
acquired at night. Only experience will establish the applicability 
of this relatively low resolution thermal IR imager." 
Although not mentioned on the proposed Landsat Follow-on speci­
fications, we believe that stereoscopic image coverage will be 
valuable. This is based on our work with the limited stereo sidelap 
from Landsat 1 and 2, that has minimal vertical exaggeration. 
We believe that complete stereo coverage of the earth's land 
areas with optimum vertical exaggeration would be valuable. 
Repeated coverage would not be necessary after cloud-free 
coverage of high quality images has been acquired." 
In Energy Resources Exploration Petroleum (Bennett - Letter III-A), the 
industry position is summed up as, 
"It is unlikely that they (many companies) would acquire repeat 
coverage from future satellites unless there are significant 
improvements in spatial resolution and spectral coverage." 
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Most companies do acknowledge that the Landsat-D program, as 
presented to them, does offer sufficiently significant improvements to 
continue the benefits being derived, but NASA must not stop there. As 
Bennett, himself, points out, 
"Band 4 of Landsat 1 and 2 is currently used to map these (shallow 
seas) hazards; the water penetration band of Landsat Follow-on 
should be even more useful. If atmospheric scattering effects are 
not excessive, natural oil seeps may be detectable on imagery as 
aid to offshore exploration." 
Gulf states, 
"The specifications for data acquisition outlined will definitely 
increase the usefulness of the data for geologic analysis. We 
would recommend in particular the inclusion of 2.2 micrometers in 
the spectral band coverage for its potential use in discrimination 
of rock alteration." 
Jon W. Davidson of Superior Oil (Letter III-H) feels that, 
"... the present Landsat bands are not optimumly positioned for 
geologic mapping. 
In particular, we need bands centered at 1.6 and 2.2 micrometers. 
The 1.6 micrometer band is proposed for the thematic mapper on 
Landsat D; however, without the 2.2 micrometer band to utilize in 
ratioing, its value will be significantly diminished. Our experience 
indicates that ratioing of two bands in the same portion of the 
spectrum is much more useful in geologic mapping than single 
bands. 
The increased spatial resolution and dynamic range of Landsat D 
will certainly be welcomed by the geologic community; however, 
until the bands are placed in an optimum position for geologic 
mapping, the really large benefits of natural resource exploration 
from space cannot be obtained." 
A more positive note appears in Exxon's statement (Letter III-C), 
"We consider Landsat one of the most important and significant 
projects undertaken by *NASA. It has direct and immediate appli­
cation in the search and development of our nation's natural 
resources. Implementation of proposed follow-on Landsat pro­
grams will significantly improve the system and allow even more 
direct application in the exploration for natural resources." 
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4.4 Benefits from Landsat 
To quote Energy Resources Exploration Petroleum (Bennett - Letter III-
A), it 'is, 
".. . difficult, if not impossible to credit a discovery well (or 
mine) to a single technology. The time from beginning of explora­
tion to drilling a well is commonly five years or more ... On this 
time frame, the major petroleum (or mineral) benefits of Landsat 
are in the future." 
However, the nature of those benefits is clear. For although the utili­
zation of Landsat data has not resulted in the replacement of any 
geological or geophysical method, it has aided in the optimization and 
localization of the use of these methods which are considerably more 
costly than using Landsat data. This optimization is an increase in 
efficiency of mineral and petroleum exploration. The industry itself 
says that Landsat data is used for initial and general mapping, 
exploration concession selection, structural mapping, locating water 
resources, road mapping, pipeline routing and environmental monitoring. 
Estimates of the 1975 expenditures for mineral and petroleum 
exploration worldwide using geophysical techniques only was $51.4 
million and $1.19 billion respectively (Geophysics, Vol. 41, No. 4, p. 780, 
1976). The total mineral and petroleum exploration expenditures in the 
U.S. alone for geological techniques has averaged about $100 million 
annually over the past three years (this is an estimate based upon 
information from the joint survey by the American Petroleum Institute, 
the Independent Petroleum Association, and the Mid-Continent Oil and 
Gas Association published in The-Oil and Gas Journal, p. 36, May 31, 
1976, and from the Society of Exploration Geophysicists Annual 
Geophysical Activity Committee Reports published in past issues of 
Geophysics). The total geophysical and geological (G&G) expenditures 
for mineral and petroleum exploration for 1975 was, therefore, about 
$1.34 billion. Of this amount, about $920 million was attributed to 
airborne and land surveys which are directly effected by Landsat ($420 
million was expended on }arine surveys which are not affected by 
Landsat). 
The USGS estimated that an increased efficiency of 7% in its geological 
and geophysical operations would result from Landsat data (1969 
National Academy of Sciences study of an Earth Resources Satellite 
Observation System). NL Industries found its increase to be in the 
range of 12-15%. More specifically, Dr. H. Leroy Scharon states, (LetterIll-K): 
"the time element (for ore exploration) was reduced from a field 
reconnaissance of two years to several months. This alone 
represents a saving to NL of several hundreds of thousands of 
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dollars... In another case, which occurred in the United States, 
observing Landsat imagery over a known mineral district, we 
observed through the utilization of the infra-red bands, that one 
could interpret fracture patterns, not evident at the surface, in 
which ore occurs at 1,500-2,000 feet below the surface. Applying 
this technique over another area where a similar host rock"at 
depth is known to exist, over an area extending some 200 miles 
east-west and 50 miles north-south, specific loci were spotted on 
exploration program initiated with a considerable decrease in time 
and dollars spent, and I might add with an exploration success. 
These are but two examples." 
Using the USGS experience of 7% rather than the NL experience 
averaging 13.5%, assuming the 1975 Landsat effected G&G expenditures 
will not increase in the future, and assuming that all activities included 
in the $920 million 1975 exploration expenditure are directly effected by 
Landsat data, a conservative estimate of the value of Landsat to the 
mineral and petroleum industry is $69 million annually. 
A few examples of cost benefit from Landsat in petroleum exploration 
are as follows: 
In Energy Resources Exploration Petroleum Bennett states, 
(Letter IWl-A): 
The savings in manpower and time could be appreciable (in 
geologic studies), especially in areas where base maps are 
poor or lacking..."Trafficability and access information from 
Landsat maps can save several days of crew time each 
month at a typical cost of $5,000 per day in isolated foreign 
areas." 
Trollinger states, (Letter Ill-I): 
"It is very difficult to quantify the amount of cost savings 
effected by utilizing Landsat data over a totally conven­
tional program (aerial photography). This is because the 
type and quality of information derived is quite different. 
However, the following information is given for general 
comparative purposes: 
For the Guatemala-Mexico area mentioned above, the cost 
breakdown roughly is as follows: 
a. 	 Detailed study using aircraft photography 
(approximately) 1,500 square miles-$6.50 per square 
mile = $9,750.00 
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b. Regional study using Landsat 
(approximately) 150,000 square miles-$ .20 per square 
mile = $30,000.000 
c. $6.50 per 
mile = 32.5 
square mile divided by .20 per square 
This means that unit costs for mapping using conventional 
photography were 32.5 times more costly than using Land­
sat. However, the products are totally different in quality 
and amount of detail and therefore, the cost figures are of 
limited value. The resultant Landsat photogeologic map was 
prepared at the scale of 1:1,000,000, whereas the 
conventional photogeologic map was prepared at the scale of 
1:50,000. Thus, the conventional map is more 
comprehensive than the Landsat map-however, the Landsat 
map provides data that has been heretofore virtually un­
obtainable at any cost." (Note that over $20 million is 
spent annually on airborne exploration for petroleum). 
Because it requires 4-5 years after a potential mineral or petroleum 
deposit is located to determine its potential value and to initiate 
extraction operations, and because the mineral and petroleum industries 
have only been using Landsat for a short period of time, it will require a 
few more years to identify point cases of actual benefit. 
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5.0 	 LANDSAT DATA ANALYSIS, SERVICE AND EQUIPMENT SUPPLIERS 
5.1 	 Overview 
Since the launch of Landsat-I, a growing industry has emerged to 
provide specialized data products, data analysis equipment and 
consultation services to end users of Landsat data. Business 
opportunities for these firms are increasing as more users gain interest 
and confidence in Landsat data for practical use. A large share of the 
economic benefits of earth resources satellites can be measured by 
assessing the vitality of this service industry. 
5.2 	 Service Supplier Survey 
In order to gain a totally independent perspective of the value of 
Landsat, a survey of nine companies involved in the commercial 
utilization of Landsat data was conducted to determine the size of the 
potential market for selected products and services. (No attempt was 
made here to evaluate the marketplace in total or the ultimate 
contribution to the GNP; i.e., the value of the end-products and/or
services resulting from the use of Landsat data.) The market survey 
can give some indication of the monetary value users are willing to 
place on Landsat. In addition, it represents an assessment of Landsat by 
a segment of the public that has risked its own money on its beliefs. 
Significant amounts of investment capital have gone into product 
development (image processing equipment, computer software 
development, etc.), personnel training (both for analysis and marketing), 
and to market development itself (evaluation, forecasting, advertising, 
etc.). 
The criteria for selecting the companies sampled were: 
1. 	 The company must be currently involved in providing or evaluating 
Landsat-based products and/or services. 
2. 	 Market forecasting must be part of the company's standard busi­
ness procedure. 
3. 	 The company represents a major segment of the Landsat market 
(in terms of what it offers). The present or forecasted Landsat­
based business represents a major portion of the firm's total 
business, or a large dollar volume is derived or projected from 
Landsat-based business. 
With these criteria in mind, the following companies were requested, 
and agreed, to participate: 
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COMPANIES INITIAL CONTACT TITLE


Bendix Aerospace George R. Macomber Vice President 
COMSAT Dr. Joseph V. Charyk President 
DICOMED Wayne R. Huelskoetter Vice President 
EARTHSAT 3. Robert Porter President 
ESL, Inc. Dr. William 3. Perry President 
General Electric Daniel J. Fink Vice President 
IBM Corp. F. G. (Buck) Rodgers Director of 
Corp. Marketing 
12S (Div. Stanford) George G. Hoberg Vice President 
TRW Dr. George Solomon Vice President 
5.3 Survey Results 
The responses provided to NASA differed widely in approach and 
content. Specific projections could not be drawn directly from the 
data, but a number of important general conclusions were evident. 
First, the "market" is sizeable and diverse in terms of both products and 
services. The market should be at least $1 billion from 1976-1985 and 
could range up to $4 billion or beyond. This includes sales both 
domestically and abroad. 
There was consensus among the eight respondents that a lack of 
commitment to further satellites would have an adverse impact on the 
market although the timing and magnitude of this is not clear. It was 
clear however, that a three year interruption in an on-going program,
(e.g., a satellite failure with no backup), would seriously affect the 
market. All the responses indicated that, in event of a three year 
interruption, the market would decline by 70-90 percent. There would 
be slow, if any immediate recovery -following the launch of another 
satellite. 
5.4 Service and Equipment Supplier's Concerns 
From the survey and private discussions with representatives of the 
industry, NASA gained some understanding of the concerns of the 
companies operating in this area. The realization of the market 
potential for Landsat-derived business is largely dependent on 
government policy decisions. A commitment to provide continuity of 
data is emphasized as a major step which will be needed to stimulate 
the market for Landsat products and services. A full commitment to 
continuously available data would require a new start in time to orbit 
the new satellite before, or coincidental with, the demise of the old and 
sufficient backup satellites, to replace satellites no longer functioning, 
or, during the shuttle era, being refurbished or modified. The extent to 
which the potential for discontinuity is known by users will determine 
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the effect on the market. Unless there is a commitment to continuity, 
many will not make the investment necessary to use Landsat data 
operationally if there is a lingering threat that the data will cease to be 
available. 
A second governmental policy issue which will determine the market 
potential is the service supplier's access to the data-at what points and 
under what conditions? Direct readout of the data from Landsat would 
provide the opportunity for general and specialized distribution services 
which could perhaps be provided more quickly and cheaply than through 
central facilities. Private industry would, in order to enter the 
market, have to provide, at minimum, products which equal the 
government's in price and quality. This competition might result in 
better products at lower prices. 
This is not to infer that private industry should replace the government
in the entire distribution process. According to the industry, the 
archiving function does not represent a viable business opportunity. 
Yet, since the full worth of Landsat data is unknown and historical and 
seasonal comparisons are of demonstrated value, the archiving function 
is essential. 
One of the participants in the suppliers study, COMSAT, has presented a 
concise view of the major business concerns in this area in the letter to 
Dr. Fletcher which is included in the reference section of this 
document. (Letter III-L) 
Another major concern expressed by the service and equipment 
suppliers is government usurpation of possible commercial 
opportunities. True research projects are indeed worthy and necessary 
functions, and, where all can benefit from them, are well within the 
domain of the Federal Government. But, industry does not want NASA 
to undertake projects which could have been competed for and 
accomplished by the private sector. 
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6.0 FOREIGN USERS 
While NASA has not formulated the Landsat D system characteristics on the 
basis of foreign needs, the Agency has experienced extensive and ever­
growing foreign interest in existing and planned Landsat programs. At pre­
sent, over 100 foreign countries are involved with the use of Landsat data, 
encompassing research through routine operational use. Seven countries have 
signed agreements with NASA to construct their own Landsat ground stations 
which involves expenditures of over $40 M for U.S. equipments. The three 
countries currently operating stations (Canada, Brazil and Italy) have this 
year begun to pay $200,000 per station per year for direct access to the 
satellites. The other committed stations will begin paying access fees six 
months after they become operational. 
Many countries now realize the potential of Landsat in the planning of their 
economic development. - Agriculture, being the basis of most of the 
economies of the emerging nations, requires a significant amount of 
information before meaningful plans can be developed. Whether the objective 
is increased yield, reduction of import dependency, or better utilization of 
soil and water, Landsat has proven to be a valuable tool in agricultural land 
capability evaluation and land use planning (see concerns of the World Land 
Use Survey Commission of the International Geographical Union relative to 
Landsat expressed in Letter IV-F). Many base mapping requirements can be 
accomplished readily and at large cost savings. Large scale planning for 
water sanitation projects and industrial/agricultural developments have found 
Landsat to be helpful. Landsat data, for example, was used by Taiwan to 
determine ocean current and sedimentation distribution in the planning and 
design of a major new harbor. In Thailand, Landsat identified the amount of 
forested area as 37% of land cover compared to 58% in the most recent 
conventionally performed survey (1961). This information is of economic 
interest since the mangrove forests are major cash crops. In Mexico, land use 
and land capability maps were prepared for large areas. Soil maps were 
prepared for the whole country. The Mexican investigators estimate 
reliability of the soil maps at 90% and the cost of preparation approximately 
0.1C/hectare mapped. The Inter-American Development Bank is currently 
training scientists to conduct a resource inventory of Central America using 
Landsat. In India, the World Bank is making land use maps of the State of 
Orissa which will be used for agricultural planning and water management. 
Landsat-D, with increased resolution and spectral sensitivity, will greatly 
reduce aerial and ground survey costs and time in preparation of these 
development plans. 
Geological maps have been prepared in many countries and new faults and 
other geological features discovered. As a result, several countries claim to 
have located new deposits of minerals and petroleum. In Pakistan, potential 
copper deposits were identified using Landsat. In Chile, Landsat data has 
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identified areas of potential copper deposits. In Bolivia, lithium and 
potassium deposits were confirmed in areas identified by Landsat data. In 
Egypt, petroleum, water, uranium and a new vein of iron ore were discovered 
using Landsat (Letter IV-B). 
In addition to geological maps, basic cartographic mapping has been enhanced 
with Landsat. Fot example, in Brazil's Amazon region, many rivers and towns 
were found to be in different locations than originally thought and new islands 
were discovered. 
Many actual or potential economic benefits have been reported. For 
instance, in France, Electricite de France, the national electric company is 
using Landsat to plan development of certain estuaries and to help select 
sites for nuclear power plants. The latter application is also being practiced 
in Egypt. A new gas pipeline route selected in Bolivia using Landsat saved 
the government approximately $3 million. In Argentina, Landsat was used to 
map ground water depth and salinity saving several hundreds of dollars per 
square kilometer mapped. Table 6-1 presents a summary of selected cases 
where Landsat has resulted in economic benefits to various countries. 
Countries such as Iran plan to use Landsat operationally and are investing 
millions of dollars to do so-most, if not all of which will be spent in the 
United States. Canada, of course, has already declared remote sensing tech­
nology from space to be a potential commercial world-wide market and is 
assisting industry to pursue various aspects of the market. Japan, France, 
and the United Kingdom are other countries which see the national and eco­
nomic implications of Landsat technology. Should the U.S. relax its present 
leadership in this technology, it is apparent that foreign countries will capi­
talize on U.S. technology. The ability to accurately survey world-wide agri­
cultural crop yield on a continuing basis is perhaps one of the greatest bene­
fits which can result from Landsat technology. The societal benefits related 
to the world food problem are obvious and Landsat-D with its increased 
resolution can play an important role in the U.S. effort to attack the growing 
world food problem. 
Landsat is also being used effectively by AID and international lending insti­
tutions (see World Bank letter from Wolfram Drews--Letter IV-E). Recently, 
the World Bank assisted India in developing a land use classification using 
Landsat data. Many other examples can be cited including the World Bank 
base mapping and forest inventory project in Indonesia, and the land use 
analysis in Bangladesh. AID is assisting many countries in learning how to use 
Landsat in their mapping and resources management. The recent AIDSAT 
demonstration of remote sensing technology to some 30 countries was 
undertaken by AID as a way of familiarizing developing country officials with 
the potential of this technology. In many of these areas, Landsat is the only 
potential source of current as well as comprehensive data concerning a 
nation's resources. 
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Many U.S. based multi-national engineering and construction companies 
depend upon Landsat routinely for construction planning and engineering 
geology (see Bechtel's Geology Group's statement, Reference IV-C). Data 
from the Thematic Mapper will greatly reduce ground and photographic 
surveys of topography, vegetation, soils, and impervious materials needed for 
transportation and construction. 
The Landsat-D program is, therefore, important to other countries especially 
the emerging nations, U.S. foreign business, and U.S. technological leadership. 
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TABLE 6-1


ECONOMIC BENEFITS TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES


RESULTING FROM LANDSAT USE*


(1) 	 Numerous Countries (Atlantic Ocean) - areas of high/low phytoplankton 
densities discovered resulting in benefit to fisheries industries. 
(2) 	 France - Electric Co. using Landsat to plan development of estuaries and 
select sites for nuclear power plants. 
(3) 	 Bangladesh - 4000 square miles of new land discovered. 
(4) 	 Japan - Pollution dispersion in Osaka Bay monitored. 
(5) 	 Thailand - Mangrove forest inventory. 
(6) 	 Vietnam - land capability analysis of Mekong Valley used for land develop­
ment, refugee settlement. 
(7) 	 Egypt - iron ore discovered; Landsat being used to select sites for nuclear 
power plants. 
(8) 	 Saudi Arabia - desert locust breeding sites identified using information con­
cerning vegetation patterns. 
(9) 	 South Africa - possible sources of water identified that could be tapped and 
used in periods of droughts. 
(10) 	 Argentina - ground water depth and salinity mapped at $300-600 savings/KM2 
(11) 	 Bolivia - gas pipeline route change resulted in $3 million savings; Landsat also 
used to select highway routing. 
(12) 	 Chile - area of potential copper deposits discovered. 
(13) 	 Mexico - land use maps produced at significantly less cost; land use potential 
maps prepared for planning. 
(14) 	 Virgin Islands - hydrographic (depth) charts prepared at lower costs. 
(15) 	 Brazil - 200 square miles in Amazon discovered (previously unmapped). 
(16) 	 Pakistan - copper discovered. 
(17) 	 Bolivia - lithium and potassium deposits discovered. 
*The references for these economic benefits are the Landsat Significant Results 
File and the NASA Earth Resources Survey Symposium Proceedings 
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7.0 	 MULTISECTOR USER EVALUATION 
7.1 	 Applications Survey Groups 
The results of the Applications Survey Groups (ASG's) were reported in 
detail in a five-volume document, available from NASA's User Affairs 
Division. The general concensus of the ASG's (see Table 7-1) for 
organizations involved was extremely favorable to the Landsat 
concept. Recognizing that Landsat data is one of many tools utilized in 
resources management and planning, the ASGs felt that Thematic 
Mapper data from Landsat-D will be of tremendous value to them. 
Overall, the Landsat-D characteristics most strongly desired by the 
Groups were: 
o 	 Resolution of 30 meters (Thematic Mapper) 
o 	 Increased spectral sensitivity (Thematic Mapper) 
o 	 Continuation of MSS data to assure compatibility with current 
Landsat information 
o 	 A two satellite system giving nine-day repetitive coverage 
The ASG report was also of great value in that it did identify some 
specific dollar costs and benefits associated with the use of Landsat-D. 
These figures were incorporated into the economic analyses of 
Landsat-D conducted by NASA. 
7.2 	 Battelle Survey 
The Space Applications Board of the National Research Council 
requested NASA to undertake a general survey of users of earth 
resources data. This study was to identify current data users, examine 
their usage of Landsat and aircraft remote sensing data and determine 
improvements suggested by users to make the data more valuable. 
Battelle Columbus Laboratories was given responsibility to conduct the 
survey.


Battelle's basic approach was to develop a detailed questionnaire which 
was to be administered to a large number of users. Follow-up personal 
interviews were also planned. As the study was beginning, the Office of 
Management and Budget independently asked NASA to survey the user 
community at the impending Earth Resources Survey Symposium, to be 
held in Houston, Texas in June 1975. These efforts were then combined; 
the questionnaire was given first to the Symposium attendees and later 
to a larger group of general users. Battelle's final report, published in 
June, 1976, was distributed to NASA management and field centers, 
Congress, GAO and OMB. Several general trends were very clear from 
the study: 
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1. 	 The community of Landsat data users is large and growing. 
The study identified hundreds of different organizations 
currently using remote sensing information and showed that 
data sales from the three federal data centers has increased 
dramatically since the launch of Landsat-I (Survey of Users 
of Earth Resources Remote Sensing Data, March 31, 1976 p. 
17). Currently, private industry accounts for purchases of 
the largest amount of Landsat data (25%) and state and local 
government the smallest (1%, although much of the data 
purchased for use by state and local government is obtained 
by educational institutions or private service companies). 
Landsat data use is uniform among the various disciplines 
for the most part, although environmental monitoring 
applications of Landsat are lagging behind. 
2. 	 Landsat data utility varies among users. Some users are 
already making operational use of Landsat data, e.g., the 
petroleum and mineral exploration companies. Other users 
are still in the research stage, although they see great 
potential for Landsat use in their disciplines. The survey 
showed that agriculture, land use and water resources 
management will benefit the most from earth resources data 
in the future. 
3. 	 Future system improvements will increase the utility of 
Landsat data to users. 
While many users find the current MSS data from Landsats I 
and II very useful, a number of system improvements are 
desired. 
a. 	 Spectral Resolution - Many users are satisfied 
with the existing spectral bands, but the more 
advanced users recommend narrower bands and 
extension into the thermal and near IR regions. 
b. 	 Spatial Resolution - Most users recommended 10­
40 meter resolution, especially those involved in 
land cover mapping and change detection. Many 
users are working extensively with 80 meter 
data, they are constrained to experimental uses 
and large area surveys. 
c. 	 Repetitive Coverage - Although some users want 
more frequent coverage, 18 day coverage seems 
adequate. Some users expressed specialized 
coverage requirements for foreign areas or, in 
the case of geologists, stereo coverage. 
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d. 	 Data Reproduction and Distribution - User 
dissatisfaction with data delivery times was very 
clear from the survey. Also there was 
significant demand for a quick look capability. 
The overall results of the Battelle study 
generally support other findings on the same 
subject. The report is a good general 
compendium of the current state of Landsat data 
usage. 
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B. 	 FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF 
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,, 	 AGRICULTURAL WASHINGTON, D.C. 
RESEARCH 20250 I-B4. 	 SERVICE 
UNITED STAlES OFFICE OF ADMINISIRATOR 
DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE 
AUG 2 4 1276 
Dr. James C. Fletcher, Administrator


National Aeronautics and Space Administration


Washington, D.C. 20546


Dear 	 Dr. Fletcher:


I am pleased to respond to the request concerning ARS's particular LANDSAT


experience and our general interests in natural resource information
 

gathered by orbiting spacecraft.


A National Remote Sensing Workshop was held within ARS in March of this
 

year. It was determined that satellite digital and image products could


be used to:


1. Determine kinds and acreages of crops
 

2. Detect nutrient deficiencies
 

3. Inventory rangeland (kind and condition)


4. Map soils and water bodies


5. Determine soil salinity


6. Estimate biomass/yield/vigor of crops
 

7. Map surface temperatures and areas of freeze-damaged crops


8. Determine watershed runoff curve coefficients


Each 	 of these applications had been accomplished experimentally in one or


more 	 cases.


Other 	 uses of orbiting spacecraft data that our scientists believe could


be accomplished--but which cannot presently be accomplished because of


insufficient resolution, lack of thermal band, or lack of funds to support


an effort--include:


9. Detect disease, insect, and nematode damage to crops
 

10. 	 Determine energy budgets for crops and land areas


11. 	 Assess sedimentation, soil erosion, air pollution damage to plants


and other aspects of environmental pollution and deterioration.


Our scientists and administrators are sincerely interested in remote


sensing as a tool to document present natural resource conditions, to


quantize dynamic processes, to develop and test models, to produce


integrated application systems, and to provide farmers and ranchers with


timely management decision facts. In-house funding for these studies had
 

been stagnant for a number of years, but items in the FY 77 budget will more
 

than double the in-house support devoted to remote sensing. We are hopeful


that this effort can be further expanded in future budget deliberations.
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An important prerequisite for increased effort of this agency is the


assurance that satellite data be available on a continuing basis over the


coming years. This would include supplementing existing data sources with


more timely, complete, or accurate information on the one extreme, to


development of completely now analysis and dissemination systems on the


other. One obstacle we have faced is in establishing teams across 
geographical, disciplinary, and agency boundaries--especially teams in 
such diverse fields as photogrammetry, computer science, crop modeling, 
meteorology, physiology, soil science, and ecology. However, we are 
working on this. Experience and learning will occur simultaneously in 
extracting more of the information content from the satellite data and 
in developing necessary institutional innovations for analyzing and 
acting on it. Both processes will require time, so that the benefits 
to agriculture will likely grow geometrically with time in the coming


years.


We anticipate cost effectiveness will be best achieved by making multiple
 

uses of spectral data for a given geographic area. For example, a data set


for a given LANDSAT scene could be analyzed for the information it contains


about such diverse subjects as stored surface water; crop yield fore­

casting; land use as it affects water runoff, soil erosion by wind, and tax


values; range condition and animal carrying capacity, and soil moisture


conditions and evapotranspiration. Thus, we will be busy developing


multiple use analyses and striving for elegantly simple systems that are


based on sound scientific principles coupled with trained insight to dynamic


biological systems. Cost effectiveness will be aided by determining the


minimum amount of ground truth needed- for acceptably accurate conclusions in


any application.
 

The LANDSAT data provide a valuable resource for following changing land use


patterns; for opportunely assessing synoptic catastrophic events such as


droughts and floods, and mote restricted events such as fire burns and hail
 

damage; for calibrating ground conditions spectrally among growing seasons


over large areas; and for selecting sites for experiments that are truly


representative of the physiographic areas served. None of these considera­

tions is easy to price, but utilization of just such information can make


our research dollars go further and make our program more relevant to real


world needs. In addition, the stimulating interactions our scientists have


had with aerospace company representatives, NASA personnel, meteorologists,
 

and scientists from other locations and countries cannot be priced.


Our scientists are eagerly awaiting the thermal band of LANDSAT-C and the


LANDSAT follow-on missions. Of particular interest are the additional


applications dealing with freezes, crop water stress, planting advisories


based on observed soil temperature, plant cover and vigor as revealed by


the thermal response, and synoptic energy budget and evapotranspiration
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analyses. 'For example, we anticipate that data from the thermal band


used in conjunction with the other bands will make the identity of cropped


versus noncropped fields of wheat and other crops possible earlier in


the growing season than did LANDSAT-l and -2 data.


.believe you can see from the above discunsion that ARS is interested in 
capitalizing on applications of LANDSAT follow-on data to agriculture in


our areas of need, mission, and expertise. Ultimately, the information is


to be provided to farmers and ranchers for current management decisions.


However, it will be made available, also, to the Soil Conservation


Service, the State Experiment Stations, and the many local agencies with


whom we interact.


Sincerely,


-tQ< 
T, W.Edminstar 
AdministratOr 
cc: 
JR. L. Schweikart, NASA


S. C. Freden, NASA
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FISHANDWILDLIFE SERVICE 
.United States Department of the Interior 
Un I-CFISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 
In Reply Refer To:


FWS/OBS 'r 195


Dr. James Fletcher, Administrator


National Aeronautics and Space Administration


Code A, Federal Office Building 6


400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
 

Washington, D.C. 20546


Dear Dr. Fletcher:


The purpose of this letter is to offer a brief view of the potential


of the Landsat Follow-on Program to supply critical information needs


of the Fish and Wildlife Service. As you are probably aware, the


greatest single threat to fish and wildlife resources is habitat


loss; yet, to date, no satisfactory mechanism exists to adequately


classify, inventory, and monitor such habitat. In order to address


this problem we have recently established a long-term project To


achieve a habitat assessment capability. We see Landsat as a con­

tinuing data source of this activity; if the potential of the Landsat


Follow-on is realized it will become central to the Habitat Assessment


Project.


Specifically, we are interested in the prospects of increased spec­

tral, spatial and radiometric resolution offered by the proposed


Thematic Mapper. In particular, the ability to thematically extract


both wetlands and other vegetative units reliably to one acre or less


(assuming an TFOV of 30 meters) will allow near-total reliance on


Landsat for periodic update of the National Wetlands Inventory as


well as the geo-base information system to be created as part of


the Habitat Assessment Project.


We are just now beginning to use Landsat 1 and 2 data for regional


analysis of fish and wildlife impacts of water resource development


activities. The principal limitation on use of present Landsat data


for more detailed studies is spatial resolution. Thus we see the


Landsat follow-on as providing a more cost effective method of


operation for these site specific, highly detailed assessments.
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I hope this letter has been of value in your consideration of the


Landsat Follow-on Program. Please feel free to contact me or have


members of your staff contact Dr. Allan Marmelstein, the Service's


Remote Sensing Coordinator, if more information would be useful.


cerely yours,
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w DEFENSE MAPPING AGENCY I-D 
BUILDING 56. U.S. NAVAL OBSERVATORY 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20305 
15 MAR 1976 
ST


Mr. Charles W. Mathews


Associate Administrator for Applications


National Aeronautics and Space Administration


Washington, D. C. 20546


Dear Mr. Mathews:


On 13 January, representatives from the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA)


had the opportunity to attend a meeting hosted by NASA Headquarters


at which the results of the joint NASA-Cousteau experiment were


briefed. The-meeting revealed an impressive degree of success in


determining water depths in shallow areas by the use of LANDSAT data


taken in the high gain setting.


After lunch on the same day an informal meeting convened to discuss


the band selections for the thematic mapper planned for LANDSAT-D.


I wish to reiterate the DMA position as stated at this and previous


meetings.


In the near future we at DMA intend to test the techniques demonstrated


by the Cousteau experiment. If successful, we count on LANDSAT data


as a potential source material in a high priority survey project this


spring in the areas surrounding the Bahama Islands and the Virgin


Islands. Looking toward the future, we urge the retention of the


high gain mode capability presently available in LANDSAT-l and -2,


and we naturally desire one band of the thematic mapper optimized for


water penetration. In selecting the center of this band, as well as


its width, please be guided by the potential use which hydrographers


see for its data. We expect to use LANDSAT tapes for shoal definition


in relatively clear water areas. In the typically more turbid coastal


confluence zone our surveys are of necessity taken at a larger scale,


requiring on scene boat or ship assets.
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While we at DMA recognize that "LANDSAT" cannot be considered a 
misnomer, I trust that your configuration of LANDSAT-D will allow


us to continue to enjoy the serendipity that has fallen to coastal


hydrographers.


FOR THE DIRECTOR:


OWEN W. WILLIAMS


Acting Deputy Director


Systems and Techniques


cc:


Mr. R. Schweikart,


NASA HQ (Code EK)
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Mr. Charles W. Mathews


NASA Headquarters


Code E


Washington, D.C. 20546


Dear Mr. Mathews:


We have reviewed the preliminary project plan for the Applications Systems 
Verification Test (ASVT) entitled, 'ater Management and Control Project". 
If successful, we anticipate significant benefits in our water management 
and control activities. The Corps has completed some preliminary work on 
this test and has identified $150,000 to support Corps program costs for 
FY 1977. We will be prepared to cotmit an additional $250,000 in FY 1978 
for implementation and training if the test indicates an effective applica­
tion. 
Sincerely,


KENNETH EB.McINTYRE


Brigadier General, USA


Deputy Director of Civil Works


CF:


'Dr. Solomonson, Goddard Space


Flight Cntr
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Dear Dr. Fletcher:


Enclosed for your information is . copy of a policy stacemeac which


was adopted at the July, 1976, National Governors' Conference regarding


the Landsat Follow-on Program. I beli2ve you will agree that the


Goverfnors are becoming increasingly aware of the valuable conrz:bucr.ons


already made by remote sensing technology as applied to the manag:enent of


natural resources. The Governors are most supportive of expandc a-pli­

cations of FRTS/Landsat data and appreciate the need for continuing and


close cooperation between NASA and the States.


Sincerely / 
David W. Johnson 
Staff Director for the Committee 
on Natural Resources and 
Environmental Managameut 
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LAINDSAT FOLLOW-ON PROGRAM 
The Governors are becoming increasingly aware of the significance and


importance of their timely natural resources management decisions. These


decisions are becoming increasingly complex and difficult due to such


factors as growing competitive demand for resources, dwindling availability


of key resources, increased rate of resource utilization, the expanding


regional nature of decisions as well as resulting impacts, and the necessity


to achieve the desired balance between economic well-being and environmental


quality.


State, regional and local resource managers are increasingly looking to


remote sensing techniques, and in particular the Landsat program, as an


important new technology that can make a significant contribution to the


information base required for improved resources management. The improved


and timely resource decisions resulting from the availability of Landsat­

generated data have immeasurable benefits. These benefits-include improved


resource management, maintenance of environmental quality, and the reduction


of funds and resources wasted as a result of delay and litigation associated


with unresolved land management issues.


The Governors, therefore, resolve to support the Landsat follow-on program
 

and would welcome imagery of greater resolution in order to assure continued
 

and improved data for use in natural resources decisions by the Staces.
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Dr. James C. Fletcher, Administrator .;, O E."f "rf 
Code A Prepare 'Reply for
NASA Headquarters 	 Sgnature of 

Washington, D.C. 20540


Dear Dr. Fletcher:
 

I am pleased to inform you that, at their Annual Meeting 	in Kansas City,


on September 3, the members of the National Conference of State Legis­

latures approved a motion in support of a resolution urging Congress to


"assure the continuance of the satellite-based natural resources informa­

tion collection by approval of the Landsat Follow-On Program." The


resolution, as enclosed, does not appear in our Final Report because the


meeting occurred after the printing of our 	 Report.


For your own interest, the recommendations 	 set forth in the Final Report


of NCSL's Task Force on Uses of Satellite Remote Sensing for State Policy


Formulation are as follows:


--Congress should make a firm commitment to insure the


operational status of the satellite-based program;


--the states should take the responsibility of providing


some form of support for this system;


--for an effective technology transfer process, NASA, in


its research and development role, should establish or


employ an agency or firm of an operational nature to


carry out this process;


--both the private sector and universities should be


encouraged to attempt development of effective, inex­

pensive data products for state use,


--regional user assistance centers should be established;


and


--it is important to inform and update state legislatures


regarding the potentials and limitations of this tech­

nology system for their states.


Dr. James C. Fletcher
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The completed Task Force Final Report is being forwarded to your office


through formal contract procedures.


Thank you for your time and attention.


Sincerely,


Project Director
 

SMB:pw


Enclosures


cc: 	 Donald Goedecke


Acting Director of User Affairs


J. Hugh Nichols


Task Force Chairman
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WHEREAS, the National-Conference of State Legislatures'


Task Force on Satellite Remote Sensing for State Policy Formulation


has conducted a six-month, intensive review of State uses and


tential uses of remotely sensed information;- and


WHEREAS, the Task Force has found innumerable State acti­

vities about which more informed decisions could be made with the


systematic availability of remotely sensed information; and


WHEREAS, these activities have included agriculture,


forestry, natural resources conservation and development, minerals


extraction and reclamation, energy conservation, air and water


pollution detection and many others; and


WHEREAS, much recent Federal legislation, such as the


Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, has levied substantive re­

quirements upon the States that can best be fulfilled by new and


expanded information; and


WHEREAS, the National Aeronautics and Space Administra­

tion's Landsat Program has provided data on a developmental basis


that has contributed to the States' ability to meet their expanded


responsibilitites under many Federal programs, and


WHEREAS, the National Aeronautics and Space Administra­

tion has proposed a Landsat Follow-On Program to operationalize


the data collection process of the Landsat Satellites; and


WHEREAS, this proposed Landsat Follow-On Program will pro"


de for improved data collection capabilities as well as assure


continuance of the current process; and


WHEREAS, the National Conference of State Legislatures'


Task Force on Satellite Remote Sensing has found numerous State


agencies successfully using this new tool experimentally but


reluctant to make long-term commitments because of the uncertainty


of the future operational availability of data; and


WHEREAS, the National Conference of State Legislatures'


Task Force on Satellite Remote Sensing has unanimously approved a


motion urging Congressional support for approval of the Landsat


Follow-On Program as well as urging active State support of that


Program; therefore


LET IT HEREBY BE RESOLVED, that the National Conference of


State Legislatures urges Congress to assure the continuance of the
 

satellite-based natural resources information collection by approval


of the Landsat Follow-On Program.


Sponsored by Delegate J. Hugh Nichols, Maryland (for the Task Force)

Co-Sponsored by Senator James A. Mack, Arizona and Robert Testa,


.alifornia.
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Dear Dr. Fletcher:


At the quarterly meeting of the Executive Committee of the


Southern Growth Policies Board held in Tallahassee, Florida on


June 11, a resolution was passed unanimously supporting the con­

tinuation and improvement of NASA'a Lan'dsat Follow-On Program.


I am enclosing a copy of this resolution as directed by the SGPB


Executive Committee.


Our experience in dealing with our member Southern states in


developing policies for the management of the South's land and


natural resources has given the Southern Growth Policies Board an


opportunity to observe the benefits of the Landsat program to state


and local government. Enclosed is a state-by-state summary of how
 

Landsat data is being used to support efforts to manage land and


natural resources in the South.


We believe that the utility of Landsat data and the benefits


expected to be accrued as a result of its use are based on the


following capabilities and characteristics of Landsat generated


information:


(1) In numerous geographic regions the availability 

of Landsat data with reasonable costs provides 

Action Copy to the planners and resource managers with the only
-i--­nfo Copy to -­ r--- existing coverage and enables them to obtain-an 
E 	 initial analysis of the land use activities and 
land capability of the area. Without the avail­
ability,of Landsat data, the cost of conventional 
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Cnctd R .... r data coverage and analysis of such 
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Ature of ------- resource planning and mangement functions which 

are presently performed by conventional aerial 

and ground surveys. 
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'-(3) 	 Landsat provides planners and resource managers


with a direct source of timely and current data


which enables them to monitor the changes occurring


in a large land area in a frequent and systematic


manner. The frequency of repetitive data is a


new 	 and powerful capability which improves the


ability of planners to monitor the dynamic nature


of certain natural resources and better appreciate,


compare, and coordinate the planning activities


of regional and local jurisdictions.


(4) 	 Due to the inclusion of fewer system variables,


the Landsat generated product is more uniform and


standardized in all aspects and often more accurate


over extensive geographic areas. The high level of


aggregation of Landsat data is also significant


in that it provides a uniform product to be uti­

lized at higher and broader jurfsdictional levels


without necessitating the expense and time required


to aggregate detailed data often generated with


systems having varying technical parameters.
 

(5) 	 As a result of its synoptic coverage, Landsat


provides a superior and more economical discrimi­

nation mechanism with which to identify and delimit


areas which are critical or in the process of change,


and require additional analyses using more detailed
 

survey techniques.


(6) 	 The compatibility of Landsat data with computer­

implemented processing and classification techniques


and geo-based information systems enables Landsat


data to be easily integrated and analyzed in con­

cert with other data. The implications of the
 

compatibility of Land.at with computer processes


are 	 extremely positive and include reduced pro­
cessing time, timeliness, increased objectivity,


extraction of increasing information detail, flexi­

bility of scale and format, compatiblty with


information systems and computer modeling, and a


capability to aggregate data at varying levels.


(7) 	 Due to inherent characteristics of Landsat data


such as its synoptic view or its spectral perspec­

tive; it is capable of extracting new information


about the environment which is not cajable of being


acquired by conventional techniques.


Dr. Fletcher


22 June 1976
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Based on the experience of its member states with the present


Landsat, the SGPB firmly believes that it is in the interest of


the South, as well as the Nation, that NASA be provided with the


appropriate resources to build upon the very substantial progress


which it has made in recent years toward the development of an


operational earth resources survey satellite capability. The


increased spectral sensitivity, spatial resolution and the improved


data distribution system will enable the using organizations to


extract increasingly detailed information about a greater number


of resources and receive the information in a timely manner. In


addition, a commitment to data continuity represented by the Landsat


follow-on program would encourage resource managers and user agencies


in the member states of the SGPB to have confidence in the duration


of the landsat program and result in an increased conversion to and
 

use of Landsat data to meet their legislative and programmatic needs.


Sincerely,


William L. Bowden


Executive Director


WLB/bz
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WHEREAS, the demand for and utilization of natural resources is constantly


increasing due to an increased population and an increased rate of consump­

tion per individual, and


WHEREAS, the supply and quality of natural resources are finite, and


WHEREAS, the region and the states represented by the SGPB are experiencing


significant and rapid population growth and development, and


WHEREAS, the SGPB has taken a strong interest in the proper management of


the South's natural resources and has identified specific recommendations


directed toward optimizing the regional growth and achieving the desired


balance between economic development and environmental quality, and


WHEREAS, there is a keen awareness by the SGPB of the significance, increasing


complexity and lasting impact of decisions which are made relative to the use


of natural resources in the South, and


WHEREAS, the SGPB recognizes that an essential requirement for improved


decision-making and intelligent resource management is an effective informa­

tion base, and


WHEREAS, the SGPB strongly believes, on the basis of previous experience, that


the type of information obtained by remote sensing technology from the Landsat


program is extremely useful to the Southern states in providing the information


necessary for the analyses of their natural resources, and


WHEREAS, the SGPB member states have indicated a strong interest and intention


to use Landsat data to assist their resource management programs in the future


and has approved a resolution supporting the expansion,of the technolgy transfer


capacity at NASA's Earth Resources Laboratory in Slidell, Louisiana.


THEREFORE, the Executive Committee of the SGPB hereby strongly endorses the


continuation and improvement of the-NASA Landsat system through the implementation


of the Landsat follow-on program and associated user assistance and technology


transfer efforts as a key step in the provision of improved and cost effective


remotely sensed information required by the states to effectively manage their


natural resources.


-2-

The resolution by the SGPB in support of the Landsat follow-on program is


based on the knowledge and experience of state, regional and local resource


managers in the application of Landsat data to earth resource programs in


the South. The applications of present Landsat data have proven extremely


useful and provide a basis upon which to expect significant socio-economic


benefits to be accrued to the states of the South as a result of the continued


availability of Landsat data.


William L. Bowden


Executive Director and Secretary


Southern Growth Policies Board


This resolution was adopted by action of the Executive Committee on June 10, 1976.


As part of the action it was determined that the resolution should be fowarded


to Dr. James C. Fletcher, NASA Administrator, and to Mr. Herb Wiltsee, Southern


Governors Conference, for their consideration.
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RESOLUTION 
6/22/76 
DOCULR.T C? S J'?CRT 
Fe? E T)JZSAT FCTTO:-" 21172.... 
Host of the member states of SGPB are experiencing an 
accelerated rate of growth in population and the develop­
ment of associated service and industrial facilities. As 
a result, the South has been extremely active in the application 
of Landsat data directed to developing an effective 
information base upon which intelligent resource-management 
can be performed in preparation for the regional growth. 
The applications of Landsat by the states have been 
diversified and include agriculture, coastal zone manajement, 
forestry and vegettion, land use planning, land suit­
ability evaluation, soil and geology, water resources 
management and environmental noniroring. 2o provide 
a synopsis of these activities, this documant will 
describe some selected applications which are being made 
of Landsat by a variety of states and will present a Landsat 
activity profile of a sanple of states. 
Several states in the South have developed or are in the 
process of developing Landsat geo-based resource inforaation 
systems which integrate and combine Landsat data with 
other conventional types of data such as economic, de:o­
graphic and other natural resources in.orration. This 
type of computerized information system is capahle of 
a jrveating, prioritizing, and analyzing ce necessary 
attributes of an area of interest for the purpose of land 
suitabiliTy analysis and land use planninc. The caoability 
of Landsat to provide timely updates of land cover can-es 
to a resource information system is a poweful tool in 
maintaining a current information base upon which to make 
land planning decisions. 
The statas of Fississippi, Georvia, Texas and Alabaa 
are prcsenctl ci: veloping the lan"sat based inforpacion 
sy3i cpsbility. T5ssissirni is completin- the Vcvelopment 
of is i-atural .esources Inventory and Icrra: icr n nter 
Mhich is tased on a forty acre cell and to -rovide 
imprcved infonacion for timber 2nventory ,nd :n&-c.ent, 
Sater quality vonitoring, M Mdlifehzbita: _.p:n.- £. Q 
a variety of other uses. The system concz I' s an~d elanots 
are specificially dsi-,.d for the state, r--o.a and 
local users. They ccnsist of the use Kt si -'ified -at e'-n 
± -o'-nt'lC soft are suiTable for :use b-- j-en-al, :-urose 
-g- -" .. .. .u , l.o;;-cost -. - ,, -" h.e 
of satell i-e and aircraft eata, nd a onnoli y to coielate 
&nd an-al'ze , il:n D '! .nS!fo[r.tion.Tndsat da-ca 
< .-Or-- . .,s ,ecided to .i-, .hC ' 12 e,-.: oo:f 
..neraea as a part of 0:C sss1 ._iy
i aT it in che develo- ert-. e: "My " 
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resources information system using LandsaT generated 
data. Texas is utili-zing computer-inple.ented techniques 
initially developed for wildlife habitat natmin- to 
develop a specialized Laridsat based :nformation system 
for use in the Coastal Zone Managenent program which will 
be ultimately integrated into the existing Texas Natural 
Resources Information System. Alabama is also developing 
a Landsat based land system which w:ill utilize a multisource 
base of Landsat data aerial photography and ground truth 
data. The system will be directed toward landscape change 
detection, monitoring resource development, monitoring 
forest and agricultural practi es, and monitorinS environ­
mental impacts. 
tandsat data has been used by a number of state geological 
surveys for terrain evaluation and as an update to their 
knowledge of geological structures in their state or 
region. The geological uses of Landsat data in the South


have been successfully uTilized for two basic purposes:


(a) construction, revision or edit of geologic naps, and


(b) sirnificant input to mineral and petroleum exploration 
strategies. The uada e of geologic maps and and the 
associated increase in the knowledge of regional geology has 
significant,arlications in hazard assessmants, and 
overall land suitability analysis. As an ena.ple, 
Landsat data was used as a sig~nficant contribution to 
a rerional site selection planning survey of the Delmarva 
Peninsula concerned with etermining 6&e Post compatible 
location for the nossible siting of ten noclear power 
plants in the future. The sitinr of the rlnnts 'as eval­
uated on the basis of selected criteria or earth resources 
information.' Landsat data vas utilized as the nost economic 
neans to acquire spatially oriented data on four of these 
criteria: (a) vogetation, (b) land use, (c) surfica 
..ber, and (d) linear features. Consideray=on of - olo-ic 
stabilih: are equally inportant in the sitiny of fla.s 
ano asscciatcd ,ater ii1moun'ents, and rsiei--'al o-lmunitics. 
00- "-.o of issour_ and Alabaa have P'ade --t-si, r 
".sn of in o data In Zeoiosic a,licaions. Cho Osscuri 
Dears.,ent of :atu'al esouroes nroctvced a SO% g0-ateoo-ic 
a- (;; an associated mineral rc..rce :nay in erder to -ice-en 
the effectiveness of nineral cinloravion in the s c Le. 
As a zesult of the iandsat a- icbtion, ro onal lincars 
in the Lssoura lead district 'aye delineated Y-hich are 
-

'ossible -Win- channels for localizing the ore -k :js its. 
ta.ndsat data of the northern half of iscour :ac .:en 
-'a-t2 cu arly successful in ceT.nin the disv.ib -Lnand 
lAn'ts of nore inCsand other glacial dtogsita. 7:e s 
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of Landsat data in this e_ffort saved several man years 
of work in Dianninn programs which 'ere desined to mar 
the characteristics of these denosits. In addition, the


detection of extensive zones of moisture were useful in


updating the knowledge of subsurface geology of the river


flood nlain. The Alabama Geological Survey developed a


statewide geologic linear nap and used Landsat to monitor


extensive changes to the Alabama coastline and up date


coastal zone maps.


One of the most poweful and new capabilities provided by 
Landsat is the ability to monitor large geographic areas with 
repetitive covera.e and detect si-nificant changes occurrin2 
in land cover and subsequently land use. The state of 
Taryland used this capability to detect and delimit the


development of built-up land use in the Baltimore ""ash
in-ton


corridor. The Southwest Florida f.unicipal Transportation


and Urban Development Agency used Landsat as an information


source in the nroduction of Txisting Conditions Reports


and Environmental Impact Statements that are necessary


in support of power plant licensing procedures.


The VirginiaState Tater Control Board is conducting a 
pilot .. nwith ,ASA involving the inventory of land use 
with LanOsat and the evaluation of che "iact of improper 
land use on .ater quality in Swift Creek eservoir. 
In addition, a nu,-ber of counties ii Viriria which are 
recinients of E17A sec tion 208 k roawide 'as te TreatMent 
?rorra -rants have contracted with -- rthSat Corporation 
to use landsat for the inventory of land use in the region
to det-ermine tne possible presence of pollution producing
land processes. 
One of
-1..the most commwon appolications of !andsat's capability 
to de -ect-change in land cover is in the ar-ea of s 'rip
Jytnay-'- and land reclanation moni'toring. The sates of 
*aryland, Tennessee and Alabama have succcssfully utilzed 
_aindat for the strin minin- application. As an o:an-me, 
tDe State required enaczed strip 1o1tr~{
in1.967 -:hiehof Farylandtuc el"-"a coal ning lawn


rre-ulation, monitoringm reclas nation 
of strip mines To -er-or. its reg)latory function, ;he 
iaryland State Bureau of L-ins, nces infor.,ation on 
"che location, size and condition of coal surface nini-ng 
areas. 7- order to obtain -this info- -aton, tie Bureau 
of Uines used co:ou-Uer-innldrnented tec-nices to identify,
classi-fy end n.as.e st-%.--nned lands in . tern .,arv'and. 
The Tandsat eased methodology is considered by the Bureau 
"ines cost-effective mafinerof as an accurate, rapid and 
to provide an u"date and cross reference for field 
,deterw.inea ningZ and reclanation data. Th-e averaze 
4


accuracy of Landsat measured strip mined lands was 91 ercent. 
It must be strongly emphasized that the synoptic view and 
repetitive coverage of LanCsat data often provides the 
only economically feasible means to monitor a large
geographic area and detect change on a frequent basis. 
This capability will become even more sisnificant with the 
increased spectral sensitivity and spatial resolution of 
the Landsat follow-on program. Once information relative 
to this canability is diffused to the law and policy
makers' level it will have an impact on the creation of 
new legislation. 
In order to provide a synopsis of the Landsat activities


in some sample SaB member states, The following activity

profiles are presented for the states of Texas, Louisiana,


and Missouri:


(1) Texas


-A State Remote Sensing Subcommittee has been esta­

blished by the Texas Natural Resources Information


System (NRIS) Task Force to develop an integrated


and long range remote sensing-plan for Texas as well


as to handle daily requests.

'A Systems Central has been established as the point 
of all user interface with the Texas NAiS. A subset 
of this organization is devoted to servicing users 
of remote sensing data. To eTfectively serve these 
users, Systems Central has a direct terminal linK 
to the EROS Data Center at Sioux Falls, South Dakota.

-Using a IARSYS terminal, the Office of the Governor,

in conjunction with the University of Texas conducted


a training program directed Tosard the use of com­

puter implemented classification techniques. Approxi­

mately 70 people from state and re:jional federal 
agencies were trained during this progia,. Follow-­
on training pro-ra,s have trained an addit5onal 33 
state people.
'As a result of Ccngressional le-islaton specifying:
the inspection of dam safety, Te.as used Landsat 
data as an aid in the inventory of 4240 dams each 
iapounding 50 acre-feet or more of water. :iTh 
an annual construction of 200 lakes, the Pexas .ater 
Develop-ment Board is prepar-nrE for a periodic
inventory udane vsin tanis at. 
-The Texas larks and 4ildlifs ip:ar. ment 
-eelcped
their ow.n conputer classification al-orl'ios to perform 
an inventory of ildlife habitat in the SSte. 
-Presently, the General Land Office is u-,iizing Land­
sat data fn the Texas Coastal Zone :-& e!tnl -ram. 
The conpucer implemented classifica..icr5echniques 
5 
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developed for wildlife habitat mapping have been


converted and are being utilized, in an information


system context, for coastal zone management.


-The Tezas Water Quality Board is using Landsat data


to monitor land use in river basins and correlate


the land patterns with water quality.


(2) Louisiana


*Landsat data were used by Louisiana state agencies


to record the levels of the April, 1975 floods


and to document Louisiana's request for a major


disaster declaration.


-The Louisiana Offshore Terminal Authority has


initiated plans to utililize Landsat data in moni­

toring construction and operation of the Louisiana


deepwaier port and related land use changes onshore.


-Louisiana, in concert with USGS and NASA is taking


steps to incorporate Landsat data into the State's


land classification system.


(3) Missouri 
.The interdepartmental Council on Natural Resources


Information catalogs remote sensing data, determines


user needs and develops educational programs in


remote sensing.


-The piissouri Departmenz of Conservation used Land­

sat daTa, supplemented with aerial photography to


produce an analysis of timber type and production


potential, and an evaluation of wildlife and


recreation potential in the Grand Platte River Basin.


-Presently, the Soil Consarvation Service, the Univer­

sity of Vissouri Agricultural Experiment Station


and the Forest Service are using Landsat data to


develop updated general soils maps of the State.


.andsat data is used as a ..y of readily updating


land use changes and acsistin: in verifyinc any

rrediction trends by Missouri Planners.

-The iissouri eological Survey has used landsat 
data to produce in upDated -eologic map of the 
State and a mineral resource inventory. In addition, 
a wined lands inventory is currently being conducted 
with Landsat data. 
The specific references and activities relating to ]iandsat 
were presented in this document to demonsrate the extent and


successful nature of T.andsat use by metoer srates of the SGFB. 
in this context, it provides a detailed supporting document


to the SGPB resolution passed in support of the Landsat follow­

on program.



PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGIONAL COMNISSION I-B (2)


1205 Washington Street 
Vancouver, Washington 96660 
July 15, 1976 206 695-2581 
Dr. James C. Fletcher, Code A


National Aeronautics & Space


Administration


Washington, D.C. 20546


Dr. Vincent E. McKelvey ORIGINAL PAGE IS


U.S. Geological Survey OF POOR QUALITY


Reston, Virginia 22092


Dear Dr. Fletcher and Dr. McKelvey:


We are writing to express our pleasure at the results


of our joint Land Resources Inventory Demonstration


Project. The application of the techniques developed


under the project will provide our three states with a


new, more effective, and less costly source of manage­

ment data from space-age technology - primarily Landsat.


We are now at the midpoint of the three year project in


evaluating and demonstrating remote sensing over a wide
 

range of disciplines. Participation in the project in­

cludes over 35 agencies and 100 state and local personnel.


In the State of Washington, for example, major partic­

ipants include The Department of Natural Resources, The


Department of Game, and The State Office of Community


Development, which assists in coordinating local govern­

mental participants. Oregon participants include The


Departments of State Forestry, Water Resources, Fish and


Wildlife, Land Conservation and Development, Agriculture,


and Transportation. Idaho participants include the A.D.A.


Council of Governments and the Departments of Water


Resources, Lands, Fish and Game, and Agriculture. In


addition, the five major Northwest Universities are active


participants.


We believe the project is innovative and unique in both 
scope and methods and will provide a pattern for other 
regions. The following is a brief discussion of some of 
the project's activities and results to date. Initially, 
the project is exploring application of Landsat data in 
five disciplines - forestry, agriculture, range, noxious 
weeds, and urban development. The potential for both 
monetary savings and improved resources management in these 
areas was expected to be high. The demonstrations to date 
support this initial expectation. 
IL 0i tj1,0i. rV Ft ,' roAN1! 1 .1 - I. . -
G ...!Frt'S, r.fl n.:a.....I v. .I 
In forestry, Landsat data will assist in providing accurate


inventories of timber volume. In addition to modernizing


procedures that have been highly labor-intensive, thereby


reducing the costs of forest management, it allows more


timely acquisition of information on forest condition and


productivity.


For example, the Washington State Department


of Natural Resources is utilizing Landsat data


for a Western Washington Forest Inventory


(10 million acres). While this inventory


could have been accomplished by standard


methods within two years at an estimated


cost of $2.0 million, the current estimates


indicate that using Landsat data will allow


a comparable inventory to be completed in one


year at a cost of approximately $200,000.


In agriculture, an evaluation can be made of the extent of


irrigated versus non-irrigated croplands, and the crops


grouped by water use. This will contribute to more rational


and economical use of available water.


The Idaho Department of Water Resources is


using Landsat data for inventorying 4 million


acres of irrigated lands along the Snake


River. Existing data are up to 10 years


old, though spot updates have been made.


Approximately 100 people are now employed


to gather and evaluate data by present


methods. Utilization of Landsat will provide


a current data base for more effective manage­

ment, by monitoring change and providing inputs


into water resource models, thus allowing for


more effective utilization of the existing man­

power.


Landsat data is being used to help the livestock industry


reduce cattle deaths by identifying the location and spread


of Tansy Ragwort, a noxious weed.


The Oregon Department of Agriculture has the


task of inventorying and controlling Tansy Rag­

wort in the state. Tansy Ragwort infests some


16 counties in Western Oregon and 10 counties


in Western Washington. The losses in livestock


alone to this weed are estimated to between 1.5 ­

10 millions of dollars per year. Remote sensing


is the only feasible method for effectively


identifying heavy infestations in remote areas,
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and monitoring of eradication methods.
 

For effective control the areas must be


monitored four times per year. The depart­

ment expects to utilize Landsat data oper­

ationally in the monitoring aidd inventorying


of Tansy Ragwort.
 

In the range discipline it has been found that data can


be provided for more efficient stocking and grazing practices


by determining range condition and productivity. Furthermore,


this information will contribute to a reduced disruption of


the ecological balance and improved preservation of wildlife


and big game recreational areas.


The Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife


is using Landsat data in mapping wildlife


habitats. The specific application relates


to a five-year program to survey :he summer


habitat of the mule deer. The population of


these animals has been decreasing. This


decreasing population may be due in part to


reduced summer forage. Approximately 1.-5


million acres of rangelands scattered through­

out the state must be monitored. The Depart­

ment plans to use Landsat data operationally


starting July 1, 1976, specifically for the


mule deer summer habitat survey.


Finally, in the urban discipline, efforts are directed


toward a determination of the amount of the undeveloped


land within city boundaries and an assessment of the rate
 

at which urbanization is encroaching on prime agricultural


and forested lands. To the urban planner, this means


more efficient and economical land use. To the average man,


this holds the prospect of reducing urban sprawl and pre­

serving natural resource areas.


In Idaho, the Ada County of Governments is


using Landsat data to assist in monitoring


urban change. A recent.survey to update


available data on the location and extent of


vacant lands in the City of Boise involved
 

15 full-time workers for a full year and cbst


$70,000 using current methods. Annual updates


are desired. The same survey was accomplished


using Landsat data in one man-month as compared


to 15 man-years using current methods. Com­

parison of results from the two approaches was


within 98% accuracy.
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Additionally, there is an interesting and significant


side benefit to the multifacited nature of this project.


We believe it will greatly assist in the transfer of


technology to the states. We have involved that "critical


mass" of individual agency participants that is a pre­

requisite to proving the overall value of Landsat on a


statewide or regionwide basis. It is that proof that will
 

encourage others to take advantage of the unique benefits


to be derived from Landsat. Because of the positive results


demonstrated to date, the Land Resources Inventory Task


Force is developing a plan for implementing an operational


system based on Landsat data. Careful consideration will


be given to a gradual implementation process which recognizes


the political and financial realities and limitations of


agencies, states, and/or regions.


I 
As you are aware, the acquisition of equipment and changeover


to a new data base can be an expensive proposition, par­

ticularly for states. While increased capability (resolution,


etc.) is always important, the most critical element is con­

tinuity of data. Without assurance of continuity, states


cannot accept the risks of utilizing Landsat data as a primary


tool, valuable though it is. Accordingly, because we believe


the results to date have demonstrated conclusively the value


of remote sensing, the commitment to a continuous Landsat


program is essential to meet the needs not only of our region,


but of other states as well.


We would like to extend an invitation for you to visit the


Pacific Northwest to view for yourself some of the Landsat


applications.


Sincerely,


PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGIONAL COMYISSION


Governor Robert Straub Jack 0. Padrick


State Cochairman Federal Cochairman
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- Action Ccpy to . 
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June 22, 1976


Dr. James C. Fletcher Rcu ..


Administrator of NASA , ..


NASA Headquarters, Code A 
 
Washington, D.C. 20546 Prznr e-ly. for
Signature of ------
Dear Dr. Fletcher:


The Tennessee Valley Authority has made a commitment to implement an 
operational earth resources information system which will enable TVA 
to efficiently utilize spatial data for regional planning, siting,


and assessment activities during the 1980's. An integral part of 
this system will be information derived from Landsat data. Our use 
of the completed system will be in the area of broad natural resource 
planning, forest land management, forest industry siting, power


facilities siting, and environmental assessment work. It is critical


to the current planning and design phase of this system that there be


continuing availability of earth resources data from Landsat-type


satellites through the 1980's. Furthermore, there is a need for


increased spatial and spectral resolution.
 

One of the recent successful uses that TVA has made of Landsat data


has been in the area of EPA 208 Water Quality Planning in cooperation 
with the Knoxville Metropolitan Planning Commission. Although 
Landsat information was found useful for determining broad land-use 
classes, Lhere was a need for finer spatial resolution such as that


proposed in the Landsat follow-on program of 30 meters. In urban


areas this resolution is critical in pinpointing development problems


in settings where ownerships and land uses have a high degree of


diversity.


TVA has successfully used Landsat data in the past for determining


broad classes of forest types as an aid in preparing forest management


plans, To efficiently use this data, however, there is a need for


further breakdown of forest types by species rather than the broad


categories of hardwoods and conifers. This will be possible through


the increased resolution proposed with the Landsat follow-on--particularly


the three near-IR bands,


Through both experimental and operational work utilizing our own


thermal scanner, TVA has showi'the feasibility of using thermal IR


data for environmental monitoring of steam plants. An addition of


a thermal IR channel in the Landsat follow-on program should enable


TVA to more effectively detect and monitor sudden changes in water


temperatures across the Valley in a timely manner.


Ani Eqaal OPPOI lUn iOvEmployer 
0OF 
-2-
Dr. James C. Fletcher June 22, 1976


TVA presently has a remote sensing section within its Division of


Water Management. Arrangements have been initiated for institutionalizing


the mechanism for utilizing Landsat data within TVA and with Valley


cooperators. The success of TVA's planning for an earth resources
 

information system is dependent to a large degree upon the commitment


by other agencies, such as NASA, to continue providing remote sensing
 

data in the next decade; i.e., the Landsat follow-on program.


Sincerely


John S. Barron 
Assistant to the General Manager 
(Planning, Budget, and Systems) 
CC: Mr. Russell L. Schweickart 
NASA Headquarters


Director of User Affairs, Code EK


Washington, DC 20546


Actkn Copy to -

Info Copy to A2 .,
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Rcc'd in NASA -
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STATE 01 UTAHI 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR


SALT LAKE CITY


CALVIN L RAXsToN Action Copy to -'-
GOVERNOR.July 7, 1976 Info Copy to 
Dr. James C. Fletcher 
 R'd iN SA 
Administrator of NASA


NASA Headquarters 
- Code A cirspeilSe Date ....i.24Washington, D.C. 20546 Prepare Reply for 
Dear Jim: Signature oF --------
I am writing to convey the endorsement of the states 
comprising the Federation of Rocky Mountain States for 
NASA's proposed LANDSAT follow-on program. 
The Federation currently has underway a well-coordi­

nated NASA-funded LANDSAT project using a digital satellite


and ground-source data to conduct land use analysis. 
 This


new approach to acquiring and analyzing land use data provides

planners in the region an inexpensive and objective source


of data for developing a regional land use inventory.


The proposed capabilities of the LANDSAT follow-on


program would provide additional benefits through increased


amounts of information supplied in more varied and usable
form and on a continuing basis. 
 The vast expanses of this


Rocky Mountain Region unquestionably lend themselves to the


use of remote sensing techology. The resolution of new

problems facing this region as a result of the energy

onslaught in the Rocky Mountain states requires the appli­

cation of LANDSAT and its associated technologies.


Therefore, I am authorized by my colleagues in the


Federation to indicate our desire to see the LANDSAT follow­

on become a permanent part of the federal government's data

collection efforts. 
 This will allow our states the opportunity

to continually utilize this information as a part of,our


planning and policy making process.


You will be pleased to know that our regions assessment

of the LANDSAT program as 
 one of the most significant achieve­

ments of the U.S. space program is concurred in by the

National Governors' Conference which earlier this month

adopted the enclosed resolution at our annual meeting.


Sincerely,


OpoGnqAL PAGE IS 
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LANDSAT FOLLOW-ON PROGRAM 
TILE GOVERNORS ARE BECOMING INCREASINGLY AWARE OF THE SIGNIFICANCE AND 
IMPORTANCE OF THEIR TIMELY NATURAL RESOURCES MANACEMENT DECISIONS. THESE 
DECISIONS ARE BECOMING INCREASINGLY COMPLEX AND DIFFICULT DUE TO SUCH 
FACTORS AS GROWING COMPETITIVE DEMAND FOR RESOURCES, DWINDLING AVAELABILI'IY 
OF KEY RESOURCES, INCREASED RATE OF RESOURCE UTILIZATION, THE EXPANDING


REGIONAL NATURE OF DECISIONS AS WELL AS RESULTING [MPACTS, AND TlE NECESSrfTY 
TO ACIHIEVE TlE DESIRED BALANCE BETWEEN ECONOMIC WELL-BEING AND EINVIRONMENI'AL 
QUALITY.


STATE, REGIONAL AND LOCAL RESOURCE MANACERS ARE INCREASINGLY LOOKING TO 
REMOTE SENSING TECHNIQUES, AND IN PARTICULAR THE LANDSAT PROGRAM, AS AN 
IMPORTANT NEW TECHNOLOGY THAT CAN MAKE A SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTION TO THE 
INFORMATION BASE REQUIRED FOR IMPROVED RESOURCES MANAGEMENT. THE IMPROVED 
AND TIMELY RESOURCE DECISIONS RESULTING FROM THE AVAILABILITY OF LANDSAT-
GENERATED DATA HAVE IMMEASURABLE BENEFITS. THESE BENEFITS INCLUDE IMPROVED 
RESOU RCE MANAGEIMENT, MAINTENANCE OF ENVIRON ENTAL QUAIJITY , AN) TILE REDUCTION 
OF FUNDS AND RESOURCES WASTED AS A RESULT OF DELAY AND LITIGATION ASSOCIAIED 
WITH UNRESOLVED LAND MANAGEMENT ISSUES. 
THE GOVERNORS, THEREFORE, RESOLVE TO SUPPORT THE LANDSAT FOLLOW-ON 
PROGRAM IN ORDER TO ASSURE CONTINUED AND IMPROVED DATA FOR USE IN NATURAL 
RESOURCE DECISIONS BY THE STATES. 
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3584 PEACHTREE ROAD. N E. 4 SUITE 610 
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30326 
SECRETARIAT: 
THE COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS 
SOUTHERN OFFICE 
404/266-1 271


October 15, 1976 Actlon CoPy to e- --
Info Copy to 
Dr. James C, Fletcher m3ci o '
in W 
Administrator ControlNU:Ci 
National Aeronautics and S/0sLt
Space AdministrationoPgre .Reply for 
0'l400 Maryland Avenue, SW 
 
signturc _
Washington, D. C. 20546 
 
Dear Dr. Fletcher:


it is my pleasure, as Chairman of the Southern Governors' Conference


to enclose a copy of that Conference's resolutions adopted September 1


in Williamsburg, Virginia.


I call attention to Resolution No. 7, "The Landsat Follow-on Program."


tMy best wishes.


Sincerely,


Governor of Virginia 1/0 
M1G/sek


Enclosure


I .. j.. 2-'­
p,,'..r 'iC /-
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And further, the Southern Governors' Confereuec urges the Congress, the 
Administration, and the states to take steps to effect needed coordinated public 
transportation, to eliminate unnecessar-y du'plcation amon.g service provider.s, and to 
improve public mass transit's effectiveness and efficiency. 
6. 	 FMCIES TO IPROVTE ANALYSIS A'D REVIEW OF REGULATIONS 
FROM TIM U. S. DEPART?4NT OF TPhANSPORTATION 
The U. S. Department of Transportation, Office of the Secretary, on April 16,


1976 issued new procedures to improve analysis and review of existing of future 
regulations. These new procedures require divisions within the U.S. DOT to evaluate 
anticipated impacts of new regulations on all parties involved, to use this evaluation 
of new regulations to determine their desirability and to include a brief summary of 
the evaluation and analysis in the notice of proposed and final regulations. Furthar, 
any potentially costly or controversial regulations rust be submitted 30 days in 
advance of a notice or proposed rule-making to the Office of the Secretary for 
evaluation. Finally, each .division vithin the U. S. DOT must establish structured 
processes for parties affected by existing regulations or grant programs to assess 
and recommend changes.


The Southern Governors' Conference believes that the internal evaluation pro­

cedures for new regulations are a positive step toward minimization of promulgation


of unnecessary, burdensome, or poorly conceived regulations. These procedures may,


in the future, reduce the red tape and over-regulation of programs and projects in


which the States participate.'


In addition, the Southern Governors' Conference believes the opportunity for


the States and other involved parties to assess and review existing rules and


regulations to accommodate changing circumstances and conditions will be very beneficiaJ 
for all parties concerned. This procedure will enhance intergovernmental relations 
and permit the Federal government periodically to receive input from the actual 
"implementors" or users of federal programs and find which rules, regulations, or grant 
programs are or are not working and why.


The Southern Governors' Conference fully supports these concepts to reduce the 
probability of unwieldy and unneeded rules and regulations and compliments the 
Secretary of Transportation on his efforts to implement these changes. The Southern 
Governors' Conference believes a tremendous improvement in these procedures could be 
achieved by permitting the States and other involved parties to participate in initial 
U. S. DOT departmental evaluations and assessments of new regulations to complement 
development of the states' participation in review of existing regulations.


7. TIIE LNDSAT FOLLOW-O, PROG!WA 
W!HIEEAS, the denand for and utilization of natural resources is constantly 
increasing due to an increased population and an increased role of consumption per 
individuaI; and 
NIUEPEZAS, the supply and quality of natural resources are finite; and 
U.l2EfAS, the E[,ion and the States comprising the Southern Governors' Conference 
are ex:ptriencing significant and rapid population growth and development; and 
ORIGINAL PAGE 18 
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WHEREAS, the Southern Governors' Co:nfcrence has talken a strong interest in the 
proper management of the South's natural re-os,:rces and has identified specific
recournendations directed toward optimizing the regional growth and achieving
the desired balance between economic developmernt and environmental quality; and 
WHEREAS, there is a kean awareness by the Governors of the significanceincreasing complexity and lasting impact of decisions which are made relative to the 
use of natural resources in the South; and 
WHEREAS, the Southern Governors' Conference recognizes that an essential re­quirement for improved decision-making and intelligent resource managem¢-nt is an 
effective information base; and


WHEREAS, the Governors strongly believe, on 
 the basis of previous expericnce,

that the type of information obtaihed by remote sensing technology from the Landsat


program is extremely useful to the States in providing the fnforeiation necessary

for the analyses of their natural resources; and


WH1EREAS, the Governors have indicated a strong interest and intention to use

Landsat data to assist theyF resource manageneut programs in the future, and they

support the expansion of the technology transfer capacity at NASACs Earth Resources


Laboratory:


NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Southern. Governors' Conference hereby
strongly endorses the continuation and improvement of the NASA Landsat system
through the implementation of the Landsat follov-on program and associated user


assistance and technology transfer efforts as a key step in the provision of

improved and cost effective remotely sensed information required by the States to


manage their natural resources effectively.


8. CLEMRI.GIOUSE OF CORRECTIOiNS AN.D LEN.jTAL HAL ! !FORMATION 
Because of fast-breaking developments in areas 
 affecting Corrections and Mental

Health systems, a valuable service could be provided states by the establishment of


a "Clearinghouse of Corrections and Mental Health Information." This body could be
utilized by state policy-makers, administrative agency heads, Attorneys General and 
others to exchange information on such areas as new litigation, court rulings,

techniques in solving mutual problems, and programotatic ideas. 
The Southern Governors' Conference asks that Its incomIng Chairan-u explore,
and if found feasible, implement a wechanism to provide St.ates of thi., region wih
needed information concerning new developments in the area of Corrections and Mental 
Health systems. 
9. RESTPECTIVE STATE/LOAI!FiDERAL ROLES IN RESOUPCE b VAGUIEIT 
State and local governments have historically retained responsibility and

jurisdiction for planning and management of the utilization and development of


physical or land resources within the various states, that are held privately and/or

by state and local governmental units and entities.
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STATE OF ALABAMA 
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE 
MONTGOMERY


GEORGE C. WALLACE 
GOVCRNOR April 2, 1976


Dr. James C. Fletcher


Administrator


National Aeronautics and


Space Administration


Washington, D. C. 20546


Dear Dr. Fletcher:


The State of Alabama has always received outstanding support


from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and, in


particular, from the Marshall Space Flight Center in all mutually


compatible programs. We are presently engaged in programs requir­

ing the use of satellite derived information. Since Landsat 1, we


have used data made available to us in 6ur state planning program.


It is difficult to quantify the benefits accrued or project 
in terms of cost savings because the availability of this in­
formation on a recurring basis will allow us to do things we 
could not do otherwise. Some of these include landscape change 
detection, monitoring resource development, monitoring forest 
and agricultural practices and monitoring environmental impacts. 
IM are in the process of developing a land Lse system based


on Landsat data. This system will combine ground-truth data,


aerial photography data and Landsat data. This system is being


developed through the joint cooperation of the SFC, Auburn


University and the Alabama Development Office.


While, as I mentioned previously, it is difficult to quan­

tify the benefits received from the use of the Landsat data, I


believe these benefits are significant. Development in the area


of land use planning is proceeding at a deliberate pace. But


one of the many benefits that is difficult to pinpoint is the


development of land use planning skills within state- government 
through the effort of building such a system. I strongly stlp­
port the Landsat-C and the Landsat follow-on. I think both are 
necessary and thu improved resolution will add greatly to the 
utility of the information. 
Sincerely,


GeorgF . t Z\Ia c e CCW r Governor ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
cc: Dr. W.11. s.C OF POOR QUALIT 
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STATE OF ALABAMA 
ALABAMA DEVELOPMENT OFFICE 
GEORGE C.WALLACE R.C. "RED" BAMBERG W.M. "BILL" RUSHTON 
GOVERNOR DIRECTOR ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
July 30, 1976 Action Copy to 
info Co t 
Dr.AdministratorJames C. Fletcher 
-
National Aeronautic & Space Administration V_


Code A 
 LLal 
Washington, D. C. 20546 C


Dear Dr. Fletcher: Sus! .Prep,! 
I would like to take this belated Opportunity to expreSjg* l
bief-......


thoughts and my support of the continuation of the "Landsat" program. For


several years I have watched the evolution and progress of this program.


In the beginning of this program the possibilities existed for the acquation


of information we have never had before. The earth resources satellite


program was very timely. There has been a growing concern over the past


few years about our finite natural resources and the growth and development


of society. There is no doubt that we do not have the information nor


the tools to acquire the information needed in dealing with future growth


and demand for resources. The "Landsat" program offers us some renewed hope


in dealing with growth and development in the future.


Our first look at the picture like information from "Landsat" was


immediately useful in providing a new perspective of our State. These


products continue to provide a frequent overview of the area. However,


perhaps the most useful product from the program is the analysis potential


available through the digital tapes. Even though we do not have the


present capability in our office to work with the digital information,


there is no doubt that this could assist us in many functions called for


in our charter. This includes land use, and natural resources development


and planning, monitoring of urban growth, etc. In addition to uses by my


agency it appears that this same data can provide needed inputs to many other


state agencies in Alabama.


Recently I participated as one of six members of a technical subcommittee


to advise the National Conference of State Legislatures on the satellite


remote sensing program in state government. Enclosed is a copy of a brief


presentation I made to this group. The members of the subcommittee agreed


to discuss different aspects of utilization of the satellite acquired data.


From the briefing given, there appears to be a universal expression and agreement


of the many beneficial uses of the information derived from the satellite.


There also seemed to be universal agreement as to the reason that more


state governments have not taken advantage of the satellite program. These


include as stated in the attached presentation:
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1. 	 The lack of a committment of the federal government


(NASA & Congress) to establish the "Landsat" program


as an ongoing or operational effort. If the states


established the capability, skills and equipment needed


for the use by statesof the digital tapes, there must


be more of a committment that a continual supply of source


data will be available otherwise in the present mode


(experimental) the states may be left holding the bag.


2. 	 The "Landsat" program is still experimental, methods


of analysis and equipment are still being developed.
 

This also makes the states reluctant to establish one


of the present systems.


3. 	 There is also an inability to develop an organized effort


at the state level to provide a framework in which all


state agencies with experience, knowledge or need for


the use of the satellite acquired data, to pull together in


a common effort for the implementation of the analysis


techniques required.


There appears to me to be an important missing link in the development


of the satellite program for state governmental use. This is an intermediate


step in the transfer of this technology to state governments. The present


flow of technology is from a limited experimental mode directly to operational


systems in state goverrnment. This, in my opinion, is ridiculous to expect


state government to take this high degree of technology directly from experimental


procedures. Many states and state agencies including those in Alabama have not
 

even become comfortable with computers. I suggest that in the future NASA
 

consider the establishment of regional centers. Manned and equipped with the


technology needed to allow state governmental agencies to go to, bring their


own 	tapes, and be able to leave with a usable product. After the states get


experience with the system and show what it can do, I believe they will establish


the 	system in their own states.


The ADO has for the past few years been involved in the development of a


system that has the capability of relating various types of geographic informa­

tion. It was anticipated that satellite acquired data would provide one of


the 	 major sources of information. Even though we have not implemented the


system needed to provide the link for the satellite acquired data, it was


developed with this in mind. The analysis system appears to be working well


with data derived from other sources. However, the addition of the satellite


capabilities would make it much more useful.


Sincerely yours, 
Wolfram U. Drewes 
Resource Planner
 

Agriculture and Rural Development 
Department


DRIGINAL PAGE 1. 
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In summary, I again would like to express my support in the continuation


of the "Landsat" program and hope it will become an ongoing system.


Sincerely,


A).b.% == -
Walter B. Stevenson 
State Planning Division 
WBS/db 
Enclosuie b tai jgEnclsure#/ /_ . _ d-__ ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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CAN THE USE OF SATELLITE REMOTE


SENSING ASSIST ALABAMA IN OBTAINMENT OF ITS GOALS?


by


Walter Stevenson


State Planning Division


Alabama Development Office


Montgomery, Alabama


for


The Task Force on Uses of Satellite Remote Sensing


for State Policy Formulation, National Conference


of State Legislatures, June 30, 1976, Annapolis,


Maryland.


CAN THE USE OF SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING ASSIST


ALABAMA IN OBTAINMENT OF ITS GOALS?


Can the use of satellite remote sensing assist the State of Alabama in


obtaining its goals? The answer to this question is yes and no. There is no


doubt based on my understanding of the technical capabilities that have been


developed, that the satellite can be useful in my state. There is also the


realization that it can not do everything for all people and interests.


Some of the varied applications I foresee as useful in Alabama include:


1. 	 land cover identification and change detection;


2. 	 strip mine applications;
 

3. 	 pollution identification, this application appears to be marginable


with existing sensors, but those planned for the future should make


this application one of the most interesting;


4. 	 forest insect and desease detection;
 

5. 	 wetland mapping and monitoring;


6. 	 erosion detection of coastal area;


7. 	 geologic applications;


8. 	 natural disaster damage assessment; and,


9. 	 other applications.


In specifics I will duscuss several of the interesting applications that


have been made in Alabama. Many of the applications of satellite acquired


information are common among the states for example land cover identification


and 	 change detection, strip mine applications, etc. Some of which will be


discussed by others here today. Therefore, I will not go into these except


to say that most appear to be usable and helpful to the requirements for


information needs in the State.


Alabama for several years has been interested in the applications that


might be made with the data acquired from satellites. The Geological Survey


of Alabama has been a leader in the use of satellite acquired data in Alabama.


In 1969, the Geological Survey of Alabama used images from the Apollo 9 mission in an


experimental mode to determine if this type of data could be of any use. Several


important uses were identified from this data. Perhaps the most important


finding was the location of relatively straight, long, lineaments that were


unknown before this type of source material was available. It appears that the


lineaments "reflect topographic and vegetative differences, which in turn may
 

be related to the fracturing of the bedrock." The Geological Survey of Alabama


determined that a relationship existed between the location of the lineaments


and the location of high yield springs and wells. This provided a link between


the data acquired by satellite and the conventionally derived information on


water yields. This type of application is extremely important to the overall


development of the State. It is impossible to place a dollar figure on this


type of use. It identified the occurance of geologic conditions that we did


not know about before the satellite and it would most likely have been years,


if ever, before this condition was discovered.


One of Alabama's most important Goals is to raise the per capita income


of its citizens and broaden its economic base. The location, availability of


and understanding of our water resources is a major contributing factor to this


goal. The satellite acquired data can assist in the identification of new sources


of sub-surface water supplies.


Another ifiteresting find relative to the identification of lineaments in


Alabama was the presence of a lineament that passed directly across the site of


Logan Martin Dam (15,000 acres.) For many years there had been leakage at this
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dam site. All efforts to stop the leakage have failed. After the lineament was


discovered various tests were made that confirmed the existence of an interconnected


solution feature that coincided with the location of the lineament. The


Geological Survey now believes that this leakage was caused by "preferred


dissolution of the dolomite of the underlying formation along a fracture zone."


There is a great deal of interest in using the satellite acquired data


in future investigation related to the siting of major facilities such as dam,


power plants and bridges. This type of use like so many more is an example
 

of providing new information from which hopefully we will be better able to


plan the development of the state. There is also the possibility that this


type of information can prevent potential disaster such as dam failures.


We had a major break in a new dam a few years ago. The final decision on the


cause has not been determined. In the dam break in Alabama luckily there


was no loss of life; however 18% of Alabama Power Company's hydrogenerating capacity


was lost. There is no telling when this facility will be rebuilt. With


the continued increase in urban growth in areas of potential damage and the
 

increase in the need for energy facilities there is a corresponding increasing


need for new methods and effort in facilities siting.


Another interesting application of satellite acquired data was the


delineation of the length of the coastline of Alabama. The Alabama shoreline


is constantly changing. Conventional methods-do not fulfill the repetitive


and time factors required. The recorded length of the coastline is


important to the State. Until recently the methods most often employed were


related to the measurement of the shoreline length from existing maps. These


maps or charts are not often updated and-the methods used and the scale


of the map, makes a realistic measurement virtually impossible. Official


records indicate that the State's shoreline was about 350 miles in length.


Through the use of Landsat computer compatible tapes a method was developed


that can accurately determine the shoreline length. This method yielded


a length of 811 miles compared to about 350 miles using conventional methods.


This method will also yield the identification of areas of change in the
 

shoreline by comparing different time frames and using the consistent methods


of analysis. This use has a potential application of being used in the


allocation of funds for coastal management.


The last application I will mention is one that has not proven completely


possible through the use of the existing satellites, however, the capabilities


proposed for the Landsat follow-on beginning in the 1980's will make this


application possible. The use that I am referring to is the detection of


the Pine Beetle in the pine forest of Alabama. The Pine Beetle is an


insect that boars under the bark of the pinetree and in a short time is able


to kill the tree. The Pine Beetle can produce as many as five generations-in


a single year. This insect has been called the most widespread and destructive


insect in the South. It particularly likes the loblolly, slash and the Virginia


pine stands. The only effective control is the detection of effected stands


of trees and immediate removal of the tree.


The key to the effective control is the prompt detection of the beetle.


Within Alabama we have about 70% of the total land area covered in forest


and the majority is in pine. The forest industry is one of the largest in


the State. It has been proven that the use of color infrared photography


from an aircraft platform was the most useful method available for the
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detection of areas infested with the Pine Beetle. But it is economically


impossible to get the large scale repetitive coverage needed to use this


method of detection. An attempt was made to see if the existing Landsat


data could be used to overcome this problem. The tests results were marginable


with. existing Landsat capability. However, it is felt that the additional


capability proposed in the satellite system proposed for the 1980's will provide


this capability,


In-the above comments on specific uses of the satellite data in Alabama


I have tried to focus on some unique uses being made by state agencies to


state problems- i have not gone into detail on the more common uses such


as land cover identification, strip mining, wet lands monitoring and other


applications.


Currently the agencies of the State of Alabama have not been able to


develop an ongoing satellite data analysis capability. This can be attributed


to several reasons including:
 

1. The lack of a committment of the federal government to identify


the satellite programs as an ongoing or operational effort. If


the State established the skills and equipment needed for the


operational use there must be more of a committment from the


federal government that a continual supply of source data will be


available. If the state were to go ahead and establish this


capability and the satellite program were dropped then the


expenditure and training of people would be of little use.


2. 	 The satellite program is still experimental and methods of analysis


are still being developed. This makes states reluctant to establish


one 	of the present systems.


3. 	 The inability to form an organized effort at the state level to


provide the framework for all state agencies to support a single


facility. There are several agencies in Alabama with experience or


knowledge of the possible uses of the satellite acquired information,
 

however, to date the concerned agencies have been unwilling to pull


together in a common effort. This problem may soon be resolved by


reorganization within state government.
 

In closing I would like to state that efforts are currently underway


and nearing completion to develop an automated method of relating the information


that can be detived from satellite acquired-sources with information from


conventional methods. This is being undertaken in the Alabama Development


Office as a first step in anticipation of integrating the satellite


information into the state planning process as an ongoing effort. If we


are to cope with the existing and future problem of growth, resources
 

production, pollution, etc. we must look to better ways to acquire information.


The continueation of the Landsat program can greatly assist State government


in this endeavor.
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l)ear Dr. Fletcher: 
I have been asked by Dr. P. E. LaMoreaux, State Geolooist, to respond


to your request for comments xith reference to the' sensing capabilities of

th1pianned Landsat-C follow-on 'Landsat-D). Mly comlments address the


1,choratl requirements in geology, hydrogeology, and associated disciplines.


The spectral hands apd visible band spatial rCsoluf ion listed On the


inttacmcnt appear adequate for 
 our needs. The need for the 0.80-0.91 
SIlcromcter near-lB bands is not clear to us, as most of that information


will be available in the 0.74-0.80 micrometer band.


The 30-meter resolution value Nv4ll be adequate if this fig-ure represents


jotu'nal 
 contrast rather than high contrast scenes in the visible channels,)(,eally, we are looking for resolution on the order of 10-12 meters but


realize the technical problems in handling such 
 a quantity of data. The 120­

iit(t' JR resolution in 
 the tvo thermal channels is still inadequate but is a
J,,'ta(
illllrovelnent over currently available thermal data from meteorological


: caitoits.


The 11:00 AI Local Solz8r Tillie pass should be shifted to either shortly


:,rr mid-v or midiif!ilt at whih lime )nlcxirt 
 llnteopt:raitu, oxcursionlS
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Finally, tha Geological Survey of Alabnnm recommends that co­
ordinated field work be funded to strengthen the analytical or intQr­
pretivc link in the system. NASA's technology can benefit the user 
only inolur as the g(euscicntist can use the data,- and it appears 
that this link is the weakest. The State level should remain involved 
in the satellite imagery program and field data gathering is best 
done at this level. We appreciate your interest and welcome the 
opportunity to respond to this request, which came to us through the 
Earth Resourees Office at Marshall Space Flight Center. 
Yours truly, 
C. DanielBapp, Chief 
Remote-Sensing/Topography Div. 
CDS/pqc 
Attachment 
xc: C. T. Paludan, NASA 
F. L. Doyle 
£ciic~I t4 ~- I I-C (1'rS)/,'id Rert:narch ;'V 4 Li I J HAb Uju-, 
Ccnter for P-0 ?ox 1247
Enwirormuritai SLUdIu6 HurtzvW:lo, Alabama 35807 
March 24, 1976


Dr. James C. Fletcher, Administrator 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration O9R "3NALPAGE 13Washington, D. C. 20546 
 OF POoR 1U8Iy 
Dear Dr. Fletcher:


Associates of mine at Marshall Space Flight Center have asked 
that I comment on the Landsat C Follow-on with regard to its appli­
cation to hydrology. 
The 10.4 - 12.5 micron band seems to have the best potential
for use inground water hydrology. Although its 120 meter reso­
lution is rather broad, the thermal infrared imagery could be a 
valuable tool for making subsurface interpretations in ground water 
hydrology. The same band could also be useful in surface water hy­

drologic studies, especially where thermal plumes enter large standing


bodies of water.


If a finer resolution were possible (say 40 to O m.) that would 
be highly desirable for the ground water work, but even as presently
specified the thermal Imagery seems worthwhile. I hope it will be 
included. 
Thank you for the boost to research that space technology gives.


Cordially,


F. L. Doyle


Adjunct Professor of Hydrology


Action Copy to


hnfo Copy to _4J10,


L{' i ­
"-'- 1 /f--1)' 
II-C (2)

tRO)BERT W. HIATT tAZ 
PRESIDENT 
I;N1VrERlSITY OF .'.ALSKA Action Ccny to
°I °SOF F °" Info to - . 
FAI RBAN KS, ALAS KA 99701 Cory 
July 7, 1976 
Rec'd in Cod3 EA!5 
Control vun,.,_a, 
Dr. James C. Fletcher, Administrator Suspense [Tht. -
National Aeronautics & Space Administration Prepare Rcply for 
Washington, D. C. 20546 Signature of ---
Dear Dr. Fletcher: 
I want to lend my support to a NASA program that is important to the 
University of Alaska and the community it serves. Tremendous benefits from 
the earth-resources program have accrued to those agencies, both federal and 
state, which manage and control the resources in Alaska, and also to private 
industry whose activities develop these resources for the benefit of the nation. 
The attached list of agencies that cooperate with the University's Geophysical 
Institute in applying ERTS and Landsat data testifies to the ready market for 
data presently generated by NASA's earth-resources program. 
It is highly desirable that we maintain our momentum into the 1980's 
with an improved satellite data acquisition system designed for operational use cf 
earth-resources data, analogous to the routine applications presently being made 
by the National Weather Service for meteorological satellites. Improved sensors 
:n an earth-resources satellite plus a network for the speedy dissemination of C-e 
space-acquired data should be on our drawing boards now. I am gratified to learn 
that NASA is preparing to do this, so that we may look forward both to continuity in 
geographic coverage and to improved sensors. 
At the University of Alaska we have watched with interest and approval tle 
growing maturity of your technology. Like any institution wit" demands that exceed 
available resources, this University must closely examine all proposed progrars 
in instruction and research to ensure that each activity meets a continuing demand. 
Because of the importance of space data to the geology of Alaska, we have recently 
added two courses of instruction in remote-sensing techniques to the geology 
curriculum. Further, to meet the demand for data reproduction, analysis and 
interpretation, we have recently committed ourselves to adding two more professional 
staff specializing in remote-sensing applications in ecology and applied researc-. 
These are in addition to the three faculty and professional staff members in this 
field. 
ORIGINAL PAGE 18 
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F_ tciber, Dr. James C. -2- July 7, 1976 
Certainly, we believe in tie future of remote-sensing teci-nology as applied 
to the management of resources. Tlne University of Alaska T-as extended itself to 
accommodate this growing new tecknology that sows great promise for Alaska and 
wikic- "as already yielded gratifying results. TI-e University is pleased to endorse 
and encourage tie plans for the NASA follow-on to tie Landsat program. 
I wish you every success. 
Sincerely, 
Robert W. Hiatt 
President 
RIVH: dm 
Enclosure 
cc: Dr. Mather Action Copy to Info Copy to 
442637 
Rec'd in NASA 
Suspnse Date4 SX_7.
Preare Reply for 
Ofsignature 
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Cooperating Agencies


Federal Government Agencies 
 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
 
USD1/Bureau of Mines 
 
USD1/National Park Service 
 
DOT/Federal Highways Administration 
 
DOT/Federal Aviation Administration 
 
U.S. Air Force/Alaskan Command 
 
U.S. Coast Guard 
 
USD1/Bureau of Indian Affairs 
 
USD1/Bureau of Sport Fish & Wildlife 
 
USD1/Alaska Power Administration 
 
NOAA/Auke Bay Fisheries Laboratory 
 
NOAA/National Weather Service 
 
NOAA/Environmental Research Lab 
 
USN/Naval Arctic Research Lab 
 
Federal State Land-Use Planning Comm. 
 
USDA/Soil Conservation Service 
 
USDA/Forest Service 
 
USD1/Bureau of Land Management 
 
Regional & Local Government Agencies 
 
City of Nenana 
 
City of Fairbanks 
 
Fairbanks North Star Borough 
 
City and Borough of Juneau 
 
Greater Anchorage Area Borough 
 
Kenai Peninsula Borough 
 
Ketchikan Gateway Borough 
 
Matanuska-Susitna Borough 
 
North Slope Borough 
 
State Government Agencies 
 
Department of Highways 
 
Department of Fish & Game 
 
Department of Education/State Library 
 
Dept. of Natural Resources/Geol. Survey 
 
Dept. of Natural Resources/Div. of Lands 
 
Dept. of Economic Devel./Indust. Devel. 
 
Dept. of Public Works/Div. of Aviation 
 
Dept. of Environmental Conservation 
 
Office of the Governor/Planning & Research


Department of Public Safety


Other Organizations


Kross & Associates


Woodward, Lundgren & Associates


Alyeska Pipeline Service Company


CH2M/Hill Alaska, Engineers


Lost River Mining Corp., Ltd.


Humble Oil & Refining Company


Woodward-Envicon Inc.


Environment/Alaska


Resource Associates of Alaska, Inc.


U.S. Steel Corporation


Marathon Oil Company


Tanana Chiefs Conference


NANA Regional Corporation


Arctic Environmental Information


& Data Center


Fisheries Extension Service


Northland Wood Products


Gulf Oil Company


Atlantic-Richfield Company


Shell Oil Company


Exxon Production Research Company


Boston Museum of Science


Union Carbide Corporation


Doyon, Ltd.


Calista Corporation


Alaska Travel Publications, Inc.


INEXCO Mining Company


R & M Engineering & Geological


Consultants


AMAX Coal Company


Enplan Corporation


BP-Alaska Ltd.


Bendix Field Engineering Corp.


Imperial Oil Co.


Dames & Moore


California Institute of Technology/


Jet Propulsion Laboratory


Chugach Native Corp.


Environmental Research & Technology Inc.


Univ. Washington/Remote Sensing


Applications Lab.


R. W. Voss & Associates


Placid Oil Company


REPUBLICAN WHIPJAMES A. MACK 
DISTRICT 27 COMMITTEES 
AGRICULREf. COMMERCE & "VCOR 
*TATE CAPITOL. StNATE WING NATURAL RSO.I.CK 
PHOENIX. ARIZONA 88007 f 
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July 6, 1976


Dr. James C. Fletcher OiGJ--
IA


NASA Headquarters OF I 
/

OF POOR QUArrnrICode A 
 
Washington, D.C. 20546


Dear Dr. Fletcher:


After looking into the complete program of Satellite


Remote Sensing, it becomes apparent its capabilities


are much more than most legislators, who are not general­

ly informed of the program potential, realize or seem to


care about.


I sincerely hope you will do all possible to keep this


valuable resource available to us at a state level.


Please let me know if there is anything I may do to


help you in this important effort.


Having been involved in natural resources areas in


the State of Arizona where the NASA Satellite Remote


Sensing program was a pilot project, I know from first­

hand knowledge of state agencies who have utilized the


information as to the inestimable value of the services


and performance that has been delivered to us here in


Arizona.


I feel sure that as knowledge of the program and its


potential becomes more widespread, more uses will be


found for its capabilities.


Sincerely, Action Copy to 
Info Copy to _ 
Zanes A. MackAction COpy to R -<Idd'r 
State SenatorInfo Copy to 
--/ Reo'd NAS -­Rec'd inin NAA -7-
Suspense Date _:L 
Rtr'~- r-i~i~ Prepare Reply for 
' -o' Signature of -t­
Sus,'is ~tS 
Pr3pare I:-Ay for 
Signature Of ------­

95802 
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'STATE OF CALIFORNIA-RESOURCES AGENCY 	 EDMUND G BROWN JR, Governor 
DEPARTMENT. OF WATER RESOURCESOBOX388 
0,AMENTOS 
(916) 	 445-9248 Action Copy to _ 
Info Copy to 
pec'd in C, F 
Action Copy to 
JUL 12 1976 	 Info Copy to _A .l 
Honorable James C. Fletcher Rec'd in NASA


Administrator Date


National Aeronautics and Suspense Date


Space Administration Prepare Reply for 
40 Maryland Avenue SW Signature of -------
Washington, DC 20546


Dear Dr. Fletcher:
 

The Department of Water Resources is greatly interested in parti­

cipating in the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's


(NASA) Water Management and Control Project, Application Systems


Verification Test. We have been very impressed with the progress


made by the Space Sciences Laboratory (University of California


at Berkeley) on the related NASA funded project titled "Inventory


of Irrigated Lands for Selected Counties Within the State of


California". Projects such as this, which focus bn specific user


needs, must be undertaken to evaluate the operational utility of


LANDSAT imagery.


It is very important that the Department of Water Resources


participate in the examination of opportunities for utilizing
 

satellite imagery for land use information collection. We have


a continuing program of land use data collection, currently


funded at about $350,000 per year. We are interested in any
 

new techniques and procedures which may increase the effective­

ness of our program. In addition to meeting our needs, the data


produced are used by many other governmental agencies--local,


state, and federal.


pAGE I
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JUL12 1976


We hope that the Water Management and Control Project, Application


Systems Verification Test, is approved and that we will be allowed


to participate in this test.


Sincerely,


Ronald B. Robie


Director


cc: 	 Mr. Russell L. Schweickert


User Affairs Office


National Aeronautics and


Space Administration


EK Federal Office Building 1OB-Room B236


400 Maryland Avenue SW


Washington, DC 20546


Mr. Jerry Deerwester


Ames Research Center


National Aeronautics and


Space Administration


m 242-4


Moffett Field, CA 94035


EDMUND G BROWN JR, Governo.STATE OF CALIFORNIA-BUSINESS AND TRANSPORTATION AGENCY 
rEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
IRICT 7, P.O. BOX 2304, LOS ANGELES 90051 
June 28, 1976


Dr. James C. Fletcher ORIGIqAL PAGE 
Administrator of NASA OF POOR Q is 
NASA Headquarters, Code A UALIly 
Washington, D.C. 20546 
Dear Dr. Fletcher:


We have been informed by Dr. Nevin Bryant of Jet


Pronulsion Laboratory on the potential land use data pro­

ducts available from the proposed Thematic Mapper satellites.


Our planning process could definitely benefit from the 
availability of such products. We would encourage the


continued work and development of these remote sensing


systems. 
Sincerely,


D. A. DOVEbhief AtoCpyo------Info Copy to __'__TransportatLon Planning 
LARTS Branch


1Wc' in !TPISA I--t _ t ' 'Wspns , t-A diofli cunvto ,k -Into Copy 
';Vn aflfre Of . . . . 
l.,..i;r._arc,Reply for 
Signaur Of ...... o
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State Hepresentarive 
GERARD FRANK 
COLORADO j690 E.5th Ave. 
.urora, Colo. 80010 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 	 ,i=<-man,
Transpoftat ,on aid 
STATE CAPITOL Energy Committee 
DENVER, COLORADO 80203 Member of: 
A~,propriations Committee


Centennial State 
 
.jdiciary Committee 
August 20, 1916 
Mr. 	 Jams C. Fletcher 
Administrator


N.A.S.A. HQ Code A 
Washington, D. C. 20540 
Dear Mr. Fletcher: 
I understand that ydu wish an expression of opinion about whether the 
LANDSAT Follow-on program would be of value to srates. 
After reviewing the proposed technical capacities of the satellite 
with individuals in several departments of Colorado's government and with 
individuals in several regional organizations, I conclude tnat -,-e, follow-un 
program would be of great value in Colorado. I have appended a list of uses 
for which the data ga-hered by LANDSAT Follow-on would be irnseia:Zaely useful 
to many ongoing programs, and would be of perhaps even g ear -uve to 
several programs likely to be inaugurated by the legZslature in the near luture. 
My investigation also leads me to conclude that a major,:oecitnnt to 
effective use of reantely sensed data is a lack of underst.ncang on the part of 
the operating personnel in our civil service abouT the availability
of these data and the ease with which they may be used. I respectflly 
urge that the program include a greater commitment zo conmmuicating the 
capabilities of the program to potential users than exists 4 the present
LAIISAT program. 
Very tI L.'7 _ our= 
z , Gerard V. rank 
GVF/lr 	 Acccn COP 
cc 	 Governor Richard Lam , . 
Mr. Phillip Schmuck, Division of Planning _ ,_ . 
Mr. Lou Campbell, State Cartographer L" 
Mr. Tom Nussbaum, Covernor's Office k-$f)- -
Ms. Sally Bay, National Conference of State Legislature' z9Q -' 
File, Legislative Council eCY if NASA --- ,: 
enc 	 s:
o/ .h 
I,,, 

1. page, List as stated above. 	 ?-0p37c R.oU 101 
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State Level


- supervising mined !and reclamation (*) 
- confirming siting for energy facilities (**)


- inventory of noxious weeds (*)


- predicting revenues based on more precise crop forecasts (.')


- determining sites for one or tvo major airports and several minor ones (**)


- data for a state level recreational resources plan (*)


- Identification of agricultural land to be afforded special preservation ('*)


- inventory of water resources (*)


Regional (muati-cunty) le-el 
- all of the uses at the state level, scaled appropriately for regional use (** 
- water quality management, particularly of non-point sources (*) 
- better collection of empirical data on flooding (iftechnically feasible) (*) 
- collection of regional scale data on the spread of oz various 
types of pollutants from Denver in order to establish an appropriate 
ground network (*) 
- changes in the extent of urbanization (*) 
(*) indicates data required by an existing stzte or regional irog-am 
(**) indicates data needed for a program which has passed at ileas one 
chamber of the legislature on two occasions in the past four 'ea:s. 
Action Copy te 
I~ 
Recld ?n1Coda3 
Control N'umbei. F-
Suspense Date47rPrepre Re ,ft. 
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STATE OF _FLORIDA 	 . L 
OFFICE O GOVERNOP REI'BIN 0GD AbKx" - - -­
£.- a. 
July 	 6, 1976 
Dr. James C. Fletcher, Administrator


National Aeronautics and Space Administration


Room ?137, Federal Office Building 6


400 Varyland Avenue Southwest


Washington, D.-C. 20546


Dear Dr. Fletcher:


It is a pleasure to advise -ou of our suppot for


the proposed NASA LANDSAT P-ogram as outlined in lour


meeting with representative: of interested State qancies


on June 2, 1976. If it is rossible and consistent with


national security precautiL-cs, we .. 
ould s-anport and welcome
 
even higher resolution imagery than is currently pr oiosce.


Attached are comments from various otate agencies 
and several interested university professors responding to 
the Division of State Planning and stating the agzncies' 
perspectives of LANDSAT and its possible use in Cftferen­
governmental programs. 
As Chairman of the Southern Growch Policies Boa-d, 
I have also enclosed a copy of the Board's resol-cion -r 
support of this program. 
With 	 kind regards,


Sincerely,. 
Go vernor 
/ 
ROA/frs 	 - :" 
,i. <,;'"-t _2'. 	 -Enclosures 	 ­
._',__,

'/ 
cc: 	 !1r. Russell L. Schweichart . ' "


Assistant Administrator, NAS­

,"." -7 ,


. . . . . . . . ... . :" . -:,' 
ORIGINAL P._E 1$-
O POOR 
RESOLUTION


IN SUPPORT OF


THE LANDSAT FOLLOW-ON PROGRAM


WHEREAS, the demand for and utilization of natural resources is constantly


increasing due to an increased population and an increased rate of consump­

tion per individual, and


WHEREAS, the supply and quality of natural resources are finite, and


WHEREAS, the region and the states represented by the SGPB are experiencing 
significant and rapid population growth and development, and 
WHEREAS, the SGPB has taken a strong interest in the proper management of


the South's natural resources and has identified specific recommendations


directed toward optimizing the regional growth and achieving the desired


balance between economic development and environmental quality, and


WHEREAS, there is a kcen awareness by the SGPB of the significance, increasing


complexity and lasting impact of decisions which are made relative to the use


of natural resources in the South, and


WHEREAS, the SGPB recognizes that an essential requirement for improved


decision-making and intelligent resource management is an effective informa­

tion base, and


WHEREAS, the SGPB strongly believes, on the basis of previous experience, that


the type of information obtained by remote sensing technology from the Landsat


program is extremely useful to the Southern states in providing the information


necessary for the analyses of their natural resources, and


WHEREAS, the SGPB member states have indicated a strong interest and intention


to use Landsat data to assist their resource management programs In the future


and has approved a resolution supporting the expansion of the technolgy transfer


capacity at NASA's Earth Resources Laboratory in Slidell, Louisiana.


THEREFORE, the Executive Committee of the SGPB hereby strongly endorses the


continuation and improvement of the NASA Landsat system through the implementation


of the Landsat follow-on program and associated user assistance and technology


transfer efforts as a key step in the provision of improved and cost effective


remotely sensed information required by the states to effectively manage their


natural resources.


-2-

The resolution by the SGPB in support of the Landsat follow-on program is


based on the knowledge and experience of state, regional and local resource


managers.in the application of Landsat data to earth resource programs in


the South. The applications of present.Landsat data have proven extremely


useful and provide a basis upon which to expect significant socio-economic


benefits to be accrued to the states of the South as a result of the continued


availability of Landsat data.


Governor Reubin O'D. Askew


Chairman, Southern Growth Policies Board


William L. Bowden


Executive Director and Secretary


Southern Growth Policies Board
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T he l-oid.a State U1 .:s ty6Flogid;*Rcesourcesand 
Environmental Analysis Tallahassee, Florida 32306 
Cenrter 
June 8, 1976 
Walter Kolb 
Division of State Planning 
IBM Building 
Tallahassee, Fla 32301


Dear Walt. 
This letter is in regard to the neeting we had with Reid Barnett,
Project Manager of tde Science and Applicationris Project Office of 
NASA at Kennedy Space Center last week. While FRZC does not have 
any specific project going right na-i withi.n whihd we ccu~d use the lendset 
photography, I do believe -chat it would be desirable to develop with


your office and with NASA a continuing methological project to update 
the landuse information that we are getting. 
This surrer I a-n adding to our staff a remote sensing specialist 
and it is my hope that we would begin then to utilize the remote 
sensing tragery with the high altirude photography to develop tne 
natural resources inventory the state has needed for so long. May 
I interject at this point that I feel that within any program that we 
would be interested, the high altitude photography will be very 
iinortant and it bothered me that Mr. Barnett indicated that this 
activity would be curtailed. 
From our nering the other day there was an indication thaetmany 
people did not have an idea of what iandset was all about and what it 
could be used for. It seems to me that it might be reasonable for the 
State of Florida to develop a "practical applications of remote sensing" 
seminar or course or information system -which the various state, regional,
and local agencies could attend to find out just what they coul.d use from 
this material. It seens to me that such a semtinar could includ-> a great.
deal of public relations work between the Division of State Pianning and 
the local agencies. These are just souewhat idle thoughts, but if you 
feel that FREAC could be of any assistance in developing such a seminar 
or educational projra we would be nore that! happy to cc'operate with you
in, through our continuing education center, set u, for Tallahassee or 
/---other parts of the state. 
on re. 
If I iev be of any further service to you do not hesitate 
Sincerely, 
to call 
I/ 
cc: Recd Barnett 
&ward A. 
Dir_-ctc -
Fc: na__. 
STATE OF rLOnIZ-)A. .i-' li-c (6-3) 
DEiARTDIENT OF LEGAL AFFAIR S 
OFFICE OFO F L THE krfOlNEY mw- l -, C A I ' ~ o LC GENERALCilD iv l Div s o n 
- T E CA11'IOL 725 South Calhoun Street 
ROBERT L.SHEVIN TALLAHASSEE. FLORIDA 32304 Bloxhom Building 
Attorney General - - - Tallahassee, Florida 32304 
June 18, 1976 t 
6'?' 
Mr. R. G. Whittle, Jr., Director 
Division of State Planning I 
660 Apalachee Parkway, IBM Building 
Tallahassee, Florida 3230-4 
Dear Mr. Whittle:


Attorney General Shevin has asked me to respond on


his behalf to your letter of June 7, 1976 concerning the pro­

posed second phase of the LANDSAT Satellite Program. The


Department of Legal Affairs is in favor of the provision for a


second'generation satellite able to perform as described in


your letter. Photographs from former satellites have already


proven useful in at least one of the Department of Legal Affairs'


suits to protect the natural environment and water supply for


the citizens of Florida. In addition to,similar use, informa­

tion gathered by the improved satellite could be used in planning


at the state and local levels, through the identification of


important resources, as well as human influence on those resources.


Lacking technical expertise among the members of


its staff, the Department of Legal Affairs has no suggestions


for improvement of the satellite orogram.


Sincerely,


ROBERT L. SIEVIN


Attorney General


T11O!'AS A. HARRIS 
Assistant Attorney General


RLS/B/g
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'i olSTATS. Ort FLORIDA 
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS REGULATION 
OFFICE OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
.bin O'D. Askew 
Governor THE JOHNS IUIL)ING 
TALLA itA S SUEBAD* lE / : 
BOARD MEIrSEhA. L. BakerExecutive Director Richard A. Pallo: 
Chairman 
Walter S. MCLin, 
tv-. -James Baroco. Sr. 
June 10, 197".s, i , , ' t:,:,;';, 
- " SecretaryIdmond J. 
JV'~t ~~W wM. Sanderhin 
Mr. R. G. Whittle, Jr. JUN 1j WMSdn 
State Planning Director 
Department of Administration DhPECT0,S oIC 
660 Apalachee Parkway O~'x W: r 
Tallahassee, Florida 32304 
Dear Mr. Whittle:


In response to your letter of June 7 regarding the proposed second


phase of the LANDSAT Satellite Program it is difficult for me or


anyone in the Department to make meaningful comments ,becausewe are


not familiar with the proposal nor with the current program.


I-have discussed the matter very briefly with Mr. Jon Beazley of the


Department of Transportation and it would appear that information


gathered under such a program could be useful to our Division of


Florida Land Sales and Condominiums in the surveillance of registered


subdivisions and perhaps in the detection of unregistered subdivisions.


The usefulness of the program would depend upon the timeliness of the
 

output, the availability and manner in which data would be displayed
 

for examination and the extent of detail so displayed.


As an example of possible use, our land sales inspectors must make


periodic inspections of subdivisions to determine if construction of


roads and drainage is proceeding according to.schedule. If visual


displays would on the one hand permit identification of the tract


and on the other hand show sufficient detail to permit evaluation of


construction progress this could be quite useful and probably result


in some cost savings to the State. Similarly such information could


be used to determine if a subdivision submitted for registration is


comprised of land which matches the description contained in .the


application. The latter would be extremely-helpful because such


tracts at tWe outset often are without access roads and it is


impossible for the inspector to get into the area to make a compre­

hensive inspection.


Mr. R. G. Whittle, Jr.June 	 10, 1976 	 =ORIGINAL PAGE ISPage 	 Two 	 OF POOR QUALITY 
These are some uses that could help our Department. I mention them


without attempt to attach cost factors or cost justification and


with the understanding that as a federal program, State funds are


not involved.


We presentlly do not feel the program would be of value to our Pari-

Mutuel, Hotels and Restaurants, Beverage or General Regulation


Divisions.


I hope these vague comments will be useful for your purpose. If


further input is desired I would suggest a meeting with some of


our land sales people who incidentally will be moving their division


offices from Tampa to Tallahassee as of July 1, 1976.


Sincerely,


A. L. Baker


Executive Director


.ALB/ab 
cc: 	 Mr. Richard C. Booth


MTo. 'TBeazley


,,, $II-C (6-5) 
STATE TREASURER 
INSURANCE COMMISSIONER 
FIRE MARSHAL 6j4 Y 
'it&4j STATE OF FLORIDA 
["/ TALLAHASSEE 32304 
DLRE~cTOR June 14, 1976 
DIV.OF STATE PMNr.Ns 
Mr. R. G. Whittle, Jr.


State Planning Director


Department of Administration


660 Apalachee Parkway


IBM Building


Tallahassee, FL. 32304


Dear Randy:


This will acknowledge receipt by this office of your


recent letter regarding the proposed second phase of


the LANDSAT Satellite Program.


Although it appears doubtful that this program would


directly impact the Department of Insurance or the


Division of the Treasury, it could provide invaluable


data for geologists and planners which would be of


interest to Commissioner Ashler as a member of the
 

Florida Cabinet.


Your letter and any additional information that you

believe may be helpful will be retained in our files


for future reference.


Sinccrely,


James A. Snyder


Administrative Assistant


JAS/dd


Florida 
REUSIN 0 0. ASKEW 
GOVERNOR 
ORI4GINALF POOR QUALIYPAGE IS 
11-C (6-6) 
Departmen-t of Transportatin 
.1 ~HaydonBursBdn, £5Swne r calhsie Florida 32304. TIlphone (204) 488 872 
V0AEBB, in. 
SECRETARY 
June 10, 1976 .JUN 1 
DIRECTOR'S OFFIcE 
Mr. R. G. Whittle, Jr., Director DJOFSTAE -LAL[a 
Division of State Planning 
Department of Administration 
660 Apalachee Parkway - IBM Building 
Tallahassee, Florida 32304 
Dear Randy:


In response to your letter of the seventh, we have


used ERTS/LANDSAT satellite imagery on several


occasions and found it beneficial. We expect that


our use will be much greater when better quality


and faster deliveries are achieved.


Several times false color enlargements were used


for orientation at public hearings. Also, we have


used it to observe lineaments and faults in the


geologic substructure of Florida in our sinkhole


detection program; to evaluate possible blockage of


water by highways across the Everglades (there was


very little); evaluation of the Suwannee River flood


limits in 1973; and up-to-date indicators of land


use changes.
 

Our use has been limited solely because the imagery


is frequently very poor. Also, the slow delivery


after ordering reduces its value. With a higher


resolution and faster delivery, we expect frequent


use of the Follow-On data.


Very truly yours,


Tom Wbb, Jr.


Secretary of Transportation


-TWjr:bs


7 )iI-C (6­
~OF COFLG UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA 
ENGINEERING CAINESVILLE, FLORIDA 32611 
AREA CODE 904 PHONE 392-0933 
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING June 11, 1976 ,1 .I'M 
Mr. R. G.Whittle, Director 

Division of State Planning

Department of Administration tIRECOR'S OEFCE 

State of Florida DIV. 0.5.i , 
660 Apalachee Parkway 
Tallahassee, FL 32304 
Dear Mr. Whittle:


N.A.S.A. has chosen the University of Florida to be the southeastern 
center for research in imagery applications to geotechnical problems. A 
grant of$100,000 per year beginning July 1, 1976 has been awarded. The 
Coastal Engineering Laboratory, Department of Civil Engineering, and Department 
of Geology will be involved during the first year. Later we plan-to extend


this program to other departments and other state universities.. We are nowl 
assured of three years of financial support from N.A.S.A with the subsequent


per year amount being diminished or increased depending upon our yearly success.


We have been directed to specifically apply our efforts toward the solution


of problems in cooperation with governmental agencies. 
You may be aware that the State of Florida has lagged behind most other


states in the utilization of the valuable resources that have been made


available by LANDSAT imagery. Multispectral analysis and other sophisticated


imagery techniques are of great value in the delineation of geological feature


and in characterization of the physical parameters of surficial soils. Both 
at the University of Florida and the Division of Geology of the Department of


Natural Resources, we believe remote sensing to be a most valuable scientific


technique in mapping.


We sincerely hope 'that the administrative agents of our state will realize


that we are only now beginning to utilize the resources developed by the


N.A.S.A. imagery program. As experience and knowledge is broadened more people 
will be aware of and utilize remote sensing. 
This state is Iost fortunate in having the General Electric Laboratory


at Daytona Beach in which the Image 100 system was developed. This is a
 

computer which was developed for processing, enhancing, and analyzing spectral


data transmitted from the satellites.


Mr. R. G. Whittle 
June 11, 1976 OR-BTAL PAGE IS 
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It is our belief that the proposed second generation LANDSAT Satellite


isworthy of our support. This sateilite will provide additional bands in


the infrq--red and an improved resolution of spectral bands which increases


the oppQrtunity of computer analysis for identification of terrain parameters. 
This will provide improved evaluations of hydrologic and geotechnical parameters 
which will make it possible to more accurately map details.


Sincerely,


H- K. )'OLAA/46 
H. K. Brooks


Professor Geology


and Principal Investigator


of N.A.S:A. Project


Byron E. Ruth


Associate Professor of Civil Engineerin


and President, Florida Region


American Society of Photogranmetry


BER/db


cc: 	 Mr.. Reed Barnett, NASA 
Mr. Jon S. Beazley, FOA.T. 
Dean Morton Smutz-, EES 
o" II-C (6-8) 
STATE or FLOPIDA o 4iFLORIDA J)-PABTMENT 0!1 A(3RIQJLTURI- GGOSUMELC 
DOYLE CONNER COMMISSIONER - THE CAPJVI. / ALLAHASSLE 323O4 
June 14, 1976 A.UN ZZ ... 
Mr. R. G. Whittle, Jr.


State Planning Director LRE.CTOR'S O -I.CE


Department of Administration DIV. 01L 
Division of State Planning


660 Apalach&e Parkway


IBM Building


Tallahassee, Florida 32304


Dear Mr. Whittle: 
The NASA proposal to advance satellite photography and to provide


remote sensing to State agencies is very interesting and has been


investigated by some of my staff. They do not feel that there is


sut'ficient benefit for the Department to support the development 
of the second phase of the LANDSAT Satellite Program.
 

The photography provided by the current system is not of sufficient


resolution to be of value in detailed county-by-county forestry or


agricultural work. An alternative proposal would be to further


improve aircraft based.photogrqmeric technique. Improvements in 
resolution using aircraft based photography would do more-for 
Agriculture than the larger area goverage obtained from satellite 
photography. 
We understand that Weyerhaeuser qprporation has utilized satellite
 

photography in some of its for@st management programs. Perhaps


some familiarization with the wor that they were able to accom­

plish would help in convincing state agencies of the value of


NASA's proposal.


We are currently able to meet QUT aerial pbotogrammetric needs 
through the excellent faciliti.s wlijch are provided by the Florida 
Department of Transportation, 
With kind regards, I am
 

Sincerely,


Doy le Cdnner


Commissioner


DC/ga
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GoVLIoZ April 19, 1976 EXECUTIVE SECRETARY 
Dr. James C. Fletcher 
Administrator


National Aeronautics and Space


Administration


Washington, D. C. 20546


Dear Dr. Fletcher:


As you may know, the State of Georgia is currently


using NASA developed technologies and products,, and is in


the process of evaluating specific applications of NASA


developed technologies in a variety of State data collection


and planning programs. Three substantial NASA research and


evaluation efforts are underway in the State at the present


time. They are:


Remote Sensing and Classification Technology Transfer Evaluation


This .study is to evaluate the usefulness of remote


sensing and classification capabilities developed by NASA's


Earth Resources Laboratory in inventorying Georgia's natural


resources and planning for their wise use. If these technologies


prove useful and feasible, as they already have been in


Georgia's Coastal Zone Management Program, they will be


developed as a basic component in the data collection and


mapping programs for the State.


Land Features Classification Research


The Earth Resources Office of the Marshall Flight


Center is supporting remote sensing and land characteristics


classification research currently in progress at the Georgia


Institute of Technology. This research effort is intended


to develop land use classification techniques and land


development change detection techniques for use in urban and


rural areas in Georgia.


Salt Water and Wetlands Identification in Coastal Georgia


The Georgia Department: of Natural Resources has used


satellite collected data exper.inmentally to detect and identify


saltwater and Fresh%anter species of plant life to determine 
the limits of the tidal waters in Coastal Georgia. This use 
of classilied imagery haz; proven beneficial to identifying 
the areaS of concerns in the Coasail Zone anagenent Program. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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Other organizations in Georgia, such as the Atlanta


Regional Commission and the Georgia Mountains Area Planning­

and Development Commission are experimenting with using NASA


developed technologies to collect vegetative cover, soil


wetness, land use and land use change data.


I would like to commend your office for the excellent


professional assistance provided to Georgia in these projects.


I also encourage you to continue in your efforts to promote


the development and use of these technologies for State and


local governments and to continue in your efforts to develop


and refine the state of the art.


Sincer ly, 
George Busbee


GB:abc


cc: Mr. Alex Tayahov


Dr. C. T. N. Paludan


Dr. Wayne Mooneyhan


... ,tvities volvi q the State of Georgin 
p, , .... ural az.urc.f Information] Systcoa TechnologySurvey 
resourcesEarth p.sourcws Laboratory will transfer a 
luforwatiorI system to the State of Georgia during 
FY77.OIAL PAcE 18 
ORIGINAL QAGEISy
o 	 poach Troe HOW 
['-;.;'°:! .0.7c,*j.L~115f2CFtit .... in D~artir)wih "FPOOR QUA~fl'c~er'1) Wcrat on with Georgias M92 VO 
 
Institunc of Technology 
Data Uses
o 	 Landsat and 	 Skylab 
Sat. picI,or0g, Chief Geologist, Geological Survey, Department 
of 1atural Resources, Georgia 
Successvu l ly used both Landsat and Skylab data in 
ground water prosp2ctin. Ref. "Practical 
Applicatio;1z of Handza Pata, for Earth Resources 
suvvey." Nay 1975, '' 35. 
Same individua l reported in Goddard Space Flight 
Connter yIposiun, Deceber 1973, G-21, Page 857, 
that Larsat Data useful for: 
•(I) major tectonic boundaries 
(2) LItMOUiC 	 contacts 
(3) Foliation trends


(4) Topographic lin.amnts 
(5) vaults 
or'k 	 uithin th, Stnto 
o 	 L~ x..tI 	 Mist Iincatory pzrfor,,,d by USFS on Fede'al Lands 
o 	 Lardsat 1I - Forest Invontory being performed by USFS (Aldrich) 
o 	 S,. .<, h,--s proposed a project to [Ise Landsat data and 
ulp,.-nl in'ormtion for invsatory of company-owned


o'jyo"ll]cd Mo:nd in nssi. rgI..
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Action Copy to . _. oWASHINGTON ST.. S.W. 
Info Copy to _ _±._Lf TA. GEORGIA 303343oe . azunnr 
(404) 656.3500COMMISIOER.~241 
May 25, 1976Action Copy to 
Roc'd in Cbdc EFnoCpyt 
-Info Copy to.Control Nlm 
Suspense Ra /')76,
Prepre fcpy for 
Dr. James C. Fletcher Signature of .. Rec'd in NASA -
Administrator e'inNS_,,Q 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Washington, D. C. 20546 Suspense Date 7Prepare Reply for d 
Dear Dr. Fletcher: Signature of 
It is my understanding a decision regarding the LANDSAT follow-on will


soon be made. In this event, I am writing to express the Georgia Department


of Natural Resources' interest in the follow-on program.


In recent years there has been a dramatic increase in the number of


natural resource programs. As a result of this increase, we are moving


toward a more comprehensive, and often complex, approach requiring more


timely and accurate data. It is our belief that the existing and proposed


-'atellite systems have a definite role to play in Georgia's natural resource


)grams.


Until now, there has never before been an economically feasible method 
to acquire a data base that adequately describes existing site conditions, 
and the changes that are taking place. Presently, most State programs

incorporate the use of manual techniques to collect and analyze such de­
scriptive data. Although these manual techniques are simple and straight­

forward, they have serious limitations in that they are often not timely,


comprehensive, and area specific. Manual techniques are often costly and


difficult to update plus awkward to store and manipulate in large quantities.


In an attempt to improve upon the above situation, the State of Georgia


has entered into an agreement with NASA to evaluate and transfer automatic


classiFication techniques utLizing LANDSAT data. The intent of this Research 
Technology Operating Plan (R)'O) wil be to successfully dcnmonst rate technical 
LANISAT capabilities which will produce results needed for existing programs 
and management decisions. To date, Department of Natural Resources' personnel 
have been preparing project proposals which identify specific requirements of 
existing and proposed management programs. These requirements include a 
discussion of potential data sources to satisfy program requirements, a de­
scription of Lhe meoliodoLogy to be used and poducts to be obtained, and 
benefits to be accrued. These project proposals will then be evaluated 
against the LANDSAT digital products. A few programs within I)NR which should 
benefit from success ful LANDSAT :pplicLations are the Environmental Protection 
vision's (IPD) arvnwhlu waste treaLment management program (Sec. 208) under


L..92-500, FPl)'. So 1id Waste Man agement Protram and Land Recamation Pro­

rams, tin (amo, and FI, !)1vishio's 1o'ittn-mal'-obertson and other wildlife


.Dt. James C. Fletcher 
May 25, 1976 -
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management programs; plus the Departments land acquisition and comprehensive


review process. These programs should benefit greatly from LANDSAT digital


data since it will provide site-specific information on 	 an iterative basis.


The result should be more responsive programs with a dollar savings to the


user.


" 
= 
 Of comparative interest are the 1 1 mile manually produced vegetation


maps prepared for each of Georgia's 159 counties. The cost of this project


was approximately $30,000, or about 50¢ per square mile, which did not include


administrative costs to DNR. Although this information 	 has proven quite


useful, there appear to be liabilities of the manually produced maps when
 

compared to the LANDSAT digital capabilities: first, the minimum mapping unit


of the manually produced maps is 50-100 acres as compared to 1.1 acre for the 
,digital satellite information; second, satellite data is less expensive to 
produce once a processing center has been established; and third, the satellite


information is less expensive to update since it has iterative capabilities.


These satellite capabilities are important considerations which should prove


to be of great benefit to natural resource programs.


A recent project which came .through the environmental review process which


would haye had application to automatic classification techniques was a 60,000


,cre small watershed project (P. L. 566) for the purposes of watershed protection


id flood prevention. This coastal watershed contains about 242,000 acres con­

ning three primary vegetation habitats: lowland hardwoods, mixed hardwoods
 

with pine and pine flatwoods. The area of the proposed 	 project is a mixture


Qf hardwoods and pines and lowland hardwoods. If an automatic classification
 

system were operational it would have provided the following spatial data and


statistical acreage information 4hich would have been an indication toward the


location of drainage ways containing riverswamp hardwoods, areas inundated by


water at various times of year, an indication of wildlife habitats, and a


determination of the salt and fresh water interfaces as 	 defined by salt emergent


vegetation. This data would have enabled us to make a better quantitative


determination of the project's effects as required by the National Environmental


Policy Act of 1969. This system should also allow us to monitor the impacts


of increased peak flows on the estuary and reduced low flow conditions on the


river swamps and tributaries.


With regard to the acquisition and leasing of lands for wildlife management
 

the following considerations are offered. Accurate and 	 current land-cover


information could greatly facilitate the identification 	 of suitable lands for


possible acquisition or lease. The types of data required includes vegetation 
associations, an indication of understory conditions as 	 inferred from vegetation


crown density, the proximity of any potential wildlife management areas to 
developed lands, and the location of surface water bodies. If this data can be 
obtained on a timely and cost-effective basis, then our 	 management and acquisition 
program could be sub1stantia]'ly improved. This would be 	 pArtiecuarly true if 
,he follow-on satellites have a 30 meter resolution in the visible bands allowing 
en butter vcgetation separation and boundary determinations. 
.Dt.J-amcs C. Fletcher


May 25, 1976
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management programs, plus the Departments land acquisition and comprehensive


review process. These programs should benefit greatly from LANDSAT digital


data since it will provide site-specific information on an iterative basis.


The result should be more responsive programs with a dollar savings to the


user.


Of comparative interest are the I" = 1 mile manually produced vegetation


maps prepared for each of Georgia's 159 counties. The cost of this project


was approximately $30,000, or about 50¢ per,square mile, which did not include


administrative costs to DNR. Although this information has proven quite


useful, there appear to be liabilities of the manually produced maps when


compared to the LANDSAT digital capabilities: first, the minimum mapping unit


of the manually produced maps is 50-100 acres as compared to 1.1 acre for the


digital satellite information; second, satellite data is less expensive to


produce once a processing center has been established; and third, the satellite


information is less expensive to update since it has iterative capabilities.


These satellite capabilities are important considerations which should prove


to be of great benefit to natural resource programs.


A recent project which came through the environmental review process which


would have had application to automatic classification techniques was a 60,000


,cre small watershed project (P. L. 566) for the purposes of watershed protection


id flood prevention.' This coastal watershed contains about 242,000 acres con­

ning three primary vegetation habitats: lowland hardwoods, mixed hardwoods


with pine and pine flatwoods. The area of the proposed project is a mixture


Qf hardwoods and pines and lowland hardwoods. If an automatic classification


system were operational it would have provided the following spatial data and


statistical acreage information 4hich would-have been an indication toward the


location of drainage ways containing riverswamp hardwoods, areas inundated by


water at various times of year, an indication of wildlife habitats, and a


determination of the salt and fresh water interfaces as defined by salt emergent


vegetation. This data would have enabled us to make a better quantitative


determination of the project's effects as required by the National Environmental
 

Policy Act of 1969. this system should also allow us to monitor the impacts


of increased peak flows on the estuary and reduced low flow conditions on the


river swamps and tributaries.


With regard to the acquisition and leasing of lands for wildlife management 
the following considerations are offered. Accurate and current land-cover


information could greatly facilitate the identification of suitable lands for 
possible acquisition or lease. The types of data required includes vegetation 
associations, an indication of understory conditions as inferred from vegetation 
crown density, the proximity of any potential wildlife management areas to 
developed lands, and the location of surface water bodies. If this data can be


obtained on a timely and cost-effective basis, then our management and acquisition 
program could be substantially improved. This would be particularly true if 
,'ie follow-on satellites have a 30 meter resolution in the visible bands allowing 
en better vegetation separation and boundary determinations. 
1 
Dr. James C. Fletcher


25, 1976
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The Department of Natural Resources and the Army Corps of Engineers,


Savannah District Office will be evaluating the potential of LANDSAT digital


data to assist'ih determining the approximate areas of jurisdiction under


Section 404 of P.L. 92-500. The projects goal will be to determine if


automatic classification of digital satellite data will provide necessary


land cover data at a cost-effective rate to satisfy the requirements of the


Corps 404 program. Further, it is anticipated that change detection techniques


can be employed to assist in determining the locations of authorized versus
 

unauthorized land disturbing activities.


Regarding Georgia's Section 208 program, LANDSAT digital processing


will be evaluated for its ability to locate land-cover information and


statistical acreage data within water quality management units (WQMU).


Activities such as agriculture, silviculture, mined areas and urban construction


are to be evaluated in an effort to determine the potential of a WQMU for non­
point source pollution. Presently we feel confident that-the twelve categories


to be processed for this-program will be adequately handled by the present


;atellite provided normal functioning continues and operational status is


"'ieved. A major advantage of the follow-on satellites for water resource


igrams will be the water penetration capabilities of the blue band to


detect sediment and nutrients in surface water bodies and the heat sensitive


capabilities of the thermal infrared bands.


In the Environmental Protection Division's Solid Waste Management Program,


present efforts are focussing on land cover categories to assist in determining


potential areas which may fit the partial criteria for sanitary land fill site


selection. By determining these potential areas, local and state resources will


be more efficiently used while producing more responsive results.


The above comments are offered as a briefing of activities currently


underway in the Department of Natural. Resources to use LANDSAT digital 
data. Although the actual amount of processing has to date been minimal, 
a great deal of effort has gone into the evaluation of DNR programs and 
management criteria which could benefit from an operational processing 
capability. In an attempt to insure this capability, $40,000 has been spent


by the Georgia Institute of Technology on hardware with an additional $23,000


expected shortly.


Dr. James C. Fletcher


May 25, 1976
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The equipment will be operated by Georgia Institute of Technology personnel 
who are experts in the automatic approaches to remote sensing. They will be 
responsible for keeping abreast with the latest techniques while providing the 
interface between the equipment and the State's natural resource program managers. 
It can be anticipated that upon favorable results of a demonstration project 
to be conducted by August of 1976, that several programs receiving State and 
federal dollars will choose to process regional or statewide LANDSAT data. 
We in Georgia are beginning to use the LANDSAT data in a routine manner,


but have also recognized that the system is not classified as operational.


Therefore, significant commitments to training, technology, and equipment could


prove risky. If our demonstration results prove'as positive as we expect,


DNR and other state agencies would have a tremendous need for an operational


satellite capability.


It is also very important to recognize that- data must be available to


users at a high resolution, with a quick turnaround time, at a low cost,


and in a "rectified form". Althougi there is a great deal of interest in


.greater resolution and more rapid data delivery, it must be recognized that


trade-off exists between the two, with cost the ultimate limiting factor.


tified data referenced to the ground and to a nominal scene with sufficient


accuracy should be available in volume to greatly increase the usefulness


and affordability of the information. Rectification is the main requirement


to make it possible to geographically reference information extracted from 
remotely-sensed data to other physical and socio-economic information.


Further, it is imperative that users get involved in developing future


programs. Federal agencies should have a structured effort to this end.


State and local governments, che primary users, sharing the responsibility 
of defining their needs and expressing them to the federal government.


In conclusion, we appreciate this opportunity to express our point of 
view on the need to expand and improve federal space programs and technology 
of-benefit to the states---particularly a program beyond the financial capa­

bility of the individual states. I hope these comments are of some value 
to you and, if I can be of further assistance, do not hesitate to call on 
me.


Sincerely,


Joe D.T'anner 
"-.Comimfssio not 
,DT/bre 

/ 	 - 8-1) 
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GEORGE R ARJYsHI June 	 14, 1976 Rec'd in NASA 'Z-
Susponse Datle .. 1S 
Dr. James Fletcher 	 Prepare Reply for 
Administrator 	 Signature of --
National Aeronautics and Space


Administration


Washington, D.C. 20546


Dear 	 Dr. Fletcher:


This letter is to inform you that the State of Hawaii is very much


interested in the utilization and improvement of your Earth Resources Satellite


Program. 
In view of our geographic isolation and limited land area, we must


plan very carefully for the optimum use of our precious land and,water resources.


In this regard, our State governmental agencies have been following closely


developments in satellite image technology and, with the help of your Ames


Research Center, have begun to apply this technology to our on-going State 
planning process.


Our limited experience indicates that satellite data could be a very


important source of information in fulfilling our many mandates and responsi­

bilities regarding land use planning, environmental protection, economic


development, and coastal zone management. It is essential, however, that


the information source, namely the satellites themselves, continue to function


effectively and provide us the desired data which will allow us to fully pursue


the application of this technology to Hawaii.


We strongly encourage you, therefore, to press for the continuation


and enhancement of the Earth Resources Satellite Program. If we can be of


any service or assistance in this regard, please feel free to call upon us


at any time.


With warn personal regards, I remain,


Your vey truly,


Gege /Aiyoshi


cc: 	 Dr. H. Iark, Director


Ames Research Center


Mr. K. Nishioka


Ames Research Center
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'-..,DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING ire 
- AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
Kaunamalu Building, 250 Soull, King St., Honolulu, Hawani Aailing Address: P.O. Box 2359, Honolulu, Hawai 96804 
Ref. No. 1373 
Action Copy to 
June 14, 1976 Info Copy to 
0--
Dr. James Fletcher 
Administrator Pe' d inNASA 7" 
National Aeronautics and Space <j2 74 
Administration SusiwnSG f ,P . 
Washington, D.C. 20546 , .arR P9.y for r 
£illatlre of -------Dear Dr. Fletcher: 
 
This letter is to inform you of our strong and continuing interest in


your Earth Resources Satellite Program and, in particular, your LANDSAT Follow-on


Satellite project.


While we are only now beginning to appreciate rhe potential of space 
imagery in fulfilling our programmatic data needs, w¢e believe that the improved 
resolution of the LANDSAT Follow-on Satellite will broaden considerably the 
applicability of LANDSAT data to Hawaii. Not only will this type of remote


sensing data enhance our monitoring capabilities in terms of land use changes


and impacts, but itwill also serve to reduce required on-site inspections as


well as allow for more effective utilization of staff and inproved administration.


The acquisition of this type of data on a regular basis will provide 
the essential historic and current information needed to ascertain how the limit,,u 
land area of our State can best be utilized. This is of utmost importance in 
light of our mandate to advise our State decision-makers on the optimum use of 
our natural resource base. We believe that the data provided by the NASA Earth 
Resources Satellites will both assist us in evaluating the effects of past 
decisions as well as provide us with a sound, technical basis to evaluate 
alternatives and make better and more intelligent decisions regarding flawaii's 
future. 
As a basis for committing resources for the development of new techniques


and methodologies, however, it is essential that we have some reasonable assurance 
regarding continued data availability. In this regard, we urge you to vigorously


pursue the continuation and expansion of your Earth Resources Satellite Program


in order that we may maximize our opportunities in this frost interesting and


valuable endeavor.
 

Dr. James Fletcher 
Page 	 2


June 14, 1976 
We very much appreciate your continued interest in our programs and 
look foniard to working with you on matters of mutual concern. 
Sincerely,


{JIIDEI'O KONO 
cc: 	 Dr. H. Mark 
Ames Research Center 
Mr. . Nishioka


Aies Research Center
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FOREStRy 
HONOLULU. HAWAII 96109 	 LAND MANAEMENT 
STATE PARKS


June 2, 1976 	 WATER AND LAND DEVELOPMC% 
Dr. James Fletcher, Administrator


National Aeronautics and Space


Administration 
Washington, D. C. 20546


Dear Dr. Fletcher:


Members of my department are, more and more, becoming aware of the great 
potential your Landsat programs have for Hawaii. Aspects of satellite remote 
sensing are presently being examined for their possible applications to epi­
demic forest decline studies. Further, we are intrigued as to the satellite's


capabilities in vegetation and land use determinations, water and mineral


resource studies, and its potentials in planning activities.


It has come to my attention that your agency is considering a program or


programs of assistance in Hawaii. We would be appreciative of any help your


agency can offer in helping us to learn about and use this new mediun, and I


ask that you give serious consideration to any proposals concerning us.


I 	 thank you and your staff for thinking of Hawaii, and ask that we continue 
to receive your consideration and support.


Yours truly,
 

BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES
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CHRISTOPHER COBB


Chairman and Member


cc: 	 Dr. Hans Mark 
NASA - Ames Research Center Action Copy to .- -
Hr. 	 Russell L. Schweickart Action Coyt 
NASA Headquarters Info Copy to IJ-c-
Mr. William H. Stoney 1-
Dr. Clifford E. Charlesworth Action Cop/ to 4gt 
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Rec d in 4-,. ,-. 
The 	 Honorable Dr. James Fletcher


Administrator 
 uSu[ P, ItS/-----. 
National Aeronautics and Space Admi-nistratlon 
- '? I -' 
Washington, D.C. 20546 
.oiu,--. - -
Dear Dr. Fletcher:


I understand that NASA has em,.barded on the planning process pzepar.n '0or 
the 	 develcpment of LANDSAT Follow-On systems, which are 
 to ,be advance& 
versions of the LANDSAT-B System that we now utilize in our Land Rc.scurc, 
Inventory Project. Our expectation is that LANDSAT Follow-On syStQ..s 
will provide a cost effective and timely source of land cover dat, ,­
use by state natural resources planning and management agencies. 
As you know, our motivation for entering 	 into the Land Resources Invcnto.-v

Demonstration Project in conjunction with NASA and the Geological Suzv_,- V

stemmed primarily from our continuous need for timely and cost-cffect::,e 
natural resource information. The conventional methods we now utillzc


are 	 very costly and require a great deal of tine, energy and man'aZver.


With the rapid growth of Idaho and the need for thoughtful utll0-zat,- of 
its 	 resources, we badly require as much highly accurate data as 
 we c..;:


obtain.


While the LANDSAT demonstrations in the project are not yet compltc-, Ch 
results reported by the participating agencies are extremely encouraqi!jt. 
Two examples will highlight our belief in the potential utility of T;::D,.2 
Follow-On systems for resource management activities:


1. 	 An inventory of four million acres of irrigated lands alo.-;
the Snake River would be extremely useful to many orgaij .,:sc...­
and 	 agencies. 
 Existing data is outdated and virtully unii 3- .i 
current reguirements. It would appear that the cost and Lir:'-
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involved in a conventional survey would rule out a complete


update. However, the staff of the Department of Water
 

Resources believe that a survey based on LANDSAT data could


be performed in a timely and cost-effective manner. At


least, those are the indications demonstrated through the


project to date.


A recent inventory of the vacant lands in the urbanized Boise 
area, conducted by utilizing conventional survey methods, 
took one year and $70,000 to complete. Preliminary indications 
obtained in the Land Resource Inventory Demonstration Pro3ct sC07 
to support the idea that the same inventory could be ccanncued 
with LANDSAT data in a month's time at a substantial cozt 
savings. 
We expect to continue to explore the utility of LANDSAT data for 
land resource planning and management through the Land Resorccs In\ ,tor: 
Demonstration Project. We have every reason to believe that our urqetn 
needs for timely and cost-effective land cover data can be mat uslnc sat.:lI 
systems, and anticipate that the operational LANDSAT Follow-On syStc!'. 
will be utilized as a major source of data to plan and effectw',y 
manage the natural resources of Idaho. 
Sincerely,


CECIL D. ANDRUS


GOVERNOR


CDA:hcb
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Dr. James C. Fletcher Prepare I0;) y for 
NASA Headquarters .Signatuo of. 
Code A 
Washington D.C. 2054-6 
Dear Dr. Fletcher:


As a member of the NCSL Remote Sensing Task Force, I was asked to


convey my opinion as to the need for the LANDSAT FOLLOW-ON Program.

I am a member of the Iowa Legislature and a farmer by profession.


The LANDSAT FOLLOW-ON' Program, particularly with the improved


imagery, has a wide variety of uses, some of which border on neces­

sity.


One time imagery is essential for the assessment and evaluation


of almost all natural resource programs. Good programs depend on


current information. The advantage of LANDSAT is the frequent


update of information that can be utilized in an analytical manner


to predict the meaning of changes in the ground cover.


As an Iowa farmer the most important aspect is the eventual potential


of predicting world food production with some degree of accuracy.


As the data base increases and the analysis improves,production


estimates during the growing season would be very helpful.


On July 1, 1976 the price of corn in central Iowa increased as much


as $.ll/bushel and soybeans as much as $.30/bushel. An AP story in


the Des Moines Register stated:


"A big buying factor was an unconfirmed rumor that Russia


had bought about one million tons of soybeans. It was


also rumored that Russia had bought feed grains from the


United States."


Iowa raises approximately one billion bushels of corn and two


hundred million bushels of soybeans each year. Yesterday's price


increase would mean one hundred seventy million dollars to Iowa


farmers if applied to one year's crop. The impact nationally is


proportionately greater.
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The importance of farm exports in our favorable balance of trade


as well as the impact of price fluctuations on the ultimate cost


of food makes the market system important to all citizens.


The argument is not that better information will always mean higher

prices. It will not. The argument is that more accurate and current


information will allow for better decisions at all levels.


Crop production estimates in this country are inadequate. Early


season estimates with periodic updates tend to lag far behind what


is actually going on. Information from other countries is often


little more than "seat of the pants" judgments about what is


happening.


With better information on world food supplies and prospective


crops, farmers can make better decisions on planting, harvesting


and marketing. The planting season when crop plans can still be


changed begins in this country as the harvest season begins in the


southern hemisphere.


A private firm or a foreign country with a more accurate estimate


of grain supplies, even if it pertains primarily to their own


holdings, not only have an advantage in the grain market, they


are in a position to potentially exploit the American farmer and


the public in general. Russia's activity in our grain markets in


the past few years has been a classic example. More accurate as­

sessment of Russian grain supplies would be exceptionally useful


in determing US export policy.


The total result from LANDSAT FOLLOW-ON will not be immediate


although accurate acreage information would be a major achievement.


Changes in the imagery during the first growing season will not


be particularly meaningful the first season but will improve with


each year. Ground proofing of detected variations and the cor­

relation of those variations with yields will continually improve


the accuracy.


Time is important. The data base must be developed to provide


accuracy. Each growing season is unique in any particular area so a


delay in the program means that portion of the data base is lost


forever.


World food supplies are marginal. Consideration may have to be


given in the near future for management of surpluses in good years


to avoid wild fluctuations between devastatingly low prices and


subsequent high prices with widespread famine. Any attempt at


world food supply management would be futile without an accurate


information system.
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Given this very fundamental need for the LANDSAT FOLLOW-ON Program,


there are many other beneficial uses for the data. Nearly all


state agencies involved in natural resource areas can benefit from


the program through lower cost imagery, more current imagery or


obtaining information that otherwise would be unavailable.


The program at this point has just begun to demonstrate the potential


uses for this program. I believe any delay in its future develop­

ment would be a drastic mistake.


Sincerely,


Andrew Varley 
State Representative OIFIGNIAL PAGE IS 
OF pOOR QUALITYAV: ei 
 
CC Delegate J. Hugh Nichols


Ms. Sally Bay


Senator James A. Mack, Vice-Chairman
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EXECUTIVL DEPARFMENT 
EDWIN EDWARDS 
GovERNOR


June 30, 1976


Mr. David W. Johnson


Staff Assistant


National Governors' Conference


1150 Seventeenth Street, N.W.


Washington, D. C. 20036


Dear Mr. Johnson:


Recently I received a draft resolution supporting the Landsat


Follow-On Program from Governor Salmon. Per-Governor Salmon's


request, I am forwarding my comments concerning the draft


resolution.


We are interested in the proposed improvements of the Landsat


Follow-On System. Presently, we maintain computerized land


use information as part of Louisiana's Comprehensive Planning
 

Information System. The land use information is delineated 
from high altitude color infrared photography to the second


level of the U. S. Geological Survey classification system.


To date, no one has been able to duplicate all second level


land use classification utilizing only Landsat information.


Should the increased resolution of the Landsat Follow-On Systems


enable second level land use delineations to be performed


at an equivalent or reduced cost to that of conventional high


altitude aerial photography, we would be interested in arrange­

ments to receive the Landsat information.
 

We are also interested in the possibility of using present and 
future Landsat satellites for land use change detection. We 
are aware of federal agency efforts to investigate these possi­
bilities and will be interested in the outcome of the research. 
Our own experience with the use of Landsat imagery to delineate


flooded areas has convinced state personnel that Landsat imagery
 

is a useful tool for quick evaluation of flood disasters.


However, the proposed ten-day delivery schedule may limit the 
use of Lahdsat imagery for operational uses.


Of particular concern to our natural resources agencies is the


transfer of the Landsat technology to our personnel. It is 
hopeful that regional technical assistance centers will be 
ORIGRAL PAGE IS 
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maintained and that these centers will offer short course


instruction (three or four days at one time) and on the job


training for our state personnel.


Accordingly, we support the implementation of the proposed


Landsat Follow-On System.


Sincerely,


EWIN EDTIAPDS 
EE:bsa


c: 	 Honorable Thomas P. Salmon 1 W


Governor, State of Vermont


State House


Montpelier, Vermont 05602


-- 
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GOVERNOR
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Dr. James C. Fletcher, Administrator 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
Washington, D.C. 20546 OF POOR QUALITY 
Dear Dr. Fletcher:


NASA has proposed a program which we feel to be of great importance


to the technical communities of this nation and state. I am referring


to the LANDSAT Follow-On System, and heartily endorse the operation of


this system.


We have had a most beneficial relationship with NASA through the Earth


Resources Laboratory, Slidell, Louisiana. Many problems in the areas of


resource management, wetland surveys, water resource observations, and


emergency information have been provided by ERL.


During the recent floods (1973-1975) we were most fortunate to have


access to LANDSAT data. Quick decisions are necessary and they must be


based on reliable information. We are now entering a period of extreme
 

importance relative to the management of our natural resources. Strip


mining operations for recovering lignite will be initiated in the near


future. We are anticipating environmental problems and the need for data


such as that available from LANDSAT is required in solving such problems.


The Office of State Planning, Department of Public Works, Louisiana


Department of Highways (now undertaking ecological studies of the impact


of landfills in the wetland), and the Department of Conservation are only


a few of the state agencies who have used LANDSAT data. We are looking


forward to a continuation of our relationship with NASA, and intend to


adopt the LANDSAT-1 land classification system in one of these state


agencies this year. ERL will also participate with several agencies in


monitoring the coastal environment which will be impacted by development


of the off-shore oil terminals. The resolution, geometric correction


function, and the increased number of data channels will give more accurate


data relative to the coastal zone environment. We are especially interested


in the rate of land loss in the delta zone; recent projections reveal that


2
as tiany as 20 ms. yr. is being lost. These losses will effect the location 
of oyster leases, trarping leases, and other resource recovery programs. 
The LSU Divisi n of Lng±neering Rcscarch, an, the Center for Wetlands 
Research, in cooperazion with the State Division of Administration will 
.ommit professional people to the transfer of NASA technology to state


agencies during the next year. I refer primarily to the LANDSAT-I system.


Dr. James C. Fletcher, Administrator
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Please accept our endorsement of the system and if there is any way


we can be of assistance in assuring the successful launching of this


project let us know.


Sincerely yours,


CHARLES A. WHITEHURST, PhD 
SCIENCE ADVISOR TO THE GOVERNOR 
kb 
cc: 	 Russell L. Schweickart, Director


User Affairs


Office of Applications


NASA


Washington, D.C. 20546
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Dear Dr. Fletcher:


We are interested in the proposed improvements of the LANDSAT 
Follow-on System. Presently, we maintain computerized land use 
information as part of Louisiana's Comprehensive Planning Information 
System. The land use information is delineated from high alti tude 
color infrared photography to the second level of the U. S. Geological 
Survey classification system developed by Dr. Anderson and others. 
To date, no one has been able to duplicate second level land use 
classification utilizing only LANDSAT information. Should the 
increased resolution of the LANDSAT Follow-on Systems enable second 
level land use delineations to be performed at an equivalent or reduced 
cost to that of conventional high altitude aerial photography, we 
would be interested in arrangements to receive the LANDSAT information. 
We are also interested in the possibility of using present and future 
LANDSAT satellites for land use change detection. Arrangements are 
already underway between the U. S. Geological Survey and the Earth 
Resources Laboratory of the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center to investigat 
this possibility. Since a portion of Louisiana may be chosen as the 
test site for this demonstration, we are awaiting the inception of the 
project and our involvement. 
Due to excellent service rendered by your staff, we were able to provide 
Governor Edwards with Flood inundation information during the April , 197 
flood wi,hin four days after the pass of LANDSAT. The information was 
used operationally by state agencies and to document Louisiana's request

for a major disaster declaration in19 parishes. The key factor inthe 
use of the LANDSAT data was its rapid availability made possible by your 
staff. Although the data from the LANDSAT Follow-on System will be 
available to the user in approximately ten days, this may not be suffici 
in cases of natural disasters. It may be appropriate to identify instan 
,,CKW.RYAN e.g., floods, which warrant more timely delivery and establish policies 
,vDIRIEOR for such requests. 
PQAUL R. MAYIR. JR


-TANf DII11C 1IOIt


bO,/JQ,(11 I 
Dr. James C. Fletcher 
May 17, 1976
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Accordingly, we support the implementation of the proposed LANDSAT 
Follow-on System. If I can be of further assistance, please advise


me accordingly.


Sincerly, 
PATRICK W. RYAN


Executive Director


PWR/kc 
cc: Governor Edwin Edwards


Louisiana Congressional Delegation 
Dr. James R. Anderson 
Mr. Charles E. Roemer, II, Commissioner of Administration, Baton Rouge
Mr. Wayne Mooneyhan, Earth Resources Laboratory 
Mr. Blaine Liner, Southern Growth Policies Board 
Dr. Charles A. Whftehurst, Science Advisor.to Governor Edwards 
Action Copy to _____ 
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. STATE OF LOUISIANA 
* BO3AR!) O!* COM.MissIONefls 
OFFSHORE TERMINAL AUTHORITY 
11 30 tnt fnat ontl Trade Mrt 
New Oue,n t. ena 70130 
Action Cp T ho, <27 5016 
May 7, 1976 Info Copy to - --
Dr. James C. Fletcher Roed in CA Ek 
Administrator ORIGINAL PAGE TS Commo" .'. 
NASA OF POOR QUAusTf :Tj-,-,ns" P:ll-------
Washington, D.C. 20546 fo"O zr hp'y f r -
Dear Dr. Fletcher: ognai.O0 ..--------. 
I am writing in support of the implementation of the pro­
posed r.ARDSAT Follow-on System. The capabilities of this systm 
would be extremely valuable to numerous public agencies and 
private interests in Louisiana, especially in the areas of coastal 
zone management and deepwater port deveiopment. The improvements 
of the proposed system over LANDSAT-1, particularly increased 
resolution and timely data LransmitLal, will noL only be useful 
so our agency, but may be crucial to whether LANDSAT data are


suitable for our needs.


The Offshore Terminal Authority was created by the Louisiana
 

Legislature to guide deepwator port development in the State.
 

Assurance of environmental protection is the most important part


of this mandate. With the expected development of a Louisiana


deepwater port by private interests (LOOP Inc., a consortum of oil


and transmission companies), the role of the Authority will


largely be that of licensing and regulatory agent of the State.


One of the major functions of the Authority within this role will


be the conducting of an environmental monitoring program, to de­

tect possible environmental impacts of the deepwater port or its


onshore facilities. Remote sensing techniques could be an impor­

tant source of data to the total monit.orJng program.


As evidence of our interest in remote sensing, the Authority,


in conjunction with NASA, has taken the first steps to utilize


LANDSAT remote sensing data in monitoring construction and opera­

tion of the Louisiana doepwater port and its related onshore


facilities. A proposal has been submitted to NASA management by 
(/..01 ,J.fi 
 
13r Jam-s C. Fletcher 
may 7, 1976 
Page two 
the Earth Resources Laboratory of the Lyndon B. Johnson Space 
Center for a three year demonstration and implementation project 
aimed at utilizing sateliite capabilities in our monitoring pro­
gram. These satehite capabilities include near-real time data 
collection and dissemination from ground emplaced sensors, as 
well land cover classification and water surface temperature and 
salinity measurement from LANDSAT data. Approval of the project 
proposal by NASA is expected by May 30, with start of the project 
in October, 1976. The Offshore Terminal Authority is in the pro­
cess of obtaining the approvals.necessary for our participation. 
One of the purposes of the proposed project is to dempnstrate


the usability of LANDSAT spectral data in determining land cover


types and changes in land cover that may be caused by pipeline


construction and operation (salt water intrusion, sheet flow


interruption, subsidence, turbidity, erosion, etc.), or by opera­

tion of offshore and onshore facilities--oil and other possible


pollutant discharges. Remote sensing capabilities will be
 

valuable because of the wide area that must be monitored and the


relative inaccessibility of much of that area. LANDSAT data


should provide basin-wide monitoring at a relaLively inexpensive


cost, a goal which may be otherwise unobtainable.


Two possible major limitations to our use of LANDSAT-l data 
'may be resolution and timeliness. It must be confirmed in the 
demonstration phase of the project that resolution such as the 
LANDSAT Follow-on System is capable is suitable to our use. We 
do know at this time that resolution-of 4 acre would be valuable 
to our program, because of the site-specific nature of our 
interests. Similarly our need to detect land cover changes


quickly, so as to implement corrective action, will require the


most timely transmittal of information possible.


In addi.tion to the potential use of LANDSAT data in our


comprehensive monitoring program, such data would undoubtedly


be valuable in numerous land use mapping and environmentally


related projects in Louisiana. Most notable of these would be


the developing coastal zone management (Coastal Resources) pro­

q. am being undertaken by the State Planning Office. In addition, 
we understand Regional Planning Commissions throughout the State 
are keenly interested in developing accurate land use maps for 
thqir.areas. The Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries Commission is 
presently monitoring the coastal zone to assess the importance of 
estuarine and marine ecological change on biological productivity, 
as it may relate to cowmercial species. These activities will 
form the basis of uture land and water use decisions. 
For the!sc reasons, we support the implemenLation of the 
LANDt;AT 'o) Jow-on System, as a necessary and readily available 
pr. Janes C. Fletcher 
May 7, 1976
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decision making tool in land use planning and environmental pro­

tec Lion.


Very truly yours,


/ 
Shcfjard F. Perr mn,''Jr'" 
Executive Director 
SFP/JGC/crc 
cc: Mr Russe]ll. J. SchwcicI.art Ati'm Copy tO 
6'-­
<
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DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
SP.O. 44245 CAPITOL STATIONBOX 
I. flC7LY PItASC RE T.BATON ROUGE. LA. 70804 Action Copy to 
FILE NO. May 4, 1976 Info Copy to 
Dr. James C. Fletcher 
Administrator, NASA &Upeg _,the 
Washington, D.C. 20546 Prepay0 Reply f "-
Dear Dr. Fletcher: . -------

Although the Louisiana Department of Highways has not found


landsat data applicable to general uses, they have played


an important role in a few specific areas. We have used the


near infra-red photography in several lawsuits and sensitive


land areas to determine the extent of possible water pollution.


By ground verification and source identification we have been


able to avoid exacerbating an existing problem. The photo­

graphs have, in these cases, lead to a review of the proposed


drainage structures along highways'either planned or being


constructed, and, in a few instances, this review has lead


to design changes which have improved drainage across highway


embankments, thereby, removing an impediment to 
 free water
 
exchange in a wetland area.


The exact cost/benefit ratio is difficult to determine for such


usage. The availability of the photographs has certainly re­

duced the cost of highway improvements over an extended period.


It has also allowed the identification of probelm areas in


advance of highway construction, whereas without the photographs


highway access would have been a prerequisite to even learning 
of a potential problem. Landsat data has the added advantage


of a greater areal coverage than that which could be surveyed


on the ground. 
The proposed landsat follow on technology is potentially more


useful to the Department than the current data. The _reater


resolution is important for specific areas of interest, as is the


more timely coverage. We also anticipate that thermal infra­

red coverage will provide more meaniingful data for our particular


uses. Those improvements should allow us to track growth cycles 
of various plant indicator species with greater precision. 
Curre.ntly there are no formal programs or committment of funds 
for the use of NASA photoimagery on a daily basis. This is 
primarily due to the lack of rendy access ,and the higher cost 
- conti nued­
Dr. James C. Fletcher 
Page 2 
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of those data. When these impediments are overcome, we


anticipate a greater usage within the Department.


We would appreciate being informed of any future improvements


in the system which would increase the capabilities of the


landsat system.


Yours very truly,


E. J. BRECKWOLDT, P. E. 
MATERIALS & RESEARCH ENGINEER 
G. H. CRAMER, II


HIGHWAY ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYST 
GHC: mcb 
cc: 	 Russel L. Schweickart, Director


User Affairs


Office of Applications


NASA 	 ORIGI-ALPAGESOF POO IS
D.C. 20546
Washington, 
 
Charles A. Whitehurst, PhD


Science Advisor to the Governor


Executive Department


Baton Rouge, Louisiana


Gary 	 North, Director


Engineering and Science Services Laboratory


National Space Technology Laboratories


Bay St. Louis, Mississippi 39520
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........ 
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EDww EDWAROS


Gov l0,o. April 27, 1976


CHARLES E RoEmER.11 
ANO 
EXLCuTIvC ASSISTANi TO IECGov tknon 
Dr. James C. Fletcher


Administrator


NASA


Washington, D. C. 20546


Dear Dr. Fletcher:


I wish to convey my support of the proposed NASA LANDSAT Follow-On System.

I am familiar with the LANDSAT program through our Louisiana Technology
Transfer Office at NSTL, Bay St. Louis. We utilize LANDSAT data in many

phases of state government, and appreciate the value of this timely information


upon which we have based many major decisions. Decisions affecting not only

the expenditure of great sums of money, but also the day-to-day lives of the


citizens of our State.


Our Louisiana Forestry Commission uses this information as a tool in making

inventories of state reserves, as well as for planning purposes and also to


detect any diseased stands of our natural resources.


In conjunction with the State Planning Office, the Louisiana Technology Transfer


Office provided flood assessment damage during the recent floods of 1974. This


information, provided to us within 48 hours, was invaluable in 
 our request for


immediate disaster relief for those citizens affected most seriously by the
 

flood. By having this information available in such a short time, we were


able to expedite the securing of this release.


By comparison, in the 1973 flood acreage assessment it 
was 
 some months before
 
information was available in order to submit proposals for disaster relief.


Others areas using LANDSAT information include the Department of Highways North


South highway proposal; coastal zone projections and zone management information


as well as Superport environmental monitoring.
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I encourage you inyour implementation of this new program and pledge tile State


of Louisiana's continued use of all available NASA as well as NSTL technology


through our Louisiana Technology Transfer Office. This institutional arrangement


through our LTTO and NSTL has been a most valuable resource to the State of


Louisiana and I encourage its continued operation.


Should you require any additional information or documentation, please call


on me at your convenience.


Sincerely,


Charles EI 1Ime 
 
Commissioner of Administration and


Executive Assistant to the Governor


CERII:ge


cc: Mr. Russell L. Schweickart


Dr. Charles Whitehurst


Mr. Charles D'Agostino
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Dr. James C. Fletcher, Administrator


National Aeronautics and Space Administration


Washifigton, D.C. 20546


Dear Dr. Fletcher:


The Louisiana Water Resources Research Institute (LrRRI) is


responsible for encouraging original, purposeful water research and for


promoting rational water resource management. Members of the Institutes


Advisory Board represent -theengineering, geological, legal and medical


professions, as well as agriculture and industry.


During the past 5 years LWRI has had a close working relationship


with NASA personnel from the Earth Resources Laboratory, ISTL, Mississippi.

We in the Institute appreciate this relationship and heartily endorse


the proposed LAiDSAT-Follow-On System; it will improve the opportunities 
for interaction and cooperation. Our projects have included investigations


of erosion on the coast, littoral current flows around jetties, saltwater


intrustion, water quality surveys and a study of the impact of Mississippi


River diversion into the Atchafalaya Basin. Remotely sensed imagery has


played an important role in all of these studies.


We are now faced with ner problems, most of them arising from, or


directly related to, energy production., Oil and gas exploration, lignite


strip mining, and proposed agri-fum-farms will effect our water resources.


The need for accurate and timely data in decision making relative to these


operations is apparent. Base line studies are important and the proposed


LAIDSAT Follow-On System could assist us in defining the base data. More


importantly, changes to the data, especially relative to the proposed 
mining operations are needed at the local level (as well as in state


agencies) so that proper steps can be taken to maintain a viable water


resource in any area.


We anticipate working closely with the Center for Wetlands Research 
when they obtain the LANDSAT-1 land classification system. (It is my 
understanding that this sysLem will be adopted by CWB this coming year.) 
LBIi has representatives on most of the States Regional Planning 
Cor';issic:v;, the Corps of Enginecrs Metropolitan Area Study, and other 
state agencies. information received from the proposed LAII)SAT system 
wotld ihe inIorpc.";:ted inicro possible into the operations of these 
Di'. Ja-mes C. IIeLche', Achlinistrator 
Page 2 
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LVtRRI encourages the adoption of the new system. If we can be


of assistance in any way, please call me or my staff.


Sincerely,


Elvin J. .antin, Director 
Louisiana Water Resources Research Institute 
kb


cc: Russell L. Schweickart, Director


User Affairs


Office of Applications


NASA


Washington, D.C. 20546 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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CHARLES I. . GOVERNOR 
 
DIRECTORMay 3, 1976
CHARLES E. ROCMER, 11 
LEE W. JENNINGSCOMMISSIONER 
ASSISTANT DIRECTORAND AAND 
AND
ECUTIVE ASSISTANT TO THE GOVERNOR 
BATON ROUGE COORDINATOR 
JAMES H. CLINTON 
JOINT POLICY COUNCIL MEMBER 
Dr. James C. Fletcher, Admini,strator


National Aeronautics and Space Administration


Washington, D. C. 20546


Dear Dr. Fletcher:


The Louisiana Technology Transfer Office (LTTO) was established by


Governor Edwin Edwards as the agency for facilitating technology appli­

cation and utilization in Louisiana. The LTTO working with NASA and the


National Science Foundation has established an office at the NASA/National


Space Technology Laboratories in Bay St. Louis, Mississippi. Through


this office, Louisiana is aware of the current LANDSAT program and is


excited about the increased capabilities of'the proposed LANDSAT Follow-

On System.


The LTTO, which serves as a technology broker for Louisiana governmental


agencies and industry, has documented many LANDSAT users. Among these


are the Louisiana Department of Highways, using LANDSAT data for high­

way planning, and the Louisiana Forestry Commission, using LANDSAT data


for crop inventory analysis.


In addition, the Louisiana Offshore Terminal Authority, which is charged


withthe environmental monitoring of the Louisiana Superport site, is


currently working on plans for implementing a Satellite Environmental
 

Monitoring System on State computers. This project will make LANDSAT


available to many state agencies and other potential users in Louisiana.


This effort will bridge the technology gap between the State and Federal


Government by providing technology transfer in its purest form.
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Other important uses for LANDSAT include quick response disaster programs


such as the Mississippi River Flood Analysis and the Hurricane Carmen


Damage Assessment. Also, the Louisiana Coastal Zone Management Program will


rely heavily on future LANDSAT programs.


Now that Louisiana ismaking an effort to incorporate the current LANDSAT


land classification system into the State information system, the proposed


follow-on system adds more excitement and meaning to this technology


advancement.


Please call ifmore information or documentation is desired.


Sincere.ly,


Charles F.D'Agostino


Director


CFD: bc


cc: 	 Mr. Russell L. Schweickart


Dr. Charles A. Whitehurst
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Dr. James C. Fletcher


Admi ni strator


NASA


Washington, D. C. 20546


Dear 	 Dr. Fletcher:


I believe the new NASA LANDSAT Follow-Oni System can only enhance the


utilization of this already-appreciated resource.


As a joint policy council member for th Louisiana Technology Transfer Office,


I have witnessed the application of this data in state government. Such


agencies as the Forestry Commission, State Planning Office, Department of 
Highways and the Superport Authority have used this information to great


advantage for the citizens of Louisiana.


LANDSAT data would be vital in environmental quality monitoring for the


Superport Authority, and we hope to establish a system based on it.


As Commissioner Charles E. Roomer, II has continued to support the Louisiana 
Technology Transfer Office at NSTL, Bay St. Louis, making LANDSAT data 
available to all prospective state users, we are very much in favor of your


proposal to improve the system.


If I can be of any assistance to you, please do not hesitate to call upon


me.


Sincerely,, . 
• . , I-.­
ciimes 	 H. Clinton 
Assistant to the CoHiMissioner and


Joint Policy Council Member 
cc: 	 ,Mir. Russell L. SchweickarL


Dr. Charles Whitehurst


Mr. Charles I)'Aqoslinn
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The State of Maryland has been involved with remote sensing as a means of


gathering data useful for land use mapping, studies of critical areas and land
 

capability/suitability analysis since 1971. At that time, the Department of


State Planning was an experimenter on a NASA-ERTS-l demonstration project.


The Department is still committed to the utilization of data obtained


through remote sensing techniques as was indicated in our Final Report


(Contract No. NAS5-21779 ERTS-I Investigation #261). We support the expansion 
of a continuous role for remotely sensed data in planning programs.


The Director of the Comprehensive State Planning Division, Edwin L. Thomas,


attended a recent meeting of the Remote Sensing Task Force of the National


Conference of State Legislatures. The comments offered by the Department at


that session reenforce our commitment. It is our belief that the Landsat


Follow-On Program will provide the means necessary to fulfill the Department's


long -term objectives in -the area of remotely sensed data utilization.


We see the inclusion of greater spatial and spectral resolution in the


Landsat Follow-On Program as particularly important. The Thematic Mapper woith


its 5 bands and 30 meter spatial resolution is indispensable in increasing the


utility of this data to sub-state jurisdictions. With it, area wide and


county land iise planninlg along with growth management would be J)l:tc(,d f]llly


within the remote sensing perspec Live.


The advantages of remote sensing noted in our final report to NASA would


be even more significant under the Landsat Follow-On Program. Specifically,


the proposed improved sensor and system capabilities would permit greater:


1. Standardization of data collection and reporting techniques


2. Timeliness of information, speed


3. Change detection


4. Substitution for other data sources


5. Updating capability 
6. Quick look - discovery of areas needing more detailed examination


7. Economy - prevent duplication


Dr. James C. Fletcher


August 3, 1976 
Page 	 2


8. Reliability (lacking ambiguity)


9. Accessibility


10. 	 Accuracy without ambiguity 
Sufficient continuity exists between the Landsat C System and the Landsat 
Follow-On Program to insure data continuity for the most part. We noted that


a decrease in the period of time between data acquisition and availability to the 
user is proposed. In this regard, the Department has recommended that more 
training is needed along with increased equipment availability and technical aid 
to adequately handle the increased amounts of data. 
For your information, I am sending you a copy of a statement which Senator


Mathias placed in the Congressional Record of June 23, 1975 regarding our ERTS


experiment. 
The Department supports the proposed Landsat Follow-On Program; it is


imperative that this program planning continue because it provides a positive


climate for existing and short term remote sensing data utilization activities.


Thank you for your assistance in this matter.


Sincerely,


Vladimir Wahbe 
nb: 	 letter; Governor Mandel to Maryland Congressional Delegation
 

Enclosure


cc: 	 Senator Charles McC. Mathias


Senator J. Glenn Beall


Congressman Robert E. Bauman


Congressman Clarence D. Long


Congressman Paul Sarbanes
 

Congresswoman Marjorie S. Holt A n


Congresswoman Gladys Noon Spellman Action Copy 0 -­
info Copy to - --/Congressman Goodloe Byron 
 
Congressman Parren Nitchell 	 _


Congressman Gilbert Gude 	 , . 
Delegate J. Hugh Nichols 	 ,- -4
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Dear 
The State of Maryland has participated ii a variety of programs designed to employ tie 
latest technological advances. I feel that the Department or State Planning's involvement in the NASA-
ERTS-1 demonstration project, which utilized data gallhcred by asatellite in earth orbit, is at outstand­
ing example of such a program. Up-to-date land use mapping for the cntite State has been completed 
under this program. Tbis information along with olher inputs will assist in the production of a State 
Gcenerlized Land Use Plan. 
Based upon the informalion available al this time, we sipport the NASA Iandsat 
l'ollow-On Program. We ecoglize thait several questions still reinahi hicuding difficnlics concerning 
data processing capability; however, overall program effectiveness would not be hanpered when these 
matters are finalized. 
The data produced by Landsa thave proved to lIe quite valuale to [he State of Mary­
land. The changes proposed for the Landsat Follow-On Program would provide [lie greater detail 
needed to make it even more valuable to Siate level planning agencies. The improved iesolution and 
frequency of coverage would permit impioved studios of forest defolialion, waler quality, land use 
change in dynanic areas, shoreline development and change, iswell as land form and geologic analysis. 
It is essential that NASA be allocaled sufficicill funds o sliMail [he landsat Follow-OnPro-rami. Our research has demionmrated that Ike total costs to acquire, rocess, interpret, handle, and 
nitap USGS Level I land use data are approxina[ely [hiricen (1:3) Inies greatlvr if ERTS is 1o utilized. 
These reduced costs will assist all lecls of governmcnL in increasing the benefits returned to their 
residents for each tax dollar collected. 
The Landsa t Vollow-On Progiam is a logical and bunefivial eixiension of existing pro­
grains. The advances made under this original NASA-ETI'S- I project should not be blunted by fail­
ing to support this program. Our expcrielee has Jiown that reduced costs and increased benefits 
have resulted from the use of data gathered by satellites itt earth orbit. With respect to this program 
one can certainly say that the future is now. 
Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 
Sioncerely, 
Sovcrioi 
/O6 V cbaJirn 'Ir A.-\a,Vj& ,k 
ttsOongrcsst1,onat RccordTjrtd­
o/jAmuica PROCEEDINGS AND DEBATTS OF -IHF 9r " CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION 
Vol. 121 WASHINGTON, MONDAY, JUNE 23, 1975 No i00 
Senate 
MTONDAY, JUNE 22, 1975 
SArELLrrE OVER MARYLAND 
Mr MATIUAS. Mr. President, I idsli 
to call the attention of the Senate to a 
%ciy Interesting example oithe applica­
tion of NASA-developed technology for 
the direct use and benefit of people and 
local government. The Maryland Depai t­
ment of State Planning and Earth Satel­
lite Corporation have published the re­
,ults of an expirment entitled "Applica­
tion of ERTIS-1 Data to Integrated Statc 
Plannlng in the Stat- of Mtrylnnd ""This 
\xas a joint public agentcy-pilIva te corpo­
at ion effoit to examine, test. and itpplh
remotely sensed data from satellites and 
other sensots in the realistic setting of a 
statewide general land-use plan progrmi 
-.dditional input to the studs a,, pro­
cu; ed by the use of high nirciuift imagery
foi moic detailed result., 
This 200-page document should be xei' 
Important reading fm land-u.ae planners 
on all levels of Government It shows that 
NASA salellite data has a demonstrated 
capability to produce land-ue informa­
tion on a par %ith U S. Geodetic Surve, 
infui mation at a cost substantially lox er 
Lhall the cost to produce similar hifornut ­
tion by trudittonal means Maryland was 
a most exacting test case for the applies­
tion of satellite data as it is a small 
dcksely settled, and diversely land.dcapedState and this study concludes that in 
environments of less complexity much 
higher use levels will be realized for 
satellite-produced data.


We do not today know all of the uses to
%%hichsatellite-produced data can be put
This Is a new field and a growing one. I 
commend to any interested party that 
they review this study as it may well 
.,erve as a baseline pbogram for othei 
States and regions to look at and to bene­
lit fi(om in the many ways that ate poi" 
tIaved throughout tile repoit. I am -in% 
that Mr. Vladimtr Wahbe secietaiy ol
tle Maryland Department of State Plan­
ning In Baltimore. and otheis associated 
with this department In the piepaiatioj
of this study, would be pleased to recexe 
inquiries and to 'tuplplv info n'',
about It 
6IG1NAL PA Is 
& o QUAL"fl 
-I-C (12-2 
LOUIS N. PHIPPS, JR. 
STATE OF MIARYLAND DEPUTY SECRETARY 

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
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The State of Maryland is appreciative of the applications of Landsat 
data twhich h:!s been generated at the NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center. 
The specific application to which I. refer "is a mined land inventory of 
Icsteru Narylond using Landsat data. The investigation was done. by 
ArLhur T. Andersen, NASA/Goddard, who worked in close collaboration with 
Maryland Geological Survey personnel. 
The methodology worked out by Br. Anderson provides the State of Maryland 
with a rapid, cost-effective program for inventorying the mined lands in the 
coal region in our westcrn-:ost counties. This rapid mapping technique will 
make it possible to inventory the land mined in the area over a given period of 
tim, and has potential in identifying the quality of reclamation in areas x hcre 
mines have been backfilled and revegetated.


The inventurying technique will assist the Maryland Bureau of Mines in its 
regulatory and manageinnt functions because it will provide a rapid update and 
cross-reference for field determined mining and reclamation data. 
We feel that significant savings may accrue to the-state from the deveiopicen 
of this Landsat tlch-niquct. If the Landsat data could not .be used, other method, 
such as acrial photography on a periodic basis would have to be applied. Al Lhoutl 
aerial photographs may lead to more precise measurements of mined land, it would 
also be considerably more expensive. 
We are now considering various means of putting the methodology developed 
by Mr . Anderson utnto operational usc including assigning one of our geologists L­
work with Mr. And'rson at NASA/Goddard for a short period to failiarize himself 
wit the lhirdvxrl, and soi-t'wart, applications. 
Dr. James C. Fletcher, Page 2 May 3, 1976 
We are looking forward to other possible follow-on activities including 
collaboration with NASA/Goddard in expanding the methodology of mined land invento 
developed in the coal regions of the state to those areas which have been affected 
by other types of mineral operations. 
Sincerely yours,


James B. Coulter


Secretary


JiC:jd
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Dr. James C. Fletcher, Administrator


NASA/Ile ad quarters 
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Dear Dr. Fletcher: 
As you are probably aware, the National Conference of 
State Legislatures' Task Force on Satullite Remote Sensi.; for 
State Policy Formulation is completing an analysis of the post 
and possible Euture uses of satellite imagery in State applicq­
tions. A final report will be forthcoming shortly. 
In the meantime, I thought you might be interestd in my 
impressions as Chairman of the Task Force. The me..bc-s were 
very enthusiastic about the potential applications of this 
technology. A wide range of existing ap "licticns w:: reported. 
There is, however, an even wider range of potent ia ]ppliCa tlons 
but many Stae policy maktrs are heb Lenat to ma~ke the oxporfl ­
tures to implement them beLouse KL the uncertain ar,-i[Ut 1tv of 
data. 
Therefore, I believe it is very important that a commic­
mont be made to the LANDSAT Follow-On proOject as soon as puqwiblbi 
and that this informazion be made available to tile States, po-sib 1, 
through the National Governors Confe;ence and the Nti o' l '- Con" 
ence of State Legislatures. Early knowledge of NASA s comitmt-:_t 
will provide them the necessary lead tile and will permit the, to 
make th6 necessary' investmnt decisions to tak.:: ful1 advannagc o' 
.the wealth of resource data on an on-going, operational bais. 
The last meeting of the Task Force o:,nS held in my owin St.,te 
and I believe the enclosed letter [roin the Director of our Energy 
and Co:astal. Zone Administration-is a good example of the general 
imprc.ssions set forth above. 
Sincerely, 
j .J lHugh i cIsLnc I 
EXECUTIVE OFFICE


STATE OF MISSOURI


JErFERSON CITY
CIRISTOPIIER S. BOND 
G OIGRIo R A p r il 1 9 , 1 9 7 6 
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Dear Dr. Fletcher:


The State of Missouri has been participating in


various remote sensing activities with great interest.


Some of our activities and plans for the future evidence


our interest in the future availability of satellite


data and are summarized in the attached statement provided


by the University of Missouri - Rolla.
 

Missouri looks forward to the continued availability


of satellite images which we are finding of extreme impor­

tance to many of our state agency programs.
 

Sincerely,


COVE NOqR 
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UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI - ROLLA 
Missouri became involved in the early NASA sponsored 
and funded aircraft programs. A number of NASA flights wore 
obtained by researchers at the University of Missouri and the 
Missouri Geological Survey during this pre-satellite program. 
Much useful information was acquired regarding the geology, 
soils and existing land use in specific areas of the state. 
In 1973 Governor Bond appointed a Committee on Remote Sensing


reporting to the Governor's office, which reviewed the need for


cataloging remote sensing data, determining user needs and


developing an organized educational program. This committee


was later reorganized as the Interdepartmental Council on


Natural Resources Information. Through the efforts of the


Council and the University of Missouri, two remote sensing


conferences directed toward application were held in 1974


and 1975. Course work developed at the University of


Missouri and a remote sensing laboratory developed at the


University of Missouri - Rolla have been supported by grants,


loaned equipment, and advice from NASA and the USGS. Addi­

tionally, two detailed workshops to provide hands-on experi­

ence with remote sensing techniques and products have been held.
 

These workshops were attended primarily by personnel of state


agencies, and a number of specific projects have been initiated


as a result of workshops.


One project has been an inventory of the Grand Platte 
River Basin by personnel from the Missouri Department of Conser­
vation. Landsat I images were used to determine the forested 
areas of this river basin. Additional work has shown that the 
7 ]/2 minute quadrangle maps can be updated to include the foresL 
areas. Satellite images were supplemented with aerial photography 
to produce an analysis of the type of timber, and estimate of 
productio:E and an evaluation of wildlife and recreational potential 
This project was summarized in a report entitled "Procedures for th 
Grand Platte River Basin, Multip)e-Objective Land Use Planning 
Study" issued in JuLy 1975. 
-2-
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The Soil Conservation Service became interested in the


use of Landsat images for developing an updated general
 

soils map of our state. A contract for over $20,000 was


developed with the Laboratory for Applications of Remote


Sensing (LARS) at Purdue University to provide computer
 

analysis and output of the Central Missouri area for this.


purpose. Evaluation of this output is continuing, and it


appears satisfactory to the point where consideration is


being given to an analysis of the entire state. This infor­

mation has been extremely helpful in the soil mapping program,


a cooperative effort between SCS, the University of Missouri


Agricultural Experiment Station and the Forest Service, to


provide detailed soil maps of the entire state.


Another important project which was an outgrowth of the
 

earlier Governor's Committee on Remote Sensing has been the


indexing of all aerial and space images over Missouri. This


effort was funded by the Rural Development Center at the


University of Missouri. A copy of the publication from this


project entitled "Index to Aerial and Space Photographic


Coverage of Missouri" is enclosed: This work summarizes
 

all of the available federal, state, and private aerial


photography, as well as Landsat and Skylab images taken


over Missouri. Future workshops on remote sensing will make


extensive use of this publication.


The index has already been extremely helpful to the


Soil Conservation Service. The knowledge of existing high


altitude photography has saved them over forty thousand


dollars in two counties where they could order existing


photography rather than schedule a reflight by their agency.


This one cost saving is more than three times the cost of


developing and publishing the index.


A remote sensing applications committee of the council


is revicwi.ng the need for a state remote sensing information 
center. The committee 
for identifying remote 
is also 
sensing 
charged with the rosponsibi.1 ity
research needs and providing 
coordination of remote sensing products among our state 
agencies. 
NASA Technology Transfer Grants issued to the University


of Missouriand the Department of Natural Resources are de­

veloping the procedures for manually producing Level 1 land


use maps from Landsat images. Emphasis is also placed on


organizing workshops for training of local, county and


regional professional staff in the use of Landsat images.


Additionally, the contracts will look at the possibility of


digitizing the aerial photography and space image indexes


to provide a current update and more flexible utilization of


that product.


A study of the Mississippi River being conducted by


the University of Missouri - Rolla for the Corps of Engineers,


which draws upon NASA data, is also of interest to this state.


The serious floods of 1973 and 1974 point the need for this


important study. The effect of the river on commerce and the


economy of our state is of obvious importance.


The future satellite remote sensing systems are of


interest to many of our state agencies. The increase in


resolution from 70 meters to 30 meters of future systems will


greatly enhance the detail and the planned use of these


images. The soil mapping program, as indicated previously,


would greatly be accelerated with the increased resolution.


Our Department of Natural Resources and Department of Conser­

vation are interested in a current inventory of our timber


resources within the state. The assessment of the quantity

and quality of this resource would greatly improve our ability


to adjust our manpower and resource needs for the wood pro­

ducts industry.


The U.S. policy for all-out food production has had a


&irect effect on agriculture in Missouri. We are aware


that pasture lands in the northern part of the state have


-been plowed up and planted to row crops. In our Ozark Region


in the southern part of the state timber and brushland areas


have been converted to pasture. We are in need of informa­
tion reLaLive to the extent of: these changes in order that 
our agricultural programs might be appropriately adjusted.


-4-
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There are certain episodical events such as drought 
and storm damage to crops which are also important to ourDepartment of Agriculture. We would anticipate the use 
of satellite images to assist us in determining the regional


consequences of such events. An inventory of our irrigated


lands, especially in dry years, would also be extremely help­

ful. Many of our current yield models consider only moisture


and temperature, and, therefore, emphasize the need for 
knowledge of irrigated acres.


The Office of Administration has the responsibility


for the land use planning function of the state. The know­

ledge of current existing land use is extremely important in


land use decisions. The Landsat information provides a way


of readily updating land use changes and assists in verifying


any prediction trends.


The mining industry is extremely important to Missouri.


Geologists have been able to use the Landsat images to broaden


the effectiveness of mineral exploration. A mine land inven­

tory is currently being conducted to assess the total number


of acres involved. We are also especially interested in the


number of acres which have been reclaimed and the amount of


reclamation which needs to be considered in the future. The


NASA Applications Transfer Grant will greatly assist this


effort and demonstrate the applicability of Landsat data in
 

the management of mineral lands of the state.


An increase in expenditures for the use of remotely sensed


data is anticipated. It is difficult to forecast an exact


dollar amount as of this date. The input from the Interagency


Council on Natural Resources, as well as approval by the heads


of the different state agencies, will be considered.


SI 
ap 
a'o 
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Dear Dr. Fletcher:


I am submitting this letter to be used as a testimonial


in support of the NASA request to the Congress for approval


of a LANDSAT follow-on program. Within the last two months


the North Dakota Regional Environmental Assessment Program


has made a major financial and programmatic commitment for


the long-term utilization of LANDSAT information as a corner­

stone of our geobased statewide environmental assessment


system. We are utilizing this system to develop a land cover


analysis for the entire State of North Dakota, and presently


have an existent contract for the acquisition of such data,
 

of 1974 and 1975 vintage, to provide a baseline for that


analysis. One of the major reasons for selecting the LANDSAT


capability, over other options we had available to us, was


the expectation that changes in land cover could effectively
 

be monitored through LANDSAT imagery over an extended period


of time.
 

The REAP program was established by the Legislative


Assembly of the State of North Dakota in 1975. It is to


provide for the state a comprehensive system for environmental,


socioeconomic, and sociologic data acquisition, for the inte­

grated assessment and forecasting of impacts, and for the


monitoring of changes in baseline characteristics. The legis­

lation provides specific mandates to REAP and outlines the


purposes to be served by the REAP system. Rather than detailing


this information in this letter, I enclose a copy of a document


entitled "REAP Synopsis" which outlines briefly the history,


the mandates, the purposes, and the activities of REAP. That


document was dated January 1976 and a number of these activities


are much further along than implied by that document. Specifi­

cally, we now have in force $1.2 million worth of contracts


with a variety of organizations for the acquisition and gathering


together of baseline data in the general subject areas of air


quality-meteorology, animals, geology, historic-archaeologic­

paleontologic sites, land cover analysis, social impact socio­

economic impact, soils, vegetation, and water. One of these
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contracts, totaling approximately $140,000, is for a complete


land cover analysis of the State of North Dakota using 1974


and 1975 LANDSAT imagery. This analysis is to be complete by


October 25, 1976, and will result in the preparation of hard


copy county land cover maps, as well as a digital tape con­

taining land cover information aggregated to 40-acre cells.


It is our intent that this tape information, particularly,


serve as a beginning baseline for a long-term monitoring


effort which should provide exact information on the nature


of land use changes within the state. As you may be aware,


there are a large number of issues of concern in the state


related to land use, issues such as wetlands, reclamation


practices, the extent of strip mining, urban sprawl, reduc­

tion in amount of native prairie left undisturbed, etc. It


is my hope to interest NASA in participation in this monitor­

ing effort.


REAP is approximately one year old at this point. One


of our major ongoing efforts has been the design of a computer­

based system for the storage, retrieval, and analysis of


information on the subject characteristics mentioned above.


Our system design effort is well along at this point and is


to be completed by October 18, 1976. It is our intent to


implement a geobased information system pertaining to the


various subjects mentioned above so that we may accurately


describe "what is" with regard to the State of North Dakota


and its subdivisions. In addition, we expect to utilize this


system as a base for projecting the expected impact created


by a variety of development scenarios. Whether the issue be


the extent of irrigation, the extent of coal strip mining, the


development of potash solution mining, or a host of other


issues, the basic subject characteristics mentioned above all


are important in the consideration of the alternatives available


to the state.


At the present time we have made the commitment to use
 

of the LANDSAT system to satisfy our major land cover analysis


needs. This information will be used in decisionmaking on


the statewide level, at the county level, and at the regional


planning level. The agencies which will be involved in the


utilization of this data are the legislature itself, executive


branch agencies, and several levels of local government. We


had an opportunity to -enter into a contract with the U.S.


Geological Survey to utilize their LUDA program, but one of


the major factors in our turning to LANDSAT instead was the


likelihood, and certainly the hope, that such a system would


have a long-term existence and would thereby be able to produce


comparable data for the assessment of land cover changes. At


the present time our effort is financed 100 percent by state


appropriation.
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We have already elicited a great deal of interest amongst


local government within the State of North Dakota for utiliza­

tion of this data, and, in fact, have received financial


contributions from one regional planning council and from


the state agency responsible for EPA "208" water quality


management efforts, particularly those dealing with non-point


source pollution.


I hope that the information provided above has indicated


that the State of North Dakota has made a major commitment to


the utilization of LANDSAT imagery, and has proceeded well


beyond simply making a commitment, but actually has a dollar


investment. We are incorporating the availability of LANDSAT


information into our overall REAP system design. If LANDSAT


imagery is not to continue to be available, a very serious


impact will have been created on the REAP system. I think


there is general agreement around the country that LANDSAT


analysis is probably the most accurate, and certainly the


most cost effective means, for carrying out land cover analysis


on large realtively open areas such as we find in the State of


North Dakota. It is my sincere hope that the flow of LANDSAT


imagery will not be interrupted.


Sincerely y rs,


A William ohnson, Ph.D.


Director


AWJ:amb


Enclosure


cc: 	 Mr. Russell L. Schweikart


Mr. Stanley C. Freden
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REAP Synopsis


The North Dakota Regional Environmental Assessment Program (REAP) is an


innovative program which could serve as a model for other states and


regions. It will provide a comprehensive system for environmental,


socioeconomic, and sociologic data acquisition; for the integrated


assessment and forecasting of impacts on these characteristics arising


from potential development activities; and for the monitoring of these


characteristics. REAP will coordinate the results of the myriad studies


underway, will initiate its own studies where appropriate, and will make


the results of all available in a usable format to decision makers.


Four main tasks will be undertaken to provide North Dakota decision


makers with facts rather than speculation upon which to base decisions


affecting the citizens of the state. The four tasks are: 1) Baseline


data acquisition; 2) Information system design; 3) Assessment/simulation/


modelling design; and 4) Monitoring system establishment.


The idea for such a capability in North Dakota arose in 1974, when,


realizing the need for an accurate and coordinated information and fore­

casting tool for decision makers, the North Dakota Legislative Council


contracted with Battelle's Columbus Laboratories to design a comprehen­

sive system. The firm prepared and presented to the Resources Develop­

ment Committee (RDC) a report suqgesting the desiqn and structure for a


"Regional Environmental Assessment Program." In October 1974 the concept


was approved by the RDC and in November a draft bill was prepared.


On April 10, 1975, Governor Arthur Link signed House Bill 1004 which


established the North Dakota REAP and provided an appropriation of


$2 million from a special coal development fund (obtained from coal


severance taxes), plus such other federal or private funds as may become


available.


As stated in HB 1004, REAP is charged with " . establishing and 
carrying on research in regard to North Dakota's resources . . . for the 
purpose of assisting in the development of new laws, policies and govern­
mental actions and providing facts and information to the citizens of 
the state." Further, REAP is responsible for " . . . the development of 
necessary data and information systems in regard to the existence of and 
potential use of North Dakota's natural resources in order that 
(North Dakotans) . . . may know . . . the alternatives available to the 
state in any use and development of resources 'in order that . . . any 
such use shall in fact enhance the quality of life of the citizens of 
the state." 
The Legislative Council appointed a Resources Research Committee (RRC)


to be responsible for implementing the program. The RRC consists of


three state Senators, two state Representatives, five representatives of


state agencies in the executive branch, two representatives of the
 

universities, and one citizen-at-large. A director and small staff have


been appointed.


In August 1975, the REAP director formed the Technical Advisory Council


(TAC) comprised of selected specialists in various fields to provide


overview advice to REAP on its programs and projects and to assist in


evaluating proposals and completed projects.


(over)


The director also formed technical task forces (TTF's), comprising


specialists from universities, state and federal agencies, and industry,


in 11 subject areas to begin assessing the priorities for data acquisi­

tion and compilation. The TTF areas of study were air quality-meteorol­

ogy, animals, geology, historical-archeological-paleontological, land


use, noise-radiation-solid waste, social impact-quality of life, socio­

economic impact, soils, vegetation, and water. Nine of these task


forces met in the Fall of 1975 under the direction of REAP's two associ­

ate directors. The report of these TTF's was completed December 8 and,


after review by the TAC, was presented to the Resources Research
 

Committee on December 18, 1975. This report provided the basis for


REAP staff selection of priority study projects.


After a review of the capabilities and interests of several firms in


August and September 1975, IBM Federal Systems Division was chosen to


conduct a system design study for REAP. Phase I of the study provided


for appraisal of the computer sites available to REAP, preliminary


design of REAP interim capability, and a requirements analysis and


conceptual design for the entire REAP system.


At its December 18-19 meeting, the RRC took a number of steps which begin


to shape an operational REAP.


First, the committee approved the recommendation of IBM/FSD and the REAP
 

staff that the Central Data Processing Division of the Department of


Accounts and Purchases in Bismarck, with its IBM 370/145 computer, be


selected as the computer site for REAP.


Second, the RRC directed the staff to take the steps necessary to imple­

ment two interim capabilities such that they be in operation before


November 1, 1976. The first will be a computer-based REAP Resource


Reference System (R3S) which will provide on-line access to information


relating to resource analysis and development. The second will be the


initial module of an econometric-demographic (E-D) model, capable of


forecasting certain economic and demographic changes in North Dakota and


its political subdivisions.


Third, the RRC concurred with the overall conceptual design for REAP as


formulated through Phase I of the IBM/FSD contract. It also authorized


the continuance of the design work through Phase II of the contract.


Fourth, the RRC directed the REAP staff to arrange for the commencing of


baseline data acquisition studies in nearly all TTF areas in accord with


the priority list presented. Existent data will be evaluated and new


data will be obtained through these efforts.
 

These actions by the Resources Research Committee initiate efforts to


address all four main tasks assigned to REAP. While implementation of


the full REAP system is a multi-year effort, the steps taken to date


will assure the provision of both an information capability and an


analysis capability by January 1977.
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QVtITYDear Dr. Fletcher: 
 
The State of Ohio is a progressive state in both the utilization and


the protection of its resources. As such, geophysical, social and


economic data processed into information meaningful to the decision


and policy making elements of state, local governments and regional


agencies is of great importance. However, the choice of an operational


system of information for resource management draws from measures of


information value such as cost, timeliness, and ease of generation.


Over the past five years, the State of Ohio has examined the application


of earth resources observation systems and we have established the


capability to utilize the significant attributes of these systems for


information concerning Ohio's resources. Specifically, in the case of


the Landsat system., the state is using this data to develop and


continually monitor land use in the state. We are relying upon the


future availability of Landsat data to update this cost effective


statewide land use inventory.


Because of these experiences, programs utilizing.the satellite system


will continue to have my support and encouragement.
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Dear Dr. Fletcher:


As you are aware, the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency is par­

ticipating with its sister agencies, the Department of Natural


Resources and the Department of Economic and Community Development,


in order to develop a statewide land use inventory using ERTS and


LANDSAT data. I am most satisfied by the fact that my Office of


the Planning Coordinator has informed Me of the progress of this


program to date toward realizing a statewide land use inventory


with a land use categorical breakdown of sufficient detail to be


utilized in several of our categorical environmental programs.


Principally, we expect to use the LANDSAT inventory in our waste­

water program, particularly in the planning for Sections ,201, 208


and perhaps 305(b). Each of these sections of the law requires


some form of land use data manipulation in order to determine


incremental five year projections over a 20 to 50 year timeframe.


We anticipate the use of the LANDSAT data as being particularly


informational as the state undertakes it obligation under Section


208 Areawide Waste Treatment Management Planning. The reason that


LANDSAT data is so valuable in this context is that most of the


state has no land use information and much of the land use informa­

tion that is available is not broken into land use categories that


are directly of assistance to OEPA in its planning efforts.


Another categorical program in which the Agency anticipates exten­

sive use of LANDSAT information is in the air pollution control


program. The APC office is charged with responsibility of state­

wide air quality planning and monitors and supports the various


regional air pollution control authorities throughout the state.


The particular concern of the air program in utilizing LANDSAT land


use information is for the state's participation in implementation
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of the air quality maintenance area program and associated non­

degradation objectives. It appears to me that both the wastewater


program and the air program reflect an intensive land use planning

and analysis activity on the part of the Ohio Environmental Pro­

tection Agency. As such, the LANDSAT program has tremendous


potential both in terms of information gained and a tremendous


opportunity in terms of minimizing the kinds of resources normally

associated with development of such a data file. Although our


LANDSAT program is not at a point where we have any finished


products, we are anticipating some outputs within the next several


weeks and as such look forward to realizing a long identified need


within the state and its associated planning functions.


I would anticipate that the availability of LANDSAT information at


the state level would also be readily available to particularly


areawide and/or regional planning bodies who need virtually the


same kind of information. Itseems appropriate, however, that this


information would require even further analysis and differentiation


at the areawide or local level and as such the state is looking into


the possibility of further specifications of LANDSAT information.


It is my feeling that continuity of an environmental planning program


is specifically maintained at the areawide and/or regional level.


For instance, the 208 program and the local air agencies (as par­

ticular examples) are affected by. day to day activities and decisions,


therefore state land use planning, over time, would merely provide

the overview and guidance to provide for homogeneity and equitability

of state policies from area to area.


My Agency is,at the moment, seriously undertaking identification of


further utilization of LANDSAT data within our non-designated (208)


planning program as it relates directly to the nonpoint source water


quality activities so necessary in order to incorporate its required


implementation and management strategy at the areawide level. This


activity would effectively integrate land use, water quality, demo­

graphic, cultural and engineering information banks into the nonpoint


source assessment in an evaluative systems format.


Insummary, this Agency isfully prepared to make many uses of the


LANDSAT information, even to the extent that the new Drinking Water


Quality Act delegations to the state require .(again) similar kinds


of land use information as is required in 208 and the air program,


and that we fully anticipate being able to use it effectively and


efficiently.


Very 	 t yyours,


Director
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SignatureDear Dr. Fletcher: 
 
The purpose of this letter is to emphasize the importance of


LANDSAT data to the State of Ohio, in particular my Department of


Natural Resources, and to identify current and potential future use


of these data. In general, we support fully the continuation and


development of the program by NASA.


The Department is currently completing a statewide land use


inventory based on the use of LANDSAT data. The economic and time­

saving benefits of this program will be significant in our efforts.


Once our initial land use inventory has been completed and


stored in digital form, we will have a base which can be readily


used for various purposes. I believe that one excellent potential


of these data is that changes in land use can be detected through


updating of the information, various statistical information can be


generated, and supplemental inputs can then be utilized for more


detailed analysis of specific areas. As improvements are made in


remote sensing and computer technologies, the land use inventory


will reflect these improvements.


I believe that perhaps the most important aspect of utilizing


LANDSAT data is that information is obtained from a single source


using the same criteria over the entire state within a narrow span


of time. This, as opposed to a myriad of sources working independ­

ently over long periods of time as in previous statewide inventories,


has obvious advantages.


At present the Department has five staff people engaged in the


preparation of the Ohio statewide land use inventory. Their back­

grounds are in remote sensing, computer sciences, and regional


planning. Various computer programs presently being used are com­

patible for use with the LANDSAT data, as are the various computer


hardware elements. The initial inventory is expected to be completed


by December 1976, with improvements and updating to be carried out


from that time.
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The results of the statewide land use inventory should bethe determination of non-point pollution 
useful in areas other than land use planning; for exanile, in
water quality study, monitoring of surface 
sources for the 208

mination of 
 sning,
and deter­
the progress of mine reclamation work.


In summary, we support the NASA effort in collecting LANDSAT


data, and Would like to assure you that we
have many Potential feel that these data
uses in Ohio, some of which of Course may not
be fully realized at this time.


Sincerely,


ROBERT W. TEATER 
Director 
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Dear Dr. Fletcher:


The Department of Economic and Community Development is the


coordinating agency for Ohio's utilization of satellite data.


The results of past studies and the present Landsat work indi­

cate several applications of interest to the State of Ohio.


Of particular interest i's the continuance of a land use inven­

tory by this Department in cooperation with the Ohio Environ­

mental Protection Agency and-the Ohio Department of Natural


Resources. The products of this effort are maps of land use


for each county and township with detail to the one acre level.


Tabulations of the amount and percentage of land use within


each of these geographic boundaries are also available.


The expanding scope of state planning has created the need for


an accurate, up-to-date comprehensive Ohio land use inventory.


The inventory is applicable to a wide variety of new planning


programs throughout state government and-DECD. Specifically,

development of statewide land use and growth policies requires 
a land use inventory as in input to decision making: HUD "701", 
Commerce "Coastal Zone Management" and EPA "Water Quality Plan­
ning" as required by Federal Interagency Land Use Agreements. 

In order to generate this inventory inan economical, timely


and uniformly accurate way, the Landsat satellite was chosen
 

as the data acquisition system. Landsat married to machine


processing techniques are providing the expected benefits.
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A 1965 land use.inventory cost $191,000, or roughly $310,000 in 1975


dollars, and took two years to produce from data ranging seven years


apart. The present inventory is expected to cost approximately


$115,000 and take one year to prepare. The prospect of a cost


effective update capability relies on the availability of the Landsat


data acquisition system.


The Ohio Statewide Land Use Inventory is a product with a long term


clientele; state agencies responsible for planning and monitoring


land use, regional planning agencies and local planning commissions.


The product must be updated periodically and improved in an ongoing


program requiring earth resource data. The Landsat system is the most


cost effective data acquisition system available and continued


availability is quite important to this Department's program.


In closing, we are interested in information that is appropriate,


timely, and cost effective for day-to-day operations and for policy
 

decisions. We have found the Landsat system to be an important


component of a growing number of resource information systems. We


encourage your continued efforts to improve its capability to provide


economical, timely, and quality data.


Sincerely, 
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Dear Dr. Fletcher- .....


I have learned that NASA is now planning some


advanced versions of the LANDSAT A and B systems now


used in the Pacific Northwest "Regional Comission Land


Resource Inventory Project. We feel these new systems

will provide a readily available source of land data


for use by state natural resource agencies.


The States clearly have a need for timely and


cost-effective natural resource information. 
 Conven­

tional methods require a great deal of time, energy and


manpower. 
 Because Oregon is heavily resource oriented,


we are very concerned about the intelligent management

of those resources, and we feel that satellite surveil­

lance can be an effective tool in public management


programs.


The LANDSAT demonstrations of our current Land


Resources Inventory Project are not yet complete, but


the results reported by the agencies involved are en­

couraging. We have five primary demonstrations within

the project in Oregon, all of which are showing encour­

aging results.


The Department of Water Resources is monitoring

the irrigated lands in the Rlamath River Basin as a result

of a regional compact between the states of Oregon and


California. Conventional methods do not readily permit


an assessment of the new irrigated acreage, because 
 the


cost involved in performing the necessary surveys is


prohibitive. I[oxvever, results obtained in our 
 satellitedoluonstrotion project are very accurate and will be help­

funl in the comin year.


The Honorable Dr. James Flecher 
June 11, 1976 
Page 2 
The second project showing early results is one


involving the noxious weed Tanzy Ragwort which infests


sixteen counties in western Oregon. Livestock losses


have been several million dollars per year. The extent


of infestation of this weed has virtually precluded its


control. The personnel from the Oregon Department of


Agriculture have been encouraged by the results of the


satellite work done in one test county in Western Oregon,


and they are now expanding the project to cover the entire


sixteen county area.


The State of Oregon will continue to explore


LANDSAT data for Land Resources Planning and Management.

We also expect that operational LANDSAT Follow-on systems


will be utilized as a major source of data needed to


effectively plan and manage the natural resources within


the State bf Oregon.


Sincerely,


Governor


RWS:bh
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Dr. James C. Fletcher in ,:A 
Administrator of NASA Roc'din NASA 
NASA Headquarters , Pen,-a fo.... . 
Code A 46'Pifo/ of1"1,.,,...--W ashington, D. C. 20546 . l -L$J --.­ n--r­',? [nb.20 
Dear Dr. Fletcher: '3 ' ... fc" 
On behalf of state government and all the people of the state of South Dakota, 
I would like to express enthusiastic support for the proposed Landsat Follow-
On prograamo 
Several agencies in state and local government in South Dakota are currently 
involved in operational applications of Landsat data in land use and natural 
resource planning and management efforts. These applications have, by and 
large, proven to be very successful, and the value of Landsat imagery, in both 
digital and photographic formats, has been repeatcdly dcmonstrated. 
Recognizing the utility of this type of data, the State of South Dakota, the State 
Planning Bureau, and the Remote Sensing Institute have made considerable 
investments in the development of Landsat analysis procedures and software 
systems. The Planning Bureau, for example, has developed a Land Resource 
Information System based, in large part, upon Landsat digital data. These 
investments, while justifiable on the basis of the current satellite series 
(Landsat -], -2 and -3), were made wIth a view toward thecstablishment of 
a second generation operational satellite series such as that proposed in the 
Follow-On program. It is our hope that the President and Congress will allow 
the full promise of satellite remote sensing for land resource planning and' 
management to be realized. The Landsat Follow-On program clearly provides 
the best means of achieving that goalo 
If my office or other agencies in state government can provide further support 
to the Follow-On program, please do not hesitate to contact Dan Bucks, Com­
missioner of the State Planning Bureau, Mr. Bucks, who will be coordinating 
South Dakota's input to OMB' s program evaluation, is currently preparing 
additional support materials for your proposal. 
ORIGINAL PAGE I% 
OE POOR QUALITM 
Dr. James C. 
Page Two 
July 7, 1976 
Flctcher 
With best wishes for success in this endeavor, 1 remain 
Sincerely, / 
RICHARD F
GOVERNOR .KNEll 
RFK/brd 
cc: Rusty Schwiekert 
NASA Headquarters 
Office of User Affairs 
Code EK 
Washington, D. C. 20546 
QUALITY 
Dan Bucks, Commissioner 
State Planning Bureau 
State Capitol 
Pierre, SD' 57501 
STATE PLANNING BUREAUIO{JT,.$t':7 II-C(17-2) 
State Capitoll A P LA 1IAL.Office of 
Pierre, South Dakota 57501 
605/224-3661 Executive management 
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Dear Mr. Fletcher: - / - . / , / 
The South Dakota State Planning Burea& has been involved in


the analysis and application of Landsat Data for slightly over two


years. During this period, we have found satellite data to be


timely, useful, and extremely valuable. The synoptic, repetitive


coverage of Landsat has helped bring the rich resources of our


sparsely settled state into perspective on many occasions. In


almost all cases, information derived from Landsat photos and


tapes would not have been gathered if we had been limited to


traditional data gathering methods.


Landsat has served as the first and one of the most important


data sources of the Land Resource Information System's (LRIS) land


use and natural resource inventory. This program is in the process


of completing its second statwide land use inventory. The first,


a Level I analysis (Anderson system) was conducted using visual


interpretation techniques on enhanced Landsat photography. The


generalized land use pattern map produced (copy attached) has proven


useful for overview and public information and education purposes.


The second inventory, a Level II and partial Land III analysis,


is being conducted using digital interpretation techniques and


Landsat computer tapes. The detailed, synoptic information produced


has proven useful on a wide variety of land use and natural resource


planning and management tasks. It would not have been possible for


us to complete either of these inventories if Landsat data had not


been available.
 

In addition 'to land cover analysLs, we have found surface water


inventories developed from digital Landsat data -to be extremely


useful. And, if you will excuse the pun, we have hardly began to


scratch the surface of the application of these water inventories.


This data is incredibly easy to interpret, inexpensive to produce


(less than 5 per square mile), and, for water bodies over a


hectare,very accurate.
 

Action Copy to .E ­1--fo Copy to 
1 i--4i---­
i" !!'.r ber ?-' s Hl A- -' 
Dr. James C. Fletcher


August 19, 1976
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As stated earlier, very little of the information we have


generated would not have been produced if we had been forced to


rely on more traditional methods. Data gathering costs alone would


have put the information far beyond our financial means, not to


mention interpretation costs and numerous technical problems.


The impact of this information on decision-making has been far


reaching. Quantitative and qualitative data is available in a


spacial format for the first time, considerably improving the


rationality of decisions which were previously arrived at via
 

intuition. Specific decisions which have been based on or aided


by Landsat derived information range from the application of


improved management techniques to control soil erosion in a particular


drainage sub-basin to the granting of subsidies for stock dam con­

struction on a particular section (square mile).


Given the lack of previous data, it is rather difficult to


determine cost saving benefits of Landsat data. The value of


merely having this new tool available is incalculable. As a


point of reference, our level I analysis, completed in less than


6 months, cost less than $5000, exluding only postage costs for


the distribution of over 3,000 copies. Using the highest altitude


aircraft available commercially and the smallest scale imagery


obtainable, data acquisition costs alone would have been well


over $200,000.


Many agencies in South Dakota have benefited from the use


of Landsat data. At the state level, in addition to the Planning


Bureau, the Department of Game, Fish and Parks, the Department of


Environmental Protection, and the Department of Natural Resources


Development have all been involved in the analysis and application


of remotely sensed satellite, data. At the local level, the six


Planning and Development Districts, Conservancy Districts, Resource


Conservation and Development projects, and County Planning Commissions


have been involved in the application of Landsat derived information.


The Landsat follow-on program, if approved by Congress and the


President, and if implemented as planned, will significantly increase


the capabilities of this already valuable, data source. The improved


resolution will make detailed urban analys is )O.Sl)1e. We are


currently relyj.ng on aircraft gathered dataL 0' 1,h1e ainaI yses , as


the 1.1 acre resolution of the current Landsats is inadequate.


The improved technology and the spectral responses of the thematic


mapper will improve capabilities for vegetation analysis and crop


identification. The improved data handling system will permit


a throughput level which is conducive to near-real time applications.


Dr. James C. Fletcher


August 19, 1976
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Most importantly, implementation of the follow-on program will


guarantee the continuity of satellite remotely sensed data. We have


made large investments in the development of software and analysis


techniques for the current Landsat series and are satisfied with the


wisdom of this course. Data continuity will allow us to continue


this development, thus improving current capabilities and working


toward a smooth transition to the next generation of satellites.


With a guarantee of data continuity, we will be able to redouble


our efforts in the area of applications development. A strong


foothold has been gained among planners and resource managers,


but a regular supply of data is required to build upon this


foundation. It is natural for people to be hesitant to try new


ways of doing things. Uncertainty as to'long range data avail­

ability has given some an excuse to procrostinate. The follow-on


program should remove this final obstacle to operational applications.


To date, the State of South Dakota has invested $200,000 in


the Planning Bureau's Landsat analysis program; $75,000 in the


first year, and $125,000 in the second year. Assuming data avail­

ability, the third year funding level of $140,000 will be continued


indefinitely, and perhaps even expanded as new applications are


developed. The EROS Data Center has supplied technical assistance


and about $20,000 worth of data products for the three year


demonstration phase of our program. We have not received any other


federal money for our program. We are hoping, however, to tap
 

additional funding sources in the near future. Considering its


small population (680,000), South Dakota has made significant


investments in the development of applications of this new technology


(50 per capita to date). These investments have been well placed.


South Dakota has established three means for supporting remote


sensing technology. The first, which is discussed above, is the
 

Land Resource Information System of the State Planning Bureau's


Planning Information Assistance Program. This system provides


analysis services and applications assistance to a wide variety


of end users. The second is the Remote Sensing Institute of


South Dakota State University. This institute serves primarily


as a research center. To date, these institutional arrangements


have proven to be satisfactory.


South Dakota is politically, institutionally, and technologically


ready to move into the second generation of Landsat-type satellites.


The first generation has been used extensively in both state and


local government, and the success of these applications will encourage


continued usage of this invaluable data source. Without the Landsat


Dr. James C. Fletcher


August 19, 1976
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follow-on program, rational resource management will be a much


more difficult endeavor. 
 Also, much of the hard earned progress

with respect to data usage which has been possible,due mainly to


Landsat,will be lost. Overall, rejection of the follow-on program

would be most imprudent, and the State of South Dakota stands


ready to offer any and all support to this vital project.


Sincerely, //


Dan R. Bucks 
Commissioner


STATE PLANNING BUREAU 
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STATE OF 'v:NNESSEE


EXECUTIVE CIIAMSBERR\Y BL.ANTON Nashville 37219 Go'ernor 
April 12, 1976


Dr. James C. Fletcher 0rIGINAL PAGE IS


Administrator OP POOR QUALITy


National Aeronautics and


Space Administration


Washington, D.C. 20546


Dear Dr. Fletcher:


Many state agencies hwo come to rely heavily on 
the


For natural resources information.LANDSAT satellite program Space FlightIn conjunction with the NN;A-Hfuntsvile Marshall 
Center, one agency is devellolng a system of environmental


monitoring. In addition, I.ANOSAT data has been used to ac­

use changes, and 
curately map wetlands, idenitifY major land 
delineate strip mined land.


The Tennessee State planning Office has worked cldsely


with NASA-Huntsville on the application of remote sensing


in a number of I1mportant areas of state government.technology 
s have saved the state hundreds ofThese remote sensing progruI 
man-hours inground survey time. 
has been both useful and worth-The NASA LANDSAT proy,"j 
 
while, Ifyou have any qjIStiOns about our use of LANDSAT


J Ijn Wilson, Natural Resources Director,data, please contact Mr 
 
Tennessee State Planning office (615) 741-1676.
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NASA IIeadquarters, Code A ORIGINAL P AE IS 
Washington, D.C. 20546 OF POOR QUAL LY 
Dear Mr. Fletcher:


Uhen the Inventory of Dams in Texas project was completed in 1974 resulting 
in the identification of 4240 dams each impounding 50 acre-feet or more of 
water, the use of ERTS imagery played a vital part in being able to accom­
plish this task in a timely manner. Aerial photographs are excellent for 
the location of water bodies and a great deal of detail about the dam and 
lake can be obtained, but aerial photographs are expensive, bulky and often 
not current. 
With the construction of about 200 lakes per year in Texas a technique of


updating the inventory of dams is needed and the Landsat follow-on program 
being prepared for proposal by NASA seems to be a way to accomplish this


update. ith the enhanced capabilities of Landsat follow-on smaller water


bodies can be identified and areas of irrigated land detected.


In today's need for greater management of our water resources, the Commission


needs an operational tool to identify new water impoundments in order to


assist in obtaining compliance with State law. The Landsat follow-on program

should be able to supply an extremely useful tool.


Sincerely yours,


TEXAS WATER RIG ITS COMISSION


IRobert G.Kcheider


Executive Director


cc: \ Mr. Russell L. Schweickart 
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Dr. James C. Fletc]TIGINAL PAGE I, SA 2 
NASA Headquarters - Code A DI_ -
Washington, D.C. 20546 PrOparo Heply for 
Signature of --------
Dear Jim: 
 
I am writing to convey the endorsement of the states


comprising the Federation of Rocky Mountain States for


NASA's proposed LANDSAT follow-on program.


The Federation currently has underway a well-coordi­

nated NASA-funded LANDSAT project using a digital satellite


and ground-source data to conduct land use analysis. This


new approach to acquiring and analyzing land use data provides


planners in the region an inexpensive and objective source


of data for developing a regional land use inventory.


The proposed capabilities of the LANDSAT follow-on


program would provide additional benefits through increas',d


amounts of information supplied in more varied and usable
 

form and on a continuing basis. The vast expanses of this


Rocky Mountain Region unquestionably lend themselvcs to the
 

use of remote sensing techology. The resolution of new


problems facing this region as a result of the energy


onslaught in the Rocky Mountain states requires the appli­

cation of LANDSAT and its associated technologies.
 

Therefore, I am authorized by my colleagues in the


Federation to indicate our desire to see the LANDSAT follow­

on become a permanent part of the federal government's data


collection efforts. This will allow our states the opportunity


to continually utilize this information as a part of our


planning and policy making process.


You will be pleased to know that our regions assssient 
of the LANDSAT program as one of the most significant achieve­

ments of the U.S. space program is concurred in by the


National Governors' Conference which earlier this month


adopted the enclosed resolution at our annual meetirg.


Sincerely,


Action Copy ! 
S:ifo Cnv to 
D.- 34 [W',.. . M. . 
LANDSAT FOLLOW-ON PROGRAM 
TIlE GOVERNORS ARE BECOMING INCREASINGLY AWARE OF TIHE S fGNJFICANCE AND. 
IMPORTANCE OF THEIR TIMELY NATURAL RESOURCES MANAEMENT DECISIONS. THESE 
DECISIONS ARE BECOMING INCREASINGLY CONPLEX AND DIFFICULT DIlE TO SlI! 
FACTORS AS CROW [NC COMPETITIVE DEMAND FOR RESOURCES, DWI NOLING AA IABI L1Y 
OF KEY RESOURCES, INCREASED RATE OF RESOURCE UTILIZATION, TIHE EXPAIII]NG 
RECIONAL NATURE OF DECISIONS AS NELL AS RESULTING IMPACTS, ADI) TilE NECESS AY 
TO ACIEVIE TIHE DES[RED BALANCE BETWEEN ECONOMIC WEIJ,.-BE] NC ANID IIVN ,ROMI,', :AI, 
QUAL ITY. 
STATE, REGITONAL AND LOCAL RESOUR CE ANAGERS ARE I'NURFASII.LY uuu.)h, rI 
REHiOTE SENSING TECtNIQUES, AND IN PARTICULAR THE LAM)SAT PRIO'AM, AS AN 
IMPORTANT NEW TECHNOLOGY [IHAT CAN MAKE A SIGNIFCANf CONTRIBUTION iC TIlE 
INFORMATION BASE REQU[RED FOR IMPROVED RI SOURCES IANAGh? lIT. TIHE M "PROVED 
AND TI,"h'*IY RESOURCE DECISIONS RESUIT'ING IROM TIlE AVAILABILITY OF iANXI)SAT-
GENERATED DATA HAVE IMMEASURABLE BENErITS. THESE HINEF]'I'S INCLUI)E,1 NiROVr.,) 
RItS-]OIJ]ECI'. M.IANAGEMENT, MA I Ni'l ENANCE oiF ]',:IV I RIO -I;N'TAI, QIUA.f IY, ,N) i I llI I':,, 
(iF FUNI)S AND RESOURCES WASII) -AS A RESIL]T OIF I)EI.AY \IID 1.LI.I A'I IUN A:.:,OCIAX I i) 
WITH UNRESOLVED LAND MANAGEMENT ISSUES. 
TIlE GOVERNORS, THEREFORE, RESOLVE TO SUPPORT TII IANISAT FOLLOW-N 
PROGRAM [N ORIER TO ASSURE CONTINUED AND IMPROVhD DATA FOR USE IN NAIURAL 
RESOURCE DECISIONS BY TIlE STATES. 
ORIJAL1Aj 
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STATE OF WASHINGTON 
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
OLYMPIA 
DANIEL d EVANS 	 July 26, 1976 
GOVERNOR


Action Cop/ to 
Info 	 Ce;;v .... 
Dr. James Fletcher 
Administrator E"-. 
National Aeronautics and Space 
Admin stration 
Wakshington, D.C. 20546 'A 
-
Dear Dr. Fletcher: 	 " .


I understand that NASA is preparing for the development of LIjVDSAT
Follow-On systems, which are to be advanced versions of the LACJSAT-B 
system now being used in the Pacific Northwest Regional Coima] ssion's 
Land Resources .Inventory Demonstration Project. Theo expectation in 
the State of Washington is that LA1NDSAT Follow-On systems will provide a 
cost-effective and timely source of land cover data for use by state and 
lodal land resources management agencies. 
The 	 prospects for developing such data have been our prime motivation 
for entering into the Land Resources Inventory Demonstration Project with


NASA and the Geological Survey.


"[ie project is viewed as an important adjunct to conventional means of 
acquiring these data. In addition, state and federal legislation has 
given rise to new requirements for data that are beyond the capacity of 
conventional methods in terms of area coverage, time schedules, frequency 
of update, and cost. 
MiUrii e the LANIJSAT demonstrations in the State of W",ash inton are not vet 
complete, the results reported hy the par ticipaLing agencies are hi ghly 
ei Icouragi ag. 'o Cyalp Ies Fein f'orce our bel ef I hat IAlDSA' Fo I I ow-(; 
systems will have considerable utility for resource management activities: 
1. 	 I.ANDSAT] data are being used in a multi-stage aimlysis to 
produce an inventory of some 10 million acres of forests 
in western Washington. The methods being tested have 
been perfected, and the success of this demonstration 
seems assured. The results will. be used in our 
Forest Productivity Study, which encompasses all of the 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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State of Wisconsin \ DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
AnthonyS.Earl


Secretary


BOX 450 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 53701 
July 21, 1976 	 INREPLYRiFERO 3200
Action Lopy to _.-_ _ 
info Copy to _f_-.._ 
Dr. James C. Fletcher, Administrator


Nation Aeronautics and Space Administration


Washington, DC 20546 -------
Rec' " ,, V4,-7 
0RIGAL PAGE IS Contr-l -
OF POOR QUALM SuspensDear Dr. Fletcher: 	 Prepara :; -OrS,nafu _e_


NASA's LANDSAT program shows good promise for a classificat&on o Nfson!r­

lakes by trophic level which is required by Section 314, Pt 92-500. The


Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources has been working with the


University of Wisconsin to develop a system utilizing LANDSAT imagery


for periodic monitoring of the somewhat over 10,000 lakes in the state


that are named or have an area of at least 20 acres.


This general overview will help analyze trends in lake eutrophication


on a State wide scale. Although, the technology is still'being refined,


it is approaching the implementation phase.


The reflectance from a lake as picked up by LANDSAT imagery can be subjected 
to densitometric analysis to provide numeric values relating to degree of 
eutrophication. 
We envision, with LANDSAT tapes and a computorized system of data extraction,


being able to classify most of the State's significant lakes at a total


cost of about $15,000 - 20,000 or less than $5 per lake and being able to


do the job in 2-3 months time. The numerical classification will provide


a sound basis for detecting and reacting to changes in water quality. The


comparative cost of investigating and sampling each lake in the field


for changes in water quality would be many times greater and prohibitive


insofar as manpower and funding are concerned.


This program, like many of the experimental technologies, must be used


so that its full potential can be realized. Our Department supports


NASA in its efforts to bring space age technology to earthly application.E-

Sincerely, Action Copy to - -
Bureau of Water uality Info Copy to 92t4w 
Francis H. Schraufnagel 	 6-;73,-f 
Assistant Director Rec'd in NASA 2:. Z< 
FHS:dg 
cc: Russell L. Schweikart, Code EK


Stanley C. Freden, Chief, Missions Utilization OffMppense Date o.ftcZz 
Code 902 - NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center 	 Prepare Reply for 
T,ature of -... 
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Washington, D. C 20546 
Dear Dr. Fletcher: 
This letter is the City of Atlantats formal statement of support for 

NASA's efforts to proceed with a prototype, operational Landsat 

Follow-on Program. Urban areas have received a low priority in 

past attempts at transferring this technology, but our initial experi­

ence suggests that it is very important for cities to have the oppor­

tunity to evaluate Landsat capabilities. 

For the past year, Atlanta has been participating with four other 
Urban Technology System members in a Land Cover Analysis Pro­

ject sponsored by GSFC Intralab and coordinated by Public.Tech­

nology, Inc. The purpose of the Project is to demonstrate the


utility of Landsat data in an urban planning context, and to deter­

mine whether the workable techniques for applying this technology


can be transferred between local jurisdictions.


In the first phase of the Project, which was just completed, San 

Jose, California, was selected to work closely with the Intralab


staff to develop in-house land cover analysis capability. Their


activities were monitored by senior planning officials from each of

ORIGINAL PAGE I. 
OF POOR QUALITY­
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Dr. James C. Fletcher 
June 23, 1976 
Page Two 
the other four agencies. It is hoped that in the second phase, ex­
tensive "hands-on" experience will be.available to each of the 
participants through the ORSER Time Sharing System at Penn State 
University. While no specific uses have yet been developed through 
phase one, it was the unanimous opinion of the Applications Review 
Committee that there is a good probability of success in phase two. 
This would be particularly true with the improved resolution pro­
posed by NASA for future satellites, since level of detail was the 
greatest area of concern for urban applications. Therefore, based 
on our experience to date, we do support a continued and improved 
system of earth resources satellites. 
Si rely yours 
lhComi. sioner 
Leon EP Ian 
Budge and Planning 
LE/Ip 
cc: Mr. Jule Sugarman 
Mr. Larry Madsen


Mr. Russell L. Schweickert
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At 'N',' 	 COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA 
COUNTY OF IENRICO 
E. A. aECK 	 June 14, 1976 Action Copy to 
Info COPY to /_LA n 
Rec'd in NASA -_z-: 
Dr. James C. Fletcher


Administrator of NASA Suspense Date ,-C.


NASA Headquarters, Code A Prepare Reply for


Washington, D. C. 20546 Signature of -

Dear Dr. Fletcher: 
Henrico County, Virginia has been involved for the past year or so in a remote
sensfng project in conjunction with NASA. More specifically, the project involves 
a land cover analysis of Henrico County derived from earth satelilte images. The 
information obtained froim this source has been used in exploring options that 
provide the County with opportunities to perform forward looking planning functions 
The first phase of this project is drawing to a close. NASA has expressed the 
possibility of continuing the project if we determine that it has potential value for 
operational achievements in the future. 
Based upon our experience with the project thus far, we feel that continuec partLici­
pation by the County would be valuable. The following items are examples of 
capabilities that are in the process of being developed: 
1. 	 Assessment of impact -of urbanization on agricultural lands. 
2. 	 Identification of point and non-point water pollution sources. 
3. 	 Identification of direct and indirect air pollution sources. 
4. 	 Identification of existing and potential open spaces. 
5. 	 "Quick look" veiification of land use data developed by other agencies such as t! 
Richmond/Crater 208 consortium. 
Actin COP opW ­
...
..
oInfo CoPy "
ORIGINAL PA0m 3P3Cot,OF POORQuAT 	 " . 
Dr. James C. Fletcher June 14, 1976 
It is also conceivable that many additional uses of the information and images 
generated from LANDSAT would be forthcoming as we refine our ability to 
interpret the data. Henrico County is committed to continued involvement in 
this project and.anticipate the development of several useful applications of the 
sat'ellite system information. 
Very truly yours, 
E. A. Beck 
cc: Mr. Russell L. Schweickart 

KERN 	 COUNTY WATER AGENCY 	 II-D (3-1) 
4114 Arrow S'reet. PC. Box 58 
Bakersfield, California 93302 
tors 	 Telephone: 393-' 
Phiaup H Maxwell Division i 	 Stuart T P. 
J. Elliott Fox Division 2 i. .',Z' Engineer-Man.


Jack G. Thomson Division 3 ""'. " ,Lj? i%\


Floyd S Cooley Division 4 i~. 1 &7j~a 4 George E Rib!.


Gerald H. Kamprath Division 5 I L Assistant Engneer-t.


President Y N 
Henry C. Garnet Division . . , ' . Edna M. Purvir 
SecretaryGene A Lundquist Division 7 Action Copy to 
info Copy to fa 
7, 1976 
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Administrator, NASA Cntc' ColerL '
 
Washington, D. C. 20546 	 SUSpCP.S ' 
Prepare fhlppy for 
Dear Dr. Fletcher: Signakt'Ur of __ 
The purpose of this letter is to strongly endorse the


continuation and improvement of the LANDSAT series of research 
satellites. We are specifically interested in the use of high 
resolution satellite imagery for crop identification, perched


water monitoring and salinity detection, as proposed by the
 

Geography Remote Sensing Unit of the University of California


at Santa Barbara.


There is presently a lack of economical conventional


techniques and expertise for gathering such accurate and timely


information. Alrernative on-the-ground methods of mapping to 
identify and record such parameters are slow, expensive and


of varying accuracies. Information now being produced by satel­

lite imagery is valfable for effective hydrologfc management in


both the short and long term time framework. The value of


repetitive measurements cannot be stressed enough.


LANDSAT imagery appears capable of meeting many of our 
research survey requirements; we look forward however to improved 
resolutions. As in the past, we continue to encourage research 
aimed towards the development of analysis techniques appropriate 
to our research surveys. 
Yours very truly, Action Copy to 
,j6$ ,/ " Info Copy to 
_!__ 
. tuart T. Pyle, a (/ . 
Enginecr-llanager 
xc: 	 Mr. Roger Arno Rcc'd in NASA /m-" 
NASA Aims l2n:earch Centur 
Moffabt Ficid, CA 94035 Si[po, I);' -" 
l,,,- lt 	 - -, 
n 
0 
C> 
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LOS 	ANGELES COMMISSIONERSNORMAN MURDOCH 	 COUNTY OF 
Planning Director 	 HOWARD D. MARTIN 
DGART.IRVINE DEPARTMENT OF REGIONAL PLANNING 	 Chairman 
,eputy Director 	 OWEN H_ LEWIS 
Vice ChairmanJOSEPH K. KENNEDY 	 320 West Temple Street 
Deputy Director Los Angeles, California 90012 ARTHUR J. BAUM 
Telephone 974-6401 CAROLYN P.LLEWELLYROBERT W. CHAVE Action Copy to 	 SADIE B CLARKDeputy Director 	 LUCI LLA BARTHESLColp1nfQ	 t -
Scfet 	 artheLCommsscnCopy ttune 	29, 1976 
Dr. James C. Fletcher 
Administrator of NASA C : 
NASA Headquarters, Code A Sus;.. t"Washington, D. C. 20546 Pepare hicpjy for 
Signature -Dear 	Dr. Fletcher: 
This letter will express our strong interest in, and support


of, NASA's Thematic Mapper Development Project. Our organization,


the Department of Regional Planning, provides basic planning


services for all Los Angeles County. We have been a pioneer


user of remote sensing information since our inception in the


1920's. More recently, we participated in the ERTS I/LANDSAT I


Program during 1972 and 1973. As a result of our experience, we


have a keen appreciation of the potentials of using remotely sensed


data for urban and regional planning; and we are intensifying our


use of remotely sensed data including satellite data. It is


proving increasingly useful for land use and environmental surveys.


We think that it has many other potential uses.


We would like to urge that the Thematic Mapper Project give increased


attention to the development of capacity for determination of the


quality and conditions of urban development, especially the identi­

fication of urban blight. We are also keenly interested in the
 

development of the change detection potential of the project. It is


very important to provide for widespread, timely dissemination of


data from the project to user agencies at affordable costs. The


Thematic Mapper Project, with its greater resolution and more diverse


sensing capabilities, can help realize the great potential of remote


sensing to contribute to the rapidly growing needs of planning for


accurate, timely data.


Yours very truly,


DEPARTMENT OF REGI OAL PLA'1NGh 	 Action Copy to -Info Copy to A -
Norman Murdoch, Director of Planning i9- ' i " -,f 
Ro'd 	in NSM:JSN:lj 
 
cc: 	 Hr. Russel L. Schweikart 
.t 
P,spInes D or 
for
User Affairs, Code EK 

NASA Headquarters ,r-nahi.r. of _-- -
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DEPARTMENT OF 
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VIC PRESID ETI 
FRE E. CS E tCALVIN 
FRED E_ CASE S HAMILTON 
LEONARD LEVY 'F R K O R 
THOMASEXECUTIVE 
RAYMOND I. NORMAN TOM TOANBRADLEY 
OFFICER 
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July 8, 197G InO c-py to


Dr. James C. Fletcher 
 incd Eh,£z-Administrator of NASA 
 OrhmU.'
NASA Headquarters, Code A 
 SsUmnn.i.n 
 :"


Washington, D. C. 20546 
 Prepare Rleply for 
Signature of 
REVIEW OF PROPOSED THEMATIC-MAPPER (LANDSAT D) PRODUCTS 

The Los Angeles City Planning Department is the principal
physical planning and land use advisory agency to the City.
As such it prepares a general plan (consisting of city-wide
plans and community-specific plans), 
 ordinances to imple­
ment the plans 
 as well as reviewing for approval; 
 zone
changes, 
 conditional land uses, and sub-division platt maps.


In these activities aerial photographs are used to provide
planners with snapshots" of an entire study area, conduct
preliminary land use inventories, and verify field notes.
Our direct use of aerial photo products has increased con­

siderably over the past ten years and we anticipate thecontinued purchase of such products in th& future to the
limit of our budget.


In discussing Thematic Mapper products with Dr. Nevin Bryant

of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
-in Pasadena, we were again
impressed with the potential satellite imagery has for urban
applications. 
 Depending on the geographic scale of our

various study areas we can envision using LANDSAT D products
as 
 either primary or corollary sources of data. The poten­
tial for detecting urban land use changes and mapping those
changes as well as 
 existing land use seems particularly ex­

citing.


However, our greatest interest in satellite products is not
in the photography 
--
but in the generation of land use
statiattcs for commonly used political units such as 
 census
tracts.. The reporting of land use 
 data by those geographic


- -
Dr. Fletcher 	 2 July 8, 197.6


units would allow us to interface satellite data directly

with data we already use,. such as assessor, census, build­

ing permits, electric meters, police, education and fire.


Most importantly, we would like to. encourage NASA to. seek


to minimize the considerable distance that seems to exist


betw en it and users such as ourselves. For satellite


data to become bore widely used we believe that a product

delivery system such as those in use by the Bureau of the


Census and U.S. Geological Survey must be. developed by NASA.


In any case we wish you continued success in your technology

transfer efforts which we view as being of increasing direct


benefit to mankind.


NSHMILT­
/

Direct of Planning 	 Action Copy to 
Info Copy to 
CSR: chp 
-
Rec'd inNSA --­
cc Mr. Russel L. Schveikart 
 
User Affairs, Cod'e EXR/ 
NASA Headquarters, Code A suspelse Date 
Washington, D. C. 20546 nropare Reply for , 
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City oF L,)s ANGELES 
CAL K"ORNIA 
ROBERT C JOYCE OtZFICE OF TIlE IAYOR 
LI.rcTOR COMMUNITY AN,ALYSIS 
JULES MERSEL. iGo ,UREAU 
CHARLES DRESCHER. L 
PPOGRAM DIV'LOPMEtT TEFPONE 485 2952
 

DIVISION1 TOM BRADLEY 
DANIEL J 0 CONNOR Ga. MAYOR 
ADMINISTRATIVE SERVJCrS 
CIVISION 
July 2, 1976 
Dr. James C. I!,-tcher


Administrator of NASA


NASA Headquarters, Code A


Washington, D.C. 205 h6


Dear Dr. Fletcher:


The Community Analysis Bureau has been following the development of


remote sensing capabilities from orbital spacecraft with great
 

interest. Our program currently uses large scale, color infrared


aerial photographs in the acquisition of data on neighborhood quality


within the City of Los Angeles. 'We have long been interested in


supplementing this source with automated data files acouired from


spacecraft.


The increased resolution capability of LAND SAT sensors and the 
automated interpretation and coding of land use data to census


tracts and other geographic units are quite useful in Bureau


applications of remote sensing data. The acquisition of compre­

hensive, timely land use information for our data base appears to


be the primary initial application of thematic mapper. We look


forward in the future to even further improvements in resolution


and computer applications to acquire still more detailed


informationon the urban environment.


Very truly yours,


ORIGINAL PAGE 1$ . - . 
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'., CCITY OF NEW ORLEANS 
/ OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
July 6, 1976 Action Copy to lee, 
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Rec'd in NASADr. James C. Fletcher, 
Administrator Suspense Date-----
National Aeronautics and Space Administration Prepare Reply fort-
Washington, D. C. 20546 Signature of 
Dear Dr. Fletcher: 
During the past several years, the City of New Orleans has 
become increasingly aware of the potential benefit of NASA 
technology on problems faced by America's cities today. 
We have designated our own Technology Transfer Officer.


In addition, the Director of the City Planning Commission is


responsible for coordinating applications of remote sensing and


data systems within city government. The City has used or is


evaluating for use a long series-of products and techniques derived


from your programs. We have constant coordination with your


intergovernmental representative at the Regional Planning


Commission.


For several years members of my staff have indicated that 
potential uses of satellite and aerial photography may yield practical 
results that would apply to most urban areas of the country. We 
have participated in experiments which have demonstrated several 
potential applications. 
My personal experience in the U. S. Conference of Mayors
indicates certain common problems from city to city. Some of 
these may be approached with developing technology. 
Action Copy to 

Info Copy to __ ---­

Rec'd in Coda, E_2/_A/t 
Control Number _ /
Suspense Date _ 
Prepare Reply for 
"An Equal Oppowttwty EmpfoyeA" Signature of C...._ 
Dr. James C. Fletcher 
Page Two 
July 6, 1976 
I would urge you to continue your efforts to substantially 
improve the next Landsat satellites, associated data systems for 
urban use, and your technology transfer efforts with local 
governments. 
Moon La rieu 
Mayor 
ML:vl 
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I h~i$ CITY OF NEW ORLEANS 
PRIDE BUILDS July 6, 1976 Action Copy to 
NEWORLEANS Info Copy to 
-
_Z2, 
MOON LANDRIEU 
I;AYOR 
Ilncd in NASA 7- '2 
Mr M B E R s Dr. James C. Fletcher, Suspns Date - -
WII IM B BARNETT Administrator Dt ...
-....... Prepare Reply for _ 
H ,nfi, National Aeronautics and Space AdministrationIRFAVROTJR 
V"wI..Chn..o. 
 Washington, D. C. 20546 Signature of . 
FRUEST COL- RT, JR 
ANTHONY J GFNDUSA, JR. 
C".RI Fl, NOL.IEl 1)zar Dr. Fletcher: 
PAuL IOlN T I FPRr 
AILOII t PERCZ. JR 
At T7..SAPLJTo I understand that the follow-on Landsat spacecraft are 
6II"1 1l F -SIAKILEY currently in the preliminary design stage, and you are 
considering an operational, not experimental system. As 
Vice Chairman of the Urban Consortium (a national organization 
composed of the thirty-three largest urban cities and counties) 
and as Director of a planning commission for a major city, I 
would encourage you to pursue this project and get the system 
working at the earliest possible date. 
Many of us in the major cities have been reluctant to commit 
ourselves to use of satellite-derived data for our own use 
because the resolutions were too poor and the data source might 
quit functioning at any time. Additional hesitation on our part 
was caused by the absence of methods to merge the NASA data 
with our more conventional urban data systems. Each Of these 
points appears to have a near term solution. 
The commitment to an operationa system will prevent the 
loss of the data source. Once familiar with the specific 
capabilities beyond early expcriments, more urban areas will 
be inclined to use it. 
Projects at your .Ict Propulsion Laboratory and Marshall 
Space Flight Center show great promise for combining con­
ventional and'NASA data in a common digitaL data system. As 
they are currently planned, the operating cost of the final system 
may be sufficiently economical to receive widespread use through­
out the country. 
Dr. James C. FlICelher 
Page Two, 
July 6, 1976 
As the next satellite is still being designed, I recommend 
resolutions between three and twenty feet for urban areas. These 
resolutions would only be needed once or twice each year on cloud 
free days over only the urbanized areas. To do it more often would 
overwhelm both NASA and the cities with data bulks and densities 
for which we cannot currently envision a practical use. 
In anticipation of the improved systems, we have made a major 
commitment to establish a sound base of data to take advantage of 
current and future Landsats and their associated systems. We are 
cooperating with the other local governments in the metropolitan 
area in a major parcel-by-parcel land use survey. The overall 
survey is fifty percent complete and the remaining half should be 
finished within the next two years. We felt this base line to be 
necessary because urban "signature analysis" does not appeal to 
be fully developed. Urban changes are obvious to us in the most 
rudimentary Landsat photography. It isour considered opinion 
that urban changes from month to month from a satellite, measured 
against a known base of data date, and verfied by a small survey 
staff may be the cheapest method for keeping our land use up-to-date 
and accurate. When combined in a common digital system with our 
conventional data sources, we would have an extremely powerful 
tool for urban area governments. With other local governments, we 
have increased our staff skills and personnel to complement NASA 
skills in joint projects. 
We look forward to continued work with your personnel on 
technology applications of current and future joint programs. 
tilaroki R. KatneCr 
Copy to K_Dircctor/SccrctaryAction 
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OFFICERS REGIONAL 
M. P SCHNEIDER. JR M. p O"N OER.PLANNING 
GREG J_LANNES. JR PA NNCOMMISSION1
-OYD A SINCLAIR 
JEFFERSON- ORLEANS IEMILO J UPRE ST.BERNARD ' ST.TAMMANYr,...... 
 PARISHES 
MEMBERSHIP 
JEFFERSON PARISH 
THOMAS F. DONELON May 27, 1976P,.h P,,s,dent 
CHARLES J_EAGAN.JR


COno-1 Cho,,n-. 
WILLIAM J WHITE


,Dity.yoofGr


JOE 0 LINDSAY


FLOYD A SINCLAIR 
Dr. James C. Fletcher


ORLEANS PARISH Administrator 
MOON LANDRIEU NASA 
I.,yo CNr A. JOSEPH DIOSA Washington, D. C. 20546Counc.Im n g In'sg 
JAMES A MOREAU 
EMILOJ DUPRE Dear Dr. Fletcher:


DR LANGSTON F. REED


ST BERNARDPARISH Since 1970 the Regional Planning Commission has


ROYH GONZALES worked with NASA and NASA Technology in an effort to im­

oc.oys... 
 prove the methods for local and sub-state planning.


JOHN A METZLER 
P.1,-, Io, 
SAMUEL B NUNEZ, JR As aA integral part of this activity we have utilized


GREGJ LANNES JR


EMILEE PRATTINI.SR photography from NASA aircraft and spacecraft in both


experimental and product-oriented efforts of this Commission.


S'I9AMANYPARISH We have just completed a basic land use study ot St. Tammany


M W HART Parish utilizing products from.LANDSAT, Skylab, NASA Air-
PEFITZMORRIS ckdeom Jefferson Parish completed aI',co Juyp,. raft and ground checks. 
PcI,,, Juro' 
ERNEST COOPER Natural Resources Inventory using LANDSAT and Aerial Images


JOHN B IOS in January of 1975 with local funding. Many of the other

M P. SCHNEIDER JR public and private agencies in South Louisiana have utilized 
STATE OF LOUISIANA NASA Remote Sensing data for a variety of individualPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS reasons - from locating archaeological sites, experiments 
W T.TAYLOR in mosquito control, to management of a major private 
O...... wildlife preserve.


We recognize that the utilization of this technology


is in its infancy and will need to be successfully merged


with more conventional data sources to be most useful to


state and local governments.


The follow-on LANDSAT Satellite and the continuation


of the NASA Aircraft program will go a long way towards


introducing stability to the experimental efforts we have


made in improving planning technology. As the next LANDSAT


is still in the design stage, we would urge you to develop


the minimum capability of 3 to 9 meters resolution for


urban areas and 10 to 20 meters for rural areas. A "zoom"


capability might be used over urban areas only when they


are relatively cloud-free without an overwhelming data


processing problem.


ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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May 27, 1976


We would urge the continued development of both


this capability and the auxiliary capacity of programs


to use it successfully in local and state government.


Sincerely,


REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION


CHARLES F. O'DONIEL, JR.


DIRECTOR


CFO/vo
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203 iF'-,c Iaf, 	 Stree Colh.r .e Iho 6223$1 (618)3 - -250 
June 18, 	 1976


Dr. James 	 C. Fletcher


Administrator of NASA 
NASA Headquarters, Code A 
400 Maryland Avenue, SN 
Washington, DC 20546 
Dear Dr. 	 Fletcher: 
The Southwestern Illinois Metropolitan and Regional Planning Commission 
takes this opportunity to lend its support to NASA forthe proposed 
LANDSAT follow-on program.


The Southwestern Illinois Metropolitan and Regional Planning Conission 
(SIt?,PC) is chartered by the Illinois State Legislature to prepare and 
coordinate development planning, serve as a research agency for local 
governments, provide technical assistance to local governments, and 
disseminate information to the public. As one means to fulfill our 
responsibilities we are turning to LANDSAT multispectral remote sensing 
as one tool to provide the data necessary for the decision-making pro­
cesses.


Our purpose of using LANDSAT is to inventory and monitor the land cover. 
Using the LANDSAT inventory as input, our professional staff will. 
develop plans to-guide the development of our region through the year
2000, directed to improve the quality of our streams and rivers and 
provide local governments with the information required for logical 
community action regarding development policies. 
With the availability of LANDSAT data, we know from experience that our 
inventory and analysis cost can be significantly reduced. Because our 
region is a part of the St. Louis Metropolitan Area, our need for more 
frequent monitoring is increasing beyond the frequency that other 
Federal agencies (i.e., U.S.G.S., U.S.P.A.) can provide. Therefore,


without continuing the earth observations from LANDSAT we expect to 
incur increased costs with less efficient and timely data. 
SIMAPC, as stated previously, was organized to serve local units of 
government. Seivng those local units properly includes providing 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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endless data to regional, state and federal agencies. We are currently pro­

viding information, both primary and secondary, to a great number of other


ageneies including:


Environmental Protection Agency


Illinois Environmental Protection Agency


Housing and Urban Development


Illinois Surface Drainage Program


Energy Resource and Development Agency

Illinois Department of Local Government Affairs 
East-West Gateway Coordinating Council


Illinois Department of Transportation


and others


The LANDSAT follow-on represents many new potential applications. With the 
additional thermal I.R. band and 30 meter resolution, we hope to see increased


accuracy of land cover inventories, monitoring of air and water quality, and


better determination of our natural resource supplies. 
Upon wider acceptance and the further moves toward the "operational status" of 
LANDSAT, many of us are taking this capability for.granted. Now, even to 
suspect that LANDSAT is not here to stay is inconceivable. Many agencies

throughout the country are beginning to accept this space technology as an 
everyday practice and to rely upon its availability to solve many complex 
land use issues.


Currently, we have proposals under consideration to monitor, over an eight­
year period, the land use changes and ramifications, created by major develop­
ments occurring within the region. If indeed the LANDSAT follow-on is not 
funded and placed in orbit, we will then be unable to meet those project
responsibilities as efficiently as we might otherwise. 
For the first time, a medium of space technology can be used at the local and 
regional level. For the first time, we can identify and realize direct cost


savings from space technology. And, for the first time, the average citizen 
can use this technology directly to affect decisions affecting him. 
LANDSAT, with the inevitable progression of technology, should unquestionably
be a standard public service. LANDSAT is a viable tool which can provide 
both natural and man-made resource information.


It is for these reasons, this Comnission fully supports the LANDSAT Follow-on program. Should there be any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
Sincerely,


Theadore H. Mikese1 
Executive Director 
l11l/Tl:hl b 
cc: Mr. Russell S::-- seicharO 
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MISSOURI 64050 
$A,fxV ITELEPHONE 103 NORTH MAIN STREET (1e) 236-9300 
June 9, 1976 
Action Copy to _-­
info Copy to -
Dr. James C. Fletcher 
Administrator of NASA 
Roc'd in P:',
C0,ti . 
. 
. 
-
NASA Headquarters, Code AStis3;..: .:,./A1 
Washington, D. C. 2054G PreIpr y, for 
Dear Dr. Fletcher: Signa-ure of _C--
The City of Independence has been involved for the


past several months in a research project whose purpose


is to assess the feasibility of using LANDSAT data for


urban planning purposes. Although the final outcome is


still unclear, we are enc6uraged by the potential that


we see, particularly if the resolution of future LANDSAT


images is enhanced as planned.


Current land use planning is typically accomplished


on a piecemeal basis. This approach does not always lead


to the most desirable result. With the aid of LANDSAT


imagery, w.e believe it will be possible to more effectively 
monitor urban growth and land use patterns, and to elimi­
nate some of the problems caused by piecemeal planning. 
The capability of the LANDSAT imagery to provide a vir­
tually continuous overview of the entire urban area will 
allow City planners to assume a more proactive role in 
zoning and other land use problems. 
In our current project, we are working with Cour other


local governments, Public Technology, Inc., Penn StaLe Uni­

versiLy and NASA. The project involves the use of various


computer programs designed for on-line analysis of LANDSAT


data. The local governments involved will provide the


necessary computer terminals and staff for investigat.ing 
the potential benefits of the LANDSAT data and the analyti­
cal tools. Public Technology, Inc., Penn State University 
and NASA will provide technical and other support. At this 
time, it is difficult 'to predict the ultimate benefits of 
this project and of the LANDSAT program. however, we feel 
in both cases -that the benefits can be significant. Accord­
ingly, I strongly support the currenL LAIJDSAT program and 
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the steps being taken to increase its effectiveness through


improvements in sensor resolution.


Sincerely,


Richard A. i( 
Mayor 
RAK:vw


Action Copy. to 
Ifo Copy to 
Rec'd in NJASA . .:­
Suspens.DalO &2-­
t-c-par, Reply for ­1 
,irnatiir of --...... 
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Energ Resources Exploration Petrole.u (Bennett) 
Petroleun exloration and production typically folla:es six stages 
of activity: 
1.) Regional geologic reconnassanceof large areas to recognize 
sedi.mentary basins and major structural features wJ thin the basin LANDSAT 
images copiled into nsaics have proven valuable to many companies for 
this exploration phase. In many cases major decisions on whether to acquire 
exploration concessions must be made on these prel iminary analyses. 
2.) Surface geologic mapping and sampling of outcrops. Enlarged 
IANDSAT images can aid in locating areas suitable for these studies. The 
savings in manpower and time can be appreciable, especially in areas where 
base maps are poor or lacking. 
3.) Aerial magnetic surveys and ground-based gravity surveys are 
the initial geophysical reconnaissance. Trends of- lineament and structures 
from LA/DSAT interpretation of stage 1 can aid in locathig and orienting 
these surveys to obtain optimum crossing of the structural pattern. Here 
again the base maps derived from tANDSMT can be valuable aids to the aircraft 
navigators and field party chiefs. 
4.) Seismic sur-veys are nde over promising anomalies located in 
the previous 3 stages. Trafficability and access information from the 
L-NDSAT. maps can save several days of crew time each month at a typical cost 
of $5,000 per day in isolated foreign areas. 
5.) Drilling of prospects that have been targeted by activities 1 
through 4. 
6.) If the 1 to 20 odds against success have been overcore and an oil 
field discovered, the final stage is to product and transport the oil to 
market. Preliminary pipelie route studies can be nde from UMNDSAT 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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images and environ-rntal impacts assessed.

The above stages deal with exploration on land. Increasingly exploration

has been directed into offshore areas, many of which are in Arctic water

subject to slo ice and icebergs. Repetitive coverage of LANDSAT can map

ice distribution and movement to aid in assessing hazards to exploration
 
and production in these harsh environments. A thermal IR band will provide

imagery during the Arctic winter. Seismic exploration in shallow shelf seas

is commonly hampered by unchartered underwater obstructions such as coral

reefs and sand bars.

Band 4 of LANDSAT 1 and 2 is currently used to map these hazards; 
the water penetration band of UANDSAT Follow-On should be even more useful, 
if atmospheric scattering effects are not excessive. Natural oil seeps 
may be detectable on imagery as an aid to offshore exploration. 
The above sequence of exploration stages and LANDSAT utilization are 
not hypothetical; a number of oil companies are knom to procure and use large 
ndrrbers of LANDSAT images and digital tapes. Chevran Overseas Petroleum 
reported at the NASA Symposium on Remote Sensing Applications in Houston on 
their use of LANDSAT in exploring and acquiring new concessions in Kenya 
(Miller, 1975). Wildcat wells are currently being drilled (Stage 5). 
In egypt Santa Fe Minerals correlated structural features interpreted from 
LANDSAT images with trends defined from gravity and aeromagnetic surveys 
(Berg and Cutmnan, 1976). 
-Sabins (1975) has addressed the common question of "How much oil 
has LANDSAT imagery discovered?" Those asking their question reveal a 
lack of understanding of oil exploration which involve many technical. methods. 
Energy Resources Exploration Petroleum (Bennett) 
In the pre-INDSAT era, it was difficult, if not impossible to credit a 
discoowery w1 to a single technology. The time from beginning of exploration 
to drilling a well is conmonly five years or more. UA!iDSAT imagery did not 
becaie widely available until the mid 1973's and industry then had to learn 
how to acquire, interpret, and utilize the imagery. On this time frame, the 
major petroleum benefits of INDSAT are in the future. A final point is the 
concern over lack of oil industry publication describing their applications of 
LANDSAT. In addition to the Kenya and Egypt exanples, Halbouty (1976) 
describes the correlation between circulor ananabies and salt dome structures 
on the U.S. Gulf Coast. Many industry intexpretations of LANDSAT are not


published because oil geologists are loath to endure the red tape of re­
writing, drafting and editing material for publication. This is cononly 
a stronger restrain9 than conpany concerns over proprietary data. 
The above applications are for LANDSAT 1 and 2. -Many companies have 
already acquired their imagery of their areas of interest. This is shcwn 
by the fact that the oil industry has purchased the largest volume of data 
from the BROS Data Center. It is unlikely that they would acquire repeat 
coverage from future satellite unless there axe significant improvements in 
spatial resolution and spectral coverage. There is a trend toward utilization 
of digital tapes for in-house processing on the computer facilities of most 
companies. Future satellites should provide CCQ s that can be processed with 
existing software and hardware systems. 
References 
Bing and Gutman, 1976, Egypt application of .LANDSAT: Proceedings of 
Pecora Symposium U.S. Geol. Survey in press 
Miller, J.B., 1975, Application of TANDSAT to exploration in Kenya: NASA 
Earth Resoures survey syn-iosium, Houston V. I 
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Chevron Chevron Oil Field Research Company 1-B 
K AStandard Oil Company of California Subsidiary 
P.O. Box 446, La Habra, CA 90631, U.S.A. 
July 23, 1976


James R.Baroffio 
Vice President 
Expioration Research Department 
Dr. James C. Fletcher, Administrator


NASA Headquarters


Washington, D.C. 20546


Dear Dr. Fletcher:


We have been asked to evaluate the proposed Landsat Follow-On


Program in terms of Chevron's needs and applications. Our


evaluation is based on the attached list of proposed specifica­

tions that was provided by NASA. Chevron has used Landsat 1


and 2 images and digital tapes of domestic and foreign explora­

tion areas for the following purposes:


1. 	 Regional geologic mapping.


2. 	 Trafficability and terrain analyses for surface access.


3. 	 Bathymetry of shallow seas to aid marine seismic surveys.


4. 	 Monitor sea ice movement in Arctic areas of exploration


interest.


5. 	 Mineral exploration.


Landsat 1 and 2 data have been very useful for these purposes,


although no quantitative appraisal is possible.


We anticipate that Landsat 1, 2 and 3 will satisfy our needs for


imagery acquired with the present MSS configuration. Once Chevron


has obtained cloud-free coverage of the land areas, we will


greatly curtail our ordering of MSS images. The proposed


Landsat Follow-On with improved spatial resolution and spectral


bands will initiate a new cycle of image acquisition and inter­

pretation.


Specifically, the new mid-IR band (1.55 to 1.75 pm) of the


Thematic Mapper should greatly aid in recognizing hydrothermally


altered rocks in the vicinity of potential mineral deposits. The


improved spatial resolution will improve the ability to resolve


specific targets while retaining the broad image coverage that


has been so useful. The proposed thermal IR band (10.4 to 12.5 pm)


will provide sea ice monitoring capability during periods of


Arctic darkness. For geologic interpretation, our experience


and that of other ihvestigators indicates that thermal IR imagery


must be acquired at night. Only experience will establish the


applicability of this relatively low resolution thermal IR imagery.


Although not mentioned on the proposed Landsat Follow-On specifica­

tions, we believe that stereoscopic image coverage will be valuable.


This is based on our work with the limited stereo sidelap from


Landsat 1 and 2 that has minimal vertical exaggeration. We believe


that complete stereo coverage of the earth's land areas with


optimum vertical exaggeration would be valuable. Repea-ted


coverage would not be necessary after cloud-free coverage of


high quality images has been acquired.


Chevron has found Landsat 1 and 2 data to be very useful for various


applications. We anticipate that the Landsat Follow-On capabilities


discussed above will be of similar or greater operational usefulness.


Sincerely yours,


Otfgfnal sIgned by 
' I.,Baroffio 
J. R. Baroffio


Vice President


Exploration Research Department
 

Attach: Landsat Follow-On


Specifications


cc: 	 Mr. R. L. Schweickart (NASA Headquarters,


Washington, D.C.)-1+l


/ cLy1)/ 
LANDSAT FOLLOW-ON PROPOSED SPECEFICATIO S 
SCANNER CHARACTERISTICS


SPECTRAL BANDS (MICROMETERS) 
BLUE 
 
GREEN 

RED 

NEAR IR 

NEAR IR 

NEAR IR 

MID-IR 

THERMAL IR 

SPATIAL RESOLUTION: 
 
QUANTIZING LEVELS: 
 
SAMPLING FREQUENCY: 
 
DATA RATE: 
 
SCENE: 
 
MISSION PAAMETERS 
ORBIT (APOGEE) : 
LOCAL TIME AT DESCELIDTNG NODE 
(EQUATORIAL CROSSING) 

COVERAGE CYCLE DURATION: 

IMAGE & PROCESSING CHARACTERISTICS 
INFORMATION PER IMAGE: 
TOTAL IMAGES: 
TOTAL INFORMATION: 

FACILITIES OBJECTIVE: 

* ASSUMING MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION 
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER


** CLOUDFREE 
MISS TMI 
0.45-0.5


0.5-0.6 0.52-0.6


0.6-0.7 0.63-0.69


0.7-0.8


0,76-0.90


0.8-1.1 
1.55-1.75


10.4-12.6 10.4-12.5


30 METERS


120 'ETERS THEM4AL IR 
256 (8 bits)


1.4* SAMPLES/IFOV 

110 FB/S


180 x 180 KM


705 KM, sun synchronous 
11:00AM 
9 DAYS 
2(10 ) BITS 
500**/AY (ALL LAND HASSES 
PLUS COASTAL APJ.:AS) 
j01JO2 BITS/DAY 
NO BACKLOG L1 PIOCESSING 
AND ARCIIIVIIG; 
SIMILAR TO PRESENT LANDSAT 
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06"O PRODUCTION 'RESEARCH COMPANY 
POST OFFICE BOX 2189 - HOUSTON. TEXAS 77001 
BASIN EXPLORATION DIVISION 
R T FETTERS


MANAGER June 22,1976


Mrs. Barbara Williams


NASA Office of Applications


Code E-K


Washington, D. C. 20456


Dear Mrs. Williams:


This is a follow-up to your discussion last month with H. R. Hopkins

and the EPR Satellite Imagery Group regarding the application and usefulness


of LANDSAT imagery in exploration for hydrocarbons. Weshould point out that


it isdifficult to provide concise and direct answers to most of the questions


on the questionnaire which you requested that we complete. It is particularly


difficult to provide information on the cost effectiveness or savings realized


from use of LANDSAT imagery. In general, satellite imagery has been viewed as


an additional exploration tool and has not resulted in elimination of other con­

ventional exploration methods normally used in such investigations.


To more fully explain our Company's position, we basically fulfill three


functions for Exxon Corporation affiliates in application of satellite imagery


for exploration purposes:


1) We maintain a Data Bank and expedite requests for LANDSAT,


Skylab, and other types of remote sensing data for use by

affiliate companies;


2) On request we conduct technical service investigations for


affiliate companies, including interpretation of LANDSAT


imagery; and


3) We are engaged in an active research program of testing and


developing digital and optical image processing and


interpretational techniques.


We have acquired worldwide LANDSAT mosaic coverage which has been used by


us and our affiliate companies in regional studies. In general, the procedure


in such studies is to combine all available geological and geophysical data for


an area. Occasionally, interpretations will be made based solely on the LANDSAT


imagery and combined with other regional information at a later date. Standard


aerial photography is generally not included ina study, except for occasional


detailed work.


Mrs. Barbara Williams -2- June 22, 1976


Exxon production Research Company acts only in a general consulting


capacity to operating affiliate companies, and as such we have no way of


estimated cost effectiveness or savings realized from application of LANDSAT


imagery. We do, however, recommend areas that appear more prospective for


oil and gas exploration as well as those areas that appear less favorable


for hydrocarbon entrapment. Likewise, we identify regional and local structural


trends which aid inoutlining the most efficient and economical plans for


seismic surveys of an area. The main point is that LANDSAT imagery is not a


unique tool, but one of many exploration tools. LANDSAT imagery interpreta­

tions increase our knowledge and understanding of the geology of an area so


that better decisions can be made in regard to application of more expensive


exploration techniques.


We hope this information will assist you in preparing and presenting


your case for the support of the LANDSAT Program. We consider LANDSAT one


of the most important and significant projects undertaken by NASA. It has


direct and immediate application in the search and development of our nation's


natural resources. Implementation of proposed follow-on LANDSAT programs

will significantly 'improve the system and allow even more direct application


in the exploration for natural resources.


Should you have any other questions, or ifwe can be of additional


assistance, please contact us.


Very truly yours,


R.T. FETTERS


By 
M. E. Milling / 
HRHopkins:bb


cc: J. B. Coffman


MPC
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MICHEL T. HALBUUTY 
CONSULTING GEOLOGIST 
AND 
PETROLEUM ENGINEER 
11NDEPENDENT PRODUCER AND OPERATOR 
THE HALBOUTY CENTER 
5200 WESTHEIMER ROAD 
T.(SC) o88-4599 June 1, 1976 HOUSTON. TEXAS 7705 TEL (713) 622-1130 
Action Copy to -
Info Copy to 
AA 
79.96961/ A klz 
Dr. James C. Fletcher, Administrator "d in N ,ASA-. ..-

NASA Headquarters / -/K


Washington, D. G. 20546 ."l t"'


,',',:cr o R i<y for 
o . -t--r­fDear Dr. Fletcher: 
 
As you may know I am vitally interested in the Land


Satellites Program- I have repeatedly and publicly stated


that I consider the Landsat project as one of the most productive


and significant missions ever conducted by NASA. In fact, I


have further stated that it is one of the most important national


initiatives ever conceived and implemented in our 200 years of


existence.


Among the many contributions to human needs, the Landsat


images have proven to be a new and constructive tool in mineral


and petroleum exploration. The application of these data have


already improved the nation's domestic mineral resource base


and will continue to do so on a much larger scale provided the


entire program is continued and implemented with new stages of


properly equipped satellites to produce vital earth science data.


I trust that Congress will approve and appropriate funds


to establish the Landsat project on a much longer program than is


now scheduled.


If I may be of any assistance to you in any way, please


do not hesitate to so advise.


Sincerely,
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Michel T. Halbouty


THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PETROLEUM GEOLOGISTS BULLETIN


MAY 1976 VOLUME 60, NUMBER 5


Application of Landsat Imagery to


Petroleum and Mineral Exploration


MICHEL T. HALBOUTY


Consulting Geologist and Petroleum Engineer


Independent Producer and Operator


Abstract: The Landsat (ERTS) project is the most significant


mission ever flown by NASA. The use of Landsat imagery by the


mineral and energy industries in the United States can improve


the nation's domestic resource base in a shorter time and at


more reasonable cost than would have been possible otherwise.


Properly interpreted information from Landsat images can save


corporations millions of dollars in unnecessary exploration


and development efforts and at the same time, provide geologic


clues to the discovery of tremendous reserves. The more the


Landsat data are used, the more innovations for their use will


be established.


Landsat data have broad use in the minerals/fuel field including


the following general applications.


1. Detection of large-scale geologic structures that


previously were unknown and which may be significant with


respect to the localization of hydrocarbqns. Such features
 

commonly are not recognizable on aerial photographs.


2. The possible detection of very subtle tonal anomalies


that may represent alteration of the soils resulting from


miniseeps of gas from hydrocarbon reservoirs.


3. The potential for detecting natural marine oil seeps


with consequent improvement in efficiency of offshore exploration.
 

4. Detection on outcrops of important minerals and metals,


especially in hostle environments.
 

5. The monitoring in Arctic areas of ice distribution and


movement that may affect transport of materials, the cost of


seismic exploration in sea ice areas, and the safety of


exploration and production operations.


6. The monitoring of oil-field development and transport


facilities, such as the Alaska pipeline, and an assessment of


this development on the environment.


2 
7. The potential for improved communication and decision


making within petroleum companies.


Landsat imagery provides the explorationist a most rapid and


inexpensive tool which could add immeasurably to his geologic


knowledge.
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Mobil Research and Development Corporation


RESEARCH DEPARTMENT 
P 0 BOX 900 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75221 
ROBERTJ WATSON


MANAGER


FIELD RESEARCH LABORATORY 
July 26, 1976 
Ms. Barbara Williams


NASA EK


Washington, D. C. 20546


Dear Ms. Williams:


As discussed in our recent telephone conversation, I offer the following


comments as to our use of Landsat data.


Our principal use of the data has been for regional geological studies,


particularly tectonic analyses. These studies have been in support of


Mobil's world-wide exploration for both petroleum and other mineral


deposits.


The applications have been fairly well balanced between North America


and foreign areas, including Africa, the Middle East, and Far East.


We have examined shallow-water offshore areas for geological features.


In one instance, offshore Egypt, we did use Landsat imagery to determine


shallow-water areas potentially hazardous to marine seismic surveys. In


this case bathymetric charts were of pre-1900 vintage and of questionable


reliability.


It is our observation that the application of Landsat data to petroleum


and minerals exploration is increasing. We have both research and applica­

tion objectives that rely on the continued availability of the data pres­

ently available and those scheduled to be acquired in the future.


Very truly yours,


EugX L. Jones' Manager 
Exploration Research 
ELJ:ob
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LANDSAT DATA CONTRIBUTIONS TO HYDROCARBON


EXPLORATION IN FOREIGN REGIONS


BY


F. P. Bentz, Vice President, Santa Fe Minerals, Inc.


3131 	 Turtle Creek Blvd., Dallas, Texas 75219


AND


S. I. Gutman, Geophysicist, Santa Fe Minerals, Inc.


505 So. Main Street, P. 0. Box 1401, Orange, California 92668
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ABSTRACT


Foreign exploration frequently requires that large areas


of relatively unexplored territory be evaluated in the most


expeditious and informative manner. The selection of areas with the


greatest potential would normally start with the least expensive


reconnaissance tools like photogeology, field work and aeromagnetics


before proceeding to the more costly and possibly more definitive


techniques such as gravity, seismic and eventually urilling. In


many areas, however, this ideal sequence of evaluation can no longer


be followed due to shortened exploration periods and other restrictive


government regulations.


Santa Fe Minerals' past experience with LANDSAT has proved


that the ready accessibility of multispectral imagery provides for


quick and inexpensive reconnaissance of foreign exploration areas.


Firstly, it allows the construction of geographic base maps which


are often more accurate than any existing maps. Secondly, LANDSAT


imagery is an invaluable source of geologic'information; if used in


conjunction with existing published data it will, in most cases,


improve the accuracy of geologic mapping and understanding of an area.


In addition, it has been found that the imagery complements and aids


in the interpretation of aeromagnetic and gravity data; this relation­

ship is reciprocal.


Santa Fe Minerals has successfully experimented with LANDSAT


multispectral imagery and, as a consequence, now routinely integrates


LANDSAT data into its exploration efforts.


Exploratory work in Egypt and Yemen serves to illustrate


how LANDSAT iinager' is used; some results are presented.
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The purpose of this paper is to present some of the major


contributions of LANDSAT data to Santa Fe Mineral's hydrocarbon
 

exploration in foreign areas.


Explorationists find themselves today in a highy competitive
 

environment, complicated by shortening exploration periods and


increasingly restrictive governmental regulations. For these


reasons it is not always possible to follow a normal foreign


exploration sequence, which is essentially a process of isolating


and identifying targets with hydrocarbon potential from a large


and relatively unexplored area. This process usually begins with


reconnaissance tools such as aeromagnetometry, SLAR, and photo­

geology and proceeds to the more costly and ,time consuming (but


hopefully more definitive) methods such as seismic surveys and


drilling. LANDSAT data, because of their ready accessibility,
 

help significantly in shortening the early reconnaissance stage


of operations. In addition, LANDSAT imagery is, because of its


low cost per unit area, one of the best data buys the explorationist


can make.


LANDSAT has proven itself to be a valuable source of geological


information. It has invariably improved the coniact and speoial


relationships of outcrops in poorly or sparsely mapped areas. The


mapping of linears helps to define a structural fabric or framework


in the exploration area. This fabric is often indistinct or invisibl,


at the surface but, nonetheless, strongly influences hydrocarbon


accumulations. With few exceptions the pattern of linears is highly


regular and can often be related to stress analysis. Subtle color


and tonal anomalies have been observed which are believed to be of


significant exploration importance.


Significant relationships between gravity and magnetic data


and alignments or trends have been observed in LANDSAT imagery.


Initial conclusion suggest that the basement and inter-sedimentary


structures which are routinely interpreted from the potential field


data, have greater (but subtle) surface expressions than we had


previously anticipated.


Because it has been successful, LANDSAT data is now routinely


integrated into Santa Fe's foreign expl6ration programs. It aids


in planning geophysical surveys and allows the creation of explora­

tion base maps onto which the results of literature searches and


available data can be posted; one is now able to begin the data


acquisition and interpretation process almost immediately.


Exploratory work in Egypt and Yemen will serve to illustrate


some of the contributions that LANDSAT data has made to our foreign


exploration program. The choice of Egypt and Yemen was made because


they essentially represent opposite ends of the information spectrum


available to the explorationist.


The permit area in Egypt has well-exposed surface geology,


portrayed on relatively detailed geologic maps. In addition, there


are subsurface data available from nearby wildcat tests as well as


Bouguer gravity and residual magnetic intensity maps. In contrast,


the onshore exploration area in Yemen is covered with alluvium.


There is no well data available from the five dry holes previously


drilled there in the early 1960's, nor is there an adequate or


reliable geological map of the area. Despite the current interest


there is little in the published literature concerning the onshore


geophysics of the Yemen Arab Republic.


LANDSAT DATA CONTRIBUTIONS TO HYDROCARBON EXPLORATION IN EGYPT


The East Cairo concession straddles the Cairo to Suez highway


and encompasses about one million acres (Figure 1). It is bounded


on the east by the Great Bitter -Lake and on the west by the Damietta


Branch of the Nile River where it comprises a small portion of the


highly cultivated and densely populated Nile Delta. The rest of


the concession area consists of gently rolling gravel'desert, bounded


to the south by east-west trending escarpmrents of Eocene limestone.


These physibgraphic provinces are an expression of the geology,


as shown on Figure 2, a geologic sketch map reproduced with permis­

tion from Saids' The Geology of Egypt (Said, 1962). The 30th


parallel (crossing the map in the center) forms the southern boundary


of Santa Fe's permit.


The bulk of the escarpment-forming Eocene limestones lie south


of the 30th parallel. Most of the concession is characterized by


east-west trending outcrops of Oligocene to recent age, with Eocene


rocks showing only in a few anticlines. Exposures of Cretaceous


sediments are reported from Gebel Shabrawet overlooking Great Bitter


Lake. The east-west trending outcrop pattern is indicative of the


apparent folding axes; the main pattern of faulting, shown on the


map, has a northwest-southeast direction.


Figure 3 is a LANDSAT mosaic which encompasses a much larger


area than the geologic map. One can orient oneself by Cairo at


the neck of the delta in the west; the Suez Canal and Great Bitter


Lake on the east, and the Mokkattam limestone escarpment forming 
the southern concession boundary to the south.


Quite a number of geologic features shown on Said's map can


be readily indentified on the LANDSAT image; for instance, the


Eocene horst of Gebel Oweibid. Interestingly, there are many other


geologic patterns which are more visible on the LANDSAT imagery


than on the surface geologic map. As an example, note the almost
 

circular syncline southwest of Gebel Shabraweth which is rather


inadequately represented on the surface map.


A great number of major and minor linears can readily be


observed on the LANDSAT mosaic; as shown in Figure 4. Close


scrutiny reveals that these linears represent a limited number of


statistical trends.


A presentation in the form of a star diagram not only enhances


their regularity but also shows that they are intersecting each


other at angles of approximately 150, 300, and 600 (Figure 5).


These are the expected angles for shear sets of a strain ellipse


and they can also be related to Moody & Hill's wrench fault tectonic


scheme (Figure 6) first published about twenty years ago (Moody and


Hill, 1956).


This does not imply that the Cairo-Suez area is governed


entirely by wrench-faults. In an area that lies at the junction


of several important crustal plate boundaries which separate the


African continent from the Mediterranean crust to the north and


from the Sinai and Arabian blocks to the east, one can expect that


divergent movements of these crustal blocks created a forceful


stress system. This was likely relieved by a complex pattern of


shear zones, compressional features and tensional rifts.


The major structural units are illustrated in a simplified


manner in a regional tectonic sketch (Figure 7).
 

The Gulf of Suez-Red Sea system is one of the most outstand­

ing features-in this area. It likely consists of a combination


of tensional rifting and strike-slip movements (left lateralwrench


faults). Initial block faulting occurred towards the end of


Oligocene time and was associated with widespread volcanism.


If sea floor spreading is indeed a factor in the later history


of this area, it was restricted to the Red Sea proper and did not


penetrate the•Gulf of Suez..


The Gulf of-Aqaba - Dead Sea sheer zone is equally impressive


in its magnitude. It is probably along this left lateral-wrench


fault that any plate movement caused by Red Sea spreading occurred.


A distinct N 500 W trend occurs at a.150 angle to the N 350 W


Gulf of Suez - Red Sea trend. Said combines the two trends under


the name "Erythrean or African faulting"; and indeed, the shore­

lines of the Gulf of Suez and the Red Sea are controlled by seg­

ments of both of these two trends (Said, 1962, P.33). The N 500 W


direction appears to be much older since it is expressed in shears


within the Precambrian shield (Abdel-Gawad, 1969). In addition,


the N 500 W direction was certainly rejuvenated in more recent


times causing some of the more prominent right Tateral shears in


our area of interest.


The north-south or "East African" trend is described by Said


as "the old grain of Egypt" (Said, 1962, P.32), yet it still seems


to have played an important role in more recent geologic events,


being responsible for deflections of the Gulf of Suez shorelines


and of the Nile River.


An east-west trend related to the "Tethyan" direction is prom­

inent in Sinai and crosses the concession area in several places. At


Gebel Oweibid it can be interpreted as a right lateral wrench fault


based on the outcrop configuration shown on the geologic map.


A major f6lding axis described as the Gebel Maghara-Abu Roash


line crosses our area in a N 700 E direction, at right angles to


the primary stress oriented at about N 200 W. This primary fold


axis is not obvious from the geologic surface map of our conces­

sion area; however, the magnetic intensity and the Bouguer gravity


map do reflect this structural orientation.


Considering the regional aspects of this main axis, one can


discern a southwesterly plunge from the Jurassic outcrops at Gebel
 

Maghara in the Sinai to the Middle Cretaceous outcrops at Gebel


Shabrawet near the Great Bitter Lake and to the Lower Cretaceous


and Jurassic encountered 2,000 feet below the surface in the Abu


Roash wells.


At right angles to the primary stress lie also the direction


of greatest tension which could, at least in part, be responsible


for the rifting of the Gulf of Suez. And while a number of the
 

mapped lineaments are probably related to strike-slip movements,


others are associated with block faulting and tilting. It is


believed that the major movement along the Gulf of Suez trend was


a vertical displacement along normal faults resulting in tilted


fault blocks. This can be illustrated by the uplifted Middle


Cretaceous sediments at Gebel Shabrawet west of the Great Bitter


Lake. A similar uplift along the same direction of faulting prob­

ably occurred at Abu Roash west of the Nile Valley near Cairo. This


set of block faults would result in a steepening of the south­

westward axial pluncoe across I-lie area.


Evidence for horizontal displacements is illustrated by a


set of drag folds that forms a distinctive pattern in the center


of the concession area.


In the course of our work, we have observed a surprising cor­

respondence between gravity and magnetic data and LANDSAT imagery.


It usually is in the form of close associations of linears and


lineaments with high gradients and magnetic accidents (Figure 8).


The magnetic anomalies which are.essentially reflecting the con­

figuration of the magnetic basement dramatically confirm the sub­

stance of the N70E regional trend that was first observed on the


LANDSAT imagety. Please note the departure of 'the field from


this trend in the south-central portion of the permit area. We


have interpreted this as the reorientation of the basement along


a major left lateral strike slip fault seen on LANDSAT data.


This is an excellent example of how the potential field data and


the LANDSAT imagery compliment each other to arrive at a unified


and consistent geological picture.


The correspondence of the Bouguer gravity anomalies (Figure 9)
 

with the surface geology (Figure 2) is quite good. Note the


roughly east-west alignments of gravity highs over the folded and


faulted Oligocene sediments in the north and observe that a broad,


regional trend of N70E is disturbed by high frequency anomalies


associated with contacts and structures, particularly in the center


of the area. In the west, where there is a total absence of


geologic outcrops due to the vegetative cover of the Nile Delta,


we have a broad, elongated gravity low which trends north-south.
 

The LANDSAT interpretation highlights the contact and fault


relationship inherent in the gravity data as well as the regional


N70E trend which we feel is quite important to hydrocarbon accumu­

lations east of the Nile Delta. Please observe that jogs in the


course of the Nile are associated with flexcures in the gravity


anomalies and the extensions of lineaments mapped outside the Delta.
 

We conclude that not only is the present course of the Nile largely


fault controlled but that th~se faults influenced the development


of a gorge of Grand Canyon proportions which formed at the end of


Miocene. This gigantic 10,000 foot deep erosion channel (discovered


by Santa Fe's seismic reflection work) helps to explain the con­

spicuous north-south gravity low mentioned above.


LANDSAT DATA CONTRIBUTIONS TO HYDROCARBON EXPLORATION IN YEMEN


The Yemen Arab Republic lies on the southwestern tip of the
 

Arabian Peninsula (Figure 10). The area in which Santa Fe Minerals


was interested encompasses, in total, more than 5.7 million acres


of which close to 4 million acres are located onshore. A rather


restricted exploration option of eight months required us to


survey this vast area in the most expeditious and cost effective


manner. For this purpose, an abbreviated exploration program was


undertaken consisting of an offshore seismic survey combined


with marine gravity and magnetics. Over the onshore portion an


aeromagnetic survey and LANDSAT .interpretations were conducted.


The LANDSAT mosaic (Figure 11) will give the reader an


indication of the nature and'quality of the data as well as a


feel for some of the interpretation problems that were encountered.


The Tihama Plain extends 400 kilometers north to south along 
the Red Sea Coast. This coastal plain gently dips to the west 
from a mountain front which dramatically rises to heights of over 
eight thousand feet. Although faulting, fracturing and jointing 
are clearly visible in the mountains, at first glance there appeared 
to be an almost total lack of these features in the plain due to 
the thick alluvial cover. On closer inspection, however, ir was 
observed that despite the lack of outcrops in the Tihama Plain 
there are a profusion of subtle color or tonal streaks as well as 
circular anomalies visible from orbit which are totally indistinct 
either on the ground or in the aerial photos(P;sst iz). 
Lineaments in the mountains define a structural fabric which


is relatable to the stresses that this area has been subjected to
 

as a result of regional upwarp or arching during the Oligocene,


and rifting during the early and middle Miocene. Linears in the


coastal plain echo the structural fabric of the mountains lending


support to the possibility that these color and tonal anomalies


reflect in some way the configuration of the subsurface, specifi­

cally fault blocks afid attendant structures.


Subtle circular anomalies are onserved in the LANDSAT images


and appear,to be concentrated north of 140 30'. Salt is being


mined from outcrops of Miocene age which have surfaced along


the Red Sea Coast, particularly around Salit (El Shazly, 1967).


It is also understood that an oil company had drilled several of


its wells on gravity lows, suggesting that salt domes were its


exploration targets (Priviledged Communication 1975)- The


Aeromagnetic Survey revealed that no magnetic anomalies are directly


associated with these features. As a consequence, it is confidently


felt that some of the circular anomalies reflect salt diapirs.
 

Their concentration above N140 30' suggests a thickening of the


section in that area, strengthening the results of the aeromagnetIc


interpretation.


The subtle circular anomalies (such as those targeted on


Figure 13) are best seen in band 7 images and in stretched false


color composites. While most of the anomalies appear as breaks


in the tonal pattern of the plain, some are associated with vegeta­

tion occurrences.


Of the five wells drilled by an oil operator in the early 1960's,


three of them are located on circular anomalies (Figure 13). It is


observed that all of the wells drilled on circular anomalies -lie on


the flanks rather than on top of structural basement highs as inter­

preted from the aeromagnetic data, further supporting the contention


that these circular anomalies reflect the presence of numerous


diapirs.


The color or tonal anomalies which we alluded to are highlighted


in a portion of LANDSAT-l Scene 1117-06562 (Figure 14). The streaks,


trending southwesterly appear to be related to the onshore extension


of faulting as interpreted from our offshore seismic program. We


feel that these represent a reorientation of the drainage patterns


as a consequence of southwest tilting of the section along these


faults.


The alignment of northwesterly trending streaks suggests that


they may be the expression of faulting parallel to the Red Sea rift


axis. Stream offsets along one such tonal anomaly indicates approxi­

mately three kilometers of right lateral offset. The association wit>­

iarthquake.epicenters (Fairhead et. al, 1969) further indicates


that these streaks are the surface expressions of faulting (See


Figure 12).


Compagnie General De Geophysique (CGG) flew a 4600 km aero­

magnetic survey for this exploration effort in April of 1975.


The results of this survey were very gratifying because they not


only confirmed the results of the offshore work, but made many


of the features seen in the LANDSAT imagery understandable in a


structural context. A few of our observations may serve to


illustrate this point.


A north northwest trending fault system (interpreted by


CGG) parallels the mountain front and some of the linears


observed within and at the foot of the mountains.


The extensions of some lineaments from the mountains onto


the Tihama Plain coincide with high magnetic gradients not­

initially defined as faults. This aids in amplifying the inter­

preted fault pattern.


Conversely, magnetic events interpreted as basement faults


coincide with stream courses emerging from the mountains, suggest­

ing structural control of some of the drainage patterns.


The flanks and basinal axis of a three kilometer deep mag­

netic anomaly are reflected .by surface linears.


Numerous other interrelationships between magnetic data and


linears in the Tihama Plain assist in deciphering the structural


development of the area.


It is of particular interest to note that LANDSAT observed
 

linears are not solely related to fault and fracture patterns; but


often reflect deepseated structural trends and a variety of geologic


phenomena.


Considering its demonstrated versatility, low cost and ready


access, TANDSAT imagery deserves to be applied to all integrated


exploration efforts, foreign or domestic.
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SOUTHERN TIMBERLANDS DIVISION AZtM. - J4Lmr PAPER COMPANY P 0- Box 13020, Jacksonville, Fla 32229 (904) 765-3 
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NASA Headquarters - r......
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Dear Dr. Fletcher:


St. Regis Paper Company is a large diversified timber based company


owning or controlling over 5.5 million acres of land in the United States


and Canada. In its Southern Timberlands Division, over 1.5 million acres


are managed in Flprida, Georgia, Alabama and Mississippi. These lands


must supply a continuing flow of raw material to three large kraft paper


mills and meet the increasing demands of the many alternative uses.


To provide a decision base from which optional management strategies
 

can be selected, operations and executive management depend upon a series


of long range planning models. These computer aided models are only so


good as the data input to them.


The Southern Timberlands Division is looking toward the LANDSAT


satellite system as a significant contributor to an already established


forest resource data base. Specifically, we expect this contribution to


help broaden the data base, enhance the timeliness of reporting and to


establish a more efficient forest data acquisition scheme.


The technical and procedural problems of achieving such a broad based


information system may be substantial; however, a greater concern to us is


the fact we are dealing with an experimental data acquisition system that


has no guarantee of being a continuing source of data.


A non-data continuum is not the only concern. An experimental satel­

lite system such as LANDSAT 1 and 2 may promise no more than a slow, in­

efficient and awkward data handling system. Such a situation would dis­

courage integrating these data into an operational information system.


Although we don't like to think so, it is entirely possible the time and


resources committed by-St. Regis may be but an academic exercise, with the


only marginal consolation being an ability to handle and manipulate multi­

spectral digital data. Such data will surely be of increasing importance


in the future. A knowledge of how to analyze these data will be vital, but


without LANDSAT and the follow-on program, an important added dimension of


information will be lacking. Where, for example, can we have an 8.5 million
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acre synoptic view of the earth in one scene? Repeatability of coverage


every eighteen days (or 9 days with two satellites) at the same time of 
day and geographical location, is also a consideration. We know of no


alternative platform that could repeat this kind of coverage. We feel,


with just LANDSAT 1 and 2, and the state of the art as is, the system


warrants operational status. We know that various photographic sub­

systems will be involved in the whole system. We believe such a multi­

staged approach to resource data acquisition is logical, efficient and


far superior to what is now in place. We fully expect that LANDSAT C


and later LANDSAT D or follow-on will provide data of increased precision


and scope such as to improve even further our information base. This is


especially true with follow-on and the proposed thematic mapper. I am 

told there is every reason to expect the increased resolution of 30 meters 
will allow us to drop at least one level of underflight data. This, along 
with an increased dynamic range of grey scale to 256 will enhance classi­
fication capabilities. Such improvements will have an effect not only on 
St. Regis total land holdings, but all private and public organizations


involved in resource management.


With all this in mind, we strongly urge NASA to vigorously pursue the 
proposed on-going operational satellite system. We feel such a system is 
mandatory if proper decisions are to be made as to the management of our 
natural resources in general, and forest resources in particular. 
Sincerely,


Kenneth D. Bailey


Divisional General Manager


Southern Timberlands Division
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THE SUPERIOR OIL COMPANY 
P 0 BOX 1521 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77001 
July 23, 1976


Dr. James C. Fletcher


Administrator


National Aeronautics and Space Administration


Washington, D.-C. 20546


Dear Dr. Fletcher:


The Superior Oil Company has been utilizing Landsat data in


our natural resources exploration program since it was first


available to us in late 1972. We have found the data very


useful in the early stages of our exploration programs, particularly
 

in areas where we were starting a grass roots exploration effort.


Our 	 effort with Landsat has been two-fold:


1. 	 We supply our exploration people with tne best
 

quality data available in their areas of interest


and aid them in interpretational techniques


developed by our applied Research and Development


group.


2. 	 We have a continuing program orientated toward


developing better interpretational techniques


and 	 specialty products (ratios, special stretches,


etc.) which aid in the solution of specific


exploration problems.


Our utilization of Landsat data in petroleum exploration


has 	 been more limited than in mineral exploration, primarily as a


result of our present exploration targets. Our concentration in


recent years has been in water covered areas where Landsat has


minimal application. However, in areas where our search takes us


on shore, Landsat is utilized in our early exploration effort in


an attempt to define basin shape and size and determine the


presence of surface structure. It is also useful in determining


the 	 type of terrain and vegitation which will be encountered in


the 	 field, significant problems in many foreign areas.


In my opinion, Landsat type data has it's biggest application


in the field of mineral exploration. Landsat type data can save


many months to years in the reconnaissance exploration phases of


unvegitated areas. We have been successful in a number of areas,


both foreign and domestic, utilizing Landsat data to outline


specific target areas for ground based exploration.


-2-

I have used the term Landsat type data because the present


Landsat bands are not optimumly positioned for geologic mapping.


In particular, we need bands centered at 1.6 and 2.2 micrometers.


The 1.6 micrometer band is proposed for the thematic mapper on


Landsat D; however, without the 2.2 micrometer band to utilize


in ratioing, its value will be significantly diminished. Our


experience indicates that ratioing of two bands in the same


portion of the spectrum is much more useful in geologic mapping


than single bands.
 

The increased spatial resolution and dynamic range of


Landsat D will certainly be welcomed by the Geologic Community;


however, until the bands are placed in an optimum position for


geologic mapping, the really large benefits of natural resource


exploration from space can not be obtained.


Very 	 truly yours,


THE SUPERIOR OIL COMPANY


Jon W. Davidson


JWD:clh


CC: 	 T. C. Holt - The Superior Oil Co. - Houston


Barbara Williams - N.A.S.A. - Washington, D. C.


-TROLLINGER GEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATES, INC.


W. V. TROLLINGER CONSULTING GEOLOGISTS 
President TGA Bldg / 2150 S. Bellaire St. / Denver, Colo. 80222 / Phone (303) 757-7141 
July 14, 1976 
Dr. James C. letcher 
Administrator 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE 
ADMINISTRATION 
Washington D. C. 20546 
Re: Value of LANDSAT for Petroleum Exploration 
Dear Dr. Fletcher: 
The purpose of this letter is to bring you up to date on our photogeologic mapping 
program using LANDSAT in Guatemala and southeastern Mexico. It is with a sense 
of responsibility that I let you know how useful LANDSAT has been in our oil ex­
ploration program there, particularly in light of your help last year in scheduling 
LANDSAT-2 to acquire coverage in certain cloud-covered areas. 
You will remember, I wrote to you on September 4, 1975, and visited your offices 
in early October and discussed our geologic mapping program in that region. As 
you know, Trollinger Geological Associates, Inc. (TGA) is a consulting photo­
geologic mapping company located in Denver, Colorado. For the past fourteen 
years our company has specialized in photogeologic-geomorphic mapping and 
advanced remote sensing analysis for petroleum and mineral exploration all over 
the world. Our staff has an aggregate of over 200 years' experience in mapping 
more than 2,000,000 square miles of the earth's crust. We have been users of 
space photography since its inception, and have utilized Gemini, Apollo, ERTS, 
Skylab and LANDSAT materials in conjunction with conventional and special­
purpose aircraft photography and imagery (See enclosed brochure, Exhibit A). 
In 1973, TGA completed a detailed photogeologic-geomorphic study (using air­
craft photography) of a 1,500 square mile area in Guatemala for our parent com­
pany, Shenandoah Oil Corporation (SOC), who held oil exploration rights there. 
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This was followed up by field work, geophysical surveys and drilling, which 
resulted in a significant oil discovery by SOC on the Rubelsanto anticlinal 
structure. Almost simultaneously, a huge oil discovery was made in Mexico, 
some 220 miles to the northwest on trend with Rubelsanto. This is the giant 
Reforma Field, estimated now to contain 14-40 billion barrels of oil reserves. 
In order to determine the geological relationships between Reforma and Rubel­
santo, SOC commissioned TGA to undertake a regional photogeologic mapping 
project using LANDSAT and SKYLAB imagery in conjunction with all other geo­
logic information available. The preliminary LANDSAT photogeologic study is 
nearly completed, thanks to you and your staff for obtaining LANDSAT-2 cover­
age. This in areas of previous cloud cover. 
I am sure you appreciate the difficulty exploration companies often have in 
supplying specific details regarding their early exploration efforts in a given 
area. Due to the huge expense involved in exploration, much of the information 
gained must be kept proprietary until development is complete. However, SOC 
has given TGA permission to provide NASA with reduced copies of our preliminary 
maps (not for distribution), together with other supplemental information relative 
to this project. This is done with the hope that it will serve as a demonstration 
model as to the value of LANDSAT for regional exploration studies for petroleum. 
The area studied embraces approximately 380,000 square kilometers including 
all of Guatemala and Belize, the southeastern end of Mexico and the western 
parts of Honduras and El Salvador. The space-derived materials utilized in­
cluded (1) LANDSAT black and white prints (bands 5 & 7) and color composites 
(bands 4, 5 & 7) at the scale of 1:1,000,000 and (2) SKYLAB color photography 
(S190B) at the scales of 1:500,000 and 1:1,000,000. Methods of map compilation 
and geologic interpretations were similar to those of a conventional photogeologic 
evaluation using aircraft photography, but modified in accordance with the charac­
teristics of the space materials. A black and white mosaic was constructed at 
the scale of 1:1,000,000 from band 7 images (Plate I-reduced copy). Geologic 
interpretations were made using the various LANDSAT and SKYLAB images, and 
annotations were compiled to an overlay to the LANDSAT mosaic. Final maps 
were prepared from the preliminary base map overlay and prints of these were 
prepared on linen and hand-colored with lithographic inks. 
The interpretation phase involved the utilization of all available published geo­
logic maps and reports to provide background information on the surface strati­
graphy, structure and geomorphology. In addition, experience gained by TGA in 
detailed mapping (using aircraft photography) in the SOC concession area pro­
vided invaluable information to add to the data base prior to initiating the inter­
pretation. The detailed analysis of the LANDSAT images was accomplished by 
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first using the areas of overlap between adjacent orbit tracks. These were 
studied in stereoscopic perspective, which greatly facilitated discrimination 
of basic rock units and mapping of structural features. Next, interpretation 
of the larger parts of each image not overlapped was accomplished using 
monoscopic methods. A magnifying glass was used to infer and extrapolate 
the major structural and lithologic data from the sidelap areas and the non­
stereo areas. 
Plate II is a reduced copy of the preliminary LANDSAT photogeologic map. This 
work has added immeasurably to our understanding of the geology of the region 
and promises to be extremely useful as SOC continues exploration and drilling 
within their exploration block. 
Some of the things we have learned are: 
(1) Reforma and Rubelsanto lie along the same structural trend, at opposite 
ends of the Chapayal-Peten Basin, the southern segment of the Gulf Coast 
Province. 
(2) The structural features of the SOC block are similar in character to 
those of the Reforma and the intervening area of Chiapas, Mexico. The 
curving pattern of folds and faulted structures give clues to the shape of 
the basin and patterns of deposition. 
(3) The limits and characteristics of the major tectonic features forming 
the boundaries of the Chapayal-Peten Basin. The left-lateral displacement 
along the major controlling faults (CCP, Motagua and Jocotan) has produced 
,numerous 	 secondary structures within the basin, many of which probably 
represent significant hydrocarbon traps. 
The total value of LANDSAT to the SOC exploration effort will not be known for 
years to come. We are presently integrating this regional information into the 
detailed data derived from wells drilled to date and "on the ground" geophysical 
surveys. The regional perspective provided by the LANDSAT study has signifi­
cantly updated our knowledge of the character and chronology of geologic events 
effecting the region and without it, LANDSAT, this knowledge would have been 
virtually unobtainable at any price. 
It is our intention to soon provide copies of this study to the governments of 
Guatemala and Mexico. This is being done out of a recognition by SOC that 
cooperation between Mexico and Guatemala and the exploration companies in­
volved will result in a more rapid development of needed oil resources in this 
-region. 
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I want to again thank NASA and you for your contribution to this project. This 
is but a single case in point, illustrating the value of LANDSAT for petroleum 
exploration. I am convinved that natural resources satellites offer the greatest 
hope for meeting the growing world-wide energy crisis. 
In closing, I would like to strongly recommend the continuation of the LANDSAT 
program as planned, modified in the future to better meet the needs of explora­
tion geologists. I will be happy to provide any additional information you might 
desire regarding our utilization of LANDSAT in petroleum and mineral exploration. 
Very truly yours, 
TROLLINGER GEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATES, INC. 
William V. Trollinger 
WVT:wh 
Enclosure 
cc: Mrs. Barbara Williams 
NATIONAL 	 AERONAUTICS AND SPACE 
ADMINISTRATION 
TROLLINGER GEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATES, INC. -

W. V. TROLLINGER CONSULTING GEOLOGISTS 
President TGA Bldg. / 2150 S. Bellaire St. / Denver, Colo. 80222 / Phone (303) 757-7 
June 14; 1976 
Mrs. Barbara Williams


NATIONAL AERONAUTICS and SPACE ADMINISTRATION


Washington D. C. 20546


Re: 	 Questionnaire on Utilization


of Landsat Data in Oil Explor­

ation


Dear 	 Mrs. Williams:


It was a pleasure to meet with you in our offices during your brief visit to


Denver last month. The following is in response to ybur request for information


concerning our utilization of Landsat data in the conduct of our geologic map­

ping programs fo petroleum and mineral exploration. As you know, our company

specializes in making detailed photogeologic-geomorphic studies for the petroleum


and mining industries. In general, we utilize the Landsat data as supplementary


imagery to aircraft-derived aerial photography. The following are answers to the


questionnaire you gave me, a copy of which is enclosed:


(1) 	 Yes, we have been using Landsat data in regional .exploration studies


ever since it has been available. Accordingly, we have utilized


Gemini, Apollo and Skylab imagery as it has been made available to


vs. In conjunction with our global exploration efforts, TGA has util­

ized Landsat data on five continents.


(2) 	 Yes, we utilize Landsat data for regional exploration studies as well as


combining it with conventional methods utilizing aircraft aerial photo­

graphy. Generally speaking, the Landsat imagery provides the overall
 

synoptic view for regional geologic (primarily structural) interpretation

which puts the detailed information into its regional context. A partic­

ular example of the utility of Landsat data in conjunction with aircraft­

derived imagery is that of a recent study our company completed in South­

east Mexico and Guatemala (letter to follow).
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(3) ,. 	It is very difficult to quantify the amount of cost savings effected 
by utilizing Landsat data over a totally conventional program. This 
is because the type and quality of information derived is quite dif­
ferent. However, the following information is given for general cam­

parative purposes: 
For the Guatemala-Mexico area mentioned above, the cost break­
down roughly is as follows: 
a. Detailed study using aircraft photography 
(approximately) 1500 square miles-$6.50 per square mile = $9,750.00 
b. Regional study using Landsat 
(approximately 150,000 square miles-$.20 per square mile= $30,000.00 
c. $6.50 per square mile divided by .20 per square mile = 32.5


This means of the unit costs for mapping using conventional photography


were 	32.5 times more costly than using Landsat. However, the products 
are totally different in quality and amount of detail and therefore, 
the cost figures are of limited val'e. The resultant Landsat photogeol­

ogic map was prepared at the-scale of 1:1,000,000, whereas the conven­

tional photogeologic map was prepared at the scale of 1:50,000. Thus,


the conventional map is more detailed and more comprehensive than the


Landsat map - however, the Landsat map provides data that has been here­
tofore virtually unobtainable at any cost.


Regarding the second question inNo. (3), I would suggest that there is no


way to make this comparison. Since you are including geophysical costs as


well as geologic, the question becomes extremely difficult. The purpose of


the Landsat study would be to provide regional information which would give


selective guidance to on-the-ground geophysical operations. I would simply


say that we have not yet had enough experience with the Landsat data to be


able to quantify its value inthe conduct of ongoing exploration programs.


(4) 	 Regarding the most beneficial characteristics of Landsat, I would suggest


that a. scan large areas (regional synoptic view) and b. discern major


structural and lithologic features - would be the most important. If those


are the most beneficial, then they should have some impact on cost savings.


The amount however isdifficult to pin down precisely.


(5) 	 No information.


(6) 	 In regard to different seasonal conditions, our company always uses only one


set of conventional aerial photography. This is generally flown to the seasc


most appropriate for the type area involved. In regard to this feature of


Landsat, this isnot at all an important factor inour use. Moreover, I ser­

iously question whether this results in increased accuracy. In regard to a


cost savings regarding repetitive coverage during different seasons, this


would not result in a cost savings but rather an added expense.
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(7) 	 -Regarding using Landsat data to select areas for mote detailed study, the


answer is yes. Again, this is difficult to quantify because it represents


the utilization of materials heretofore unavailable. This should be a


very significant factor in years ahead, when the imagery is more suited to 
geologic exploration.


(9) 	 No opinion.


I hope the foregoing information will be of some use to you in the days ahead. I


am sending under separate cover a copy of the letter referring to our Guatemala-

Mexico study.


Very truly yours, 
TROLLINGER GEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATES, INC.


William V. Trollinger 71WVT :wh 	 i 
OIL 	 CWfPANIES 
1. 	 Have you been using LANDSAT data in regional exploration studies? 
2. 	 DO you use only IANDSAT data for regional exploration studies or 
do you combine it with conventional methods such. as aerial 
photography, reconnaissance surface geology, and seismic surveys? 
3. 	 What cost savings in onshore geologic and geophysical (G&G) 
'operations is derived from this use of LANDSAT data over a 
totally conventional program? Would this represent a 35% 
savings for your company's onshore G&G operations? 
4. 	 Some IANDSAT users have found the following advantages: 
- scan large areas


- discern major structural and lithologic features


- see an area many times under different seasonal and


atmospheric conditions 
- improve existing interpretations of local areas 
- suppress a large anunt of distracting detail permitting 
subtle large scale differences to be defined 
- see an area in various forms of black and white, multi­
color, and multiple bands of infra red. -
Which of these features have you or would you find especially 
beneficial? Which are most related to cost savings? Why? 
5. 	 With conventional methods for regional exploration studies did 
you have to combine 'local data to get regional information? 
What percent of the G&G expense was associated with this 
combining? 
Did 	 you find a cost due to the inaccuracy of this method? 
6. 	 With conventional methods did you get G&G data on an area under 
different seasonal conditions? If not, have you found this 
IANDSAT feature an important factor for increasing accuracy? 
Could you place a cost savings on this increased accuracy? 
7. 	 Have you used LANDSAT data to choose optimal regions for


exploration? What percent efficiency have you found?


Can you assign a cost savings?


8. 	 Have you found LANDSAT data useful for new seismology techniques 
namely bright spot analysis? 
If yes can you assign a cost savings to this use of LANDSAT data? 
2 
9. If an acceleration in tne discovery rate of the existing 
petroleun stock would occur, do you think it would be 
beneficial for your ccnpany to increase its production rate? 
om 
L 	 TT-fl 
CITIES SERVICE O!L COMPANY 	 Exploration & Production Research 
Box 50A08, Tulso, Oklahoma 74150 
Telephone: 918-586-2211 
October 13, 1976


Ms. Barbara E. Williams


Code EK


National Aeronautics and Space Administration


Washington, D.C. 20037


Dear Ns. Williams:


First, I wish to apologize for this delayed response to the


questionnaire that you left with us during thb brief visit last sunmer,


regarding the utilization experience of Cities Service with Landsat data


for onshore geological and geophysical operations. Secondly, it should


be understood' that the following connents are my specific response to


the questions based upon a general knowledge of how the various explora­

tion groups inour worldwide operations view and use the Landsat data and


my personal opinion of how the data should be used, now and in the future.


We have used Landsat data, in standard product image format,


extensively for regional exploration studies since October, 1972. Whenever


possible, it is combined with as much "conventional" data as is available.


However, inmany of our foreign operations there is usually not a large


amount of conventional data already on hand. Inthose instances of poorly

known areas, a Landsat image mosaic is frequently the best.approach to


quick evaluation of a region, and this type of overview is very valuaole


both before and after an exploration concession is obtained. Regardless


of the relative amount of information on hand, a good image mosaic is an


excellent base map for planning of regional data acquisition and -subsequent


compilation of data to facilitate its integrated interpretation. The


resulting regional data base is a inecessary steo for the definiLion of


prospects that can then be subjected to the very expensive ground geophysical


follow-up that must occur to locate drillable targets.


We, like many Landsat users, find that the major advantage of the


imagery is the capability that itprovides to look at a large area of the


earth's surface in such a fashion as to suppress a great amount of distracting


detail thereby permitting the detection and mapping of major structural and


lithologic features. The information derived from this broad perspective


is then combined with conventional types of data, both regional and local
 

in scale, by means of a suitable geological hypothesis to develop new, or
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improve existing, interpretations cf more manageable local areas. To


get coverage of an equivalent area (13,000 sq. mi.) with standard air­

photos would involve a very large number of airphotos (approximately

2,000 photos per Landsat scene), and contracted data acquisition, print­

ing and mosaicking of this size survey would cost on the order of $75,000.00.


The required scale reduction to get that amount of photomosaic to a useable


size issuch that the inherent tonal variation and spatial distortion in


the final product renders itrelatively unuseable for the sort of study it


was intended, i.e., to show large, but subtle, features of geological signi­

ficance. Also, the time to develop the product to this stage can be inord­

inately long. The resulting high cost-to-benefit ratio has effectively

precluded the general usage of any large area photomosaics.


We know that multi-season coverage may offer more information


than a single look by detection of such changes as vegetation cover, soil


moisture and sun angle. Many clues of geological significance are transient


in nature because of these factors, yet the previously cited costs for an


airphoto survey make itunlikely that the clues will be sought after with


this tool. Whereas the increased amount of information from multi-season


airphoto coverage would probably not be sufficient to warrant the necessary

expenditure for it,the fact that repetitive Landsat data is available for


such a small price ($12.00 per scene) certainly behooves an explorationist


to exploit itfor any possible advantage.


The multi-spectral nature of the Landsat data is due similar con­

sideration to that of the multi-seasonal aspects for many of the same reasons.


The various views of the same scene that the multi-spectral data provides


will often yield considerably more information than any single view which


is possible. Of course, the same kind of data can be acquired by a multi­

camera airphoto survey, but the previously mentioned factors of cost,


mosaicking and scale reduction are seriously compounded by the increased


number of photographs that must be considered to do so.


Please note that airphotos and photomosaics have a definite,


functional place inmost exploration ventures, but they are not well-suited


to large region studies which are typically of a "reconnaissance" mode.


Conventional photogeologic studies should occur as the second step in the


exploration scheme to further reduce the size of areas selected for ground

Fdllow-up. I suggest that far too iiany users of Landsat data are technolo­
gically ignorant when they expect to do detailed photogeologic mapping with 
orbital altitude data. Toe unquestioned advantage of Landsat type imagery


is-the synoptic view that itprovides by suppressing much of the distracting

detail on the earth's surface, yet it is precisely that very same detail


which issought after in photogeolonic mapping. The point of this discussion


here is that neither satellite nor aircraft data are a replacement for one


another, but are indeed supplementary tools to be knowledgeably used for


distinctly different (altnough closely related) phases of exploration.
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For these reasons, to attempt a meaningful economic analysis


of direct Landsat-related costs and benefits such as this questionnaire


is seeking will be very difficult, to say the least, and inevitably mis­

leading in its implications and conclusions. For example, a multi-seasonal


(four times per year) regional reconnaissance study of a 13,000 sq. mi.


area would cost on the order of $300,000.00 for airphotos and $48.00 for


Landsat's multi-spectral images, i.e., an apparently tremendous cost savings


just in data acquisition by using Landsat data over a conventional program.


But, because of the long lead time, the cost, and the relative effectiveness


of the regional scale, the airphoto study would probably not be included


as part of a conventional reconnaissance program; therefore, the cost savings


are only illusory. Another extreme example would be one relating to foreign


operations where airphoto surveys are very costly or impossible to acquire


because of political expediency. In such an instance, Landsat data is the


only way to get regional reconnaissance structural infonation, and decisions


to bid or not to bid on exploration concessions costing millions of dollars


could be influenced by the information provided through a single Landsat


image which costs only $3.00.
 

Landsat data is just another tool, and as-such, it may be utilized


in various ways and with various effects. In some instances, it can be of


singularly beneficial use, e.g., for regional reconnaissance when it provides


significant data that is just not available from any other source for a


feasible price or in a practical time frame, and in other instances, it is
 

only of supplemental benefit, e.g., when used as a good base map for con­

ventional data compilation.


The EROS concept, and Landsat system(s), is a truly remarkable


venture that can only continue to grow and expand in its influence on how


we are to handle the challenge of providing the natural resources that are


so indispensable to the future. The benefits that have been derived to


date are, as I have tried to indicate above, extremely difficult to quantify


for precise assessment, but let there be no doubt that the program has made


many significant contributions to our efforts already. Cities Service is,


as most energy-exploration companies are, a large group of people with diverse


technical experiences and information requirements. Therefore, new concepts


and tools are all too frequently difficult to introduce and be readily


assimilated into the normal scheme of operations. So it has been with the


Landsat data, but we now feel that we have crosse(l Uhe recognition threshold

with a large portion of our people. We certainly have done so on a Company

philosophy basis as is witnessed by our moral, technical, and financial

commitment to the recently conceived Geosat Committee, which is itself

perhaps the most concTusive testimony of all in regard to the relevance

attached to the EROS program by industry. The information that explorationists

have been able to derive from the data content of the Landsat-l & -2 satellites

(which would be more appropriately named "Agrisat" because of their spectral


selections) has been very valuable in a dual consideration: first, it has


provided a practical method for seeing the regional picture that is so often


relevant to our task but was previously unavailable; and secondly, it has


served to merely indicate the vast potential that awaits to be tapped through
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systematic coverage of the earth's surface by sen~or systems that are
 

dedicated to, and spectrally tuned for, geological exploration purposes.


It is this latter considetation to which the Geosat program will address


itself. Our industry, as a whole, is sufficiently convinced regarding


the prospective utility of the EROS concept that we are willing to join


together in a loosely-knit, cooperative venture to define, reconanend, and


support implementation of changes to the system which are deemed to be


vitally necessary to fully realize the capabilities which have been envisioned


as the direct result of the Landsat program.


Two of these aspects should be briefly commented on here as I 
believe they are integral to a proper response to the original questionnaire.


The batch-processing method whereby the Landsat data is converted to a film


product for general public distribution often produces inadequate pictorial


rendition which prevents extraction of the full information level of the


data content, i.e., some of the images which could have played a measurable


role in our exploration activities didn't because the film products obtained


from EROS Data Center were severely lacking in tonal contrast which prevented


full spectral and spatial resolution fidelity for large geographic areas of


interest. Also, the specific spectral windows that have been sampled by


the Landsat MSS system, because of their location ano broad width, have not


permitted realization of the rock-type mapping capability for which we had


hoped.


The proposed specifications for the Thematic Mapper to be employed


in the Landsat Follow-on program appear to nold great promise towards alle­

viating many of the problems that we now face. It is our sincere desire


that the EROS program remain viable, and hope that it will accommodate the


improvements to be recommended by the Geosat Committee whenever possible so


that this new tool can be increasingly and constructively used to its fullest


extent for geological exploration in the future.


Very truly yours,


Paul G. Harrison


Senior Research Geophysicist


PGFH/msh
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UNTIL PRESENTED III-K 
BY WITNESS 
Statement of


Dr. 1I. LeRoy Scharon 
NL lndustries, Inc. 
Golden, Colorado 
before the 
Committee on Science and Technology


House of Representatives


Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:


It is with a sense of duty and responsibility that I speak


on behalf of NASA and its applications program and specif­

ically address my remarks to the value of Landsat to the


mineral exploration industry.


When one is constantly reminded of the statistics and


statements involving mineral discoveries, such as "today's


odds against finding a commercially exploitable metallic


orebody as 10,000 to 1," or, "the United States mineral


deposi .s have been exloited to the poLnt of no return,"


or, "the United State, has been a major importer of many 
raw materials ever since World War II," or "the rate of 
new discoveries and development of resources is declining 
for a wide range of minerals," one is tempted to become 
extremely pessimistic in the expected results of his 
exploration endeavors. But, as in the past, there is 
invariably some new technology that always comes to the 
forefront to change the atmosphere from one of pessimism 
to one of optimism. I personally, and I am confident that 
my associates in the task of mineral exploration, look 
upon that phase of NASA's total program, i.e., the Landsat 
epoch, as an important new technology that will and is 
minimizing that pessimism. 
NL Industries, although not exclusively a mining company,


is a corporation that uses many raw materials in its total


business program. As a result, NL does support a mineral


exploration group. This unit is dedicated to the discovery


of new mineral ources in a minimum of time and at a minimum


cost. We, therefore, are constanty monitoring new tech­

nology and new geological concepts and employ new technolgy


and new geological concepts when we can demonstrate they
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are applicable to our exploration programs. With all


modesty, I can assure you that the Landsat program,


even in its earlier stages, received not only our attention


as to its potential value, but was implemented into our


exploration program, where today it is an important and


essential element in our total mineral exploration efforts.


While not intending to oversimplify the basic concept of


mineral occurrences, it is stated that the chance of


finding a new mineral occurrence is based on three simple


conditions. First, one must identify a suitable host rock


in which minerals of economic quantity may be found. Second,


one must locate a favorable geological structure along which


and in which mineral sources may travel and be concentrated.


And third, one hopes to find actual presence of mineraliza­

tion. If all three conditions are present then the


potential for a major mineral discovery is high. Today,


however, in the United States it becomes necessary to carry


out mineral exploration in many instances, where none of


these criteria are visually evident but of necessity can


only be inferred. A large portion of exploration funds,


therefore, are expended establishing all of these concepts


before a hopefully successful exploration program can be
 

initiated.


The availability of Landsat imagery in its various forms


of black and white, multi-color, and multiple bands of


infra-red to the mineral exploration industry allows the


exploration geologist to scan areas of many thousands of


square miles and with his geological knowledge interpret


from these individual data and their many combinations,


structural features and in some cases actual preparation


of rock formations that may serve as host conditions for


the concentration of mineral occurrences. With these


interpretations at hand, a mineral exploration group has


been honed in to specific targets, not only in a diminished


time frame but also at the savings of many thousands of


dollars, preliminary to establishing a specific exploration


program.


One of the important advantages of Landsat imagery is


that the exploration geologist has the rate opportunity


over a span of time to see the area of interest not once
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but many times. Updated imagery reflects changes in


atmospheric conditions, diurnal changes, seasonal changes,


and in rare cases actual geological processes in action,


all of which may be very subtle, yet they enhance the 
qcoloq;t' s interprett Lions, resuitLn'j in ai more poS11ivc' 
commitment as to what he see': . As in .ll- indirect mineral 
exploration techniques, of which fandsat is an established 
entity, the success is a direct function of the user's


geologiccal knowledge.


Like any new technology, there are always stages of


improving or expounding upon the end results. In the case


of Landsat, and as a result of the involvement of the


geologists' use of same,, these enhancements are and will


be brought about. For example, Skylab photography enhanced


the usage and-ultimate interpretation of Landsat imagery


where coverage by both was available. The eventual


gathering of data through the inclusion of heat capacity


sensor mapping and the increase of multispectral scanner


technology, will enhance further the geologists' inter­

pretation of the three basic elements that determine the


loci of mineral concentrations. I would look for the


inclusion of a sensitive magnetometer in conjunction with


the Landsat imagery. These potential innovations could


assist immeasurably in the reversal of the genral gloom


that hangs as a shadow over the mineral discovery problem


in the United States.


So far I have been making rather generalized statements as


to the value of Landsat imagery to the mineral exploration


industry. Just how has NL Industries made use of Landsat


data? I shall make an attempt to elucidate, but due to


the proprietary nature of our efforts, I cannot be specific.


In one instance, by combining Skylab and Landsat imagery


over an area of several thousand square miles which has not


been mapped geologically we were able to reconstruct a


geological structural pattern of faults and infer geological


formations. Before sending a geologist into the field,


these data were used to identify loci where mineral


occurrences, if present, should be concentrated. From


a practical point of view, the time element was reduced from


a field reconnaissance of two years to several months.


This alone represents a saving to NL of several hundreds
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of thousands of dollars. If all the mineral exploration


units in the United States were to each have a similar


experience, which no doubt they have, then the savings


in r.ime and money may well be several factors of 10. 
In another case, which occurred in the United States, 
ob:;ervinq LandsaLt ii;iqry over a known mineral district, 
we observed through ,lieutilization of the infra-red 
bands, that one could interpret fracture patterns, not


evident at the surface, in which ore occurs at 1500-2000


feet below the surfa-e. Applying this technique over


another area where a similar host rock at depth is known


to exist, similar patterns in the infra-red bands were


evident. As a result, over an area extending some 200


miles east-west and 50 miles north-south, specific loci


were spotted, an explocation program initiated with a


considerable decrease in time and dollars spent, and I


might add with an exploration success. These are but


two examples. Do we consider our many applications success­

ful? I must answer, in all candor, that the answer is yes.


Occasionally throughout the world-wide mineral exploration 
industry spanning many hundreds of years, there will come 
some major breakthrough in technology thit enhances the 
discovery of natural resources. I look upon Landsat as 
the most important innovation to the mineral exploration


industry since the advent of the airborne magnetometer that


followed World War II. And just as this phase of remote­

sensing developed to its high degree of perfection, I pre­

dict that tandsat will experience the same high degree of


technology and practical use.
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CONUN|LJNICATZONS SATELLITE CORPORATION 
Dr. James C. Fletcher, Administrator


National Aeronautics and Space Administration


Washington, D- C. 20546


Dear Jim:


We are pleased to respond to your request of April 12, 1976


and the very informative briefing given by Ms. Barbara Williams
 

requesting our assistance in assessing the potential market for


the products and services from a prototype operational earth


resources system. We believe NASA's efforts in this respect


are timely and will help to further the application of this


interesting and useful technology.


To date, neither COMSAT nor COMSAT General has been engaged


in any business relating to the provision of earth resources data


products or information services. However, we have initiated
 

internal studies concerning earth resources systems for the


purpose of understanding the technology, its potential applica­

tions, and the extent of its current utilization. We also have


followed with considerable interest the effort, both domestic


and international, devoted to the study of the establishment of


an operational earth resources system.


Based on our studies, we believe there is insufficient user


demand at this time to justify an undertaking by commercial entities


to establish a total earth resources system including the space


segment. However, we believe the market for earth resources data


products and information services, both within the United States


and internationally, has not yet been fully developed. In this


context, we believe there are four major factors which would have


an impact on the development of the market for earth resources data


products and information services. The first factor is whether


potential users believe there will be an earth resources satellite


system continuously available in the future. A second factor is


the extent to which any internationally adopted treaty or statement


of principles relating to the acquisition or distribution of earth


resources data will restrict the datd products and information


services which can be provided to potential users. A third factor
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is the extent to which the data products and information services


provided to potential users can be expanded and delivered in a


more timely fashion. A final factor is the extent to wbich the


marketplace can be stimulated through aggressive marketing tech­

niques and services.


Since it does not appear feasible at this time for private


industry to undertake the establishment of an earth resources


satellite system, we believe the only alternative for the period


through the early 1980's is for the United States Government to


establish a prototype operational system. The commitment by the


Government to establish such a system is, we believe, an essential


first step in stimulating the utilization of earth resources data


products and information services. We also believe the Government


should take all action necessary to ensure that restrictions on


the data products and information services which could be provided


commercially from such data sources be kept to a minimum.


While we do not envision involvement of the private sector


at this time in the establishment of the space segment of an


operational earth resources satellite system, we do believe there


may be an appropriate role for a private company in the distribution


of data products and services to users, including the U. S. Govern­

ment, private industry and international entities. Given appropriate


business arrangements, the involvement of a private company in such


a function could result in the provision of more extensive data


products on a timely basis. It also would be likely that such a


company would engage in an aggressive campaign to develop the


market for earth resources data products. We recommend, therefore,


that consideration by NASA of the establishment of a prototype


operational system take into account the advantages achievable


through involvement of a private company in the distribution of


data products to users.


Finally, we wish to note the likelihood that a fully opera­

tional earth resources satellite system will involve substantial


international participation and cooperation. Given COMSAT's


experience and expertise in the definition, establishment, and


operation of satellite systems, we believe we could make a sub­

stantial contribution to any participation by the United States


in an international earth resources satellite system.


We appreciate this opportunity to present to you our views


with respect to consideration of the possible establishment of an


operational earth resources satellite system.


Sincerely,


Jbse h V. Charyk 
Zriii 
mo 
mla 
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS-
TECHNICAL COUNCIL ON AEROSPACE Action Copy to11nf o CO P Y to. . . . 
June 7, 1976 
 
Dr. James C. Fletcher, Administrator . .,L.-

National Aeronautics and Space Administration Headquarters -,,. for
Code A of 
Signature 01 ----Washington, D.C. 20546 
Dear Dr. Fletcher:
 

Enclosed please find the results of a survey conducted of 53 committees


in the American Society of Civil Engineering (ASCE) to identify


potential applications of aerospace technology in civil engineering.


This study was completed by the Technical Council on Aerospace (TCAS)


last year and'indicates that aerospace technology has wide application


in the civil engineering profession. Twenty-six of the thirty committees


that replied in the survey reflected a strong interest inaerospace


related technology primarily remote sensing by listing current and


potential applications in their technical areas.


The survey showed that civil engineers are actively involved in many areas


inwhich satellite imagery is being utilized, or has the potential of


being utilized, to economically and effectively provide the needs of


mankind, including: water resources planning, management and environmental


evaluation; ocean and coastal engineering; beach erosion and tidal inlets;


longshore sediment transport and currents; river basin planning, navi­

gation and flood control; regulation and stabilization of rivers; urban


transportation planning and operations; urban and regional land use


planning; extraterrestrial surveying and mapping; oceanographic and


hydrographic surveying and charting; hydro power project planning and


design; environmental effects of power projects; pipeline planning and


location; project planning and formulation for irrigation and drainage


systems; surface water supply and hydrology watershed management; weather


modification; sedimentation and erosion of rivers, waterways and reservoirs;


tidal hydraulics; highway planning and location; engineering geology; soil


surveys; rock mechanics; urban runoff; water pollution control planning;


environmental quality management; agricultural waste management; non point


waste sources; atmospheric pollution; environmental concerns of construction;


planning and location of offshore and onshore airports and environmental impact


analysis.


Civil engineers are traditionally involved in the planning., design,


construction, operation and maintenance of projects that provide a useful


service to mankind over an extended period of time. Project concepts are


often based on an understanding of natural forces and systems, historic
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records of natural events and changes that are occurring on the surface


of the earth. Space derived data presents the ability to obtain such


information and understanding that could not previously be achieved.


Data obtained through the LANDSAT Program demonstrates the capability of


advanced types of remote sensing devices to produce not only the


comprehensive data base needed for monitoring and management of our resources


and environment, but also specialized data needed for solving specific


localized problems. In order to estimate future changes or events, many
 

project designs are based upon historic records and the longer the period


of continuous LANDSAT imagery available the more valuable these data become.


The civil engineering comunity is just beginning to realize the full


potential of this new technology. Spectral and spacial resolutions have


been the major limitations of LANDSAT imagery to civil engineering


application; however, the proposed LANDSAT follow-on program with improved


sensors should overcome many of these limitations.


The TCAS was formed in 1971 with the following objectives: to stimulate


the interest of Civil Engineers employed in aerospace activity inASCE;


to coordinate aerospace related activities of the several divisions and


enhance the participation of Civil Engineers inthese activities; to


coordinate the activities of ASCE with other aerospace-oriented agencies


and professional organizations; and to review and respond to proposed


aerospace related legislation affectingCiVil Engineers. Interest in the


Council's activities has increased considerably since itwas formed and


the Council will become a Division in October, 1976. The Aerospace


Division will be one of 17 technical divisions in the 70,840 member ASCE
 

organization.


Iii consideration of the high potential foreseen for this program,


the Technical Council on Aerospace of the American Society of Civil


Engineers fully supports the LANDSAT program and recommends that the


program be continued.


Respedtfully submitted


Earl Kram ,r Cha'irman


Executive' Committee A~ oytCu
Actio n Copy -t-­
WPJ/ms 	 Info Copy to


copy to: 	 Mr. Russell L. Schweickart / ).,.2 s _-.--

NASA Headquarters


Director of User Affairs -NS 
Code EK Rcod - .... 
-- 7
Washington D.C. 20546 Suspense Date 
 
Prepare Reply for 
 /
Signature 	 of .......


AMERICAN OCIETYK IVLE GIER
MARC 
AERCNSOIEC Y ILO CIVIL AE 
TECHNICAL COUNCIL ON AEROSPACE 
July 1, 1975 
Final Report


on


Contacts with ASCE .Committees Concerning


Aerospace Related Applications in Civil Engineering


by


Interdi-vision and Interdisciplinary Coordination Cornittee


INTRODUCTION


To obtain information on potential applications of aerospace tech­

nology in Civil Engineering, the Interdivision and Interdisciplinary


Coordination Committee of the Technical Council on Aerospace wrote let­

ters to 53 ASCE Committees. The contact letter included three questions


on aerospace technology applications and are tabulated below:


1. 	 Does your comittee think that remote sensing or other aerospace


related tedhnology have potential application in your technical


area and if so, what applications do you consider the most pro­

mising?


2. 	 Do you know of any problems in your professional area currently


being solved utilizing aerospace related technology? If so,


could you provide the name of an ASCE member that we could con­

tact for additional information?


3. 	 Isyourcommittee planning any technical programs where remote


sensing or other aerospace related applications might be in­

cluded as a part of the program?


RESULTS


About 55 percent of the committees contacted responded to the let­

ter. The results are tabulated in Table 1. Twenty-six out of thirty


ASCE committees that replied reflected a strong interest in aerospace related


technology by listing potential applications in.their technical areas. About


half of thoseresponding knew of problems which are currently being solved


utilizing aerospace related technology. In reply to question 3, about


Table ]. Summary of Conittee Response


RESPONDING COMMITTEE QUESTIONSa


Response


2 3 
1. Envir. Effects of Power Projects + + ­
2, Hydro Power Planning and Design + 0 0 
-3. Planning 	and Economics 
 
4. Engineering Geology 	 + + 0


5. Envir. Concerns in Geotech. Engr. + + +


6. Extraterrestrial Sur. and Map. 	 + + 0 
7. Land Use 	Planning 	 + +


8. Control of Quality in Const. 	 + +


9. Exper. Analysis and Instru. 	 + ­
10. Properties of Materials + + +


1]. Water Resources Systems + 0 0


12. Water Resources Program Devel. 	 + 0 0


­13. WW, Harbors, and Coastal 	 + + 

14. Project 	Formul. Irrig. Drain 	 + + ­
15. Ag. Waste Management 	 + ­
16. Weather 	Modification 	 + + ­
­17. Water Resources Planning 	 + + 

18. Envir. Aspects of Urban Trans. + 	 ­
19. Water Pollution Control Plan 	 + 0 ­
20. Water Resources Operations 	 + 0 0


21. Urban Trans. Facilities 	 + +


22. Embankment Dams and Slopes 	 + 0


23. Pipeline Planning 	 + ­
24. Cartographic Surveying 	 + + 0


25. Ocean & 	Hydro. Survey & Chart. 	 + +


26. Watershed Management 	 4 + + 
27. I & D Surface Water 	 + + +


28. Research Council on Performance Struc. 0 0 0 
29. Joint Committee on Tall Bldgs. 	 - + 
30. 	 Urban Water Resources Research 	 0 0 0


TOTALS 	 28i) 5(-) 17(-)


17(+) 4(+)


a Code used: + positive response 	 2(0) 8(0) 9(0)


- negative response


0 neutral response


I' percent of the committees felt that the topic of aerospace related


applications could be included as part of their future technical programs.


A brief summary of the potential application listed in the response


to question 1 follows:


A. 	 Surveying and Mapping


1. 	 New systems for cartographic surveying.
 

2. Surveying and mapping applications can be applied in topographic


and thematic mapping, resources inventory, geodetic positioning,


land use classification and monitoring, satellite geodesy, and


mapping of other planets,


B. 	 Geotechnical


1. Terrain analysis, soils identification and construction materials


location.


2. 	 Identification of geological structural features that will affect


the foundations of large structures and groundwater flow.


3. 	 Soil property data acquisition from aim-dropped, remote recording
 

penetrometers or other projectiles. 
4. 	 Detection of geotechnical hazards such as faults and landslides.


5. Monitor stresses in existing pipelines crossing fault lines to


forecast earthquakes.


C. 	 Ocean and Coastal


1. 	 Satellite positioning at sea.


2. 	 Delineation of tidal datum boundaries.


3. 	 Wet lands identiffcation and mapping.


4. 	 Measuring water currents.


5. 	 Identification of internal waves, in the ocean.


6. 	 Wave patterns off the coast.
 

7. 	 Tracing plumes of eroded material from beaches.


D. 	 Water Resources


1. 	 Satellite communication links for data transmission.


2. 	 Data acquisition for modeling and optimization of water resources


systems.


3. 	 Forecast basin water yield and flood flows.


4. 	 Inventory snow cover and surface water bodies.


5. 	 Monitor regional and river system floods and inventory flooded


areas.


6. 	 Monitor sediment loads in streams.


7. 	 Evaluation of weather modification activities by remote sensing.


8. 	 Inventory of resources.


9. 	 Environmental data acquisition in project formulation for irrigation


and drainage systems.


10. Monitor water deficiencies in crops.


E. 	 Environmental Quality


1. Monitor point discharges of contamination and determine optimum


discharge points for water pollution management studies. Monitor


thermal patterns and conduct thermal pollution studies for power


plants.

2. 	 Monitor feed lot runoff and agricultural non-point sources.


3. 	 Assessing environmental impact.


4. 	 Inventorying and monitoring natural and man induced environmental


alterations.


5. 	 Monitor air pollution.


F. 	 Transportation, Power Plants and Pipelines


1. 	 Pipeline route selection and pipeline leak monitoring.


2. 	Transmission line corridor routing and power plant siting studies


by providing information on land use, terrain analysis, vegetation,


soils and other natural features.


3. Urban transportation studies including inventory of existing parking


facilities, usage studies of parking facilities, inventory of


street systems, usage studies of street systems and land use inventory.


In response to question 2, the following list of ASCE members were suggested


as follow-up contacts:


NAME 	 COMMITTEE MAKING RECOMMENDATION


1. Roy Hunt, Ward and Assocs. Environmental Concerns of Geotechnic


Engineering

2. 	 Robert B. McEwen, U.S.G.S. Extraterrestrial Surveying'and


Mapping

3. Charles K. Paul, J.P.L. Extraterrestrial Surveying and


Mapping


4. W.V. Hull, N.O.S-. Oceanographic and Hydrographic


Surveying and Charting
 

5. Hellmut H. Schmid, N.O.S. Extraterrestrial Surveying and


Mapping


6. 	 Merritt J. Bender, N.A.S.A. Extraterrestrial Surveying and


Mapping


7. 	 Donald Stafford, Clemson U. Land Use Planning

8. 	 Mel Martin, Corps of Engineers Quality Control of Construction


9. 	 Hsiang Wang, U. of Delaware Properties of Materials


10. Thorndike Salville, Jr., Corps Coastal Engineering

11. Rudy Savage, Corps of Engineers Coastal Engineering


12. George Watts, Corps of Engineers Coastal Engineering


13. Perry Davison, Federal Highway Urban Transportation Facilities


14. R.O. Hoffman, U. of Neb. 	 Irrigation and Drainage Surface Wate


15. D.L. Edwards, U. of Neb. 	 Irrigation and Drainage Surface Wate


16. C.C. Euckes, Nat. Resour. of Neb. Irrigation and Drainage Surface Wate


17. Frank Haws, Utah State U. 	 Irrigation and Drainage Surface Wate


18. Bob Hill, Utah State U. 	 Irrigation and Drainage Surface Wate


19. Dick Paulson, U.S.G.S. 	 Irrigation and Drainage Surface Wate


20. Bill Burkart, N.C.E.L. 	 Joint Conmittee on Tall Buildings


For addresses and phone numbers the reader is referred to the AS(E Dir,,t'.


DISCUSSION


The Surveying and Mapping profession has been actively involved in


aerospace technology ever since the first U.S. satellite was launched.


Photogrammetry is the classic and well-developed example of remote sens­

ing. Generally speaking there are the following major areas of applica­

tion in surveying and mapping: topographic and thematic mapping resources


inventory, land use classification, satellite geodesy and mapping of other


planets such as the moon, Mars and Venus. Space programs which have ac­

quired data by several sensors has provided information on a research basis


to Civil Engineers and others engaged in mapping.


Low level aerial photography has application in the planning and design


of transportation and particularly parking facilities in the following 
areas: (a)inventory of existing parking facilities, (b)usage studies 
of parking facilities, (c)inventory of street systems, usage studies of 
the street systems-and (d)land use inventory. These techniques appear to 
have particular application in smaller metropolitan areas which do not have 
extensive multilevel parking or office buildings. 
Several promising applications in geotechnical engineering include


terrain analysis for site development, landform analysis, identification


and delineation of surficial soil types, and detection of geotechnical


hazards such as sinkholes and solution channels, seepage zones, faults,


and landslides. Soil property data can be acquired from air-dropped


remote-recording, penetrometers or other projectiles.
 

Remote sensing has the capability of providing aerial coverage of a


wide area on a timely basis at a relatively low cost. It offers several


applications in electric power transmission line corridor routing, pipe­

line planning, and power plant siting studies. Color, color infrared,


black and white infrared, and black and white photography can be utilized


for classification of existing land use, terrain analysis, vegetation in­

ventory, soil surveys and the analysis of other natural features, It was


also suggested that ERTS color composites tan be used in the initial stages


of power plant site selection to provide coverage of a large search area.


After the plant is in operation remote sensing can be used to monitor air­

borne waste discharges from the stacks and thermal discharges into receiving


waters such as rivers, lakes and estuaries. The data thus obtained can


help improve mathematical modeling resulting in more accurate predictions
 

of future discharges.


Remote sensing and other aerospace related techniques have a great


potential and to some extent have been used in the field of waterre­

sources planning and management. The Water Resources Systems Committee


has identified that data availability may be a limiting factor in the


use of water resources systems techniques including modeling and opti­

mization. Remote sensing may be able to provide the additional data
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needed for these complex models. Project formulation for irrigation and


drainage systems require topographic and soil maps at various scales


which have been compiled with the aid of aerial photography. ERTS imagery


is currently being utilized to inventory irrigation in Nebraska. Watershed


management requires inventory of vegetation, geologic resources, snow cover,


flooded areas, and surface water bodies. Along with this is also the moni­

toring of land use changes which occur in the watershed.


Potential application of reservoir-projects include reservoir sediment


surveys, determination of groundwater seepage from reservoirs, materials


survey for construction materials, studies of wave action to determine the


effects of Weather conditions and reservoir geometry, monitoring of water­

sheds for advanced forecasting of river floods and water flows, and identi­

fication of slide areas in reservoirs,


Itwas the feeling of several committees that remote sensing has a


tremendous potential in many environmental activities. Aerial photo­

graphy is a valuable tool inwater pollution control activities such as


monitoring the ambient environment for unknown accidental spillage or


illegal point source discharges. Water pollution control planning acti­

vities could berefit greatly in the context of better determination of


optimum discharge points, assessing environmental impact from the physical,


chemical and biological standpoint and inventorying natural and man induced


environmental alterations. In project planning phase planning, remote


sensing techniques are used to obtain environmental data for consideration


in project development. Data communication links provided by satellites


will become important for transmitting large volumes of environmental data.


There are many tried and potential usages of remote sensing in ocean­

ography such as identifying flow patterns, delineation of tidal datum plane


boundaries, wetlands identification, internal waves identification by ERTS


imagery, satellite positioning and coastal erosion studies. In general a


major problem is to extropolate from almost an instant in time to a general­

ized understanding of the system.


A single ERTS frame has an areal coverage approximately square 100


miles on each side. The spatial resolution is approximately one acre.


ERTS imagery has been precision-processed to nationl map accuracy of


1:250,000 scale maps. One chairman stated that the satellite ERTS is


a technology looking for a home and that the major limitation in utili­

zation of ERTS imagery-is the resolution. Another chairman reported that


the two limiting factors, in the utilization of aerospace technology which


must be addressed are dollar limitations and the transfer of technclogy


on uses and applications.


CONCLUSIONS


Civil Engineers are strongly interested in aerospace related tech­
nology that has potential application in their field. Most Civil Engin­
eers responding to the questionnaire were aware of potential applications
of remote sensing to their field but in general were not aware of other 
aerospace related technology that might have application in their field.


It appears that the utilization of aerospace technology in Civil Engin­

eering other than remote sensing is being restricted by poor communication


between disciplines.


RECOMMENDATION


In order to advance the transfer of aerospace technology to Civil


Engineering, it is recommended IICC develop service reports to other


ASCE divisions on selected areas of aerospace technology which appears


to have potential application such as:


1. 	 Application of program management as developed by aerospace


industry to Civil Engineering construction. Coordinate this


activity with the Construction Division.


2. 	 Application of stress analysis computer programs developed for


aerospace industry to structural analysis for Civil Engineers.


Coordinate this activity with the Technical Council on Computer


Practices and Structural Division.


3. 	 Application of data collection, transmission and processing


technology to Water Resources and Environmental Engineering.


Coordinate this activity with Water Resourcds Council and


Environmental Engineering Division.
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Miguel Diaz-Gonzalez, Chairman 	 W. David Carrier, III, Member


E.G. Anderson, Member 	 Allen F. Flanders, Member 
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BP ALASKA EXPLORATION INC. III-N 
100 Pine Street. San Francisco. California 94111. Telephone (415) 445-9400 
EXP-NS-761/1l


November 10, 1976


Dr. Martin Swetnick


Headquarters, Code ERR


National Aeronautics and


Space Administration


Washington, D. C. 20546


Dear Dr. Swetnick:


As you are aware, BP Alaska Exploration Inc. (BPAE) is an


original participant in the recently completed Alaska Oil and


Gas Association (AOGA) Arctic Research Subcommittee project #26,


"Sea ice conditions in the Beaufort Sea derived from four years

of Landsat satellite data." This study was carried out by En­

vironmental Research and Technology, Inc. (ERT) from their Con­

cord, Massachusetts, office. Jim Barnes of ERT has already


written to you (28 September 1976) oultining the scope of the


study. I understand that more specific information on how indus­

try uses sea-ice satellite data would be helpful to your office


for planning on-going and future satellite programmes. Some


present and possible future BPAE uses for such data are outlined


below.


My own responsibility within BPAE is to define methods for,


and estimate the cost of, oil and gas exploration and production


operations in prospective U.S. offshore areas. In the Arctic


and Bering Sea, this effort also requires original engineering


research and a detailed understanding of the operating environ­

ment. Satellite imagery is particularly useful in this respect,


notwithstanding known limitations of the present systems with


regard to continuity of coverage, lack of visibility at night


and through fog and cloud, and degree of definition.


Even a brief reference to the Proceedings of the Arctic


Institute of North America Symposium on Beaufort Sea Coast and


Shelf Research (1974) establishes how fundamental satellite


imagery has been in determining present engineering understanding


of the Arctic offshore environment. Some particularly relevant


papers presented at this symposium include!


"Morphology of the Beaufort Sea Shorefast ice" by


W. J. Stringer, Geophysical Institute, University


of Alaska.
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"Ice forecasting in the Beaufort Sea" by William S.


Dehn, Sea Ice Corporation, Md.


"Potential use of satellite infrared data for ice


thickness mapping" by Leonard A. LeSchack, Develop­

ment and Resources Transportation Company, Md.


"Analysis of shear zone ice deformation in the Beau­

fort Sea using satellite imagery" by W. D. Hibler


et al. of CRPEL.


"Sea ice as a geologic agent on the Beaufort Sea


Shelf of Alaska" by Erk Reimnitz and Peter Barnes,


USGS, Menlo Park, Ca.
 

Perhaps because Menlo Park is so close to BPAE's own San


Francisco office, 1 have had several discussions with Reimnitz


and Barnes on their Beaufort Sea work. Their ongoing use of


satellite imagery is a typical example of the direct benefit to


industry of the Landsat and other programmes.


AOGA project #26 was initiated to codify available satellite


sea-ice data into the most suitable form for industry to use dur­

ing pre-lease sale evaluation and preliminary planning of offshore


operations in the area of the upcoming State/Federal lease sale


between the Colville and Canning Rivers. The report is well done.


As a result, BPAE and some other companies have discussed with ERT


preliminary specifications for a similar effort in the Bering Sea.


The urgency with which industry continues to treat this area will


depend upon the revised OCS lease sale schedules which should be


published shortly. However, consideration of some preliminary


requirements for this study will show typical uses of satellite


sea ice data to best advantage. My own comments to Jim Barnes


on requirements for a Bering Sea study of sea-ice conditions


based upon satellite data include the following points:


1. Present published data have concentrated on mapping


sea-ice conditions in the Bering/Chukchi seas from


the requirements of marine navigation.


2. The Arctec study, "Feasibility study of Bering/


Chukchi Seas production and marine transportation
 

system" (AOGA project #25 for which ERT analyzed
 

the satellite imagery) improves upon published data


with regard to extent of ice coverage, but concen­

trates upon the operation of crude oil tankers on


a year-round basis and optimum siting of possible


terminal locations.


3. 	 There are no adequate data available on ice condi­

tions, ice features, and general ice movement over


the whole area which can be used for preliminary


evaluation of the type of development facilities


which will be required offshore, and for outline


design and costing of fixed production platforms,


etc. This is the specific data gap the (proposed)


study should fill.


4. 	 The study should cover all prospective OCS sale


areas in the Bering/Chukchi Sea. The St. Georges


Basin should be included despite Marathon's pro­

posal for a satellite interpretation programme


aimed specifically at this location. The ERT


study should be comprehensive and definitive for


the whole Bering Sea.


5. 	 Specific questions to which answers should be


obtained include:


a. 	 In which areas is the ice comparatively sta­

tionary, and in which areas is significant


motion observed from time to time?


b. 	 In which areas is the ice sheet comparatively


undeformed; where do significant ice features


occur, what are these, how do they move?


c. 	 Specific imagery and consideration of the edge


(10 to 20-mile band) of the ice sheet as it


advances and retreats seasonally. This is


required, as a basis for further study to de­

termine the possible effects of ice floes im­

pacting under storm conditions with fixed


platform structures, and to evolve most suit­

able fixed platform designs and protective


measures. In the end, the data on average


and extreme edges of the ice sheet will be


related to expected wave height occurrences


on a month-by-month basis from October


through May, although this is well beyond


the scope of the present study. It may prove


necessary to adjust the distance from the ice


edge considered, as this will be a function


of the different wave height dampening effects


of different degrees of ice coverage. In view


of the low degree of definition available from


satellite imagery (based upon AOGA project #26,


500 	 m seems to represent the lower limit of


positively identifiable floes considering the


resolution capabilities of the Landsat MSS


sensor), a follow on project using U2 (if


available) or other photographic data may also


be required.
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d. Inasfar as it is essential to an understanding


of the whole seasonal process, and compliments


such work as the proposed University of Alaska


radar ice movement station in the Bering


Straight, how does the ice move and deform


in the immediate Bering Straight area?


e. One important consideration might be to con­

sider changes in ice conditions, ice movement,


etc., in each prospective area on a seasonal


basis.


f. Any easy observations which can be made relat­

ing ice movements, ice coverage, etc., to


currents, winds, and sea conditions occurring


at the times of observation; also to the pre­

dominant wind/current conditions and signifi­

cant deviations from the same.


Summarizing the general pre-lease sale requirement, as indus­

try considers each new Arctic area, analysis of sea ice conditions


using satellite imagery will be required. More detailed photo­

graphic studies (such as the U2 flights over Prudhoe Bay) will


follow, as these give better definition of small ice floes and
 

features. Low altitude photographic and on ice surveys are needed


for final local control. With ongoing development of the U.S. oil


industry's Arctic offshore engineering capability over the next
 

few years, satellite imagery with only limited local control will


more and more become sufficient for pre-lease evaluation of Arctic


offshore areas.


In this respect, you will already be aware that the Universi­

ty of Alaska and BLM/NOAA Alaska Outer Continental Shelf Environ­

mental Assessment Program (OCSEAP) both have ongoing and proposed


studies which use sea-ice data obtained from satellite imagery.


These include:


"Study of climatic effects on fast ice extent and


its seasonal decay along the Beaufort Sea coast,"


Roger G. Barry, University of Colorado. OCSEAP


research unit #244.


"Morphology of Bering near shore ice conditions by


means of satellite and aerial remote sensing,"


W. J. Stringer, University of Alaska. OCSEAP


resarch unit #257.
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"Operation of an Alaskan facility for application

of remote-sensing data to OCS studies," Albert E.


Belon, University of Alaska. OCSEAP research


unit #267.


In addition, William Stringer has carried out useful work on syn­

optic morphology and dynamics of shorefast ice in the Beaufort


Sea; and Gerd Wendler, also of the University of Alaska, has in­

vestigated causes of unusual sea-ice conditions in the Beaufort


Sea during summer 1975. This is particularly interesting as


Wendler relates synoptic meteorological data to sea-ice condi­

tions off the North Slope. If Wendler develops his work further,


to forecast movement of the edge of the pack ice during the sum­

mer open water season several days in advance, such a combined


use of meteorological and satellite data will be extremely useful


to industry when offshore exploration and construction operations


start in the Alaskan Beaufort Sea. The development and optimum


use of such a forecasting model will require the ability to read


future Landsat imagery in near real time. Additional uses of


satellite observations during Arctic offshore operations, for


instance for optimum routing of barge convoys, or when operating

dredges or other floating equipment beyond the barrier islands


during the sumner open water season, are likely to remain limited


until more continuous satellite coverage is available on a real


time basis. The cost-effectiveness of providing such service,


compared with the present system of observations from spotter air­

craft, will require careful evaluation.


The two principal limitations of present satellite data for


my own requirements are lack of resolution and lack of winter


observations. It appears difficult to determine size and distri­

bution of floes smaller than 500 m across. More detail may not


be required in the Alaskan Beaufort Sea where movement and defor­

mations of solid sheet ice, pressure ridges, etc., present the


worst offshore design conditions. For the Bering Sea a distribu­

tion analysis of the sizes down to 10 m will finally be needed


to establish limiting operating conditions at the edge of the


pack for floating exploration rigs, and to determine fixed off­

shore platform design criteria in areas of open pack ice. It is


also difficult to build up a complete picture of sea-ice condi­

tions with the present gap in Landsat imagery from early October


through early April due to darkness. Particularly in nearshore


Arctic areas, ice movement could be at a maximum during this


winter period. Lack of winter observations may also limit the


overall usefulness of satellite imagery in some Bering Sea areas.


I hope the above explanations are helpful and explain in


greater detail some present industry uses of sea-ice data ob­

tained from satellite imagery. Such uses, both in the pre-lease
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sale 	 phase and when projected into possible future operational


requirements, are perhaps most analogous to the established


engineering and meteorological need for synoptic weather charts.


Both give general situations over large areas; both are neces­

sary for a proper understanding and interpretation of local con­

ditions; both are obtained directly from broadly based environ­

mental data gathering programmes funded by the Federal Government.


My direct telephone line in San Francisco is (415) 445-9524.


I shall be happy to answer any further questions you may have or


discuss items of particular interest in greater detail.


Yours sincerely,


Cyril E. Arney


CEA/ep


cc: 	 J. Barnes ERT


AOGA project #26 participants
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SUZJECT: Lithimtz and tie Significance 
Discovery at Salar De Uyuni, 
of the Landsat-Contributed 
tolivia 
R1:r (1) litlim 
Year 2000, 
Resources 
conference 
and Reguirenents 
sponsored by the 
by 
US 
the 
Geological Survey Litium E=3ioration Croup,
January 22-24, 1976, Green Center Auditoriun, 
Colorado School of Mines, Golden, Corlorado 
(2) Carter, i. D., owalik, W. S., and Brockrzann, C., 
"!lapping Andean Salar Deposits by Landnat Radiance 
Values," paper presented at the XIX Plenary Meting 
of COSPAR, Philadelphia, PA, June 3-19, 1976 
(3) Telephone conversations With Doug Carter of USGS 
I;UCL: (l) Colore.; Processed Landsat Product 
(2) Color Table for Landsat Product 
(3) Reflectance Curves of Salar Classes 
(4) Lithium - nature's Lightest etal, US 
Departnent of the Interior Geological Survey 
11,-75-27 
Significance of Prospective Andean Salar Lithiun rind 
The most inportant present sources of lithium are the 
Tin-Spodizeee Belt, North Carolina; Clayton Valley, Nevada; 
zikita Tinfilds, Rhodesia; Preissac-Lacorne District, Quebec; 
1ternic Lake District, Manitoba; Sreat Salt Lake, Utah; 
Salar De Atacama, Chile; and, llanono-itotolo District, Zaire. 
Jaries Vine of the USGS, Denver, claims that in the future, 
the best chance of finding new deposits of lithium is in
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association with non-marine salt blolden. Areas with borates 
and nitrates (like Salar Do Atacama, presently being worked 
by the multi-national Foote Co.) in non-marine basins of


Tettiary Aqe contain lithium in elastic rocks, volcanic ashes, 
clays, and magnesium-rich carbonate rocks. Once dissolved 
in these materials, lithim tends to remain in solution in 
residual brines, even after evaporative concentration and


precipitation of the salts of soditum, potassium, and magnesium.
Brines associated with these evaporative minerals may contain 
as much as 1,000 times more lithium than sea water. 
Rence, the present interest in the Central Andean Salars as 
possible new sources of lithium. reorge Erickson of the 
USGS has begun to concentrate his lithium exploration 
efforts in the salars and nitrate deposits of northern


Chile, western Bolivia, and northwest Argentina. To provide


you a perspective of lithium concentrations which are 
economical to mine, most nitrate ores generally contain 20-50 
mg/liter of lithium, most Chile Andean salars contain 200 mg/l
lithium, and the famous Salar De Atacana contains brine 
having up to 1,000 mg/l of lithium. Thus, for several years,
geologists have been eyeing the brines of tho Salar De Uyuni 
in 2olivia. This Salar is big, vehicle access is difficult, 
and the nationalized mining interests in Bolivia have all 
discouraged adequate exploration of Uyuni. The only active 
mining presently in the area is hand shoveling for salt 
near Colchani. In the past, silver ores have been processed


at Uyuni. The samples taken from Uyuni as 
Landsat analysis are startlingly revealing 
tions ranging from 600 to 2,300 mg/l. 
a result of the 
lititn concentra-
The Landsat Contribution 
In recent years, Bruce Smith and Don Mabey of the USCS in 
Denver have been exploiting gravity and electrical surveys
and geophysical, seismic, and remote sensing techniques for 
the exploration of lithium. Doug Carter made the major

breakthrough in directing ground surveys for lithiun in


Uyuni after Image 100 analysis of Landsat CCT's of the white


salt structures which generally saturate the Landsat images.


The results of the analysis is the Landsat processed scene


(Enclosure 1) and its color code table (Enclosure 2). A 
supervised cluster analysis of Landsat CCT's based on the 
reflectance classes (Enclosure 3) provided the reflectance 
classes shown in Enclosure 1. These classes, by the way, 
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have been shown to correspond with previously rapned surface 
units frort aerial photography and correlative field data from 
Uyuni. Landsat analysis was generally significant in breaking 
out, for a large area, the water, salt brine, an, dry salt 
tihemes for Valar Do tiyuni. Doug feels that some of the


nore subtle color differences (not classified in Enclosure 1,


but existing in the Landsat digital data) may be due to


surface roughness characteristics caused by dry, salt beds


and their associated uniform linear fracture patterns with


inlaid salt ridges. The regional checherboard fractures


and ridges vary sufficiently to have been felt by Doug as his


ground vehicle went from one fracture pattern to another.


Doug and his crew visited Salar De Uyuni in late April 1976.


!wenty-two samples were taken at 10 kr intervals along a


138 km line westward from the torn of calchani across the


Salar. The upper 10 cm of salt surface wdercollected at


each site and two surface water san-.)ies were taken where


available. Chemical. analyses of these sanples shov very


:iiah concentrations of both lithiurm and .potassilm", as


mentioned above for the lithitum concentrations. As a result,


the Bolivian governn-ent announced the finding of lithium in


Salar De Uyuni on July 3C, 1976. Doug is returning to


Uyuni with two of his geologists this Scpterler to locate


:ore brine deposits for ground saxpIInq. le plans this


year to con.tinue analyzing Landsat scenes at various seasons


to identify salar brines in depressions where the water cover 
varies fro. 0 to 70% (depending on the season). lie hones to 
find correlations between very subtle contrast differences on 
the Landsat scenes and lit i um concentrations in te brines. 
Lithium as a flosource 
The United States exports 24% of its total lithium production. 
17e are the largest producer of lithitm in the world, and 
we exceeded Russia in total production of this resource for 
the last three yoars. Only three US companies nroduce 
primary lithiom products. The total US annual production 
capacity is 5,000 tons of contained lithiwm, over 70% of 
thle world total of G,900 tons. 
Although ulobal coisinption is not expected to catch up with 
nroduction of lithium for twenty years, there are two future 
technologies whlich consume lithiuml at rates w.Jhich, concern 
geologists and which ;ill begin to seriously deplete global 
lithium resources by the turn of tie century. These tech­
nolog-ies ar-e the lithinM-aluninurn/iron sulfide battery andl 
the fusion power reactor. 
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Lithium batteries are presently under development at thie


Argonne National Laboratory. Their application for the


electric utility industry is off peak-load electrical storage,


and for the private consuner the electric vehicle. The


battery is e-pect-ed to come into corwercial use around 1985.


tty the year 2,000, 30% of US electric consuarption is expected


to be sunplied by off peak energy storage batteries. 
Eighteen million electric vehicles are projected so that 
by the year 2,000, the lithium demand will catch up to the 
present estimate of reserves.


The fusion reactor et-loys a reaction between deuterina and


tritium. Deuteritm is obtained in large quantities from


water; tritium, however, is not an abundant isotope of


hydrogen. ThIs, tritim is produced by fusion neutrons


bombarding litiun. The first demonstration of the fusion


reactor is planned for 1997-1998, comercial production is


planned for 2007-2008.


If these two technologies develop as planned, the i-portance


of discoverina n-w lithium sources cannot be overstated and


the capability of Landsat to locate brines in salt flats


indicative of hiqh concentrations of lithiun has been


demonstrated in the Salar De Ayuni. If the USGS can quanti­

tatively make positive correlations between Landsat spectral


differences and lithimn concentrations in brines, they will


have made a fandantental contribution to neq future energy 
source identification and a significant verification of


satellite remote sensing capability to locate these sources. 
Charles 1'K. Paul 
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between the a ; Qyiin of Research andCddeiri; Scnentific 
Technology and tho . S - ;Ltional ScIa,c Poundation and 
Nqational Aeronautics AuLd S, ce Ami.ilstratio,, (NASA), the 
satellite images from NASA LAN)..T were used to make it 
possible for Egypt tO CILSCOfJIe new areas OF iron-ore depoic 
at the Western Desert along the wle Valley. The areas dis­
covered are in the piovinces of Fayourm, Beny Sweif and Mtanya, 
a a distance of ait,out 160 lm Proi the Nile Valley: 
These deposits will assure large quantities i ore vitally 
needed for the planned :pansion or iron and steel produ-cion 
in Egypt,especially that these new deposits are the closest ever 
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The techniques used rtepresent some of the most advanced 
technological developme(rs where_images gathered by modern 
electronic technilues f.Ow satellites and aircrafts were used. 
Remote Sensing Project Direcror, Dr. Abdel-Hady, and Dr. 
El-Shazly, Director (o the gjological group in the project and 
Director of tN.e i]coloq3; ,'pL. of tna Atomic Energy Establishment 
ti- oiboth emphasized he , LI-uce the discovery on the future 
development of the thw- j 1rlo.'los of il Payoum, Beni Sweif and 
Menya, in Winci tR:" o-.w it n. located. 
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USE OF LANDSAT IMAGERY BY BECHTEL, INC. FOR ENGINEERING GEOLOGY


Introduction


The Geology group of Bechtel has routinely used aerial photography


in our field investigations since the group started. We began using


satellite imagery as soon as itwas made available to the public,


and in 1973, our usage increased to the point where it became necessary


to set up a standing account with EROS Data Center. Since January,


1974, we have ordered $3,000 worth of imagery through our standing
 

account. We order a variety of products from EROS, but the following


discussion deals only with our usage of ERTS-LANDSAT imagery.


Applications


Bechtel's Geology staff provides geological services to the Bechtel


Group of Companies both in the U.S. and worldwide. We perform


'engineering geology investigations for a variety of construction


projects, including nuclear and fossil fuel power plants, dams and hydro­

electric projects, highways, pipelines, industrial complexes, airports,


telecommunications projects, mining facilities, etc.


Depending on the type of project, the geographic area involved ranges


from a few acres to hundreds of square-miles. Often, it takes only


one LANDSAT scene to cover a project-area and at other times (particularly


with pipeline or highway routes) the project may require as many as fifty.


Since the beginning of 1975, our project work has shifted emphasis from


domestic areas to foreign countries. This means that LANDSAT imagery has


become even more vital to us, since LANDSAT imagery is often the only


type of imagery readily available for a foreign area.


We still rely on visual interpretation of our satellite imagery. We


feel that automated enhancement and classification programs are not


yet cost effective for our geological project work. Remote sensing


investigations are just one tool that we use in our engineering geology


investigations, and there isn't justification to spend the money or


time required by these programs, for just one phase of our work.


We use LANDSAT imagery in three different ways: for presentation
 

purposes, for derivation of data from the images, and for reconnaissance


work.


LANDSAT imagery is used often for client presentations and project


meetings. It seems to impress people and has an immediate impact.


Mosaics are often constructed (for a multi-image area) and sites are


labeled on it. It is very useful for orienting people, and in pointing


out geomorphological features.


When projects require it,we do lineament studies of LANDSAT imagery,


that is,we use the imagery to derive geological data. Lineaments


are objectively located on the imagery, then are compared with topo­

graphic, geologic, structural and hydrogeologic maps to check for


correlations with various features. Those lineaments representing


cultural features are eliminated, and the remaining lineaments are usually


related to geological features in some way. Lineaments can sometimes


be the surface manifestation of faults, so suspicious lineaments are


field checked-whenever possible. Lineament studies are most useful to


us in analyzing the geologic structure of an area.


We also use LANDSAT imagery for reconnaissance geologic work. Examining


LANDSAT imagery in the preliminary stages of a project can help to


narrow down the field reconnaissance to specific areas, and so saves


field time. It helps us inlocating large outcrops (on a regional


basis) or at least open terrain. Areas of lineament intersections may


indicate specific problem areas to be investigated.


Product Statistics


The attached table shows the types of products we have ordered since


1974.


The 1:500,000 is the most workable scale and is most often used for


lineament studies. We also use the 1:1,000,000 scale heavily, but this


is usually when we are working with a mosaic of many LANDSAT images.


Af first we routinely ordered one scene in each band, but we've found


over a period of time that bands 4 and 6 were not really that helpful


to us, and so we currently order bands 5 and 7 only. Our use of color


has increased, largely due to the increased use of LANDSAT for presenta­

tion purposes. For derivation of data and geological comparisons,


b and w bands 5 and 7 are slightly more useful.


The table also shows the total spent each year on imagery. In the


first half of this year, we have already spent an amount nearly equal


to annual expenditures of the previous year. We are ordering more


imagery and we anticipate this trend to continue.


Limitations of Data


Unfortunately, LANDSAT imagery cannot be used indirect geological


mapping. No direct correlation can be made between geological formations


and tonal signatures on the imagery. Geological features express them­

selves in a wide range of the electromagnetic spectrum, including the


thermal infrared and radar bands. The current 0.5 - l.lpm doesn't


yield much direct geological information; it ismore suited to


agriculture-forestry applications.


The resolution of LANDSAT also creates problems for geologists. We


can only use LANDSAT for regional studies; the 60 km resolution prevents


us from using it for site-specific geological investigations.


The lack of stereo creates problems in identifying terrain features,


and inlocating linear features.


Our Future Needs


In terms of available coverage, the quantity and quality of coverage


of foreign areas needs to be increased. Our future work will require


more extensive studies of foreign areas.


Also, if turnaround time from EROS Data Center could be improved,


itwould facilitate more efficient use of imagery, and would better


meet the demands of our often hectic work schedule.


Suggested Improvements


Expansion of the spectral sensitivity to include a thermal infrared


and radar band would increase geologic applications. Also, increased


resolution in these and existing bands would enable us to use imagery


inmore site-specific investigations. Addition of stereo would make


itmuch easier to use LANDSAT for geologic purposes.


Total ,Purchased 
 
SCALES


1:250,000 
 
1:500,000 
 
1:1,000,000 
 
1:3,369,000 
 
BANDS


4 
5 
 
6 
 
7 
 
Color 
 
TABLE I


1974 
 
$1044.00 
 
# SCENES 
 
2 
 
61' 
 
3 
 
0 
 
0 
16 
 
13 
 
36 
 
6 
 
1975 1976 to date 
$995.00 $845.00 
# SCENES # SCENES 
5 3 
26 20 
80 16 
20 0 
5 0 
38 13 
31 1 
37 10 
20 17 
U~~KU2- V-fl 
c~tncc,4 agosto 1976 
Dear Mr. Frutkin,


as an entity participating in the Landsat programme 
we had opportunities in the past to discuss with you the future of


the Landsat programme and the importance of providing the community 
of users with a continous flow of satellite data.


The extensive life of Landsat 1 and 2 and the advan 
ced progress on Landsat C are certainly very encouraging developments


as they provide a more solid background than originally expected to


our effort in the earth segment of this experimental programme.


In our current planning we regard Landsat C as a corn 
iletion of the experimental phase when the satellite data have pro ­

ved to be professional tools and moreover models and algorithms have


been developed for interaction with other sources of data and for fi­

nal information extraction.


Then Landsat D, now envisaged for the first half of 
1981, with a higher resolution and an advanced thematic mapper , can 
regarded as the first truly operational satellite. Consequently also


the work done in the previous phase will have to be up-graded to


reach an operational level and quality, thus completing the effort of


all involved.


This scheme isparticularly applicable to the management


of the renewable resources and mainly to agricolture where the gene­

ral attention has already focused.


I thought of sharing these thoughts with you about the


continuing interest we are placing on Landsat D programme and to confirm


how much we would appreciate it to be kept abreast with any new deve­

lopment in the technical and economic definition of it. 
I will be glad to enlarge on this subject at the next


suitable occasion either inWashington or over here.


Cordially yours,


(Pietro Ma arati)


Mr. A. Frutkin 
Assistant Administrator 
for International Affairs 
IV-E
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OF POOR QUAr 
Dear Jim:


With the recent publication of the L, ,-I'AT Inrex Atdan of the Dcwrlg). 
Countrion of the World, which I a attaching,I thought i would. also brin,- you 
up-to-date on some of the major World Bank activities involving Lnndcsgt driata. h, 
Atlas was published by the two Divisions in th6 Dank, the Cartographic lijviajori of 
the JAciinistrative Servi cs Department and the Economic and itesource 1] vie,,toI of 
the Agriculture and Rural Develoment Department which are now utilizin, NAf;A's 
t'ager;I on a daily Lasis. It will be tranlated into French, Spaninsh, Ara,c inI 
a -dely distributed overseas to facilitate the user in ordering tapes or tf,:',, r, 
and to help make the developing countries more aware of elstinlg cov.rl-,,". AJlth)I'I'-h 
1,500 copies wore printed only a week ago requests for more than that nviount. ,atv 
already been received and a second printIng has been ordered. IncidenL.aLly, a lInreo 
portion of the demand orginates from the U.S. Government or international Agencies. 
In addition to the index atlas the final, draft manuscript copy 0.1 fle' lr 
of' Rt.ote Senrin, Systems in Develor1_r.! Projects, a manual, funded by the Dir.ctorl . 
Office, has been completed and should be ready for publ-cation and distribution with­
in the next few months. 
Xore specifically, LA0IDSAT infomryation has been us-d 'ytensivoly in agrlc­
ultural projects. To cite one uase, that of tho State of Orisnsa, I'ndia, a liand uso 
map was riade by processing conputer tapes of thirteen landsat scenes iof the iiot 
eascn (November 1975) just prior to the harvesT of tile Incin .1p-.c ,i'r 'IThi 
amagery was then compared to the dry season coverage taken provjoil,,ly mcd DTh,,tur' " tr; 
were mado of paddy acreage w-40r culttvatiion for eormparj ron to agri. -lurnlg,,Ii l,1 cs 
for the region. The investigations are dirtr:fly related tn the amnic's E.stcr 1r.g,,lon 
Food Grain Project and results of the analysis will have a direct bcarin:; on bite 
Lnphazis given to convert specific single cropp.Ing areas in the State to doubl', 
croppirc as well as to assist in the development of a bettor water nawu¢acment pro;:rnn 
for irrigation srstems in the delta of the Mahanadi River. 
It might be of interest to note that since completion of the land u,,r, 
invostigations in Orissa, a request has been made by the State to do ': cnh(:r I, j10 
ocessirg for geologic and hydrologic investigations (also pid for out of natiniad 
-ands) which complement the computer categorization done previously for land uce. 
Kr. J. Zimmerman - 2 - July 19, 1976 
(A similar request has also been made that the UDP/fBank project in ibinna be


expanded to include such other sectors along with the scheduled land use clamnfiiCnll..


The cost and Lime required to make the Orissa land use map was approxiT1at:ly 
4 man-,onths - including groandtrathing operations. in Bnngladech a similar land u:,,, 
map prepared by the FiO took approximately 330 man-years for an 1.rea of almost 
identical size. Whbile the time difference to make the la..d u. map Is most rr markt] r. 
it should be noted that the eleven year FAO-bonglndesh Land Upo -appingi project. alto 
provided additional detailed soils and land cnnability data which is not possible 
through landsat ilagcry anlysis. However,in the case of BDangladesh which hid soil/ 
land use maps available for comparison, the land use in-formation was actually much 
more detailed and up-to-date on the sample area done than was the FAO map data. 
Tnus, it becomes evident that not all types of data can be obtained frolm 'lliilmtt, 
but coma info,,ation can readily be obtained in a fraction of the tDe or costs of 
doing pure terrestrial survey operations backed by large-scale aerial photo coverage. 
Before long the final rendition of the Orissa wet and diy season imagery should be 
available and a copy of the mosaic will be sent to you along with information on 
the crop: statistics on a District by District basis. 
Staff from several Ministries and the National Remote Sensing Agency w,:r 
involved in doing the land use mapping and field surveys. Preliminary rc:;ults of 
,ne study indicate that the potentials of the landsat cystcz have hardly begun to h,. 
utilized in development operations. 
As a result of the above, India has begun to give serious thought to 
investment in equipment and processing facilities in this field. The Bank Io also 
considering supporting an Indian request for the funding of a receiving /procecsing 
station. 
With all of these positive dovelop-ments come a few problems you s.hould be 
aware of: Few countries indeed have undertaken tape analysis or have attmptcr to 
The USAID as well as international agencies 5;uchtie in imagery to ground surveys. 
as the nn"mk should stress the applications and cost caving aspects far ore than 
they have in the past. To train national staff in sophisticated proce;Lni: in tho 
U.S. before they have even attempted to analyze existing imagery or tnpr:. i .1.1w b'l 
thcmselves in field opiwratoiitis largely a waste of funds. The ttrainees' that prove 
today should be the ones selected for more sophisticated training the the U.S. 
tomorrow and service contracts for processing of imagery by co,smrcial firmo wi i 
and can fJI1 thefull expertise in this highly technical field is fully warranted 
overseas becomes opporatioi-1i. Yqjui 1 ('nnLat this time until the equipment and staffgap 
cost of software, are being modified rndJcnlly and cost for the hardware and progrm 
as this rapidly changingare being reduced in price on alnost a monthly basis 
technology advances. 
the Bank with an excellent pi l o t cow;,jWile the India experierco has provided 
if the utility of Landsat imagery we are now expanding operations of this sort to 
Zaire at precnt and ol.hr:;
_nclude 15 scenes to be tape processed in Bzaina and 10 in 
to be done for the Philippines, Thailand, Kenya, Tanzania in the are scheduled did wJnt to tka thY::future. As these projects unfold I will keep you briefed but I 
of the index atlas, the mnnnuat4up-to-date on the publicationopportunity to bring you 
and the status of the Orissa Project. 
